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KEIMENO XAIPETIIMOY
TOY nPOEAPOY T H I
OPTANIITIKHI ElllTPOnHI
K. XAPH TZAAA
TIA TO 4O IYMflOZ10

ADDRESS BY
THE PRESIDENT OF
THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
MR. HARRY TZALAS
FOR THE 4th SYMPOSIUM

Kupia YnoupyE, Kupisq Kat Kupkol.

Mrs Minister, Ladies and Gentlemen.

IlEpaoav OKTOxpbvta an0 TO KaSince 1985, when in Piraeus, we
v o v iletpata
A0Kaipl TOU 1985 o ~ a m
hadthe first encounter on "Ancient Ship
8ytvs ytanphq cpopClq o u v a v q q peConstruction",eight years have elapsed
A e q ~ O v ~ ap-u
ou
nh-aiou,a~ohou- and two further Symposia were orgaB ' Iupnoo~o
mouqAsAcpouq
nized in Delphi and in Athens. We are
Bqoav~o
~ E K L V ~ - about to start today the works of the
Kal TO r ' CXllV A0ova. Zfip~fXY
ps T L spyaoisq
~
TOU A ' Zupnoaiou
"IVth Symposium on Ship Construction
<<NaunqylKiq m q v Ap~atbTqTa~. in Antiquity".
Xaipopa~161aiT&panou avapsoa
O U ~ ~ U ~ ~ E T E X O V T E
paq
~ ~

It gives me great pleasure to see
( X
~ among
~ E T L ~
the participants numerous
ouva~q6~a~pivonoMouqn~mouq
friends, who attended the three precpihouq nou o u p p s ~ s i ~ Kai
a v m a ~ p i a vious Symposia.
npoqyoupeva I upnoota.
Ialso note with satisfaction that our
A ~ a n ~ m Osv no i q q pe (sxop~o-rr)
t~avonoiqq
OTL OL ouvawr)os~qpaq
encounters have become a leading
Ey~vav0sopoq KaL EXOUV P ~ EEL ~ E - event on the International Calendar of
~ o u o a 0 6m
q o A~c0vEq
Hpepohoyto
Nautical Archaeology Congresses.
T O V Iuvsbpiov Na~TtKfiqApxatoAoyiaq.
Eveappuvr~~o$
s i v a ~o ouvexOq
The ever increasing number of
au~avopsvoq
apt8poq~ovava~o~vO-papers presentedand the large number
oswvnounapouo~a<ovra~~a~~0~6~aof participants is encouraging.
K E K ~ L ~ E V O~VU V E ~ ~nou
W U
V U~~ETExouv.

Et6l~a
yla Tq q s ~ l v fpaq
i
~K6fiEspeciallyfor our present meeting
np00q0pd
l
hW0q fiTCtv TOUO peyahq ?
the proposednumber of papers was so
important that if we had accepted all
oqpavr~~h
spyaolhv
v
nou sav ano~ E X O ~ ~ UKal
T E
Tlq K ~ ~ U U T E P T ) ~ & V the
E ~ delayed participations,five full days
npo~aosiq,
0a xpsla<opacrrav n8vrs
would have been needed insteadof the
three programmed.Weshould perhaps
v
qpCpsq spyaaiaq avri TWV ~ p l h nou
sixape npoypappa~iosl.f l t B a v 6 ~ a ~ a contemplate for our next encounter
U Lshni<w
O
0 ~ 1 which hopefully will be held in Greece
KaTa TO 50 ~ U ~ ~ ~ OROU
in 1993, to increase the working
Ba npaypa~onotq0ei, nahl aTqv
u p ~ sessions to four days so not to
EMa6a, TO 1993, v a ~ p e ~ a m o TEUosptq pCpsq yla va pqv anoyoq~su- discouragethose scholars who want to
contribute.
~
s~sivouqaoups T O U sn~a~fipovsq
Kal sivat nohhoi- nou av-ranoK ~ ~ V O ~V ET T~ L~UTO
K ~ Kah~apa
paq.
Acolleague asked me: "will you find
anything new to say addressing for the
fourth time to nearly the same
audience?Well Ibelieve that for someone who lives in this land, in Greece,
surrounded by islands and seas, with
E y h n ~ a ~ s OTL
u o yla onolov <EL
thousands of sea-crafts scattered
aTqv xhpa au~fi,~ q EAha6a,
v
nsplaround the Archipelago, it is certainly
K U K A W ~ C V Oan6
~ q o t a at BClhaoaeq,
not difficult to find something new to
p&Ta xlA~a6sqnhsoup~vava auhasay drawing from the inexhaustible
~ k v o u TO
v ApxlnCAayoq, 6sv pnopsi
spring of Greek seamanship.
E ~pp&lK ~ T K
L~LVOUVa ~ U U K O ~ C U TVa
p ~ yla
o va riel an6 T ~ au-rsipsu~q
V
nqyfi nou A&y&TalE M q v t ~ V~UTOOUVT).
fi
<< panou
Iuva6sAqoq ps pw~qas:
0a pps~q~ a l v o u p ~Aoy~a
a
plhhv~aq
~
KaTa TqV &vap<rl
yLa T & T ~ ~ T Toops,
TOU i6iou Iupnooiou, us nspinou TO
i6to a~poa~fiplo;>,

TOKapaPl, TO ~ ~ O ~ U ~ ~ O KKaO T E ~ O The ship, the most intricate construction in Antiquity was, since the
~ao~suaop
a
TWV apxaiov, unfipcs
dawn of history, a mean of peacefulen~
xpovouq kva
an0 T O U navapxa~ouq
counters for the Mediterraneanpeople.
pk00 U U V ~ V T ~ ~TWV
~ C , Aahv Tqq
T E ~ Certainly there have been repeated
M~ooysiou.Bspaiwq a&~ ~ K E TIEinstances when the ship, as a war
prrrhoelq TO ~ a p a aav
p ~ pCoo nohCmachine, did separate the nations, but
pou paq xhplos, ahha yla nohu psfor innumerably lengthier periods, the
Kat as anetpa
yahu~spa6~acnfipa~a
ship was a way of transportation of
nsp~aao~spsq
nepln~hoslq
f i ~ a vTO
pCao ps~aqopaq
ayaehv Kai n o h l ~ l - commodities and a mean of spreading
al.lou nou paq 8vwos us ~ o u yqe i ~ o - civilization that brought us closer to our
v&$paq. 0 Ehhqvi~oq
I T O ~ ~ T ~~ UE~ V
O ~
neighbors. Greek civilization was not

pe~acpBp0q~s
p&po6sq ahha ~a<i6&- transported on wheels but it traveled
Qe pe nhoia.
with ships.
We have gathered here to learn
r t a a u ~T j ~ TVB X V ~TOU apxaiou
more about the art of the ancient ship
~apapopapay~ou,
a ~ o onoio
v
epsiq
builders to who we Greeks owe so
ot 'EAhqvsq xpwa~ape~ o a nohha,
a
eipao~eojpepa s6O O U Y K E V T ~ W ~much.
Bvot yta va pa00upe neptaao~epa.
I feel that I could not close this
Aev 0a pnopouoanpo~ou~Aeiaw
brief address without referringto a great
a u ~ TO
o auvropo xatps~tapova pqv
absent, to the man who dedicated the
avacpep0O as Bvav psyaho anovra,
greater part of his life searching the
mov avepono nou 666eQe TO peyaA U T E ~ OpBpoq ~ q <wjq
q TOU E~EUVO- depths of the Eastern Mediterranean
VTaq TO P U ~ OTqq A v a T o h l ~ j q studying the remains of ancient ships.
Meooyeiou, pehs~hvraq
Ta AeiQava
Peter Throkmortonwho justly was
TWV apxaiwv vauayeiov. 0 Peter
called "the father of Under-water
avopao~q~e
Throkmorton nou 6 i ~ a l o
Archaeology", is no long among us. Last
o na~&paq
m qEvClhtaqApxatohoyiaq,
year he had indicated his intention to
Bcpuye npowpa an6 K O V T ~paq. Eixe
attend once again our Symposium. He
va aup& ~ 6 q h h o & t n & p osnteupia
l~v
did not make it as in the meantime, he
pe~aoxetyta pia a ~ o p a
cpopa OTO
set sail for the "long voyage".
Iupnoato paqaMa 6ev npohaps,a d nape yta TO peyaho ~aCi6t.
H 0hiQq oAwv paq eivat peyahq,
t ai0ouahha napjyopo eivat o ~aTqv
aa a u ~6taKpivo
j
nohhouq an6 ~ o u q
nahtouq ouvepya~sqTOU ayanq~ou
Peter nou ouve~i<ouvTO Bpyo TOU,
EVOa ~ o p nto
a ev0appuv~t~o
eivat va
phBnw T O U av0pOnouq
~
~ q vBaq
q yeepnve~~~
vtaq nounaipvouv wvU K U T C
opevot an6 TOV i61o j h o Kat ev0ouotaapo nou six& o peyahoq a u ~ o q
U h a ~ p q TOU
q
&p&uvqTfiqTOU P U ~ O Kal
nhoiou.

Our sorrow is great but it is recomforting to see in this room several of the
colleagues of our beloved Peter, who
are continuing the work he loved, but
even better I see the new generation,
of those inspiredby the same zeal and
enthusiasm and the love for the ship.

<

To organize a conference and to
r t a va yivet Bva IuvB6pt0, yta va
ne~uxst,yta va cpuyouv ot Iuvs6pot
attempt a success necessitate, a lot of
work. To preparethese threedays, not
t~avonotqp~vot
~peta<e~ai
n o M j 60uless than two years of efforts were
hsta. r t a va npoe~otpamouv
au~Bq
ot
I have to acknowledge the
TPELC ~ ( I & P EXPEL~<ETQL
~,
U U V E X ~ ~ needed.
~

npoanaBe~a600 xpovov. ZTO8pyo
cooperation and the support of all the
a u ~ eok a qoupna@maoq OAOV TOV
membersof the Organizing Committee.
p&hhv Tqq 0 p y a ~ O T l K ~&nlTponI)q.
q
I have much valued the advice of Mr.
Lucien Basch and Dr. David Blackman
X ~ ~ U ~ ~0 1OU UT~ P
~ OTU AE&TOV
~ K.K.
Lucien Basch Kal D. Blackman naponotwithstanding the distance that
Aq ~ q avn o o ~ a a qnou paq xwpi<sl.
separate us. I also acknowledge the
OETLK~,
ps PoIj8qoav 01 'EAAqvsq cpiassistance from our Greekfriends: Mr.
~
Kpl~<aq,o
Aol: o K O XapaAapnoq
Harry Kritzas, Cpt. Tasos Tsamtzis and
nhoiapxoq Taooq T<ap~<Ijq
Kalo ~ o q Mr. Nikos Lianos. Iexpress my gratitude
N~KOS
Alavoq. Touq e u x a p l o ~ onwq
h
to the membersof the Executive ComE U X C ~ ~ ~ UKal
T ~ Ta p&hq Tqq E K T E ~ E - mittee. It would be unjust if I did not
praise the contribution of our secretaries
O T Lyla
K ~q
I ~PoIjBs~a
~
TOUS. Oa IjpouVU a 6 1 ~ E
0 ~~ ~V E EV~ E U ~ ) ~ ~ N ~SET T ) Vwho, in particularthe last weeks, worked
x w p l m npoocpopdTOV K O ~ L T U Lq~ Vq
under a great pressure, Ithank Miss K.
nou 6ouAewav, 161aiT&- Karamanli, N. Anthopoulou and M.
ypappa~eiaq
E~
pE UUpa TLq T E ~ E U T U ~eP60pa6eq
Poulou.
ToBuoia. E u x a p l o ~ TIC
h 6eonolvi6eq
K. KapapavAIj, N. AvBonouAou Kal
Mapia IlouAou.
AAAa KaeoplUTlKfl UTqV npaypa~ o n o i q o qa u ~ I j q
~ q ouvav-rqoqq
q
eival q ouvexIjq poIjBsta TOU Ynoupysiou n0hlTlCSp0~Kal ps T ~ sVu ~ a t p i a
Ba IjBeAava euxaptflow q v Ynoupy o n o h l ~ ~ o p oKa
u Avva Wapo06aMnevaq a M a KCllTOV ~ ~ O K ~ T Oq q
X ,O
TOV A ~ ~ ~ n p o e ~
6 pqoKup8pvqaqq
q
KO
T<avvIj T < U V V & T yla
~ K q~ v ap8plUTq
oupnapacrraa~\T O U ~ .

What, however, is decisive for the
materializationof our encounters is the
continuing assistance of the Ministryof
Culture and I take this opportunity to
express my thanks to the Minister of
Culture Mrs. Anna Psarouda-Benaki
as well as to the former Minister Mr.
Tzannis Tzannetakis, Vice President
of the present government, for their
great assistance.

T&Aoq, 8va pcyaAo e u x a p ~ o ~ h
Last, but not least, our many thanks
UTOV O L K O ~ E U ~ OPUS,
T ~ TOV 'ECp0p0
to our host, the Ephore of Antiquities
A ~ X ~ L O T ~KO~ n8Tp0
T U V KaAAlya Kal
Dr. Peter Calligas and to his
~ n O U paq qlh0UTOUqU U V E P Y ~ T ETOU
collaborators who are hosting us to this
~evouv
oe a u ~ oTOV
v wpaio xhpo, o-qv
beautiful building under the Acropolis.
0Kla Tqq A~ponoAeoq,Kal O ~ O UPpIjWe did not only find kindness and
Kape 6x1povo mopyIj yla TO Bpyo paq assistance but also efficiency.
aAAa Kal ~ ~ O T E A E U ~ ~ T ~ K O T ~ T C ~ .

EK pEpouq oAov ~ o pehhv
v
~ q q
On behalf of all the members of the
ALE~VO
OpyavoTlKfiq
U~
Eni~pomjq
Kal international Organizing Committee
q q E ~ ~ e A e r n i EniTpomq
~fiq
and of the Executive Committeewhich
nou &XU
T ~ ~V i p fva
i npos6peuw, oaq Kah0I have the honor to preside, I welcome
oopyw Kai euxopai q ouvawqofi paq you and I wish that our meeting will be
fruitful and that your stay on the land of
a u ~ fva
i eivai ~apnocpopaKal q napaTOU nooedhva
Poseidon and of Xenios Zeus, patron
povfi oaq o ~ xhpa
q
ahha Kai TOU 3 v 1 o uAia, va eivai euof hospitality, will be pleasant.
xapimq.

IlPOIORNHZH T H I
YnOYPrOY IlOAITIIMOY
Kaq ANNA1 WAPOYAA-MnENAKH

ADDRESS BY THE
GREEK MINISTER OF CULTURE
PROF. ANNA PSAROUDA-BENAKI

ME 161aiTEp~)
xapa a n o 6 ~ ~ 8 q ~ a With great pleasure Iaccepted the
va n a p a m h q v q- invitationto attend the opening session
~ q npooKhqoq
v
peplvfi ~ v a p ~ ~ f iouvs6piaoq
pia
TOU
of the 4th International Symposiumon
T & T ~ ~ T61&8~06$
OU
~ U ~ ~ O UAp~ O U "Ancient Shipbuilding", organized by
xaiaq Na~nIlyiKfiq,nou o p y a v h v s ~ ~ o the Hellenic Institute for the
E M q v i ~ IoV ~ L T O Unpocrraaiaq
TO
q q
Preservationof Nautical Tradition and
NauTiKfiq napa6ooqq Kal&IJxapla~h I thank the President of the Organizing
TOV I l p o ~ 6 p o
Kai ~ o u opyavw~&q
q
yl'
Committee for this kind invitation.
~~
a u ~T i ~ EVU Y E V L K npoo~hqoq.
For a country like Greece with a
ria pia xhpa onwq q EAha6a pe
very rich naval traditionand special ties
T ~ nhouo~a
V
v a u ~ l ~napa6ooq
rj
Kal
with
the sea, a country where life,
~ o u t61ai~~pouq
q
6 ~ o p o u qp& ~q 8aeconomy and iulture is firmly connected
haaoa, onou q Sufi,q oi~ovopiaKal
0 l l ~ h l ~ i Eival
~ p ~U $~ ~ ~ KU UT VU~ E - with the sea, the historical and
archaeological research into the
6~pCva
pe ~ o u 8aAaoo~ouq
q
6popouq,
q l o ~ o p i ~Kai
f i a p ~ ~ l ~ avah ~ ~ l sources
~ f i of naval skill has immense
importance. That is why the works of
6p0pfi OTIS nqy&qTqC VCluTlKfiq T&XVqq Kal T E X V L K ~ ~&XEL
C
I ~ P W T C ~ P X L K ~ ~ the Congress, covering all fields of research on ancient shipbuilding, constioqpaoia. Ti' a u ~ ~
o a01 lcpyaoieq TOU
an importantcontributionto history
Iuve6piou ~ U T O U ,nou K ~ ~ U ~ T O U tute
V
and archaeology of this country. Also
ohouq ~ o u ~
qo p s i q
T ~ &
S p ~ u v ayla
q
T ~ apxaia
V
v a u n q y ~ ~ fUi ~, O T E ~ O U V ancient shipwrecks containing archaeological finds of great value, which are
ouyxpovwq Kac p a < E X O ~ L U Toup~~
abundant in the Greek sea, constitute
o T Q V l 0 ~ 0 p i KalTqV
a
Apxaiohoa permanent source of information not
yia a u ~ o TOU
u T O ~ O UEc
. ahhou Ta aponly
on naval skill, but also commerce,
xaia vauay~a,nou acp8ovouv o ~ i q
social and politicallife as well as human
K a l ncptKheiouv
~Ahqvl~B
BdAaooeq
q
relations in the ancient world.
a p ~ a ~ o h o y l ~8qoaupouq
ouq
uwimqq
qpaoiaq, a n o ~ ~ h o acrrsipeuq
uv
nqyfi nhqpocpopihv yla ~ q vaunqyi~fi
v
~ & x v qahha
,
Kat yia TO ~ p r ~ o p l~o ,q v
KOLVWV~K
Kal
~ ~n o h t ~ i ~
Sufi,
f i T Lox&~
TWV
av8phnwv
Kat
yia
oecq p s ~ a c u
nohha ahha o ~ q av p x a t o ~ q ~ a .
ME TO Iuv&6plo oaq 6iV&TE,Aolnov aTqv n0hlTEia Kal &va EITlnh~0v

Thus your Conference offers an
additional motive for our Ministry of

Evauopa yta va npooerjosi ~ i svaq
ALES a p ~ a i o h o y i Epsuvsq,
~~q
npoocpEpov-raq Ta a n a p a i ~ q ~pCoa
a as
Cpquxo u A i ~ Kal
o uno60prj.

Culture to promote the underwater
archaeological research.

C2mooo a~oBavopairqva v a y ~ q ,
Nevertheless, I feel the need to
nCpav ~ q sqn i o ~ q p o v i ~ foqpaoiaq
iq
stress, together with the scientific
rqq npocpopaq oaq, va &capo Kai TO
importance of your contribution, the
~)UX~KO
O ~ & V O
Kal
~ TqV ~ E ~ L O T E X V ~moral
U , strength that is needed for your
nou anaiwi TO &v61)\ios p s u v q ~ i oaq
~o
research work. Indispensable is syste&py0. Xp&ldl<&~al
~ E ~ o ~ L K T ) , E T [ ~ ~ O V T ) matic consistent and really hard work.
Kai s c a i p s ~ i ~
sninovq
a
spyaoia KaUnderwater excavations often mean
.
Bhq Kai auvsxrj avaAq$q K ~ V ~ U V ~ V confronting
risks and I refer with deep
ME o u y ~ i v q o qAoinov avacpEpopai
sorrow to the recent loss of a young
o ~ q npoocpa~q
v
andAsia svoq vCou
and devoted underwater scientistKai oepvou unoppljxiou ~ p s u v q ~ f i , architect Abatzoglou, whose death
TOU ~ ~ X ~ T & K TApnar<oyAou
O V ~
n0U
spread sorrow among the Greek archan p a y p a ~ i Bpqvei
~a
q E h h q v ~ ~snirj
eological community. I wish that such
Euxopai TEo ~ q p o v i ~OIKOY&VELU.
fi
sacrifices happen no more.
va pqv unapcouv aAAsq
~ o i s 0uoisq
q
UTO pEAAov.
With these thoughts I declare the
opening of the "4th International
Symposium on Ancient Shipbuilding"
and wish success to your works.

THE MYSTERY OF THE ORIENTAL WARSHIP
"The first who sailed the sea in ships which are tarred (or pitched) and nailed,
rather than sewn and oiled, and their form is flat rather than having two poles, is
al Haggag ibn YOsuf ':

This piece of informationhas been preserved in a book written at the beginning
of the tenth century by a Moslem Persian author, Ibn Rustahl. It appears in a
chapter where the writer gives a list of pioneers in various fields and describes
the "innovation"of the governor of Iraqwho ruled between694 and 714 AD, under
the Ummayyad caliphs 'Abd alMalik and alWalid
I. Theships alHaggag built were not merchantmen. He neededthem to fight
the lndian pirates at the entrance to the Persian Gulf, and ended up conquering
Sind by combined land and sea operations*.

When Ibn Rustah said "the sea" he meant the India Ocean, or rather its
western basin. Like the Mediterranean, this ocean is divided in two by Sri-Lanka
and the Maldive islands. In the eastern basin, a separate shipping tradition was
dominant, led by the people of south-east Asia, with an important Chinese influence.
This study is concerned with the western basin and mainly with its two extremities
- the Red Sea and Persian Gulf. These waters were traditionally referred to as
the "Arabian Sea". They have specific geophysicaland meteorologicalconditions,
which have determined the nature of seafaring through the ages3.
The above statement makestwo important points: a. it implies the beginning
of a tradition, i.e. -the building of "Mediterranean type" ships in the Arabian Sea;
b. it makes a detailed distinction between the two types of ship-hulls, the
Mediterranean and the Eastern ones.

A.

Was alHaggiig reallythe first who built Mediterraneantype ships in the area?
Most of the mediaevalArab, Persianand Western sources which describe shipping
in the Indian Ocean allude to merchantmen. The Moslem travellers, especially
Ibn Gubair4, describe in detail the general nature and the construction method of
these ships. The iconographic sources also depict cargo and passenger ships,
alHar~rF,
as inthe well-known miniature illuminations to the manuscriptof Maq~mat
frequently misused to represent Mediterranean Moslem ships as wells. These
sources should be supplemented by the important studies of localcraft which had
existed up to World War 117. They all describe the typical oriental merchantman
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as a sewn, double-ended craft, carrying a fore-and-aft sail, the so-called Arab
Lateen, and equipped with a precocious stern rudder. Some of the sources, like
Ibn Gubair, Ibn BatOtaandMarco Poloa, complain of the poor quality of these ships
and the misery of the seafarers. The miniatures also describe baling the water
out as a routine operation of the crew.
The few allusions to warships add up to a strange picture. It seems that
whenever a naval action was carried out in the Red Sea, ship-parts were being
built in Mediterranean arsenals, then transported on camel-back to one of the
ports on the Red Sea shore. There they would undergo assemblage, nailing and
final construction. Then the ships would be launched, ready for battles. The most
famous example of this practice was the naval campaign carried out by Renauld
de Chatillon, the Crusader Lord of Transjordan, in the Red Sea in AD 1182-310.
Less known is the fact that Saladin, his adversary, also moved Mediterranean
fighting vessels to eastern waters on several occasions, as when he sent his fleet
against that of Renauld, and twelve years earlier, when he captured GazTrat Far'un,
ile de Graye of the crusadersll. At the end of the thirteenth century, as the final
blow was being dealt to the Crusader Kingdom, several Genoese galleys were
active in the Persian gulf, in the service of the Mongolsl2. As late as the sixteenth
century, the Ottomans were fighting the Portuguese in the Red Sea with
Mediterranean war fleetsl3.
All these instancesare later than alHaggi3g times, but things were no different
in earlier days. The practice is attested too in the Roman and even Hellenistic
periods, perhaps earlier yet. To give but afew well-known examples: The Assyrian
king Sancheriv (705-681 BC) moved ~ho'enicianshipwrights to Ninveh, where
they built a war-fleet to fight "the land of the sea" (modern Kuweit?)~"Alexander
the Great transferred Phoenician fleets to the Persian Gulf15 and one of his
successors, Ptolemy the Second, defeated the Nabateans in the Gulf of Eilat by
using quadriremes (c. 275 BC)16. The Roman Aelus Gallus carried out in 25-4 BC
an unfortunate trireme campaign to Aden". According to recent Egyptian
excavations at a Red Sea port site, this was the case also in Pharaonic timesla.
These examples add up to a long standing tradition. In the case of the Red
Sea, the ships were constructed in the traditional shipyards and transported,
mostly on land (!), to the theatre of war. When the ancient canal linking the Nile
with the Red Sea was in use, the ships could pass through it, although we have
no direct evidence for this practice's. In the Persian Gulf and beyond, the ships
were constructed in situ. When these ships were constructed in the eastern
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arsenals, it may be assumedthat Mediterraneanmaster shipwrights were employed,
using Mediterranean-basintimber like Aleppo pine, and the Mediterraneanmethod
of construction. In classical times, the warship was of the trireme type, while in
the medieval period it was of the galley type, called in the Mediterranean area
Ghurab or ShTnT. In the East, these ships seem to have been called by the generic
name Mu'abbada-constructed, processed20. The practice of "importing" warships
is understandable in the case of Mediterranean sea-powers pushing into foreign
waters. Even in this case, we would expect the enemy to adopt eventually the
superior design and tactics of the intruding warships, as would normally happen
in a similar situation. But it did not happen here, although Mediterraneanwarships
were not only moved into eastern waters, but were repeatedlyconstructed there.
From the preceding evidence it is clear that alHaggZig represents a link in a
chain of long-standingtradition. He was neither the first nor the last. But his project
did not have any prolonged impact on the eastern shipbuilding industry. Over 150
years after alHaggag5stimes, the complete dichotomy betweenthe two shipbuilding
traditions, that of the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, is attested by a tale
ascribed to "Sulaiman the Merchant", who was active in the eastern trade around
the middle of the ninth century21. He says that:
"now we know something which our predecessors did not know, namely that the
Ocean bordering on China and India is connected with the Mediterranean. It has
been proven by a part of a sewn Arab ship hull, found in the Mediterranean. The
ship must have been wrecked and this part of the hull was carried by the waves
to the Caspian Sea, from there to the Black Sea, whence it got into the
Mediterranean. Now we know that only the ships of Siraf (on the Persian Gulf)
are sewn, while Syrian and Byzantine ships are nailed and not sewn".

He obviously did not know about the sewn boats of the Mediterraneannn,
and his knowledge of the northern waterways leaves something to be desired,
but he certainly made his point23.
Egypt,with coasts on both the Mediterraneanand the Red Sea, is an enigma.
~hroughoutits medieval history, Egypt had close relationswith Meccaand Medina,
aflourishingtrade with the Far East and aconstant need to protect its long eastern
bordeP4. Nevertheless, it seems that it always had Mediterranean warships as
patrols in its eastern waters, and that these did not affect the local ships industry,
even during periods of intensive maritime activity, as under Ummayyadand Fatimid
rule. Qulzum, Qusair, AidhBb, at-Tur and other coastal towns served at different
periods as important ship-building centers, but they turned out sewn merchantmen,
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unaffected by the Mediterranean tradition.

B.

The comparison made by Ibn Rustah is undoubtedly describing the main
differences in constructionand profile between Mediterranean and Eastern ships.
Iwould like to emphasizethe contrast "tarred (orpitched) and not oiled" in connection
with the effort, brought up to date by L. Basch, to follow the etymology and origin
of "calfatage"25. Ibn Rustah writes more than three hundred years after the Greek
Papyrus mentioning "kalaphates" for the first time, and a hundred years before
Liman wreck, preserving real caulking, and before the first mention of
the S e r ~ e
calfatage in the Arabic sources26.
Nodoubt the Mediterraneanships Ibn Rustah isdescribing are already built
frame-first, as is evident by the date and by the term "nailed" he uses; but he does
not use the term "qalfata" but rather qayyara, which may apply to the protective
layer of hemp and pitch and not necessarily to forced or "true" caulking. Several
Abbasid poets who were contemporariesof Ibn Rustah also used Muqayyaraand
not muqalfata. The Persian orbit of language and culture did not adopt this term,
and continued to use the rather unspeciffic qyr. Here there was not much use for
it, as the ships which needed caulking were indeed rare east of Suez.
The term qalfata in Arabic means only true calfatage, as in the European
languages. To be sure, this four letter root is definitely alien to Arabic. Originally
it was a three letter regular semitic root which made the round and came back
into the Arabic via the Greek. The Byzantine term is derived in my opinion from
the Syrian and Aramaic, and its remote originsare in Mesopotamianboat building
(as Noah's Arc, Genesis 6, 14) and Egyptian ship construction (Moses boat,
Exodus2,3).
The root qlf does not appear in the Old Testament. It is quite prevalent
in the Talmud, where it means as in Aramaic - shell, outer skin27.
The transmission must have occured during Hellenistic or early Roman
times, when Greek and Western semitic languages influenced each other to a
great extent. In the beginning, the word meant protecting the hull by asphalt,
bitumen and the like, and only later it became specialized to true caulking. In my
view, the sixth century papyrus still uses the word in this general sense. When
"qalfata" appears in Arabic for the first time (no later then the eleventh century),
it is by any way of the Byzantine Greek term, as the added final "tawshows. The
Turkish term may have come either via the Greek or the Arabic, but not vice versa,
as it is neither a Turkish nor a Persian root.
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On the whole, naval activity in this region was very sporadic. When describing
Gallus' campaign, Strabo said?
"Now this was the first mistake of Gallus, to build long boats, since there was no
naval war at hand, or even to be expected; for the Arabians are not very good
warriors even on land, rather being hucksters and merchants, to say nothing of
fighting at sea".

This statement remained valid for the western lndian Ocean for hundreds
of years to come, although in the Mediterraneanthe same Arabs rapidly developed
into a naval power to be reckoned with. Hourani in his pioneering study of this
topic has commented on the lackof naval tradition even within the seafaring tribes
of south and east Arabia29.
Most modern treatments of the subject of Moslem Eastern seafaring deal
mainly with commercial expansion, note the technical characteristics in ship
construction and types, but fail to emphasize the absence of warships and naval
actionsfromthe eastern sphereso. A.R. Lewis, in this study of lndian Ocean shipping
in the late Middle Ages, concludes that the eastern system of free trade lasted
from pre-Islamic times to the age of the great discoveries and was totally different
from the military commerce prevailinginthe West31. This point was justly elaborated
on by Christides and others32. But Christides maintains also that:
"on the one hand, [eastern warships] had to be constructed in accordance with
the model of the merchant passenger vessels ..., and on the other, much was
borrowed from the Mediterranean naval technology, since there was a constant
interchange of naval technology in the construction of vessels between the two
areas"33.

The evidence seems to point in the opposite direction. The specialized
warships of the western lndian Ocean were "imported" ~editerraneanships, and
there was no lasting influencebetweenthe two types. The needto "import"warships
from western arsenals and the sporadic nature of naval warfare in the East reflect
two distinct concepts of sea power.
Piracy, however, continued to be a major problem throughout the Middle
Ages34. The south-Arabian tribes engaged in piracy from times immemorial, as
an extension of the caravan robbery on land. The straits of Tiran, Bab alMandab
and Hormuz and the adjacent islands (Soccotra, Bahrein, the mouth of the Indus),
were well-feared pirate nests. State-or-regionorganizedcampaigns against them
usually failed. This endemic situation in another aspect of the lackof naval power
in this area.
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The absence of specialized warships had far-reaching implications on the
nature of maritimecommerce and the dominion of the seas. In the western lndian
Ocean, commerce was free and open to all, and the style of international relations
up to the great discoverieswas not violent, but depended on diplomatic missions
like that of theQueen of Shebain the tenth century BCorthe Ming Dynastyvoyages
at the beginning of the fourteenth century AD35. At the end of the Middle Ages,
the fusion of the seafaring traditions of the Mediterranean and Atlantic Ocean led
to European victory over the oceans and the dominion of the whole world36. In the
East, no mutual influence occured between the seafaring traditions of the
Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. The absence of the oriental warship may be
regarded as a major factor in the inferiority of the East at this crucial moment in
history.
The reasons for these developments, or rather lack of them, are beyond the
scope of this paper. A glimpse into the mentality which lay behind them is found
in an eloquent passage, quoted in the name of a Persian sage, talking of the
differences between land and naval tactics?
"Chess is similar to land-battle, while backgammon represents a sea battle. The
backgammon player places his pieces in choice positions and stays on guard, but
the dice come up with what does not agree with his plan, so there is no use for his
watchfulness, and his stratagem comes to nothing, as with the shifting winds and
the everchanging sea".

Sarah Arenson
Man and Sea Society
Israel
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REPRESENTATIONS DE NAVIRES
DE L' AGE DU BRONGE EN ESPAGNE

Des representations rupestres d'ernbarcations ont 6te identifiees dans la
peninsule de Morrazo (prov. de Galice), dans le Nord-Ouest de I'Espagne. Leur
situation geographiqueles place parrni les cultures indigenes de tradition atlantique.
Les theme de cesgravures rupestres est Ace jour uniquedans la Peninsule
Iberique, aussi, on s'interoge sur I'origine de ce type d'ernbarcations. Leur forrne
n'est pas etrangere dans le rnonde atlantique rnais, les antecedantsdetels navires
doivent peut-&re &re recherches en Mediteranee orientale ou en Egee.
Alaquestion desorigines deces navires est liee celle desvoies de circulation
qu'ils ernpruntaient, ce qui nous conduit A envisager I'existence de navigations
vers le Nord, entre la c6te atlantique de la Peninsule lberique jusqu'A la Manche
et vers le Sud, peut-&re jusqu'au bassin rnediterraneen. L'evaluationdes enjeux
Bconorniques que rassernble la P6ninsule lberique pour le Monde Atlantique et
le Monde Mediterraneen devrait perrnettre d'eclaircir une partie des questions
posees, notarnrnent celle de I'origine des ernbarcations representees.
Catherine Aubert
Casa de Velasquez
Ciudad Universitaria
28040 Madrid
Espagne

EDITOR'S NOTE

This is the abstract of Miss Aubert communication as no text was received for
publication

N OTES SUR L'EPERON

La decouverte, en 1980, de I'eperon d' Athlitl a confirm6 ce que toute
I'iconographie permettait de prevoir: depuis 400 av. J.-C. au moins, I'eperon que
portaient les grands navires de guerre antiques etait un engin de bronze a trois
lames horizontales superposees et reunies, a la face anterieure, par une lame
verticale. Quand ce type d' kperon est-il tomb6 en desuetude?
A ce propos, L. Casson ecrit: "Shortly after the middle of the first century
A.D. a single pointed ram makes its appearance"2. Cette maniere de repondre a
la question posee ci-dessus, qui fut aussi celle de H. Seyrig3 n'est fondee, dans
le raisonnement de ces deux auteurs, que sur les seules emissions monetaires
romaines imperiales. Or on ne peut perdre de vue que lorsqu'un Etat ou une cite
dont la puissance repose principalement sur ses forces navales choisit de faire
figurer sur ses monnaies un navire de guerre, celui-ci est toujours le plus
caracteristique, c'est-a-dire, en pratique, le plus puissant de sa marine. II n'est
pas douteux que la triere, puis, A I'epoque hellenistique,tous les navires d'un rang
superieur A celle-ci, etaient pourvus de I'eperon A trois branches (que j'appellerai
dans lasuite I"'6peron classique"); comme memedes cites mineures comme Cius
ou Phaselis pouvaients' offrirau moins une triere, il n'est pas etonnant de rencontrer
cet eperon sur les monnaies grecques, pheniciennes, puniques et romaines, du
3e au 1er s. av. J.-C. L'eperon A pointe unique, dont I'existence est attestee en
Grece au moins depuis I'epoque geometrique avait-il pour autant disparu, ou
avait-il coexist6 avec I'eperon classique? Je me propose de demontrer ici cette
coexistence, au moyen, principalement, de I'iconographie, mais aussi de sources
ecrites - pour terminer par I'examen du seul vestige connu d'un tel Bperon, celui
de I'epave punique dite "Sister Ship", bien connue par les publications de Miss
Honor Frost4.
De I'Age du Bronze B I'Age du Fer.

Dans I'etat actuel de nos connaissances, il devient de plus en plus clair que
le navire de guerre proprement dit, c'est-A-dire specialise de telle f a ~ o nque ses
formes sont conryes en vue de la guerre sur mer au point de le distinguer
completement du navire marchand est ne B la fin de I'Age du Bronzes;

-

1'6volution de I'architecture navale n'a pas, au contraire de bien
d'autres techniques, dont I'ecritureet I'architecture, connu d'extinction,
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ni meme de ralentissement au cours de cette epoque de transitions,
ainsi que I'ont notamment demontre les dernieres decouvertes de
Madame Dakoronia a Kynos7.

-

I'eperon etait pleinement developpe I'epoque geometrique
(meme si son efficacite pose des problemes), mais qu'il existait deja
sous une forme embryonnaire a la fin de I'epoque myceniennes.
On peut meme se demander si sur le sarcophagede Gazi, vers 1200, I'eperon
n'avait pas depasse cet etat pour devenir deja une arme: la projectionvigoureuse
de la quille sur une telle longueur au-dela de I'etrave (Fig. 1 A) etait certes de
nature Afavoriser lavitesse du batiment, mais n'etait-cepas la un effetsecondaire?
En fait deux elements empechent d'etre sirr que la projection de la quille etait un
veritable eperon:
la "figure de proue", genante en cas de choc; toutefois, rien ne semble
s'etre oppose a I'eperonnagede bateaux de bas bord;
surtout: la liaison de I'etrave inclinee avec la quille horizontale semble
faible pour affronter un choc sans dommage pour le navire lui-meme.
S'il avait existe une piece de liaison X entre la projection de laquille et I'etrave
(Fig. 1 B), le choc aurait ete absorbe par un massif complexe lui-mgme relie, par
I'intermediaire de I'etrave, aux preceintes qui y sont fixees (Fig. 1B, P) et dans
ce cas iln'y aurait guere d'hesitation: le navire de Gazi aurait ete dote d'un veritable
eperon. Toutefois, meme tel qu'il se presente, I'hypothese selon laquelle la
projection serait un eperon ne peut etre exclue.
L'evolution qui se situe au plus tard vers 1050 vise precisementI'adjonction
de I'"elementX 9 , ce qui aboutit a lasilhouette bienconnue de I'epoquegeometrique,
celle d'une courbe continue de la pointe de I'eperon au sommet de I'etrave.
C'est ici I'endroit de se poser la question: pourquoi I'eperon? En effet, un
navire tel celui de Kynos, datant de la fin de I'Age du Bronze (il est attribub a I'HR
IIIC) (Fig. 2) est certes un navire de guerre, mais uniquement en raison de son
"chargement"de guerriers dont temoigne la rangee de boucliers; on voit fort bien
un tel navire se livrer Adiverses operations guerrieres, tels des raids et des pillages
a terre et a I'abordage, mais depourvu d'eperon, il ne peut compter que sur les
armes et la bravoure des soldats (ou pirates) embarques. Un tel navire convient
parfaitement a I'exercicede la piraterie, d'autant plus que son aspect general est
celui d'un navire marchand et qu'il pouvait, jusqu'a la derniere minute, se faire
passer comme tel aupres d'une future proie sans defense: un eperon est inutile
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pour cette activite, puisqu'il vise a la destruction de I'adversaire, alors que la
piraterie n'est lucrative que si elle permet de s'emparer d'un navire et de sa
cargaison intacts - et de ses passagers aussi indemnes que possible: le tout
pouvait &re utilise ou vendulo. L'eperon suppose donc I'existence de flottes
destinees a la guerre navale proprement dite, et, par consequent, de groupes
sociaux fortement organises et determines a eliminer la puissance navale de
groupes adverses similaires - ou a se defendre contre eux. La fonction de I'eperon
etant ainsi definie, un examen attentif du navire peint sur un vase geometrique
de Khaniale Tekke s'impose (Fig. 3): il aboutit aux conclusions suivantes:
1.

II est evident que ce navire "descend" de celui de Gazi; la "figure de
proue" a ete totalement supprimee, un chateau de proue (deja present
sur le navire de Tragana (HR Ill C)11) a ete ajoute et la projection de la
quille, tr6s allongee, est devenue un veritable eperon: ici, 1'"element X"
a ete ajoute.

2. Remarquablement long, cet eperon devait, en depit du renforcement
dQa son epaisseur, &re fragile; par ailleurs, il existait, pour le vaisseau
qui le portait, un autre danger que la rupture de I'eperon: celui, en cas
de choc, de voir le navire attaque basculerviolemmentvers son agresseur,
dont toute la partie anterieure ferait un plongeon, au risque de chavirerlz.
C'est ici que devait, sans doute, intervenir le proembolon inferieur (Fig.
3, B),d'uneforme unique: celled'un tampon, ou d'un butoir. On ne peut
qu'admirer la perspicacite de A. Cartault, qui ecrivait en 1881, apropos
de la fonction du proembolon de I'epoque classique: "le nposppoh~ov
avait a la fois pour fonction de completer I'oeuvre de destruction (de
I'eperon) en fracassant les parties hautes du vaisseau attaque et d'arreter
le navire dans son elan une fois le coup d'eperon porte"l3. Au vrai, le
r81e que j'attribue ici au proembolon inferieur du navire de Khaniale
Tekke, celui de butoir destine A arreter le mouvement de basculement
du navire agresse n'est pas exactement celui que lui attribuait Cartault,
mais il serrait la verite de tres pres; et je crois qu' a I'epoque classique,
le proembolonremplissait les deux fonctions bien aperyes par Cartault,
plus celle de butoir contre le chavirement du navire ennemi. Le r81e du
proembolon superieur, sur le navire Khaniale Tekke, qui a exactement
la meme forme que le proembolon inferieur, pouvaitjouer un r6le identique
a I'egard des superstructures du navire attaque, bien que celles-ci, a
I'exception du mat, aient dQ&re peu considerables; il est possible qu'il
existait, en realite, deux proembolajuxtaposes, I'un a babord, I'autre a
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tribord, representes par convention I'un au-dessus de I'autre.
L'eperon a I'epoque geometrique.

L'eperon strictement horizontal de Khaniale Tekke se retrouve dans les
peintures decorant la ceramique attique, parfois sans proembola (Fig. 4). Un
exemplaire particulierement interessant, parce qu'il peut 6tre assez precisement
date des environs de 775, a ete recemment decouvert sur le site corinthien de
Cromyon (I' oenochoe est une importation attique) (Fig. 5)14. A premiere vue,
I'eperon semble recourbe franchement vers le haut, mais un examen attentif
demontrequ'une tellecourbe est tres improbable. En effet, I'oenochoe est decoree
de cercles clairs concentriques qui se detachent sur un fond noir et d'une metope
qui devrait logiquement &re rectangulaire, maisqui, "entrainee" par le mouvement
circulaire general de la decoration, est trapezdidale - avec une base arrondie en
parallele avec les cercles clairs (Fig. 6). Or c'est dans cette metope que s'inscrit
le navire de la Fig. 5. On voit donc qu'en raison du style decoratif, la silhouette du
navire lui-m6me est deformee en forme de croissant: la quille, jusqu' a la pointe
de I'eperon, est pratiquement parallele au bord inferieur de la metope, donc,
horizontale dans la realite. On notera la presence, unique dans la peinture
geometrique attique, de deux vigoureux proembola,version probablementsimplifiee
de ceux du navire Khaniale Tekke, ce qui atteste la continuite dans I'evolution de
I'architecture navale grecque au cours du 8e s. L'epoque geometrique connait
cependant deux autres formes d'eperon.
1.
A I'epoque de I"'ecole du Dipylon", vers le milieu du 8e s., on aper~oitdes
eperons franchement recourbes vers le haut: on ne constate plus le parallelisme
de I'eperon avec la base de la zone decoree (Fig. 7 et 8). 11 est beaucoup plus
difficile ici que dans le cas du navire de Khaniale Tekke de definir I' emplacement
de la ligne de flottaison - qui determine celui de I'eperon - mais il est evident que
le coup porte par un tel eperon "releve" ne portait plus sur la partie la plus basse
des oeuvres vives; il me semble que le choc devait se produire peu au-dessous
de la ligne de flottaison. Un tel choc evitait en grande partie le basculement du
navire ennemi, ce qui - peut - &re - explique la rarete du proembolon a I'epoque
geometrique, son utilite etant devenue problematiquel5.

2.
L'eperon recourbe devait presenter un facheux inconvenient, qui n'avait
pas ete entierement compense par sa pointe aigue et effilee - precisement en
raison de la fragilite inherente 9 une telle forme. II n'est pas du tout surprenant
que les Grecs aient introduit, vers la fin du 8e s., une innovation capitale dans
I'histoire de I'eperon: on voit apparaitre, vers 725 environ, des navires de guerre
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attiques - notamment sur un bandeau d'ordecouvert a Athenes - dont I'extremite
(I'eperon) n'etait plus pointue, mais cornme "tranchee" de f a ~ o n
verticale (Fig. 9
et 1O)ls.
Un tel type d'eperon devait presenter sur les deux types precedents (pointe
horizontale et pointe recourbee) plusieurs avantages:
I'extremite etait beaucoup moins fragile;
il ne risquait pas (ou rnoins) de rester fiche dans la coque adverse;
il frappait d' un seul coup non un point precis de cette coque, mais toute
une zone des oeuvres vives; le but vise au moyen d' un tel eperon ne pouvait plus
6tre de percer violemrnent un trou dans la coque agressee, mais de defoncer sur
une surface plus ou moins etendue des bordages assembles a tenons et mortaises
(ou par ligatures) et de provoquer ainsi une voie d'eau irreparable au cours de
I'action.
Ce type d'eperon "A lame verticale" fut une invention capitale, dont on n'a
peut-6tre pas p e r p suffisamment I'importance, rnais dont on verra I'immense
succes en Grece.
Les deux forrnes (eperon a pointe et eperon "a lame verticale") semblent
avoir longtemps coexiste: on constate une etrave du second type des le deuxieme
quart du 8e s. sur une fibule en or du British Museuml7, mais on voit I'eperon a
pointe persister sur des fibules "beotiennes" de la premiere moitie du 7e SIB.:
L'eperon en Grhce A I'epoque archa'ique

Jusqu'ici, les representations, toutes en silhouettes, ne permettent pas de
trancher avec certitude la question de savoir si I'eperon ou sa pointe seulement
recevaient un rev6ternent metallique (ce qui, pour des raisons pratiques, parait
cependant probable). Deux images du 7e s. montrent qu'il en etait en tout cas
ainsi a cette epoque.
La premiere est une fibule datee de 700 (ou peu apres) (Fig. 11): il s'agit
d'un eperon a forme de lame bien caracteristique; la maniere dont I'artiste agrave
son image, tres differente de celle employee pour traiter la coque, ne perrnet
guere de douter de I'existenced'un rev6ternent rnetallique. On en douteraencore
moins en considerant un graffito de Thera, attribuable a la rnerne epoque (Fig.
12), montrant une coque surmontee d'un casque's. Non seulernent le reveternent
est ici particulierementbien visible, rnais le graffito (en fait, une gravure rupestre,
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profondement gravee dans le rocher) semble avoir ete I'oeuvred'un "artiste" ayant
eu pour but de mettre en relief ce revetement, qui recouvre a la fois I'extremite
de laquilleformant I'eperon et la partie inferieure de I'etrave, preuve, s'il en fallait,
que ces deux elements etaient etroitement lies pour former I'eperon proprement
dit. Ici, on ne peut douter un instant qu'il etait situe completement sous le niveau
de la flottaison (le navire est evidemment figure jusqu'a la quille) et destine a
frapper profondement sous 11eau20.
L'existence d'un revetement metallique - evidemment du bronze - au 6e
siecle dans I'univers grec ne pose plus aucun probleme: tous les Grecs, du Nord
- en Macedoine (Fig. 13) - au Sud - a Karnak (Fig. 14) adoptent, pour "orner"
I'eperon de leurs navires de guerre une tete de sanglier recouvrant I'eperonnl.
Cet eperon si caracteristique doit &re examine sous divers angles.
1.
La forme de son extremite. Les meilleures representations, a cet egard,
sont les plus "caricaturales", c'est-a-dire celles qui insistent sur cet aspect: on
peut y voir le triomphe de IX'eperon-lame",que ce soit en Beotie (Fig. 15 et 16) ou
a Corinthe (Fig. 17). Dans I'iconographie"artistique", 1'"eperon-pointe"adisparu.
2.
Sa structure. II faut ici insister sur un point tres important: le revetement
de bronze en forme de tete de sanglier recouvre, comme sur le graffito de Thera
(Fig. 12), mais plus completement, I'extremite de la quille et la base de I'etrave,
mais les preceintes ne sont jamais directement reliees A I'eperon. Pourtant I'une
au moins de ces preceintes, la preceinte inferieure, est bien visible sur la quasitotalite des representations de navires a eperon en forme de tete de sanglier; on
ne la verra jamais mieux que sur les deux navires de guerre de la coupe B 436 du
British Museum (Fig. 18). Un tel eperondevait necessairement&re apeine moins
fragileque les precedents; voilaqui explique pourquoi a la bataille navale dlAlalia,
vers 535, une flotte phoceenne de soixante navires, victorieuse d'une escadre
etrusco-punique, perdit quarante btitiments, les vingt survivants etant mis hors
service parce que leur eperon etait fausse (preuvequ'il avait ete utilise) (Herodote,
I, 166).
3.
Son emplacement. Les tres nombreuses representations que nous
possedons de ce type d'eperon le montrent tant6t

-au niveau de la flottaison24.
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II faut, pour determiner I'emplacement exact, tenir compte du fait que les
peintres de vases, desireux de montrer une tete de sanglier, ne pouvaient que
souhaiter la representer tout entiere, facteur susceptible de fausser la valeur
documentaire de cette iconographie: ilest evident que les peintres devaient avoir
tendance a preferer la version "emergee" a la version "immergee". L'ensemble
de ces imagestend A faire croire que la lame verticale devait frapper tres legerement
au-dessous du niveau de la flottaison; cette maniere d' eperonner entraine un
moindre risque de basculement du navire-victime vers le navire eperonneur et
elle rendait inutile, ou presque, I'emploi de "proembola-butoirs". Et de fait, on
n'observe que tres exceptionnellement des proembola au 6e s.25.
4.

Pourquoi une tete de sanglier?
Edgar Poe ecrivait, dans The Purloined letter: "These (large characters),
like overlargerly lettered signs and placards of the street, escape observations
by dint of being excessively obviousV26.Cette observation est, ici, tout afait justifiee.
En effet, personne,a maconnaissance, ne s'est jamais pose la question de savoir
pourquoi, brusquement et toutes ensemble, les cites de la Grece adoptent pour
leurs eperons une tete de sanglier, alors que les traditions de construction navale
n'etaient vraisemblablement pas toutes identiques27. Je n'aurais pas songe a ce
probleme si M. Paul Forsythe Johnston, dans son livre Ship and Boat Models in
Ancient Greece (Annapolis, 1985), n'avait pas ecrit, a titre d'hypothese, qu'une
base de statue archa~que,de forme triangulaire et datant de la fin du 7e s.,
conservee au Musee de Delos, aurait pu representer une proue de navirepa. L'angle
"anterieur" (celui qui fait face au spectateur) est orne d'une tete de belier, les deux
autres d'une tete de Gorgone; sa forme ne ressemble en rien a une proue de
navire et ce petit monument doit, a mon avis, etre ecarte de I'iconographienavale.
Or il n'existe pas de representation d'eperon d'un navire grecd'epoque archa~que
en forme de belier, le sanglier ayant un monopole. Cependant, a la reflexion, une
tete de belier n'aurait-elle pas ete infiniment plus logique a la proue d'un navire
eperonneur qu'une tete de sanglier? La reponse est evidemment affirmative, du
moins a premiere vue, et sans I'hypothese emise par M. Paul Forsythe Johnston,
je doute que le probleme eut ete pose29. Lorsqu'un engin est conCu en vue de
percer violemment une paroi resistante et que I'on veut, par une metaphore
imagee, lui donner le nom d'un animal, c'est tout naturellement au belierque I'on
songe. Dans I'Antiquite, I'arme de siege destinee a ebranler les murailles des
fortifications etait, tout naturellement, appelee "belier" (krios en grec, aries en
latin). Le Musee d'olympie conserve un tel engin, ou du moins son extremite de
bronze,dans laquellevenait s'encastrer une poutre de bois, datant de lapremiere
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moitie du 5e s. av. J.-C. (Fig. 19, A,B); ce krios est d'ailleurs orne d'une t6te de
belier: un ornernent "parlant". On noteraque I'eperon (naval)se nornrne egalement
"belier" en anglais (ram), en nberlandais (ram), et en allernand (rarnmsporn). Le
"bblier naval" agissant aussi par percussion, rien n'eiit ete plus normal que de
voir I'extrbrnite de la proue porter une t6te de belier. L'explication de cette singularit6
devrait-elle 6tre trouvee dans le dornaine de la mythologie ou des superstitions
maritimes? Ceci me parait exclu: si certains anirnaux, tel le cheval, favori de
Poseidon, ou lacorneille de mer, chere a Athenasoont des connexions rnaritirnes
bvidentes,le sanglier, pas plusque le belier d'ailleurs, n' en a aucune. D. Wachsrnuth,
dans sa these monumentale sur les croyances rnaritirnes de I'Antiquite (1967)
sernble avoir ete embarrass6 par cette question: il cite un fragment de Sophocle
associant le sanglier ti Aressl, mais le dieu de la guerre n'a pas de lien particulier
avec la mer. L'association du sanglier avec la ferocite de la guerre est d'ailleurs
loin d'6tre evidente: on retrouve le belier, et non le sanglier, cornrne ornement du
casque de bronze no B 4667 (6e s.) du Musee d'Olyrnpie32 et de celui que porte
le celebre buste de guerrier dit "buste de Leonidas" du Musee de Sparte.
L'usage de la tete de sanglier cornme eperon naval s'etendait fort loin dans
le monde grec: jusqu'a Phaselis, en Lycie, dont les rnonnaies ont eu la particularite
d'6tre les seules dans le rnonde hellenique dont les deux faces representent une
partie d'un vaisseau de guerre: une proue sur une face, une poupe sur I'autre.
Sur les monnaies anterieures A 467166, date a laquelle Phaselis fut integree A la
premiereconfed6ration athenienne, le type de la proue est celui d'un navire A t6te
de sanglier (Fig. 20, A et B), mais ici c'est le navire tout entier qui est assimile a
I'anirnal. On distingue en effet, dans ces deux exemples, les pattes anterieures
du sanglier dans I'attitude caracteristique de la charge (pattes qui n'existaient
evidernment pas sur le navire reel!); sur la Fig. 20, B, la fusion de I'anirnal et du
navire n'est rnerne pas complete: I'oeil du premier est distinct de I'oculus qui
appartient en propre au navire33. IIest clair que I'intention du graveurdes monnaies
archa'iques de Phaselis (monnaies encore 6mises au cours du premier quart du
5e s.) etait de rnontrer un navire dote d'un eperon en train de charger a la rnaniere
du sanglier. Or la maniere de charger d'un sanglier est tres differente de celle du
belier, qui fonce t6te baissee, droit devant lui, suivant une trajectoire rectiligne:
le choc est r e p par la victime de maniere horizontale, de m6rne que le krios ou
I'ariesfrappait un mur. Quant au sanglier, voici ce qu'en bcrit un expert: il "cherche
a dechirer I'ennemi A coups de boutoir et de defenses en frappant obliquernent
de bas en haut (souligne par moi)..."34 - ce qu'aucun chasseur ne dernentira.
Etait-il utile qu'un navire A eperon attaquat a la maniere d'un sanglier, c'est-
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a-dire en faisant plonger son eperon au moment d'aborder son adversaire, pour
le relever au moment du choc? Certainement, puisque I'histoire de I'eperon, telle
que je viens de I'esquisser, fait clairement apparaitre une continuelle hesitation
des constructeurs grecs quant A I'emplacement ideal de I'eperon; vers le milieu
du 7e s. encore, on trouve, a peu pres contemporains, I'eperon destine a frapper
a la base de la coque (Fig. 13) et, A Samos, sur un ex-voto de bois, un eperon
bien plus releve (Fig. 21); un navire a eperon "reglable", donc susceptible de
frapper les ceuvres vives en divers endroits en profondeur (toujours une zone
relativement etendue: I'eperon A tete de sanglier appartenait $I la famille des
eperons-lames) et par consequent susceptible d'adopter la technique d'assaut
du sanglier, fournissait evidemment une solution, meme imparfaite, dece probleme.
Si cette tactique etait souhaitableet utile, etait-elle pourautant techniquement
realisable? II existe a cet egard des temoignages difficiles a refuter. Jean Zonaras,
ecrivain ecclesiastique byzantin et dignitaire $I la cour d'Alexis Comnene, avant
de se faire moine au Mont Athos ou il mourut vers 1 130, passe pour avoir ete un
modele de science historiqueen raisondes Annales fondees sur des kcrits disparus
d'auteurs de I'Antiquite, ce qui rend les siens d'autant plus precieux. Sur la base
d'une Histoire de Rome, perdue, de Dion Cassius, il ecrit qu'en 247 av. J.-C. une
flotte romaine fut piegee dans le port d'Hippone par les habitants du lieu, qui
tendirent une chaine au travers de I'embouchure du port; les navires romains
foncerent sur la chaine et lorsque leur eperon etait sur le point de s'y empetrer,
une partie de I'equipage qui se trouvait sur le pont se massa vers la poupe; les
poues, allegees, se souleverent et franchirent la chaine; aussitbt, les equipages
se masserent sur I'avant et les poupes, cette fois, s'eleverent; le piege fut ainsi
dejoue35. Quarante-six ans plus tard, a la bataille de Chios (201), les Rhodiens,
allies a Attalede Pergame contre laflotte de Philippe Vde Macedoine,employerent
une technique similaire: "... les lemboi (macedoniens) fon~aienttantbt sur les
rames (des navires rhodiens), tantbt sur leurs proues et parfois aussi sur leurs
poupes, paralysant ainsi les officiers pilotes et les rameurs. Pour les attaques de
front, les Rhodiens avaient mis au point un procede ingenieux. Ils faisaient piquer
de I'avant leurs navires, en sorte qu'ils recevaient les coups au-dessus de la ligne
de flottaison, tandis qu'ils touchaient leurs adversaires au-dessous, ouvrant ainsi
dans leurs coques des breches irreparables"36.II me parait qu'il convient de mettre
en lumiere le mot "procede": TLTEXVLKOV, qui designe "ce qui constitue un art
habile". II me parait aussi resulter du texte de Polybe que I'exercice d'un tel
"procede" par les navires rhodiens de maniere simultanee, et non individuelle, ne
peut avoir ete improvise sur le theitre du combat - precisement pourcette raison.
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On peut aisement se representer I'envoi par I'amiral ou le chef d'escadre rhodien
d'un signal "no 32",signifiant I'ordre de proceder a I'enfoncement des proues.
Cette deduction est fortifiee par la suite du texte de Polybe: "Mais, en I'occurence,
ils (les Rhodiens) recouraient rarement(anaviwq) ace procede, car its s'effor~aient,
d'une maniere generate, d'eviter les abordages, a cause de la vaillance dont
faisaient preuve les soldats macedonienspostes sur les ponts dans les combats
corps a corps"37. L'Rarement",sans doute, mais I'emploi meme de ce mot signifie
necessairement qu'il figurait parmi les cas de figure envisages par I'Amiraut6
rhodienne, dans une espece de manuel ou devait se trouver cette manoeuvre
sous la rubrique "a n'employer que de maniere exceptionnelle". L'important est
que nous tenons ici la preuve, non seulement du fait que le procede fut employe
a la bataille de Chios, mais que ce procede etait bien connu et parfaitement
realisable.
Comment? Si I'on refere a I'incident dlHippone, rapport6 par Dion Cassius
et Zonaras a sa suite, par un deplacement d'une partie de I'equipage. I1me parait
difficile de croire que c'est a cette technique que les Rhodiens eurent recours a
Chios: les flottes de Rhodes et de Pergame reunies comptaient soixante-cinq
vaisseaux cataphractes (y compris un certains nombre de navires venant de
Byzance), de neuf trihemiolies et de trois trieresss: donc, les vaisseaux "lourds"
etaient largement majoritaires; on sait d'ailleurs par diverses sources que les
Rhodiens etaient specialistes des tetreres et des penteres. On ne sait
malheureusement que peu de choses au sujet de ces batiments, mais on peut
se demander, avec une certainedose de doute, s'il suffisait du deplacement d'une
partie des soldats embarques sur le pont pour obtenir le plongeon de la proue.
Mais un autre procede me semble pouvoir avoir ete utilise.
Dans une etude consacree aux bisquines (bateaux de peche de Bretagne
a deux ou trois mats) un passage est consacre aux regates qui opposaient celles
de Cancale a celles de Granville, a la fin du siecle dernier et au debut du n6tre:
"Les coques etaient soigneusement poncees, les voiles judicieusement choisies...
Paradoxalement, c'etait ce jour-18 aussi que I'equipage etait le plus nombreux:
douze hommessg. C'est qu'il fallait manoeuvrervivement,et surtout deplacer sans
cesse le lest embarque, constitued'une cinquantaine de sacs de sable de cinquante
kilos"40. Si douze hommes, ou plusexactement une partied'entreeux, suffisaient
a modifier grace a la manipulation de sacs de sable d'un poids judicieux (a la fois
parce que leur transport n'excedait pas les forces humaines et parce qu'un tel
poids permettait d'agir "en delicatesse", selon les necessites) I'assiette d'une
bisquine, je crois que I'equipage d'un navire cataphracte (tetrere ou pentere),
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tellement plus nombreux, pouvait aisement se livrer a une manoeuvre similaire:
I'eperon classique frappait probablement au voisinage de la flottaison, et, on I'a
vu, tel etait aussi le cas de I'eperon a tete de sanglier: il suffisait donc de faire
varier de peu un certain nombre de sacs de sable embarques, afond de cale, pour
faire plonger I'eperon, puis de le redresser.
Une telle technique etait sans aucun doute a la portee des constructeurs de
navires A eperons en forme de tete de sanglier, et je ne puis voir ailleurs la raison
de I'usage generalise de cet embleme.
L'eperon classique

Nul ne peut dire actuellement oh ni A quelle date il fut invente. IIvaut d'etre
note que sur la seule representation d' un navire complet dans la peinture de
vases a figures rouges sur fond noir, le stamnos E 440 du British Museum, vers
50041, la tete de sanglier a disparu pour faire place a un simple eperon a lame
verticale, deja bien connu, et non a I'eperon classique. Celui-ci n' apparait pour
premiere fois dans I'iconographie que vers 400, sur la stele dite de Democleides
(Fig. 22). Le navire qui, ici, le porte ne peut avoir ete qu'une triere, mais rien
n'interdit de croire que I'eperon classique, si perfectionne,ait ete invente en meme
temps que la triere elle-meme, et pour elle42.

1
I n'est pas question de decrire ici cette coiffe de bronzequi couvrait un massif
de bois d'une extreme complexite43, mais je souligneraideux de ses particularites.
1.
Son aspect. II parait, a premiere vue, completement neuf, sans rapport
avec les formes d'eperon vus jusqu'ici. En realite, cet aspect si frappant est certes
un perfectionnement, spectaculaire, mais c'est peut-&re sa caracteristique la
moins revolutionnaire: il s'agit, en fait, d'une amelioration de 1'"eperon-lame". La
lame verticale est toujours presente, mais il lui a ete ajoute trois lames horizontales
(Fig. 23). On a vu que I'avantage, a I'epoque geometrique, de I'eperon-lame sur
I'eperon-pointe etait de disloquer toute une zone de bordages au lieu de percer
un endroit precis; I'adjonctiona la lame verticale de trois lames horizontales avait
pour effet d'augmenter considerablernent la surface de la zone frappee:
perfectionnement, donc, mais non revolution.
Sa structure. C'est elle qui est revolutionnaire. En 1975, j'avais expose
2.
que, d'apres I'iconographie,la force de cet eperon provenait de ce qu'il s'appuyait
sur les preceintes du bstiment, ce qui ne fut jamais le cas auparavant, de telle
sorte que le choc n'etait pas absorbe par une partie de la coque (['ensembleforme
par I'extremitb de la quille et la partie inferieure de I'etrave), mais par la coque
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toute entiere44. Cette analyse a ete confirmee pleinementpar I'examen de I'eperon
d'Athlit45; le r61e capital joue par les preceintes est bien mis en lumiere du fait que
leur mise en place definitive, sur le chantier, precedait meme celle de I1etrave46,
dont le r61e devenait relativement secondaire.
Le succes de cet eperon fut tel qu'il fut adopte par toutes les flottes de
Mediterranee jusqu'a la premiere moitie du ler siecle de notre ere, sur tous les
grands navires de guerre, qu'ils fussent grecs, ptolemal'ques, puniquesou romains.
On le trouve, par exemple, sur I'hyper-galerequ'etait l'lsis47, alors que, n'etant
appuye sur aucune preceinte, il n'etait probablement plus qu'un 'status symbol',
mais, comme tel, indispensable.
VoilA ce qu'enseigne l'iconographie"officielle",c'est-a-direcertains monuments
et peintures et, surtout, les monnaies. Mais I'iconographie "officielle" ne s'est
jamais interessee qu'aux navires importants, les trieres et les bitimentsd'un rang
surerieur. Qu'en etait-iI des navires d'un rang moins eleves que la triere? Etaientils aussi pourvus de I'eperon classique?
Mais les trieres n'auraient-elles pas, aux 5e et 4e s., chasse des mers les
navires d'un rang moindre? C'est I'impression que peut laisser la lecture de
Thucydide et de Xenophon: pendant la guerre du Peloponnese, les trieres
atheniennes n'etaient pas seulement des navires de ligne, elles jouaient aussi,
par exemple, le r61e de porteurs de depgches. Mais on note une apparition des
triacontores (navires a quinze rames par bord, connus depuis plusieurs siecles)
dans les listes de la marine de guerre athenienne a partir de I'annee 330129 48.
D'aussi modestes bWiments, reapparaissant au moment ou des tetreres et
des penteres commencent aussi a figurer dans listes navales d'Athenes, ne
peuvent avoir eu un r61e en premiere ligne: c'etaient evidemment des eclaireurs,
des porteurs de depgches ou des transports de troupes rapides49.
En fait, des triacontores etaient deja utilisees dans le monde grec avant leur
incorporation sur les listes officielles de la marine athenienne: Polyen relate (Ill,
9.63) que I'Athenien lphicrate commandait une centaine de triacontores pour
operer des razzias sur des regions cbtieres. lphicrate fut une espece de condottiere
au service d'Athenes de 390 a 386, en Thrace et en Syrie entre 386 et 373, puis
a nouveau au service d'Athenes entre 373 et 355; la date des evenements rapportes
par Polyen n'est malheureusement pas connue, mais il est interessant de noter
que ces petits bitiments, qui devaient deja exister a I'epoque homerique, etaient
encore employes au 4e s. comme navires corsaires ou pirates avant leur adoption
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dans une "flotte d'Etat", celle de I'Etat athenien. On verra ce phenomene se
reproduire regulierement a I'epoque hellenistique.
Aucun document du 4e s. ne permet d'affirmer qu'ils etaient armes d'un
eperon, ni, dans I'affirmative, quelle etait la forme de cet eperon.
L'epoque hellenistique.

A partir du 3e s., le r61e des navires d'un rang inferieur a la triere s'accroit
considerablement, de meme d'ailleurs que celui des rangs superieurs, ce qui me
parait traduire une plus grande diversification des fonctions devolues aux marines
de guerre en general. II est frappant de constater que la quasi-totalite de ces
petites unites avaient pour origine un type de navire utilise par des pirates. En
voici trois des principaux.
1.
Le lembos. Ce petit navire, invente par les pirates, fort actifs, d'lllyrie50
prit rang dans les flottes de Syrie, de Macedoine, de Sparte et de Romesl.

La liburne. Cet autre type de bAtiment leger, cree par les pirates de
Dalmatie, etait probablement voisin du precedent, dont il n'etait sans doute qu'une
variante. Son destin fut cependant, tres different: la liburne connut, sous I'Empire
romain, une faveur extraordinaire, ainsi qu' on le verra plus loin. Comme I'ecrit L.
Casson, "the earliest certain mention of liburnians is at the battle of Naulochus in
36 B.C., but there is no reasonwhy they could not have been in use long beforen52,
d'autant plus que le cousin de la liburne, le lembos, etait depuis longtemps en
service dans la flotte romaine.

2.

3.
Le myoparon. Son origine geographique est incertaine, mais il est s i r
que ce type etait extremement prise par les pirates%.Comme les deux precedents,
il fut souvent integre dans des "flottes d' Etat", en particulier celles de Rome et
de Carthages.
Ces navires presentent des traits communs.
Caracteristiques generales.
Ce qui frappe d'abord, d'apres les sources litteraires (pratiquementles seules
dont nous disposions) est, dans chaque categorie, I'extrGmediversite des types:
le nombre des rames, par exemple, lorsqu'il est mentionne, est souvent tres
different et on en trouve aussi bien a un qu'a deux rangs de rames55. II est fort
possible que les caracteristiques d'origine des navires de pirates qu'ils etaient
furent modifiees, notamment dans le sens de I'uniformite, en raison des besoins
des "flottes d'Etat", en particulier celles de Rome et de Carthage. Toutefois, its
1.
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ne semble pas qu'ils aient, a I'origine, ete pontes: its n'ont donc jamais cesse,
quelles que fussent les modifications ulterieures, d'6tre des navires Iegers.
2.

Leur usage.
Lui aussi fut tres divers. Des lemboi furent utilises par les Romains comme
eclaireurs du gros de leur flotte56. Ils furent aussi utilises comme transports de
troupes rapides: en 216, Philippe V de Macedoine fit construire en lllyrie cent
lemboi dans ce but, selon ce que rapporte Polybe (5.109). L'historien ajoute que
cette flotte (ou une partie de celle-ci) prit la fuite en apprenant I'arrivee d'une
escadre romaine forte de dix quinqueremes, alors qu'elle aurait pu "selon toute
vraisemblance" capturer ces dix navires (Polybe, 5.1 1O), ce qui demontre bien
que ces lemboi, conGus comme transports rapides, pouvaientvaincre des navires
de ligne, a la condition toutefois de disposer de I'avantage decisif du nombres'.
De toute f a ~ o nque
, ce soit comme navires pirates, transports rapides, eclaireurs
ou navires de combat legers dans des "flottes d'Etat", la caracteristiquecommune
des lemboi, des liburnes et des myoparones etait, avant tout, d' 6tre rapides et
manoeuvrants. Jamais ils ne sont signales comme remarquables par leur "force
de frappe".
L'eperon.
II eOt ete surprenant que des navires de guerre antiques eussent ete
comletement depourvus d'eperon et il est clair, d'apres le recit de Polybe (16, 19) que les lemboi de Philippe V, a la bataille de Chios (201) en etaient dotes. Mais
cet eperon etait-il I'eperon classique? Rien ne permet de I'affirmer dans ce cas
precis, ni, d'une maniere generale, pour les trois types de navires de pirates
examines ici, du moins d'apres les sources ecrites. Avant de recourir a I'iconographie,
deux remarques s'imposent.
3.

A. L'etude approfondie de I'eperon d' Athlit par L. Casson et J. Steffyss a fait
apparaitre qu'a c6te de ses grands avantages, il devait necessairement presenter
un inconvenient: son coot et la necessite, pour le produire - et pour produire les
navires qui le portaient - d'une importante infrastructure; seuls des etats riches
et organises pouvaient s'offrir en grands nombres des navires exigeant une main
d'oeuvre tresqualifiee en grande quantite et d'importantes ressources naturelles,
notamment diverses essencesde bois. Or tel n'etait generalement pas lecasdes
pirates dalmates ou illyriens.
B. L. Casson a fait une tres importante constatation: il existait, aux c6tes de
lemboi armes d'un eperon, d'autres qui en etaient depourvussg. Or, grice aux
etudes de J.R. Steffy, il est devenu absolument evident que toute la structure
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d'un navire porteur d'un eperon classique etait conditionnee par I'existence de
cet eperon. En d'autres termes, il est parfaitement absurde d'imaginer qu'un tel
navire ait pu figurer dans une flotte sans eperon, ce qui n'etait nullement le cas
du lembos, qui pouvait en Gtre depourvu. Ces deux observations, reunies,
permettent de douter fortement que I'eperon des "navires legers" ait ete I'eperon
classique; celui-ci n'aurait donc pas ete aussi omnipresent que I'iconographie
permettrait de le penser. Une telle hypothese, qui cessera d'en Gtre une pour
devenir une certitude apres I'examen qui va suivre de quelques documents, nait
d'ailleurs du bon sens: I'histoire de I'eperon ne parait &re lineaire, ou plut8t: ne
peut Gtre suivie que de maniere lineaire, qu'en raison de I'existence de documents
artistiques emanant generalement de cites, d'etats ou de confederations qui
disposaient de forces navales: voila qui nous permet de suivre I'evolution de
I'eperon en Attique, a Corinthe, en Beotie, en Phenicie, a Carthage ou dans le
monde romain. Mais il est tout a fait certain que la piraterie, fort en honneur a
I'epoque homerique, n'avait jamais cesse d'exister, mGme lorsque Athenes,
devenue puissance imperiale au 5e s. en mer Egee, tenta d'y extirper la piraterie:
elle n'y parvint jamais completement60 et d'ailleurs Isocrate, ecrivant en 380, se
plaint que les mers sont infestees de pirates='. Toutefois, les actions anti-pirates
dlAthenes et d'autres cites soucieuses de proteger leur commerce maritime au
5e s. durent avoir des repercussions sur I'architecture navale des navires des
pirates: il ne pouvait Gtre question de grands navires, pareils a ceux qui equiperont
au 1er s. av. J.-C. les redoutables flottes de pirates de Cilicie; les pirates, au 5e
s., et probablement encore au 4e, devaient Gtre reduits a la construction
d'embarcations modestes, tout chantier quelque peu important etant susceptible
d'Gtre repere et detruit par les flottes qui tentaient d'assurer la police des mers.
On a vu que I'eperon n'etait pas du tout indispensable a I'exercice de la piraterie,
tant qu'il s'agissait d'aborder, afin de le piller, le navire convoite, et il me parait
certain que de simples barques embarquant des malandrins decides pouvaient
suffire a maitriser un navire isole et encalmine. Toutefois, un eperon presentait
quand m6me une double utilite: en premier lieu, son effet hydrodynamique (a
largeur egale, une plus grande longueur a la flottaison ne pouvait que favoriser
la vitesse du navire) et en second lieu, un eperon mGme tres inferieur en qualite
a I'eperon classique (mais ne necessitant pas la structure complexe qu'il exigeait
absolument) pouvait, en cas de rencontre avec un navire de guerre "regulier",
servir d'argument dissuasif. Ces quelques considerations demontrent qu'une
histoire "lineaire" de I'eperon serait fallacieuse et que I'eperon dont les pirates
d'lllyrie, de Dalmatie ou d'ailleurs equipaient leurs navires etait sans doute soit
fort proche de ceux des epoques geometrique et archaique, soit un modele de
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leur invention, forcement simple, fautededisposerde la haute technologie et des
chantiers importants exiges pour la production de I'eperon classique.
Ces reflexions sont confirmees par des temoignages iconographiques peu
nombreux (on a vu les raisons de cette rarete), mais decisifs.
10Lorsque les Romains, en 229, accorderent leur protectiona Dyrrhachium,
en lllyrie (actuellement Durres - Durazzo, en italien- dans I'actuelle (1991) Albanie),
veritable nid de pirates, ils autoriserent lacite a conserver une certaine autonomie,
sous leur protection et leur surveillance. Cette autonornie, qui subsista jusqu'a
100 av. J.-C. environ, permit a Dyrrhachium de poursuivre I'emission de ses
propres rnonnaiesez. L'une de celles-ci presente, au revers, une proue de navire
d'un type completement inusite dans les autres "representationsofficielles" que
sont les monnaies, aux 3e et 2e s. (Fig. 24). Si I'image est plut8t grossiere, elle
perrnet cependant de constater sous le stolos (I'ornernent de proue) un eperon
a pointe unique presentant une legere courbure vers le haut. Si les autorites de
Dyrrhachium ontchoisi un tel type de proue, il n'y a aucun doute: il ne peut s'agir
que d' un embleme exige par la fierte nationale:une proue illyrienne caracteristique.
D'ailleurs, un examen compare des monnaiescontemporainesau type de la proue
permet d'aff irrner que si Dyrrhachiumavait dispose de navires aeperon classique,
c'est ce type de proue qui aurait kt6 represente.
20 Le gymnase de Delos fut construit pendant la premiere moitie du 3e s. et
remani6 apres 166, date laquelle Athenes exersa a nouveau son autorite, abolie
en 314, sur I'ile. L'abandon de cet edifice semble devoir etre situe en 88, lorsque
Dklos fut envahie et en partie detruite par les troupes de Mithridatees. Les graffiti,
tres nombreux, incises dans les bancs de marbre du gymnase sont sfirement
I'oeuvre de la classe aisee qui frequentait ces lieux: les invocations, souvent
adressees a Apollon et a Hermes, seraient inconcevables sans une evidente
education intellectuelle64. Ces graffiti different completement de ceux qui,
generalernent anepigraphiques65,sont I'oeuvre de "squatters", probablementdes
soldats et des marins debarques lors des invasions de Delos en 88 et en 69, graffiti
qui representent frequemment un navire. Parmi les graffiti du gymnase figure un
petit navire, tres soigneusement grave, vu par btibord et portant sur le flanc le
norn "Theodoros" (Fig. 25)66.11porte un tres long 6peron a pointe unique, recourbe
vers le haut. IIest possible que I'auteur du graffito ait pousse jusqu'a la caricature
les particularitesdecet eperon, rnais on ne caricatureque ce qui est caracteristique.
II est d'autant plus exclu, ici, que la projection a la base de la proue ait ete un
taillerner que I'auteur du graffito a soigneusement delimite une zone particuliere
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de la proue (Fig. 26), ce qui ne se justifie que si son aspect exterieur differait du
reste de la coque: comment ne pas y voir I'indication du revbtement metallique
de I'eperon? II s'agit bien ici d'une arme, evidemment tres differente de I'eperon
classique et guere differente de celui de I'epoque geometrique, mais adaptee a
un navire de taille manifestement reduite. La representation d'aussi humbles
bateaux etait bannie de I'"iconographie officielle".
3.
On compte, parmi les graffiti incises dans les stucs des habitations
deliennes, evoques plus haut, des dizaines de representations de navires, tant
de commerce que de guerre. Parmi ces derniers, quatre images de navires a
eperon doivent attirer particulierement I'attention.
Fig. 27,28 et 29. Ces trois eperons appartiennent a la mbme famille que
I'eperon du Theodoros, I'eperon-pointe; dans deux cas (Fig. 27 et 28), I'eperon
est surmonte d'un proembolon. La proue du navire de la Fig. 28 est dessinee de
maniere afaire croire, me semble-t-il, que I'eperon est fait de metal, ou recouvert
de metal. De tels batiments etaient plus petits qu'une triere (ce qui est tout a fait
clair dans le cas du navire de la Fig. 27, a un seul rang de rames): que sont-ce,
sinon des liburnes, des lemboi ou des myoparones?
Fig. 30: I'un des exemples les plus evidents de la survivance de I'antique
eperon a lame verticale, trace avec un soin particulier: I'un des gouvernails lateraux
est plonge dans I'eau, I'autre, celui de babord, est releve, preuve que les deux
gouvernails n'etaient pas forcement en usage de maniere simultanee67.
Une stele funeraire de Cyzique, du 2e ou du l e r s. av. J.-C., au British
Museum (Fig. 31) montre un petit batimentdote du mbme eperon-lame, ainsi que
d'un proembolon68.
30 Le Musee Archeologique de Rethymnon conserve une lampe en bronze
(No Inv. 150) en forme de navire, longue de 235 mm, trouvee en mer, au large de
Haghia Galini (Crete) (Fig. 32)69. Le lieu de la trouvaille interdit toute datation
precise: I'objet est soit hellenistique, soit romain, ce qui, pour notre propos, n'a
guere d'importance. La premiere question qui se pose au point de vuede lavaleur
documentairede cette lampe est de savoir si, du fait de safonction, la representation
du navire a ete gravement deformee. A mon avis, la reponse est negative: les
trois orifices de la Fig. 32 b (A, B, C) servent evidemment au passage de I'huile
et de la meche, mais la "plate-forme" dans laquelle sont perces les orifices B et
C peut parfaitement avoir existe; laGpartie-lampe"acertainement affecte la partie
hachuree de la Fig. 32 b, ce qui n'affecte pas I'essentiel de laformedu navire, qui
est certainement un "vaisseau long", comme le montre la proportion longueur 1
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largeur de lacoque. Surtout, laquete (inclinaisonvers la poupede la partie arriere),
si elegante, acheve de donner I'impression d'un leger navire de guerre. On ne
saurait jurer que les formes transversales en V correspondent exactement a la
realite, mais il aurait ete plus pratique pour I'auteur d'aplatir le fond de la lampe,
pour permettre de I'asseoir horizontalement; il est donc evident que I'auteur de
la lampe a voulu donner I'impression d'un navire propre A fendre les flots et sans
doute cette impression correspond-elle A la realite. S'agit-il d'un navire de guerre
de haut rang? Certainement pas: les quelques vestiges de tolets qui subsistent
s'appuient toutes sur le plat-bord: la lampe represente donc un petit bitiment,
une monere non pontee, dont I'atout principal n'etait pas le mince eperon, mais
sa vitesse.
On voit qu'il est inexact d'affirmer que I'eperon a pointe unique apparait au
cours du 1er s. ap. J.-C. pour remplacer I'eperon classique: il existait, comme le
demontre I'iconographie, depuis le 2e s. av. J.-C. et, dans la realite, il n'avait
probablement jamais disparu, mais ete conserve sur des bitiments de guerre de
rang inferieur a la triere et inspire (ou imite) de navires pirates. Sa fragilite est
evidente, si on le compare a I'eperon classique, mais tel etait aussi le cas des
eperons des epoques geometrique et archal'que, et il ne devait pas &re (ni plus,
ni moins) efficace que ceux-ci.
L'eperon sous I'Empire romain.

La liburne originelle est un petit navire caracteristique de la c6te illyrienne,
dont I'eperon est a pointe unique et dont les capacites d'agression ne font aucun
doute, mais dont I'emploi dans une "flotte d'Etat", composee sous la Republique
romaine,du 3e au 1er s. av. J.-C., principalementde quinqueremes, fut certainement
celui d'auxiliaires - auxiliaires indispensables, il faut le souligner, mais dont on ne
peut pas plus confondre le r61e avec celui des "navires de ligne" contemporains
que celui des corvettes et des sloops avec la fonction des vaisseaux au XVllle s.
Qu'en etait-il a la bataille d'Actium?
Tres t6t, le merite de lavictoireseraattribue aux liburnesde laflotted'octavien:
on trouve un germe de cette version du combat des la publication des Elegies de
Properce, dix ans a peine apres la bataille'o. Cette version sera reprise par TiteLive, ecrivant A la fin du regne dlAuguste et elle est affirmee clairement par
Plutarque (qui avait eu acces aux Memoires, en grande partie perdus,d'Auguste),
qui impose I'image d'Antoine fuyant sur une quinquereme, poursuivi par les
liburnes de son adversaire". Le r61e essentiel d'artisans de la victoire attribue
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aux liburnes grandirajusqu' a la fin de I'Empire: Prudence (348 - v. 41 5) ecrit qu'a
Actium de fragiles navires (qu'il nomme "phaselis") ont vaincu laflotte egyptienne
pourvue de rostres72. Cette legende, la victoire d'octavien - David sur Antoine Goliath, si flatteuse pour le premier, connait son sommet dans I'oeuvre de Vegece,
contemporain de Prudence: il ecrit qu'en raison (ergo) du rdle principal joue par
les liburnes a Actium, les Empereurs romains, apres Auguste, construisirent leurs
navires de guerre a la ressembance (ou: a la maniere: similitudine), des liburnes
et en leur donnant leur nom (nomine) 73.
Si le rdle des liburnes a Actium fut important, il a ete demontre qu'il fut loin
d'gtre essentiel74. Ce qui est essentielest de retenirque selon I'ideologieimperiale,
qui ne semble pas avoirete contestee, la victoire d'Actium, fondatrice de I'autorite
legitime du maltre de Rome sur la Mediterranee entiere, fut le resultat de
I'ecrasementdes lourds et arrogants vaisseaux d'Orient par des navires legers,
agiles et fragiles obeissant au genie d'octavien. Toutefois, si la version officielle
de la bataille fut Iegendaire, elle le fut avec une telle force que, en fin de compte,
on constate que Vegece a dit vrai:

-

quant a I'appelation (nomine): des Suetone (v. 69-125 ap. J.-C.), il est
clair que "liburne" est devenu rigourement synonyme de "navire de guerre" en
general, y compris des plusgrands, puisquecet historien qualifie de "liburniques"
les deceres ("navires a dix rangs de rames") de Caligula75; quant a Vegece, il
appelle "liburnes" des navires a un seul, deux, trois et quatre rangs de rames76;

-

quant a la "similitude": ici, le probleme est bien plus complexe que celui
de I'appelation:que signifie "construire a la maniere des liburnes" (navires legers
par excellence) des navires aussi differents qu'une monere et une decere, en
passant par les types intermediaires? Nul ne peut, faute d'epave d'un navire de
guerre d'epoque imperiale, repondre a cette question, mais ici encore I'iconographie
peut fournir des elements de reponse. En effet, a partir du regne de Neron77 les
monnaies imperiales montrent des navires dont I'eperon est a pointe unique, le
plus souvent recourbee vers le haut78. Or nous savons que les monnaies
representent le navire le plus typique de I'Empire, sinon celui de I'empereur lui mgme. Par ailleurs, les navires de la Colonne Trajane presentent la m8me
caracteristique79. Cesfaits sont bien connus, mais on a peut-gtre moins remarque
que la preceinte basse, si intimement liee a I'eperon classique, aelle aussi disparu,
ce qui est parfaitement logique, mais en dit long sur la profonde difference de
structure de la coque toute entiere entre les navires imperiaux a partir de Neron
et ceuxqui leuretaient anterieurs. II s'ensuit que la "similitude" signalee par Vegece
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etait bien reelle et que les Romains ont abandonne, apres la bataille d'Actium,
m6me pour leurs plus grands bAtiments de guerre, une structure inventee en
meme temps que la triere grecque pour adopter une structure simplifiee - et, a
certains egards, archaiqueso.
Ce phenomenesignifie-t-ilque les Romains avaient, sous I'Empire, renonce
a I'emploi de I'eperon? Une distinction, ici, me semble necessaire: la manoeuvre
d'eperonnage "a la maniere du sanglier" restait possible pour la majorite des
navires representes sur la Colonne Trajane, navires legers, mais il est loin d'etre
evident qu'un navire tel celui dont I'avant figure ici (Fig. 33) ait encore pu I'executer,
en raison de la masse du chateau de proue.
Faut-il, des lors, conclure que I'eperon des grands navires imperiaux etait
devenu un simple "status symbol"? Une telle conclusionserait hAtive: elle n'explique
pas la presence de proembola sur certains navires de la colonne Trajanesl et
m6me de deux ou trois proembola superposes, fort mis en valeur par le graveur
sur de nombreuses monnaies d'Hadrien82.
Est-ce a dire que les navires de la flotte de I'Empire etaient depourvus de
valeur militaire en raison d'un eperon de qualite inferieure a celui de I'eperon
classique, ainsi qu'on I'a parfois soutenus3? La Pax Romana est trompeuse si I'on
songe, par exemple, aux evenements de 68/69, qui virent se succeder Neron,
Galba, Othon et Vitellius: chaque fois, la partie de la flotte aux ordres de I'un ou
de I'autre des pretendants etait en mesure de jouer une partie decisive et si la
flotte n'etait pas restee passive, Vespasien, chef des armees de Judee, proclame
empereur par le prefet d'Egypte, Tiberius Alexander, n'aurait probablement pas
pu se saisir du pouvoir effectif. Cette situation etait susceptible de se repeter et
exigeait des armees navales toujours pretes au combat. L'eperon ne fut jamais
abandonne comme arme navale sous I'Empire et c'est d'ailleurs grAce a lui que
laflotte byzantine, en 551, vainquit celle des Goths a la bataille de Sinigalliae4. On
ne saurait toutefois &re sOr de la forme de I'eperonAcette epoque, d'autant moins
qu'au Bas Empire, de nombreuses representations montrent de humbles barques
de pgche pourvuesd'un stolos, d'un proembolonet d'un eperon a pointe recourbee
qui, ici, ne sont certainement qu'un "status symbol" - et aussi hommage,
probablement inconscient, a I'ideologie imperiale de la "forme (similitude) liburne"
(Fig. 34).
L'bperon du Sister Ship de Marsala (Fig. 35,36)
La projection a la proue de I'epave punique de 3e s., dite Sistership, trouvee
au large de Marsala, a ete identifiee par I'auteur de la decouverte, Miss Honor
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Frost, et par moi-meme, comme un eperon - arme navale, et plus precisement
comme celui d'un navire de la famille des liburnes85. L'analyse des documents
iconographiques des Fig. 25 a 29 ne peut que confirmer, par comparaison, cette
identification,qui acependant ete plusieursfois mise en doute, encore recemment
par le tres regrette Jean Rouge, qui y voyait un element "purement decoratif"86.
Je regrette de devoir qualifier cette opinion de peu serieuse: la projection
en question etant situee sous I'eau, on voit ma1I'interet d'une decoration destinee
a provoquer I'admiration des poissons.
Une autre contestation emane de L. Casson, qui a fourni ses arguments
dans deux publications87. Sa conclusion est que la "projection" du Sister Ship est
"a curiously shaped cutwater"88. Or nous possedons a present un temoignage
archeologique relatif a un taillemer, grace a la fouille conduite par A. Tchernia et
P. Pomeyde I'epave de la Madraguede Giens, celui d'un navire marchand romain
qui fit naufrage entre 75 et 30 av. J.-C.: on voit (Fig. 37) qu'il s'agit d'un dispositif
relativement simple et, en tout cas, sans aucune analogie avec la "projection" du
Sister Ship. Sans entrer dans les details de la fouille de la Madrague de Giens,
on voit qu'une allonge de la quille, prolongee au-dela de I'etrave, reqoit un plan
vertical dont la face anterieure, non conservee, mais qu'il est aise de reconstituer
grace a une tres abondante iconographie des navires marchands romains, etait
obliquesg. II est tres difficile de comprendre comment L. Casson a pu ecrire, a
propos de la"projection": "what it (I'epave de Marsala) actually has is a pair of light
wooden arms extending forward from the cutwatet'go; (ces derniers mots ont ete
soulignes par rnoi, car il posent a eux seuls un probleme: comment "a curiously
shaped cutwater" pourrait-il consister en une paire de "wooden arms extending
... from the cutwater"?) Par ailleurs, il suffit de considerer la Fig. 35 (connue de
L. Casson par les diverses publications de Miss Honor Frost) et la Fig. 36, qui ne
fait que rendre la precedente plus explicite, pour s'apercevoir que "what it has"
est une paire de pieces de bois courbes, en forme de defenses de sanglier,
defenses qui ne s'etendent pas "en avant a partir du taillemer" (qui n'existe pas),
mais qui sont cloues a leur base de part et dlautr_ede la auille.
La raison d'etre de ces "defenses"etait de toute evidence de maintenir entre
elles un element qui a disparugl, mais non sans laisser de nombreuses traces:
1.
une mortaise dans la face anterieure de I'etrave, destinee a maintenir
I'element central de maniere verticale le long de celle-ci;

2.
la presence de clous en fer, tout au long des defenses, manifestement
destines A maintenir entre elles cet element central:
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les restes, sur les "defenses" et sur la quille, d'une espece de resine et
3.
surtout, la trouvaille d'une lamellede bronze "collee" a une couche de cette meme
resine, decouverte dans une fente situee entre I'etrave et les defenses (Fig. 36,

XI;
4.
des pointes en cuivre destinees a fixer une couche de bronze, dont la
lamelle n' est qu'un vestige, sur la "projection".

Non seulement I'ensemble de ces elements aurait 6te parfaitement inutile
pour un taillemer, mais il est evident qu'un taillemer n'aurait en aucun cas exige
une construction aussi sophistiquee. En outre, la partie de la proue conservee
(malheureusement peu de chose, il est vrai) montre des lignes d'eau si fines que
la presence d'un taillemer aurait probablement ete superflue.
Laseule explication possible d'un assemblage aussi complexe est que nous
sommes en presencedesvestiges d'une proue munie d'un eperon a pointe unique
(I'element central a disparu) dont I'apparence exterieure se rapprochait tres
probablement de celui du navire leger dont la lampe de Haghia Galini (Fig. 32)
represente, A mon avis, une image credible, sinon totalement fidele.
En 1983, defendant I'identificationde la "projection"comme un &peronen,je
soulignais
-

qu'il etait destine a frapper le navire adverse sous I'eau;

-

qu'il etait d'une grande fragilite et devait se briser au moment de
I'eperonnage, laissant absolument intacte la coque du navire qui le portait.
L. Casson a commente avec une tres vive ironie ces deux points de vue,
que je reprendrai ici.

1.

J'avais ecrit que cet eperon etait suffisant pour endommager la coque
ennemie en son "ventre mou" ("soft underbelly"). L. Casson remarque que
I'epaisseur des bordages de I'epave d'Athlit situes sous I'eau etait d'environ 7,
4cm, et que les oeuvres vives ne sauraient Btre considerees comme un "ventre
mou"g3, expression que j'avais evidemment employee dans un sens figure. Sans
vouloir, bien sQr,contester la solidite des fonds de coque des navires de guerre
antiques, j'observe que Polybe ecrit, dans sa description de la bataille navale de
Chios, que le navire amiral d'Attale entama la bataille en donnant a une octere
un coup d'eperon "au bon endroit (~aipiav),sous I'eau (uqahov)" (Polybe, XVI,
3.1).
Que I'eperon ait frappe sous I'eau (comme Polybe I'evoquera encore un peu
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plus loin: les "ijQaAa~ p a u p a ~(XVI,
a " 4.12) sont desvoiesd'eau sous laflottaison)
quoi d'etonnant? Depuis le navirede Khaniale Tekke (Fig. 3), en passant parcelui
de Thera (Fig. 12) jusqu'a ceux de DBlos (Fig. 25 A 29), la plupart des eperons
grecs etaient consus pour frapper, non a la ligne de flottaison, mais au-dessous
de celle-ci. Si celui d'Athlit devait frapper au voisinage de la flottaison, plusieurs
monnaies ou monuments attestent qu'il existait une variete d'eperons classiques
conGus pour frapper sous I'eaug4. Les plus interessants de ces documents sont,
notamrnent en raison de leur nettete, deux graffiti provenant de D6los (Fig. 38).
On ne peut, ici, invoquer I'argument selon lequel les representations similaires,
sur les monnaies, d'un eperon classique inclinevers le bas auraient 6te irnposees
par la forrne ronde du support: I'auteur du graffito disposait evidemment de toute
la surface qu' il pouvait souhaiter. L'emploi par Polybede ~ a ~ p i est
a v encore plus
interessant, si I'on est attentif d'autres emplois de terrnes voisins; citons, parmi
de nornbreux autres exernples:
-

&Y ~atpiw
(Iliade,4,185); KaTa~aipiov
(Iliade, 11,439): "a I'endroitpropice
pour infliger des blessures mortelles";

-

KalpianAqyQ(Eschyle, Agamemnon, 1292,1343): "blessures mortelles";

-

~a ~ a i p ~
(Xenophon,
a
De I'equitation, 12, 2): "parties du corps ou les
blessures sont mortelles".

Le coup d'eperon creant une voie d'eau "mortelle" etait donc certainement,
selon Polybe, celui qui frappait sous I' eau. L'argument de L. Casson, fond6 sur
les epaisseurs respectivesdes bordagesdes oeuvres vives et des oeuvres rnortes
est d'autant plus contestableque I'on peut voir dans la plus grande epaisseur des
premieres la preuve que les constructeurs les fortifiaient d'autant plus qu'ils les
savaient plus vis6es par I'eperon et donc plus vulnerables.
2.
J'ecrivais aussi que I'eperon du Sister Ship etait fragilegs; A. Sleeswyk
demontre qu'il I'etait moins que je ne le supposaisg6, mais sa fragilite, surtout si
on le compare a I'eperon classique, n'en demeure pas moins vraie; il etait en tout
cas c o n y pour ne pas endornmager, en cas de choc, le navire qui le portait, ce
qui constituait un progres evident par rapport aux navires grecs qui combattirent
8 Alalia vers 53597.
J'ecrivais, en outre, qu'un tel Bperon pouvait, en raison de sa relativesimplicit6
deconstruction, Btre facilernent rernplace, mais seulement apres un passage par
I'arsenalgs. Sur ce dernier point, je crois avoir eu tort: le remplacement d'un tel
eperon n'exigeait pas forcement un passage par I'arsenal, un chantier improvise
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pouvait suffire. Un exemple recent a prouve qu'une structure legere, plut8t fragile,
pouvait, sur un navire de guerre, presenterdes avantages sur une structure solide:
N. Friedman note que I'experience de la guerre de 1941-1945 dans le Pacifique
avait justifie la conception americaine du porte-avions pourvu d'un pont d'envol
legeren bois, qui pouvait 6tre rapidement repare (sans devoir rentrer a I'arsenal!),
alorsqu'un pont d'envol blinde (selon les conceptions britanniques) endommage
ne pouvait 6tre remis en etat hors d' une base navale importantegg.
Apropos de cette relative fragilite, L. Casson, toujours aussi joyeusement
ironique, ecrit: "How many would a modern navy of a class of ships designed to
go into action with a single round of ammunition?"loo.
J'apprecie le goQtI'ironie, mais je m'etonne qu'un historien de la marine
aussi eminent que L. Casson semble ignorer I'existence de nombreuses series
de navires allant au combat "with a single round of ammunition": iI suffit de penser
a I'usage de la torpille, d'abord portee au bout d'une hampe (la "spartorpedo"),
notamment par les Davids de la guerre de Secession, puis, avec le succes de la
torpille Whitehead,
sur des classes entieres de torpilleurs, surtout des chantiers Yarrow et
Thornycroft, vers 1875101;
sur les CMB britanniques, tres efficaces, de 1919, qui n'embarquaient
qu'une seule torpillelo*;
les premiers MTB britanniques, qui, vers 1934-35, n'embarquaient que
deux torpilleslo3.
Tous ces petits b2timents etaient depourvus de torpilles de rechange.
Toutefois, la verite historique ayant ainsi retrouve ses droits, il importe d'insister
sur le fait que le pointde vue de L. Casson est erronedans son principes'il considere
que le Sister Ship etait, a I'instar d'une triere, concue et construite en vue de
combats a I'eperon. Ce n'est qu'a partir d'un tel point de vue que I'emploi de
I'eperon du Sister Ship est difficile a envisager.
Tenant compte, d'une part, de la methode de construction (I'eperon n'est
pas soutenu par une preceinte, au contraire de I'eperonclassique, maisde maniere
similaire a ceux de la colonne Trajanelod), et d'autre part du fait de la similitude
de cet eperon avec divers eperons a pointe unique de la periode hellenistique, il
me parait plus que jamais assure que le Sister Ship faisait partie de la famille des
liburnes - ou de ses cousins, les lemboi.
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Or on a vu (p.12) que le r61e de ces navires, incorpores dans des flottes
d'Etat, pouvait &re d'eclairer les escadres, de porter des depBches ou mBme de
servir de transports de troupes rapides; mBme dans un tel r61e, un eperon, etait
fort utile pour remplir unefonction dedissuasion. Ainsi, le Sister Ship, mBme prive
d'eperon, pouvait encore &re utilise dans une flotte de guerre, en attendant une
reparation.
Je precise que, sur ce point, je ne partage pas I'opinion de A.W. Sleeswyk
lorsqu'il ecrit: " ... the ram might have been alater addition to the hull which had
been designed so that, that could be done in an emergency in order to convert
the merchant galley into a warship"loset, plus loin: "The Sister Ship was perhaps
built as a merchantgalley which could serve as an auxiliarywarship. It wasdesigned
to be equipped with a ram when war imminent"lo6..
Cette hypothese suppose que le Sister Ship etait c o n y , des le depart, pour
naviguer sans I'eperon. Or I'angle forme par I'etrave et laquille, unis a la base par
un ecart tres complexe, est d'environ 80°,sans aucun arrondi. Une telle forme
d'assemblageest, a maconnaissance, sans equivalent dans I'archeologie navale
comparee: on constate toujours, lorsqu'une etrave est verticale, qu'il existe un
arrondi au point de jonction avec la quillelo7. En temoignent, par exemple, pour
I'Antiquite, le graffito du navire Europa, a Pompeilo8ou, de nos jours, les bateaux
maltaislog. La raison en est evidente: cet assemblage est, par nature, un point
vulnerable de la coque, lors d'un echouage par exemple, et I'arrondi attenuait
cette faiblesse. Deux ou trois croisieres auraient suffi a endommager un brion
purement angulaire, ce qui, toujours dans l'hypothese de A. Sleeswyk, aurait eu
un effet particulierementdesastreux: un brion endommage n'aurait plus permis
I'adaptationd'un eperon, a moins de proceder a une delicate reparation de laquille
et de remplacer I'etrave. Aussi suis-je d'avis que le navire fut dote, des I'origine,
de I'eperon pour lequel il fut conGu - mgme sil'usage de cetkperon nf&taitpassa
fonction essentielle.
Comment ne pas admirer que le hasard des fouilles a fait apparaitre, a
quelques annees de distance, I'eperon d'Athlit, type mBme de I'eperonclassique,
celui de Marsala, qui appartient a la categorie des eperons hellenistiquesB pointe
uniquello, et un taillemer, celui de I'epave de la Madrague de Giens: nous n'en
sommes plus reduits, pour etudier I'histoirede I'eperon, aux seules sources Bcrites
ou iconographiques.
L'eperon semble bien avoir kt6 I'apanage des navires de la Mediterranee
antique - nous dirons un mot de sa breve renaissance apres I'Antiquite. Rien
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d'etonnant: seule la technologie du navire dont le systeme propulsif - la rame - le
rendait autonome, independant du vent, permettait de donner naissance a cette
arme. Cette technologie semble &tre nee en Grece, a la fin de I'Age du Bronzelll.
S'il fallait tirer une conclusion generale de I'histoire de I'eperon antique, c' est qu'il
ne semblejamais, sauf peut-&re brievementau 5e s., avoirete une arme totalement
satisfaisante: les nombreux tatonnements dont il fut I'objet, les hesitations
continuelles quant a son emplacement "ideal" sont 19 en abondance pour en
temoigner.
Thucydide, decrivant la bataille navale qui opposa, devant les iles Sybota,
en 433, la flotte corinthienne a celle de Corcyre, ecrit que "des deux cbtes, les
tillacs des navires etaient charges d'hoplites, d'archers et de soldats armes de
javelots", ajoutant, avec dedain: "les deux adversaires,qui manquaient d'experience,
s'en tenaient A I'ancienne tactique" (Thuc., 1, 49). Certes, ce dedain est
comprehensible de la part du grand historien athenien, mais la persistance de
IX'anciennetactique", celle du combat de pont a pont, dont nous poss6dons une
representation remontant a la fin de I'Age du Bronze (Fig. 2), suffit a demontrer
que I'eperon ne fut jamais, jusqu'au 5e s., I'arme navale unique. Et apres la fin du
4e s. apparaissent sur les navires de guerre, la baliste, la catapulte, le "corvus"
romain et la "marmite a feu"ll2, tous engins qui reduisirent I'eperon a une arme
d'appoint et meme - des la bataille dlActium peut-&re-au r61e de "status symbol"ll3.

L'eperon existait-il encore sur les navires byzantins? L'iconographie ne nous
fournit aucun element a cet egard, mais on peut conclure d'un ecrit de I'empereur
Leon VI qu'un eperon sous-marin etait encore utilise au 10e sieclell4. Un type
d'eperon tout different apparait au plus tard au 12e s.: le calcar, qui apparait lors
des Croisades, mais dont les inventeurs demeurent inconnus. Jal en donne une
definition qui me parait irreprochable: "L'eperon qu' on nommait Calcar n'etait
point la proue de lagalere, mais une arme d'attaque fixee a peu pres horizontalement
a la proue; et puis cette arme n'etait point faite d'une piece de bois: c'etait une
sorte de pyramide quadrangulaire en fer, en airain ou en chene, garnie sur ses
faces et a sa pointe de lames de fer"ll5. Du point de vue iconographique, on voit
le calcar apparaitre dans une chronique illustree des campagnes de I'empereur
Henri VI en ltalie meridionale et en Sicile, due a Petrus de Edulo, le "Liber ad
Honorem Augusti" (Palerme, vers 1195; Codex 120 de la Burgerbibliothek de
Berne) (Fig. 39). Ce type d'eperon sera celui qui equipera toutes les galeres
mediterraneennes jusqu' a leur extinction a la fin du 18e s.
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Cet eperon situe au sommet de la proue a-t-il coexiste avec I'eperon sousmarin? C'est ce que donnent a penser plusieurs graffiti de la petite eglise de Saint
Nicolas de Mavrika, dans I'ile dlEgine: parmi une veritable "flotte de galeres",
incisee dans les fresques du sanctuaire, certainement par des auteurs differents,
probablement au 16e s., figurent, c6te a c6te, des galeres a la proue classique a
cette epoque et des galeres a eperon sous - marin (Fig. 40).
M. Ovcarov a releve, parmi de nombreux graffiti de 1'"lmaret dzamija" a
Plovdiv (Bulgarie), une representation d'un navire, attribuable a la fin du 15e ou
au debut du 16ss., dont I'eperon rappelle de maniere etonnante I'eperon du Sister
Ship (Fig. 41). A c6te de ces documents qui attestent de maniere incontestable
une survivance bien plus longuede I'eperon antiqueque I'iconographiedonnerait
ale penser (d'oh I'importancedes graffiti!),j'ajouterai, avec hesitation, deux graff iti
releves par M. Guitakos: I'un (Fig. 42) a ete publie, sans indication de lieu ni de
date (il fut cependant trouve en Grece)ll6, I'autre (Fig. 43) me fut aimablement
communique par M. Guitakos; il m'ecrivit qu' il I'avait relev6 sur une eglise du
kastro de Nea Epidavros. Au cours d'une visite du kastro, en 1978, je n'en trouvai
plus aucune trace, mais des travaux de restauration ont pu le faire disparaitre.
L'introduction de I'artillerie A bord des galeres devait sonner le glas de
I'eperon-calcar:le plus gros canon etait monte A la proue et il tirait necessairement
dans I'axe du navire, donc au-dessus de I'eperon, rendant celui-ci de moins en
moins utile; par ailleurs, un vaisseau arme de canons sur ses flancs aurait facilement
pu ecraser d'une bordee la galere audacieuse s'approchant pour eperonner.
Les galeres turques qui participerent au siege de Malteen etaient cependant
encore equipeesll7, de m6me que les galeasses venitiennes A la bataille de
Lepante (1571) (Fig. 44). 11 est toutefois certain que ces galeasses deciderent du
sortde la bataillegrace a leur artillerie et qu'elles n'utiliserent pas leur majestueux
calcar, bien conforme a la description de Jal.
Aux 17e et 18e s., les galeres conservent toujours au sommet de I'etrave
une longue et mince projection, faite de bois, qui porte le nom d'eperon (ou
sperone), mais qui n'a plus qu'un r61e de souvenir - et d'esthetique. L'ironie du
sort veut que ce soit A cette epoque que I'eperon, desormais d6pourvu de valeur
militaire, est orne d'une t6te de belierll*!
Si, en pratique, I'eperon frappant au-dessus de I'eau a cesse d'exister au
plus tard au debut du 17e s., I'idee de frapper I'ennemi sous I'eau est si naturelle
que plusieurs savants de la Renaissancecontinuerent d'y songer et envisagerent
divers procedes pour y parvenir. Ce n'est pas ici le lieu de retracer I'histoire de
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ces idees, mais ilserait injuste de ne pas s'arreter un instant au plus illustred'entre
eux, Leonardde Vinci, qui n'avait pas imagine moins de quatre moyens de frapper
une coque ennemie sous la flottaison: le sous-marinllg, le scaphandrier muni
d'une tariere destinee A forer un trou dans la coque d'un navire au mouillagel2o,
un levier a crochet frappant sous I'eau (Fig. 45) et un bateau-eperon qu'il a
represente et decrit ainsi:
"Si tu veux construire une flotte de guerre, fais usage de ces vaisseaux pour
defoncer les navires ennemis; c'est-a-dire fais des vaisseaux de cent pieds de
n les rameurs de gauche soient
long et huit de large, et dispose-les de f a ~ o que
assis a tribord et ceux de droite a bibord comme il est montre en M (Fig. 46) pour
que les leviers des rames soient plus longs. Ce navire aura un pied et demi
d'epaisseur, c'est-a-dire qu'il sera fait de poutres fixees interieurement et
exterieurement par des planches entrecroisees. Et qu'a un pied au-dessous de
I'eau, le vaisseau ait un eperon ferre, du poids et de la grosseur d'une enc1ume.A
force de rames, le vaisseau pourra reculer apres avoir donne le premier coup,
puis se reporter violemment en avant pour assener le second, et beaucoup d'
autres, jusqu'a la destruction du navire ennemi"121.
A ma connaissance, aucun de ces projets n'aboutit a une realisation.

*

Parmi les nombreuses innovationstechniques navales de la premiere moitie
du 19e s., il en est deux qui devaient necessairement provoquer la resurgence
de I'idee de I'eperon sous-marin: la generalisation de la propulsion a la vapeur et
I'helice,qui rendaient, comme jamais auparavant, le navireautonome et entierement
libere des caprices du vent. Parmi les nombreux auteurs de projets d'eperon, il
convient de signaler Nicolas-Hippolyte Labrousse, brillant officier de la marine
fran~aise,qui parvint, en 1840, a persuader le Conseil d' Amiraute de proceder
a des experimentations d'eperon a Lorientl22.
Les premiers cuirasses, la Gloire (en bois - France, 1859) et Warrior(en fer
- Grande-Bretagne, 1860) ne furent cependant pas munis d'un eperon, mais leurs
successeurs immediats, respectivement les cuirasses Magentaet Solf6rino (Fig.
47) (France - mis surcale en juin 1859) et Defenceet Resistance(Grande-Bretagne
- mis sur cale en decembre 1859) furent, des I'origine, conGus pour recevoir cette
arme.
Le 8 mars 1862, le navire cuirasse confederal Virginia(ex - Merrimack) coula
d'un coup d'eperon le sloop federal Cumberlandet il tenta, le lendemain,d'envoyer
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son adversaire, le Monitor, par le fond de la meme maniere. Mal en prit au Virginia,
qui, se heurtant au blindage de son ennemi, ne reussit qu'a creer une voie d'eau
a sa propre proue - ce qui rapelle les deboires de la flotte grecque a Alalia, 2400
ans auparavant.
Le 20 juillet 1866, a la bataille de Lissa, le cuirasse autrichien Erzherzog
FerdinandMaxreussit a couler le cuirass6 italien Re d'ltaliapar un coup d'eperon.
Cette fois, I'engouement pour I'eperon gagna toutes les marines du monde, meme
pour les petites unites: I'histoirese repetant, les canonnieres, avisos et eclaireurs
en furent munis.
En France, le Taureau, mis sur cale en 1863, fut c o n y pour porter I'eperon
comme arme principale; il etait situe a environ 30 cm sous I'eau. Le Taureauetait
arme en outre d'un canon de 240 mrn. II fut suivi, en 1865, de quatre navires
semblables: la classe "BelierJ'(!).La Grande-Bretagne suivit en 1868 avec le
Hotspur, d'un type voisin, lui aussi pourvu d'artillerie.
Le navire-eperonneurle plus extraordinairefut sans conteste le USS Katahdin,
mis sur cale en 1891 : il etait pratiquement depourvu d'artillerie (il n'avait que
quatre pieces de 6 livres contre les torpilleurs) et completernent de tubes lancetorpilles; donc: un pur navire-eperon. (Fig. 48)123. Le Katahdinfut un echec total:
les seuls services qu'il rendit a la marine americaine fut de servir de batimentcible en 1909, mais J.D. Alden ecrit a son sujet: "in spite of the antiquitatedconcept,
the green-painted Katahdin was an innovative craft, presaging the development
of the submarine in several features. Her lower hull, dish-shaped and curving
gracefully upwards at each end, was fitted with a double bottom thoroughout and
couldbe partially flooded to fighting trim" (souligne par moi)l24. Comment ne pas
penser a la "technique du sanglier", ainsi qu'a la manoeuvre des navires rhodiens
a la bataille de Chios en 201, telle que Polybe I'a rapportee?
La fin de I'eperon, definitive cette fois, fut due
phenomenes:

a la conjonction de deux

le fait qu' en temps de paix I'eperon se revela en effet efficace, mais en
endommageant ou en coulant plusieurs fois des navires amis, I'accident le plus
spectaculaire etant I'eperonnage du HMS Victoria par le HMS Camperdown le
22 juin 1893125;

-

et surtout: I'invention de la torpille Whitehead, qui, frappant -de maniere
explosive - sous I'eau, rendait I'eperon definitivement inutile.
N'y aura-t-il plus d'eperonnage belliqueux a I'avenir? Dans la mesure oh il
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est permis de souhaiter I'avenement de la paix universelle et definitive, je I'espere
bien. Toutefois de nombreux sous-marinsfurent coules par eperonnage au cours
des deux guerres mondialesl26 et un caprice du destin a voulu que le HMS
Dreadnought(I 906), celebre pour la revolutionqu'il introduisit dans I'architecture
navale par la disposition et la puissancede son artillerie, fit pour principale victime
le sous-marin allemand U 29 qu'il envoya au fond, le 18 mars 1915 ...par eperonnage.
Lucien Basch
206, avenue Armand Huysmans
1050 Bruxelles.

NOTES
Note liminaire
La communication que j'ai faite le 30 aoQt 1991 Athenes avait pour titre
"L'appendice de proue de la "Nave Punica" (Marsala): eperon ou taillemer?". Le
temps de parole etant de vingt minutes, j'avais limite mon sujet a I'examen de
I'epave proprement dite. Toutefois, j'ai la conviction qu'on ne peut repondre a la
question que pose I'epave de Marsala qu'en la situant dans celle de I'evolution
de I'eperon antiquedans son ensemble. Lacommunicationdu 30 aoQt1991 n'etait
donc qu'un resumeschematiquedecelle-ci. Je remercie H. Frost et A.W. Sleeswyk
d'avoir bien voulu participer a des echanges de correspondance auxquels la
redaction de ce texte doit beaucoup.
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Steffy (1983); Casson et Steffy (1991).
SSAW, p. 146.
Seyrig (1951), p. 109, qui note cependant (note 3) les rnonnaies hellenistiques
"exceptionnelles"de Dyrrhachiurn (Fig. 24), dont on verra plus loin I'irnportance.
surtout: Frost (1981)
Basch (1991)
Ace sujet: MIMA, p. 156, 157.
Dakoronia (1990).
MIMA, pp. 141-145.
cf.MIMA,p.151,Fig.318.
Je souscris A I'interpretation donnee par L. Casson aux scenes figurant sur la coupe attique
no B. 436 (v. 510) du British Museum (SSAW, Fig. 81 ; MIMA, Fig. 461-464), qui y voit deux
stades de I'attaque d'un navire marchand par un navire arrne d'un eperon (Casson (1958)),
rnais I'avantage que I'eperon donne a I'attaquant est uniquernent celui de la vitesse.
SSA W, Fig. 28; MIMA, Fig. 298.
Cf. Sleeswyk (1996.) A.
Cartault (l881), p.77. Le passage souligne I'est par rnoi.
Tzahou-Alexandri (1990), pp. 333-334.
On note cependant un "proernbolon-tampon"sernblable a ceux du navire de Khaniale Tekke
sur une oenochoe geornetrique provenant de Thebes (fin du 8e s. - Musee de Berlin, no
3143) (MIMA, Fig. 395).
Tzahou-Alexandri (1990), pp. 336-338. La Fig. 9 correspond a la Fig. 393, p. 187 du MIMA,
que j'avais donnee d'aprgs une photographie publiee dans A History of the Hellenic World.
The Archaic Period(Ath&nes, 1971), p. 202. Malheureusernent, cette photo etait incomplete
(I'extr6rnit6 de I'eperon etait ornise) et inversee.
Fibule en or de la collection Elgin, 2e quart de 8e s. (MIMA, Fig. 401).
P. ex.: MIMA, Fig. 404 et 407.
Un casque tres sernblable figure sur un bouclier votif en terre cuite datant de 700 environ,
trouve ATirynthe: Greenhalgh (1973), p. 68, Fig. 41.
C'est-8 dire: un retour cornplet a I'eperon du navire de Khaniale Tekke.
La question est beaucoup plus obscure en Phenicie, dornaine que je rn'abstiens d'aborder ici.
Je noterai cependant que I'elernent de collier egyptien d'epoque sate, dit "de Nechao", au
Musee du Louvre (MIMA, Fig. 719,720), s'il presente de trks nornbreux traits revelant des
influences pheniciennes, est pouwu d'un eperon qui se termine par une lame verticale,
absolurnent inconnue en Phenicie et pourrait Btre un ernprunt a I'architecture navale
grecque.
MIMA, Fig. 428,432,436 B et C, 444,452.
MIMA, Fig. 431,454,455.
MIMA, Fig. 434,438,440,447.
En Attique, une exception notable: GOS, pl. 20, d; MIMA, Fig. 469. Ailleurs dans le rnonde
grec, on en releve a Sarnos (MIMA, Fig. 519,520) e t a Siphnos (MIMA, Fig. 522).
"Ces mots-la, cornrne les enseignes et affiches a lettres enorrnes, echappent A I'obse~ation
par le fait rngrne de leur excessive evidence" (traduction de Baudelaire).
Voir plus loin, au sujet des ex-voto de I'Heraion de Sarnos.
Johnston (1985), p. 74, Arch. 53.
En fait, A. Gottlicher (1978) avait deja range cette base dans son catalogue (p. 65, no 348): je
ne I'avais pas rernarque avant I'obse~ationde Johnston.
Sur la corneille de rner: Detienne et Vernant (1974), pp. 201-241, qui soulignent son
importance dans les croyances grecques relatives a la rner.
Wachsrnuth (1967), p. 245, note908.
Yalouris, A. et N. (1987), p. 64, Fig. d. On notera que I'on trouve des t&tes de belier cornrne
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ornement des proembola de navires etrusques de 2e s. (Moll (1929), pl. B Ill a, 45,48 ti 51),
mais le r6le des proernbola est totalement different de celui de I'eperon.
On constate le meme phenomene sur I'oenochoe attique du British Museum B 508 (v. 510):
GOS, pl. 20, d; MIMA, Fig. 469.
Verlinden (1954), p. 238.
Je remercie L. Casson d'avoir attire mon attention sur ce texte en m'envoyant un tirage part
de son article "Polybius 16.3.8: ANAITEIROI", ClassicalQuarterly, 39, 1989, pp. 262-3. Le
texte de Zonaras (8.16) consulte par moi est celui de I'edition Weber (Bonn, 1944).
Polybe, 16,4. 11-13.
Polybe, 16,4.13.
Polybe, 16,2.7.
L'equipage normal des grandes bisquines etait de sept hommes.
Gloux et Manach (1976), pp. 188-9. Le deplacement de I'assiette d'un navire par celui d'un
lest etait connu dans I'Antiquite, comrne en temoigne une manoeuvre des Tyriens assieges
par Alexandre en 332: ils tenterent de detruire le mBle que le Macedonien construisait pour
relier I'ile de Tyr A la terre ferme en y lan~antun brOlot dont ils avaient releve la proue pour
mieux percuter le but. A cette fin, ils avaient empile des pierres a la poupe (Arrien, Anabase,
11, 19.2). Toutefois, ce "relevage de proue", longuernent prepare, n'a rien de commun avec la
soudainete de manoeuvre des Romains A Hippone, des Rhodiens a Chios et des champions
de regates de bisquines.
GOS, pl. 21, e; MIMA, Fig. 574.
Ce n'est cependant pas ce que suggbre le celebre dessin de dal Pozzo representant la partie
anterieure d'un triere, si ce document (MIMA, Fig. 612) reproduit fidblement un original grec:
I'eperon appartient au type "Bperon-lame". Sur cette question: Basch (1988), p. 184.
Voir Steffy (1983) et Casson et Steffy (1991).
Basch (1975), p. 206.
Steffy (1983), p. 241.
Steffy, in: Casson et Steffy (1991), p. 30.
Basch (1985); MIMA, pp. 493-6.
IG 112 1627,410-14 et, pour I'annee 32514: IG2 11, 1629,91-110 et 128-144.
Sur les triacontores de I'epoque hellenistique: SSA W, p. 125, n. 102.
SSA W, p. 125.
Nornbreux exemples dans SSA W, p. 126, n. 104.
SSA W, p. 142.
SSA W, p. 132.
SSAW, p. 132, n. 125.
Pour le lernbos: SSAW, p. 126.
Polybe, 1,53.8.
C'est la tactique que Phillippe V tenta de mettre en oeuvre $I la bataille de Chios contre les
forces de Pergame et de Rhodes. Ce ne fut pas un succes, puisque sur les 150 lernboi et
pristeis (autre type de navire Ieger) qu'il engagea, il perdit environ 65 lemboi (Polybe, 16,7).
Casson et Steffy (1991).
SSA W, p. 126, n. 108.
Ormerod (1924), p. 110.
Panegyrique, 115.
Gardner (1883), p. XI.
Bruneau et Ducat (1983), p. 203.
Les graffites du gymnase ont ete publies par M. -Th. Couilloud dans: Audiat (l970), pp. 101137. Un grand nombre d'entre eux portent des inscriptions plus ou moins longues.
II existe quelques rares exceptions, dont celle d'un graffito accompagne de la "signature" de
['artiste: AAEEAC EnOlHCEN (Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique, 89, 1965, p. 985 et
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MIMA, p. 381).
Le "THEODOROS" a ete publie par M.- Th. Couilloud dans: Audiat (1970), p. 126 (texte) et p.
124, Fig. 5 (dessin); ce dernier est malheureusement inexact: I'eperon y est represente
comme une aiguille demesuree, alors qu'en realite, comme le montre ici la Fig. 25, I'eperon
etait bien plus vigoureux. J'exprime ici ma gratitude envers M. Jean-Yves Empereur (CNRS Centre d'Etudes Alexandrines), qui a bien voulu prendre la peine de rechercher cette plaque
de marbre dans les reserves du Musee de Delos, en aoirt 1991, pour me permettre de
I'examiner.
MIMA, p. 378, no 45. Un autre exemple, d'ailleurs contemporain, de la persistance de
I'eperon-lame,sur un grand batiment, cette fois, est celui du modele en terre cuite du Musee
de Sparte, absolument identique (Basch, 1968; MIMA, pp. 432-3). On notera, dans les deux
cas, I'absence totale de proembolon.
La stele est publiee dans: Marshall (1916), p. 154. Les quatre tolets, au centre, indiquent, s'il
faut s'en tenir strictement a la representation, une barque propulsee par huit rameurs. Dans
ce cas, cette barque n'aurait fait qu'imiter, A une echelle reduite, un navire de guerre muni
d'un eperon-lame. Mais une autre hypothese se presente: ce navire est long d'environ 30 cm
et il devait &re techniquement difficile d'y faire figurer un plus grand nombre de tolets, de
telle sorte que le navire represent6 a pu en avoir, dans la realite, un plus grand nombre. Nous
serions, dans ce cas, en presence - tres probablement - d'une triacontore.
Je remercie vivement M. Harry Kritzas d'avoir bien voulu prendre, A ma demande, les trois
photographies de la Fig. 32, l , 2 , 3 .
Properce, 111, 11,41-44.
Vie d'Antoine, 67.2.
C. Symm., 11,530-531.
Vegece, IV, 33. Sur I'evolution du terme "liburna", I'article essentiel, et probablement
exhaustif, est celui de Panciera (1956). Sur le r61e de I'ideologie imperiale dans I'evolution du
sens de ce terme: Murray et Petsas (1989), pp. 143-151.
Ferrabino (1924); Tarn (1931).
Caligula, 37.2.
Vegece, IV, 37.
Les premieres monnaies rnontrant une galere imperiale de haut rang a eperon A pointe
unique semblent, sous le regne de Neron, avoir ete emises a Corinthe: Seyrig (1951), p. 109,
n. 3 (B.V. Head, Brit. Mus. Catal., Corinth, pl. XVIII, 4; 6).
P. ex. MIMA, Fig. 1007, 1008.
Basch (1983), p. 138, Fig. 10; MIMA, Fig. 990-994.
Ceci correspond parfaitement a la structure du Sister Ship, dont I'eperon est egalernent
depourvu de connexion avec une preceinte, cornme en Grece au 6e s. (cf. Fig. 18). A cet
egard, I'eperon du Sister Ship peut 6tre qualifie d' archa~que(au point de vue technique: cette
appreciation ne comporte aucun sous-entendu pejoratif).
MIMA, Fig. 982,985,990,991,993.
MIMA, Fig. 1004 a 1008.
Cf. Courtois (1939).
Procope, Guerres, 8.23.24.
Basch (1975); Frost (1975); Frost (1981), p. 270; Basch (1983).
Rouge (1991), p. 670, n.6.
Casson (1985) et seconde edit~onde SSA W(1986), citee ci-apres: SSA W2.
SSAW2, p. 444,95.
Notamment: MIMA, Fig. 1055 a 1060, 1109-1110.
Casson (1985), p. 18, n. 24.
Cet element etait, de toute evidence, ceiui qui etait destine a frapper I'adversaire sous la
flottaison, probablement selon la "technique du sanglier".
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Basch (1983).
SSA W2, p. 444,95 et p. 445, 116.
Basch (1983), p. 136, Fig. 8; MIMA, pp. 299-300.
Basch (1983).
Sleeswyk (199.) B.
Herodote, 1. 166.
Basch (1983).
Friedman (1981), p. 143. L'auteur cite le cas du porte-avions Essex, frappe par un kamikaze
le 25 novembre 1944; I'explosion tua 15 hommes et en blessa 44. Trente minutes plus tard,
le pont d'envol etait a nouveau operationnel. Friedman ajoute: "To some extent this result
vindicated the US Navy's belief that a thin wooden deck could be repaired rapidly after battle
damage whereas an armored deck might not be reparable outside a major base".
Casson (1985), p. 18, n. 24.
F O C(1979),
~
pp. 14-51.
Phelan et Brice (1977), pp. 65-73.
Ibid, pp. 92-100.
Cf. note 80.
Sleeswyk (1996) B.
Ibid.
Les exceptions ne sont qu'apparentes:
le beden-seyad(PBris (1843), pl. 8) a un brion angulaire A 900, mais il s'agit ici d'une fausse
etrave, propre ace bateau archaque d'Arabie;
un graffito d'oseberg (Norvege), du 9e s., montre ce qui sembleetre un brion angulaire A 900
(B. Landstrom, The Ship(1961), p. 57, Fig. 141); en realite, il s'agit d'un taillemer, qui pouvait
aisement supporter quelques d8gBts mineurs.
MIMA, Fig. 1051.
MIMA, Fig. 53.
qui deviendront I'eperon "par excellence", on I'a vu, A I'epoque imperiale.
II est possible, mais nullement demontre, que I'extremitede la projection de la proue sur les
navires egyptiens combattant ceux des Peuples de la Mer, represent& au temple de
Rams& Ill a Medinet Habu (SSA W, Fig. 61 ; MIMA, Fig. 13) ait BtB une arme agissant par
percussion au-dessus de la flottaison, mais meme s'il en Btait ainsi, il serait completement
Btranger la longue tradition de I'eperon mediterraneen antique.
Polybe, 21,3.7.; MIMA, Fig. 807.
Ace sujet, je me refere mes observations au sujet de: Murray et Petsas (1989), dans: The
Mariner's Mirror, 76, 1990, pp. 367,368: est-il sOr que les Bperons captures sur la flotte
d'Antoine A Actium aient plus servi que ceux des galeasses venitiennes A Lbpante (c'est-Adire: pas du tout)?
Dolley (1948), p. 49.
Ja1(1848), Vo "Calcar".
Alexandri (1956)., p. 81.
Miss Honor Frost m'a inform6 que certains de ces eperons, captures sur des galeres turques
auraient et6 conserves a Malte comme ex-voto.
Musee de la Marine, Paris, no 37 OA 24.
Tursini (1953), specialement pl. XI.
Tursini (1953), pl. XIV; Tursini (1954), pl. LXXIV, 2; pl. LXXXVI. Cette technique,
modernisbe, fut celle qui permit a des nageurs de combat italiens, le 19 decembre 1941,
d'envoyer par le fond, dans le port d'Alexandrie, les cuirasses Queen Elizabeth et Valiant.
Ms. 2037, Bib. Nat., 3 r. Traduction de L. Servicen.
Sur les debuts de cette renaissancede I'eperon: Baxter (1937).
Sur le Katahdin: Allen (1988).
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124. Alden (1972),p. 48.
125. Brown et Pugh (1990) (I'article essentiel sur I'eperon au 19e s.) citent 17 accidents entre
navires de guerre, dus a I'eperon, en temps de paix, entre 1868 et 1903 (p. 21).
126. Brown et Pugh (1990), pp. 32-33.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Navire du sarcophage de Gazi (Crete), vers 1200 av. J.-C. P: preceinte.
Tesson HR Ill C, trouve a Kynos (d'apres Dakoronia (l990), p. 122.)
A. Navire peint sur un tesson geometrique de Khaniale Tekke (Crete).
D'apres:J. Boardman,"The KhanialeTekketornbsW,
Annualofthe British School
atAthens, 62, 1967, pl. 14,21.
B. Eperonnage par ce mgrne navire.
Fragment de vase geometrique attique. Louvre. Dessin de C. Torr.
Navire peint sur un vase attique geornetrique, vers 775 (d'apres TzahouAlexandri (1990), p. 352).
Vase auquel "appartient" le navire de la Fig. 5, qui s'inscrit dans la metope, ici
laissee vide. On voit que la forme de la quille doit gtre interpretee par celle de
la metope (Tzahou-Alexandri (1990), p. 352).
Bol geometrique attique, British Museum no 1899-2. Dessin de A. Koster.
Fragment de cratere geornetrique attique, vers 750. Louvre A 527.
et 10. Navires representessurdeux bandeauxd'or. Athenes, vers725 (d'apres
Tzahou-Alexandri (1990), pp. 356 et 357).
Fibule ("beotienne"?)provenant de la Grotte de Zeus au Mont Ida (Crete), vers
700. Musee National, Athenes, no 11.765.
Graffito de Thera, vers 700. D'apres Hiller von Gaertringen (1904), p. 79, Fig.
64.
Navire incise sur une plaque en or de la tornbe no 28 de Sindos (no 8093),
(Macedoine),vers 560 (cf. Despini (1990).
Fragmentsd'un vase grec (v. 540-530), trouve a Karnak. Ashrnolean Museum,
Oxford, 1924,264). D'apres Boardman (1958).
Rhyton, probablernent d'origine beotienne, 2e rnoitie du 7e s. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, no 99.515.
Canthare beotien en forrne de navire, 2e quart ou milieu du 6e s. Louvre, CA
577.
Plaque en terre cuite de Penteskouphia(Corinthie), 1ere rnoitie du 6e s. Musee
de Berlin, F 560.
Coupe attique a figures noires, vers 510. British Museum B 436.
A: preceinte superieure;
B: preceinte inferieure; aucune d'elles n'est reliee a I'eperon.
Belier en bronze (fin 6e ou debut du 5e s.). Musee d'olyrnpie, no 2360.
A. d'apres Mallwitz (1972), p. 25, Fig. 15.
B. d'apres Yalouris (1987), p. 87.
X: bronze; Z: poutre (moderne) encastree dans la tgte du belier.
Monnaies de Phaselis, avant 466.
A. Nautical Museum of the Aegean, Mykonos. Photo due a M. G. Drakopoulos.
B. D'apres Grose, Fitzwilliam Museum Greek Coins, Ill, pl. 314,23.
Modelede bois, ex-votode I'Heraionde Sarnos, vers 600. D'apres: Athenische
Mitteilungen, 68, 1953, p. 113, Fig. 27.
Stele de Democleides,vers 400. Musee National, Athenes, no 752.
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Face de I'eperon d'Athlit. D'apres Casson et Steffy (1991), p. 12, Fig. 2.7.
Monnaie de Dyrrhachium,fin du 2e s. av. J.-C. British Museum. Photo: Musee.
Graffito incise dans un banc de marbre du gymnase de Delos. Entre le 3e s. et
88 av. J.-C. Musee de Delos.
Detail de la Fig. 25.
19 Graffiti de Delos: navires a eperon a pointe unique. Fin du 1er s. av. J.-C.
a. Graffito de Delos: navire a "eperon-lame". Fin du 1er s. av. J.-C.
b. Detail: I'eperon.
Stelefunerairedecyzique (detail), 2eou 1ers. av. J.-C. British Museum, Greek
inscription no 1009 (Marshall (1916),p. 173). Photo: British Museum.
Lampe en bronze d'epoque hellenistique ou romaine trouvee en mer au large
de Haghia Galini. Musee de Rethymnon, no 150. Photos de Harry Kritzas.
Dessins de I'auteur, sauf les deux sections, dues a Honor Frost.
Navire de la colonne Trajane.
Stele d'epoque romaine tardive. Musee de Volos, no A451. Photo: Honor Frost.
La proue du Sister Ship, plan (H. Frost).
Croquis (hors d'echelle) de la proue du Sister Ship, aimablement communique
par Miss Honor Frost.
D: "defenses".
E: etrave.
M: mortaise peu profonde creusee dans la face anterieure de I'etrave,destinee
a recevoir I'element central, disparu, maintenu entre les "defenses" par les
broches Z 2.
Z 1: broches fixant la "defense" tribord lateralement sur la quille.
Zone en gris: couche de "resine" couvrant I'ensemble forme par I'etrave, les
defenses et la quille.
N: lamelle de bronze (partie hachuree), adherant a une couche de "resine" et
percee d'orifices permettant sa fixation par des pointes.
X: endroit ou fut trouve la lamelle N.
P: pointes de cuivre trouvees dans le sable.
A-B: section. Zone hachuree:couche de bronze, selon la reconstitutionde Miss
Honor Frost.
Taillemer de I'epave de la Madrague de Giens. D'apres Pomey (1982), p. 143,
Fig. 7.
Graffiti de Delos (fin du l e r s. av. J.-C.): proues a "eperon plongeant". Releves
de M. le Commandant Carlini.
Galeres a calcar. Manuscrit de Petrus de Ebulo, Liber ad Honorem August/
(Palerme, vers 1195). Burgerbibliothek, Berne.
Graffiti de I'eglise de Haghios Nikolaos de Mavrika (Egine): galeres a eperon
au ras de I'eau (ou sous-marins?). XVle siecle.
Graffito de Plovdiv (fin-XVe ou debut du XVle s.): galere a eperon "retrousse".
D'apres Ovcarov (1987), pl. V, no 14.
Graffito releve par M. Guitakos en Grece (dateet lieu ignores).D'apres Alexandri
(1957), p. 81.
Graffito releve par M. Guitakos sur une eglise du kastro de Nea Epidavros.

44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
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Communication personnelle de M. Guitakos a I'auteur.
Eperon (ou calcar) d'une galeasse venitienne a Lepante (1571). Gravure de
Ferando Bertelli, 1572. Musee Correr, Venise.
Projet d'eperon frappant par effet de levier (Leonard de Vinci, Cod. B, 90 v.).
Projet de bateau-eperonneur (Leonard de Vinci, Cod. Ash. 2037, 3 r).
Etrave du cuirasse fran~aisSolferino (1962).
Le navire-eperon USS Katahdin (1891).

Les dessins et photographiesdes Fig. 1 b, 2,3,5,9, 10, 13, 15,16, 19,20,22,26,30,32,
(4,5), 33 et 40 sont de I'auteur.
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APPENDIX
Some remarks concerning the Punic ram
Introduction

The following remarks of a technical nature on the remains of the ram of a
Punic ship (the so-called "Sister Ship") found on the seabed off Marsala (ancient
Lilybaeum) by Honor Frost in 1974, are aimed at supplementing the report of the
find (Frost, 1975, 1976, 1981) and the typological study by Basch (1975). It is
written as a companion paper to the one written by Basch (1992). As will appear
below, this approach results in a new variation on the earlier interpretation.
The following points will receive particular attention here: the original
construction of the ram, as far as it can be established from its remains, which
nowconsist onlyof itscurious tusks (side timbers) and a scrap of bronze sheathing,
the way it was lost from between the tusks, the exact purpose of the oddly "twodimensional"construction, as deduced from the mechanics of ramming, the nature
of the ship which was equipped with this type of ram, and finally, the reconstructional
drawing of the ram. These points are interrelated and cannot be discussed entirely
separately, so the discussion begins at the point which least relies on the other
ones, viz. the purpose of this particular ram construction.
Constructional principle of the ram

The starting point here is that of the transverse forces acting on the ram
during and immediately after the impact of ramming. When one ship rams another,
it isgenerally the result of her having previouslyfollowed a ramming course, during
which the bearing of the attacked ship did not change much. The same is true as
seen from the victim: during some time before the collision the attacking ship
approached at a bearing and with a relative velocity which were both reasonably
constant. Upon impact, unless the attacking shipcuts through the victim or drives
her under -both exceptional occasions- the velocity of the attacking ship is in
general suddenly reduced to zero.
As the ramming attack was nearly always aimed from one of the sides, the
impetus of the attacked ship was not spent as quickly as that of the attacking ship,
and at some very short time after impact the attacked ship would start to move
sideways relative to the attacker. That situation could be dangerous to the attacking

ship, because it might cause the ram to be wrenched off, the consequences of
which could be fatal. For example, during the battle of Chios (201 BC) that was
the cause of the lossof aship, asdescribed in somedetail by Polybius (XV1.4.15).
The danger could be minimised either by appropriatetactics, e.g. by attacking
from a position aft if the attacker's ship was faster than that of his enemy, or by
having the ram constructed in such a way that the consequences of its suddenly
being pushed from the side with great force were not harmful, or only moderately
so. There were two obvious ways of attaining that goal: either the prow of the ship,
including the ram, was constructed so strongly that the sideways forces could be
withstood, or the attachment of the ram to the stem was made such that it would
give way or snap off harmlessly if the transverse force exceeded a certain limit.
It appears that the remains of the ram discussed here can be interpreted as
belonging to a construction of the latter type. It seems certain, on the other hand,
that the rams of the majority of ramming ships used in Antiquity were designed
to stand up to the transverse forces generated during a normal ramming attack.
The discover of the Marsala ram was fully aware of the extraordinary nature
of her find, and recovered one of the tusks. On examination it was observed that
although the grain of the wood ran with the aftermost portionof the tusk, it remained
parallel to that direction in the upcurving portion; compass timber had not been
used. As a result, the more the tusk curved upwards, the more it ran across the
grain of the wood. Apparently, it had been designed with the intention that it could
break off easily. It was concluded that the weakness must have been intentional
because "it would be better to sacrifice the tip of a replacable ram, rather than to
remain either involuntarily attached to the enemy by too solid a ram, or to damage
the structure of one's own ship by the unbroken force of collision". (Frost, 1975).
Although the action of a horizontal transverse force does not seem to have
been considered earlier, it now appears that the primary purpose of the deliberate
constructional weakness of the tusks must have been to limit the magnitude of
that force in order to prevent structuraldamage to the hull itself. If no large transverse
forces acted on the ram, i.e. if the impact was largely longitudinal, it was not
necessary that it should break off, so it was made in such a way that this could
not happen. The shipwould therefore not lose automatically her sting, like awasp,
with every offensive action. If the latter had been true, any engagement at sea
between ships of this type would have been decided simply by numerical superiority,
which seems highly unlikely. It would have been entirely possible to design the
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ram so that it was solid enough to withstand apurelyfrontal ramming impact, even
if it would break off by the application of a relatively small transverse force.
Normally, the woodwork inside the bronze covering of the ram consisted of
the solid apex of a slender pyramid of which the vertices consisted of heavy timbers
(Steffy in Casson and Steffy 1991), much like the wooden frame of achurch steeple
turned to a horizontal position. Most probably, the exceptional type of ram which
was strong in the alongships direction only was constructed as a two-dimensional
triangle of strongly interconnected wooden beams. In principle, the lower bean
would have been the principal part of the ram between the tusks. In the Sister
Ship it was in addition only attached to the stem by a weak mortise and tenon joint,
which could give way when the ram was powerfully pushed sideways. It seems
probable that the vertical side of the triangular construction did not consist of the
stem timber itself, but of afalse stem to which the lower and upper beams forming
the ram were firmly joined, as indicated in the accompanying schematic
reconstructional diagram (Fig. 1). It is similar in function to the "baton" postulated
in the reconstruction by the shipbuilder Vito Bonanno (Frost, 1981). The false
stem may have continued parallel to the stem itself well above the ram, to a point
near the gunwale where it was attached to it.
Bronze covering of the ram

Torr (1894, p. 63) concluded from inscriptions on the price of rams of Athenian
three-banked ships that these rams weighed on the average some three talents,
i.e. ca. 80 kilograms, "so the metal could only have formed a sheathing round a
core of timber". If the word "sheathing" is taken in its customary sense, that would
imply that the cover was composed of sheets of bronze which had been beaten
into shape around the timber core of the ram. Taken in this sense, it was entirely
logical to interpret the find of a small sheet of bronze in the gap between the
stempost and starboard tusk as follows: "evidently it had been part of the bronze
sheeting that covered the ram." (Frost, 1976, p. 269).
However, recently Murray and Petsas (1989) suggested that the rams in
the inscription to which Torr refers were damaged rams "collected in fragments
to be sold off as scrap". These rams may be compared to the Bremerhaven ram,
which weighs 53 kilograms. Assuming a similar shape for the Athenian rams, the
outer surface of such a ram may be estimated at no more than ca. 1 square metre.
Consequently, the average thickness of the bronze covering would have been of
the order of one centimetre, which points to a casting rather than a sheathing
consisting of bronze plating.
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One may add that if the core of the ram consisted of a pyramid or a triangle
of wooden timbers joined together, the strength of acast bronze shell would have
been needed to hold the wooden assembly together upon impact of the ram of its
victim. ~ n dof, course, since the discovery of the Punic ram, the rams of Athlit and
Bremerhaven have come to light, both castings of bronze, as is the "ram" (probably
a proembolion) in the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge. Taken together, this
evidence renders it most improbable that the ram wascovered by bronze sheeting
rather than by a cast bronze shell. As we shall see, the small sheet of bronze
found on the seabed may have formed part of one of the covers of the tusks.
Loss of the ram
If we accept the interpretation that the partially cross-grained tusks were
made weak intentioanally to prevent damage to the hull, the question must be
answered how it was possible that the ram was lost while the tusks remained in
place. The find of "an ancient ship with its two tusks and a hole like that of a lost
tooth" (Frost, 1975, 1976) poses a mechanical problem, because originally the
tusks were fastened to the ram and to each other by at least four iron bolts going
from one side to the other (Frost, 1976 and priv. comm., 1991). If the ram had
somehow been wrenched out by ramming, it is most improbable that the tusks
would have remained in place. The hypothetical wrenching-out would have involved
breaking at least four iron bolts at two points each, without breaking the crossgrained ends of the tusks, which is clearly impossible. It follows that when the
ship sank off Lilybaeum, very probably the ram was still attached between the
tusks.
How was the ram lost from between the tusks when the wreck was lying on
the seabed? Was the valuable bronze ram perhaps robbed from the ship in the
shallow waters in which the wreck was located? It is in itself not inconceivable
that that could have happened, but if so, the tusks would have been lost too. In
principle, the tusks originally may have been attached either inside or outside the
bronze shell protecting the ram. In either case, there is no good reason why the
robbing divers would have carefully removed the bronze shell and left the tusks
iri situ instead of hacking them off. The find of the tusks without the ram implies
that robbery may be excluded as a cause of the loss of the ram.
We now consider an alternative explanation, first for the configuration in
which the tusks were bolted over the bronze shell of the ram on the outside. In
that case, the iron bolts passed through the bronze sheath, and at those points
a galvanic circuit would have been set up in the seawater, which caused them to
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corrode away locally at a comparatively rapid rate. When the corrosion had reached
the stage that the ram was no longer attached to the tusks by the bolts, a gale
over the shallow waters in which the wreck was lying would have been sufficient
todetach it altogether. The iron bolts would have formed the anode in the galvanic
circuit, tha cathode was the bronze shell.
The bronze would have been protected from corrosion by the galvanic
process.
If the iron bolts did not pass through the bronze shell of the ram, corrosion
of a different type could have occurred: "crevice" corrosion, which is known
commonly to take place in seawater. If the latter is stagnant. as in a crevice, its
oxygen concentration goes down in the course of time. The variation in the
composition of the electrolyte instead of the metal, causes the metal adjoining
the crevice to behave as an anode, thereby corroding preferentially. However,
:he corrosion in the crevices formed between the tusks and the keel was so slow
that the iron nails fastening the tusks had not been corroded through yet, so it
would require a special explanation how the ram could have been lost by this
process.
If the bronze shell had covered both the ram and the tusks, crevice corrosion
might have taken place too. But if so, there arises an additional problem implied
by this geometry, viz. how to explain the mechanism by which the shell could
possibly have been removed while the unbroken tusks remained insitu. In addition,
in that case the reverse process of mounting the cast bronze shell over the ram
and the tusks would appear to have been geometrically impossible. The absence
of any convincing explanationaccounting from the possible geometry and mechanics
of these hypothetical modes of mounting and removal of the protective covering
of the ram leaves us the alternative assumption that the shell of the ram was
located between the tusks as the only possible explanation. This arrangement
would fulfill the functional requirements, and it would explain how the sheathing
of the ram was mounted and could have been subsequently lost without losing
the tusks.
Type of ship

First, the question must be considered whether the projecting timber was
indeed a ram or perhaps a cutwater. The latter is adevice for increasing the lateral
resistence of the hull; it is most usefully applisd to sailing ships with bluff bows
under the waterline. Judging by the extant remains of the Sister Ship (Frost 1976,
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Fig. 168) the hull appears to be extraordinary slender; a cutwater added to a hull
of this shape would have been rather superfluous.
In favour of the interpretation as a ram is the observation by Bonanno (Frost,
1981) that the "trait de Jupiter" joint or scarf between stem and keel would make
sense only if the ship had been built for ramming. The joint had been reinforced
by a block of timber rather than a stem-knee. Basch (1983) suggested that it is a
special strenghtening member for the purpose of absorbing the ramming impact,
analogous to the longer "ramming timber" which supports the Athlit ram (Casson
and Steffy, 1991). But if this evidence points to a ram rather than a cutwater, it
must be repeated that the transverse weakness of the Marsala ram is a-typical,
as is clear both from the iconography of ancient warships and the remains of the
Athlit ram (Basch, 1982). If the ram was a later addition to the hull this weakness
would be readily understood as one of the consequences of it.
Most probably, the ship had been built without the massive wales which
distributed the reaction forces or ramming over the hull (Basch, 1982, Steffy,
1983) in atrue ship of war. Consequently, there were no structural parts available
to receive the transverse components of these forces.
The apparent contradiction between a hull built for ramming and a ram added
on later is resolved if it is assumed that the ship had been built as the equivalent
of a potential "auxiliary cruiser". This type of merchant ship of our own recent past
was strengthened when she was built in order that in an emergency she could be
quickly fitted with guns. The ancient ship was given a straight stem timber, with
a strong joint to the keel, to which a false stem with a ram could be fitted easily.
This type of ram was necessarily a planar construction, strong in the plane, but
weakin the athwartships direction. Thus, the ram might have been a later addition
to a hull which had been designed so that that could be done in an emergency in
order to convert the merchant galley into a warship. Not having been built with a
fixed ram she could have been damaged easily by transverse ramming forces,
so the ram was designed to break off if such forces arose. The choice of iron
instead of bronze for the bolts fastening the tusks to the ram lends support,
perhaps, to the idea of an emergency conversion, because shipbuilders of the
time must have known from experience that this combination of materials was to
be avoided in normal practice.
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Reconstruction

A few points concerning the reconstruction of the ram as presented in the
diagram may be briefly elucidated, in particular where it differs from previous
efforts. These have the ram continuing to the waterline (Frost, 1981). As a result,
the lateral surface of the ram is large, of the order of 1% square metres, which
could havegenerated large sideways forces in aseaway, causing the ram to break
off. For the same reason, the ram should be submerged, to prevent surface waves
from beating against it. In addition, in a ship of which the prow appartently had
been reinforced only near the joint of the stem to the keel for absorbing the
longitudinalforce component of the ramming impact, it would have been desirable
to have the ram located as close as possible to the line of the keel. In the
reconstruction proposed here, the lateral surface of the ram is less than half of
the earlier proposals, and the tip of the ram is approximately 0.3 metre above the
keel, and less than 1 metre below the waterline. The forward extension of the ram
is about the same as that in the earlier proposals, and as in these, the shape of
the ram accords with one of those attested by the typological study by Basch
(1975).
The lowest point of the keel is the most vulnerable; it seems improbable that
the angular joint between keel and stem would have been there. Accordingly, in
the reconstruction (Fig. 1) it has been assumed that near the prow the keel was
tilted upwards over a few degrees. The reconstructional sketch is based, in addition,
on the drawing of the structure of the ram, which has been extended slightly on
the basis of an analysis of the composite photograph in the final report (Frost
1976, Fig. 168 and Fig. 151). As in the photograph, going down on the stem the
forefoot rakes forward somewhat relative to the part above it. Assuming the latter
to be vertical, the upward tilt of the keel is approximately 4 degrees.
The question of the sheathing on the prow could only be resolved partially.
Remains of woven fabric, which would have supported the sheathing, were found
to cling to the prow, which was described as follows in the final report (Frost,
1976):"Thick layers of some woven fabric, liberally smeared with resin.. . swaddled
the entire ram and extended beyond it over the tusks where these were nailed
onto the sides of the keel, and even onto the garboards above. This material, the
remains of which can be seen above the starboard tusk ... was so thick that I had
to scrape it off in orderto see the tusk itself. The substance which had the consistence
of chewing gum, is whitish in colour and retained its elasticity even after drying
out in the air.. . The boundary of this thick layer on the prow is indicated in Fig. 1;
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it was taken over from a sketch which was provided by Miss Frost (priv. comm.
11-1-1992, see Fig. 36 in the companion paper by Basch). The small sheet of
bronze which was found between the tusks was covered on one side with the
same material. It may be noted that the "ram" in the quotation above appears to
include the region of the prow adjacent to the ram proper.
Where the tips of the tusks projectedforward of the stem, the layer of remains
of resinous cloth was present too, although it was much thinner than on the prow
(priv. comm. H. Frost 9-11-1992). The fact indicates that the tusks too, had been
protected by metal covering. The small sheet of bronze with resin adhering to it
on one side probably formed part of a sheathing of one of the tusks. Here the
metal protection had to be thin enough that it would not interfere with the tusks
snapping off when the ram was subjected to a large transverse force.
Regarding the sheathing of the prow itself, it must be kept in mind that if the
hulls of ships of that period were sheathed, they were sheathed in lead. The
following quotation from the excavation report (Frost, 1976) is relevant: "The
extent of this [bronze] sheathing on the Sister Ship is, of course, implied by the
extent of the resin remains which it must have covered. On the hull itself there is
no sign of lead sheathing taking over from the ram's bronze sheathing, nor is there
any sign of lead elsewhere on the site. The presence of lead is usually apparent
even on the surface level of a wreck, so though the Sister Ship has not been
excavated, it is probable that her hull had never been sheathed".
Adifficulty in this explanation, if applied to the present case, is in the position
of the boundary where the lead sheathing, if there had been such, would have
taken over from the bronze sheathing. Fromthe technical point of view it is obvious
that on a ram which was so designed that it could be wrenched off, the boundary
of the bronze sheathing of the ram would have to correspond closely to the boundary
between the dispensable part of the ram and the remainder, i.e. the front face of
the stem. This impliesthat the remainsof resin-impregnatedwoven fabric extending
aft over a considerable distance did not, in fact, support bronze sheathing, but
once must have been covered by lead sheathing, in spite of the absence of traces
of that metal at present. Perhaps the lead metal corroded away at an exceptionally
rapid rate because of the proximity of the bronze of the shell of the ram and the
sheats of the tusks. If the bronze shell extended only a little way aft, it might have
provided bronze flaps covering the joint between stempost and ram, as indicated
in the diagram. Finally, it may be mentioned that together with the strip of bronze
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some bronze brads (headless tacks) were recovered from the wreck. Presumably,
with these the thin bronze sheathing of the tusks had been fastened to the stem.
Conclusions

The foregoing leads to the conclusions which are enumerated below:
1.

The tusks, and the flat timber construction which they once held between
them, were solidly bolted together and once formed a ram which was
strong enough in the alongshipsdirection to receivethe ramming impact.

2.

If the ramming impact had a large lateral component, or if large lateral
forces would subsequently act on the ram, the partially cross-grained
tusks would allow the ram to break off before damage was done to the
hull.

3. When the Sister Ship sank, the ram was still attached between the
tusks. Corrosion of the iron bolts where they passed from the tusks to
the ram through its bronze covering, eventually allowed the ram to be
detached from the prow by wave action.
4.

The Sister Ship was perhaps built as a merchant galley which could
serve as an auxiliary warship. It was designed to be equipped with a
ram when war was imminent.

5.

Of the possible interpretations, the one that the ram was covered by a
shell cast in bronze and that the tusks, bolted over it on the outside,
were covered by separate thin bronze sheaths, seems the most probable.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
1.

Schematic reconstructionaldiagram of the Punic ram. The "boundary of remains
of resin and fabric" indicated in the diagram refers to the thick layer of remains
covering the prow. The tusks were covered by a much thinner layer of such
remains; originally it may have supported thin bronze plating.
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WERE HAVE ALL THE SAILS GONE?
This paperwill deal with the following question: Why, in spite of the numerous
wrecks that have been found in the Mediterranean, as far as I know, no sails or
remnants of sails have ever been found at sea?
This is particularly surprising since we have found hulls, parts of rigging,
ropes, anchors, jars and their contents, and remains of foodstuffs.
I will confine myself in this paper to the Mediterranean as a single entity and
the wrecks of ships from ancient times through the classical period.
Figures 1 and 2 show the MediterraneanSea with an indication of the number
of wrecks from the ancient to the classical period that have been located. The
squares indicate, with their respective numbers, the amount of wrecks that have
been found in that specific area and, the dots, individualsites. It becomes immediately
clear that there are a great number of wrecks throughout the Mediterraneanwhere
the climate, salinity, flora and fauna are relatively uniform.
It is forthat reason that regions such as the North Sea, the Baltic, the greater
oceans, etc., or more modern periods than the ancient and classical don't come
into consideration within the context of this paper.
To return to the question, why sails or remnants of sails have never been
found in the sea, one must first considerthe materialsfrom which sails were made.
The papyrus plant was an almost universal source of material in ancient
Egypt. As we know from Theophrastus, who lived in Athens from 370-288 B.C.,
in his book, "Enquiry into plants"1, " ... from the inner part of the papyrus they
weave sails and also ropes". Herodotus, 484-424? B.C., mentions sails made of
papyrus in a list of boat gear preserved on a document from that periodz. And
Pliny the Elder, A.D. 23-79, in his book, "Natural History", wrote, " ... Papyrus
grows in theswamps of Egypt or in the sluggish waters of the Nile ... and is plaited
to make boats and the inner bark woven into sailcloth and ropesn3
These statements cover a time span of some 500 years. So we can be
relatively certain that papyrus was used for at least this period of time. However,
there is some discrepancy as to just how many Egyptian boats really did have
sails of papyrus. There are some depictions of Nile boats, as in a mural painting
at Kom el-Ahmar, where it is shown what seem to be separate sheets of papyrus
which can be folded together, used as sails4.
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Both Theophrastus and Pliny use the term, "weave", when describing the
use of papyrus in the manufacture of sails. However, that is not correct in our
present-day understanding of the terms, "weave" or "woven"s.
The following is the process by which papyrus is made into sheets. Strips
were sliced from the inner part of the stalk, soaked and layed down edge to edge
to make aflat, unbroken surface with a second layer placed on top of it with strips
running perpendicularly across them, creating the same type of surface as the
first layer. This "sheet" is then pressed or "tapped". This tapping crushes the plant
cells and liberates the natural juices which cause the strips to stick togethers.
So we can see why, as writing paper, papyrus might have been quite fine
and, as a sail, opened, with wind hitting it, it may have performed ratherwell along
the Nile. But it was very brittle and, after repeated folding, would tear and would
have lost its ability to stand up against the wind.
Figure3 shows the five fibers - in addition to papyrus - available to the ancient
world. They are cotton, wool, silk, flax (linen), and jute: the oldest of these being
flax. Linen was made from the flax plant, starting in Egypt, and spread throughout
the Mediterranean as early as the second millennium, B.C. for making shrouds
and sails'.
Linen became the fabricof choice for sails, gradually taking over from papyrus.
It was sometimes painted and sometimes embroidered' As it was written in the
book of Ezekiel about 570 B.C., when describing the construction of ships sailing
from the port city of Tyre, " ... fine linen with broidered work from Egypt was that
which though spreadest forth to be thy sail ..."a
Linenwas used for sails not only in Egypt but also the Eastern Mediterranean
and in the Aegean. It is a much finer fabric than matted papyrus, and depictions
of sails in the Aegean, (600 - 200 B.C.) show that they were not always of one
piece but made up of patches sewn together probably for added strength', and,
of course, limited by the size of the looms. Much can be added about the decorations
on sails. More may be said of the attempts that were made to make linen sails
stronger, more durable, wind-proof and water-proof by the addition of various
chemical treatments. But that is not the thrust of this paper.
It is true that authentic models of ancient Egyptian ships, with sails made of
linen, have been found and are on display in museums all over the world (Fig. 4).
But these have been preserved in the dry atmosphere of burial tombs. None have
been found at sea.
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It has been said that some sails were left ashore when ships went into battles.
If this is so, why have they not been found? Most probably,those ships that survived
their battles would have retrieved their sails. If the ship did not survive the battle,
the sails would have been used for other purposes such as making sacks, clothing
or shrouds.
There is quite an interesting story of a most remarkable find, fairly recently
reported by the late Professor Jean Rouge of the University Lumiere afLyon10.
Of the many mummies at the Museum of Natural History in Lyon, was one
found in a temple at Edfu, Egypt, that had been wrapped in a large piece on linen.
This particular piece has several horizontal reinforcing strips, 5 cm. wide, to one
of which is attached a part of awooden ring suggested to be a brail ring of a GrecoRoman sail, Carbon-14 dated to 150 B.C., f50 years (Fig. 5 and Fig.6).
Now, briefly, about the other materials.
In ancient times, wool was used for nomadic tents and clothing and never
intended for sails, although Tacitusll, in AD 70 reports that during the Batavian
revolt in the estuary of the Rhine, " ... they sewed their brightly coloured woollen
war coats into sails". But that, and the story of the Vikings*, who also used wool,
takes us away from our original time frame and specific vicinity, making it part of
another story.
As far as I know, silk was never used in the Mediterranean for sails neither
in China nor Japan, and is also outside the scope of this paper. What remains is
jute and cotton.
As time went on, other materials were introduced in combination with or in
competition to linen such as hemp, from which canvas came, and jutel3.
Parenthetically, cotton was a most interesting addition to our world of sails.
Cotton began to be used for sails togetherwith linen sails as soon as it was readily
available, from about the middle ages. This is discussed in detail by John Pryor
in Mariner's Mirror, August, 1990,in his article on Crusader Transport Ships when
he suggests that on some ships, "... both cotton sails and linen were used for
different purposes". Cotton became very popular after the America's Cup Race
in 1851,when the yacht, America, using such sails defeated British yachts using
linen sails. Of course, the major problem of cotton sails is their tendency to rot,
due to mildew when dampl3.
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Thequestion remains as to why sails have not been found underwater. This
is due to the hostile environment by which the fabric is surrounded at the bottom
of the sea. Wool and silk apart, since they are proteins, all these fibers, as well as
wood, are composed of two major families of moleculesl4; Celluloses, which are
long chains of sugars, vulnerable to oxidation and microorganisms, and Lignins,
their protective coating, tough and almost indestructible. (Table 1, below).
Table 1. Chemical Composition of Fibrous Plants and Trees
(Adapted from Refs. 14, 15, & 16)
CELLULOSES AND
HEMICELLULOSES (O7
Cotton

88.4

LlGNlN (Oh)

0

Papyrus
Linen (flax)
Hemp (canabis)
Sisal
Jute
Hardwoods (oak, etc.)

-80.0

-20.0

Softwoods (pine, etc.)

-70.0

-30.0

Note:No figureson thechemicalcomposition of papyrus are known. Howeverthe composition
of various straws have been given (16) as celluloses and hemicelluloses about 8O%, lignins913%. Raw flax contains up to 5% lignin but the amount is reduced on Vetting".

Wood contains 20-30% lignin and has, therefore, survived at the sea's
bottom, almost intact when protected by, or buried in sand or mud. Jute and sisal,
from which ropes were made, also have a high lignin content. As such, they have
been found in situ, under the sea's bottom, attached to anchors, etc.
Linen, however, was another story16. The flax stalks were treated, or retted,
before being woven. Retting is a process of hitting, or beating, the stalk in order
to break down the tough, outer fibers of lignin and the inner pulp causing the
protective coating and pulp to be stripped away.
All that is left is the exposed, pure cellulose fiber, completely vulnerable and
at the mercy of the elements underwater (Fig. 7 & Fig. 8). This is the factor that
destroys any possibility of finding sails or remnants of sails, in situ, in the sea.

WERE HAVE ALL THE SAILS GONE?

The question still unanswered and still the subject of much searching is what could be the possibility of finding a piece of sail impactedwithin the anaerobic
environment of mud beneath the surface of the sea-bottom? Could modern-day
techniques such as mud-penetrating sonar enable us to discover wrecks with
their masts and sails somewhere aboard or, at least alongside? I would hope the
answer is yes.
Eve Black
Center for Maritime Studies
Haifa University
Haifa, Israel
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Maps of the Mediterranean showing submerged sites throughout the classical
period. (From Anthony Parker in Archaeology Under Water, an Atlas of the
World's Submergedsites; ed. Muckelroy, McGraw-Hill, 1980; 50-1).
Characteristic appearance of various fibers under the microscope. (From W.
Scott-Taggart, "Cotton Spinning", Vol I, 9th Edition, McMillan & Co. 1935.
Frontispiece.)
Model of aship with linen sail from an Egyptiantomb (postcardfrom Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford.)
Reconstruction of fabric with portion of brail ring. (From Rouge, Ref. lob, Fig.
1.)
Enlargement of portion of brail ring. (From Rouge, Ref. lob, Fig. 2.)
Cross-section of flax stem with outer lignin and inner pulp intact. (From Turner,
Ref. 14, p. 92, Fig. 2.)
Enlargement of segment of cross section of flax stem showing the flax fiber
bundles. (From Turner, Ref. 14, p. 95, Fig. 3.)
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Fig. 8

NEW EVIDENCE FOR ANCIENT SHIP DIMENSIONS
The width of shipsheds provides crucial evidence for the beam of ancient
warships. In recent years it has become clear that the question of shipshed types
is more complicated than I (and others) imagined in the 1960s.
Clearly we can still associate with the classical trireme the "traditional"
shipshed type, with a clear width of about 6m, as found on the eastern side of
PashalimaniIZea harbour in Piraeus, or at Oeniadae. At the last Symposium I
discussed the new evidence for a narrower shipshed type, with a clear width of
just over 4m: for example, in Rhodes (4.20-4.40m) and Dor (3.80-4.50m). These
would have been for smaller warships such as hemioliaeor possibly trihemioliae.
In Rhodes they are found adjoining shipsheds whose width is at the wider limit of
the "traditional" type'.
Two years ago Isaid that we must assume that tetrereis and pentereis were
housed in shipsheds of the "traditional" type, 'since there is no clear evidence of
alternative provision for them, e.g. at Piraeus'. I now feel, however, that we have
enough evidence to indicate athird, wider shipshed type, though it is not yet fully
defined. I hope therefore that we can soon make a modest further contribution to
establishing the size of the large ships of the fourth century BC onwards, inspired
by the excellent study of the Aktion Monument and the wealth of new information
which it has providedz.
Some indications of a wider shipshed type already existed. Two of the 30
shipsheds on the island at Carthage are wider than the rest, having a minimum
clear width of 7.1 m at the upper end and of 8.0m at the lower end. They were
about 48m long, like those on either sides.
Furthermore, the significance of a passage in Strabo's description of Aktion
had been overlooked. He describes a shipshed memorial below the hill on which
the temple of Apollo Aktios stood, which had burned down before he wrote his
account: 'neoria in which Caesar dedicated as first fruits of his victory a set of ten
ships, from a "one" (monokrotos)to a "ten" (dekeres); it is said, however, that both
the shipsheds (neosoikoi) and the boats (ploia) have been destroyed by fire'.
There is a clear implication here that the shipsheds were of varying widths, but
no proof; and the remains were destroyed within a few years of the construction
of the memorial4.
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With this in mind we should at least lookagain at the evidence from Athens.
Most of the shipsheds found at Piraeus, and all of the remains properly studied
and published, were of the "traditional" type, for triremes. Could they have also
held the tetrereis and pentereis introduced at Athens in the later fourth century?
Lehmann-Hartleben, who accepted that these were larger ships, did not know
the answer to this question. We cannot be sure that the shipshed builders will
always have built the shipsheds large enoughto take the largest ships in commission,
as Vitruvius later demanded (5.12), but it is a sensible principle if space allows.
There clearly was new shipshed construction in the last years of Athens' heyday,
under Lycurgus (338-326); this is normally explained as reflecting the increased
size of the Athenian fleet, but it could also reflect the increased size of some of
the new shipss.
One thing we can assume, I believe: that if the dimensions of a ship type
were fairly standard (whether trireme, tetreres or penteres), then so too would
have beenthe dimensionsof the shipshedtype intendedto housethem, in whatever
harbour. If one captured a warship from an enemy one would want to be able to
slip it in an appropriate shipshed.
Should we therefore give any credence to the measurements published by
Graser in 18726? He claimed to have seen in Zea and Munychia shipsheds of
different width groups, to fit ships of different beam: including penteconters (10.3713.81 feet), 12 "normal" triremes (16-17.73 feet), 15 tetrereis (17.96-19.62 feet)
and 7 pentereis (19.88-23.1 1 feet). In 1968 1 was very hesitant on this: 'we only
have his verbal descriptions, and the evidence is not conclusive'. It is certainly
unfortunate that we have only his descriptions, which can no longer be checked;
but perhaps we do need to look at his article again, in the light of the new evidence.
Some striking new evidence has now been discovered on a small island off
the west coast of Rhodes - Alimnia. Lying about 6 miles off the coast of Rhodes,
due west of Skala Kameirou, the island has now no good source of fresh water,
but only brackish water and some water in cisterns after rain, and has been
uninhabited since the 1960s. Animals are now left on the island all the year round,
but the human inhabitants have withdrawn, mostly to Chalki which still has a
permanent population of about 300; occasional visitors to Alimnia include holidaymakers on day trips from Chalki.
During a surface survey of ancient remains on the island in 1980, carried
out while he was excavating a Neolithic settlement on the Kastro, Adamantios
Sampson of the Ephorate of Prehistoricand Classical Antiquities of the Dodecanese

found remains on the south-eastern shore of the main enclosed bay of the island,
Agios Georgios, and on the southern shore of an inlet on the east coast of the
island, Emporio. Ashort account of thisdiscovery appeared in 1988. In late August
1991 1 was able to pay a short visit to the island, and to confirm the importance of
the discovery7.
At Emporio Sampson found remains of 11 shipsheds, and 3 more badly
destroyed; so far I am only sure of the eleven. The ships are cut in the bedrock
which is now very weathered; they continue into the water but it is difficult to say
precisely how far. I checked those in the deeper water at the eastern end, and
found that no.XI, for example, continues for a further c.5m, down to a depth of
0.65m, and then more abruptly to a depth of 1.20-1.30, where it breaks off.
We can be sure only that the slips continued into the water for some 5m, to
add to the present dry length of 16m (no. XI) to 21 m (no. VI). The short length is
indeed a problem, particularly when combined with the considerable widths (mainly
8.50-8.70m or 9.50-9.80m). The slips are not spaced at completely regular intervals
but take account of thevery rough bedrock, of hard limestone. As Sampson noted,
nos Ill and IV intercommunicate.
Sampson published the plan which I reproduce (Fig. 1); he discusses the
widths and says that the length could be established in only afew cases, but does
not mention the gradients. Determining the gradient is not easy where the rock
is so weathered and there is an earth fill at the top of the slips. However, on the
east side of slip no. II a fairly secure measurement was possible: a drop of 1.34m
over 9.2m; if we allow a little for the earth fill, we arrive at a gradient of 1 in 7 8 .
At the back of the inlet there are remains of walls which seem to be of good
Hellenistic date, close to the shore; Sampson describes these and also considerable
remains of houses and a kiln on the slope of the low ridge on the south side of the
inlet, dating from the Hellenistic to Byzantine periods; also an Early Christian
basilica near the shore and an early Roman burial, which indicatesthat the harbour
structures were by then no longer in use as such.
A similar discovery was made on the south-eastern shore of the inner bay
of the natural harbour of Agios Georgios. The harbour is well protected from the
prevailing winds (N, SE, SW), and currents which set from the open sea to the
south-west; it was used by the Italians in the Second World War as a naval station
for small ships and flying boats: remains of their living quarters still stand on the
shore close to the chapel of Agios Minas, which is built over the foundations of
earlier structures, now just submerged, on a short headland projecting into the
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bay. These structures have not yet been studied, but could belong to a simple
ancient jetty.
Just inside (north-eastof) this headland at least 10shipshedswere constructed
along the shore (Figs. 6-1 1). They give the impression of greater depth, since
except at the south-west end the slips were cut into a steep hillside, part of which
clearly proved too steep to be used (on either side of no. VI). Much work remains
to be done in studying these slips, particularly at both ends of the row and in the
watet-9. The commonest width here is 9.60-9.90m. Again the slips are very short,
surviving to c.14 to 20m (no. VI). Sampson notes that the length of none can now
be established. He believesthat they must belong to the same date as the shipsheds
at Emporio - very probable but not yet proved. He reports that the pottery finds
from this area are mainly Hellenistic.
No evidence has yet been found in either group of shipsheds for (1) roofing;
(2) external or internal walling; (3) installations such as capstans.
The most striking feature of both groups is the width of the slips, even if one
allows for possible working space on either side of the ship. Most fall into one of
two groups: 8.50-8.70m (E); or 9.50-9.80m (E) 19.60-9.90m (AG). Of the wider
ones, one (E I)must be a "double" or even a "treble" shipshed, and AG I and VI
could well be "doubles". I am not sure that there is any significance in the greater
width of the first shipshed in each of the two rows.
TABLE OF WIDTHS
8.50-8.70m

9.50-9.80m (E)

10.80-11rn

13117

18.20m

E VII, VIII, X, XI

E IX

AG I

El

AG 111, IV, VII, IX, X

AG 11, V

AG Vl(13.20rn)

9.60-9.90m (AG)

E 11- VI

As for the two main groups, it is very tempting to conclude that we have here
wide shipsheds for the big ships of the Hellenistic period; the main problem is that
they seem to be so awkwardly short. When investigated in more detail they may
prove to be "doubles" of the narrow shipshed type which I have defined (see note
1, above), in which case the length problem disappears. In any case this new
evidence will have to be studied further, and taken into account by those seeking
to establish the dimensions of the Hellenistic "polyremes"lo.
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What of the historical context? Who built a small naval station off the west
coast of Rhodes, apparently in the Hellenistic period (although this is not yet
absolutely certain)? Sampson concludes that Emporio, close to the coast of
Rhodes, was developed as a naval station in the Hellenisticperiod, when Rhodian
naval powerwas at its height; he dates the remains at Agios Georgios to the same
period. He clearly believes that the naval station could only have been developed
by the Rhodians. This is the obvious explanation: south of the city of Rhodes
itself,the west coast of the islandof Rhodes certainly lacks any other good harbour.
The only problem which arises concerns the "wide shipshed" interpretation: on
the evidence we have had hitherto the Rhodians specialised in smaller warships;
the standard heavy units were tetrereis, and the largest warships attested were
pentereis, but they also developed smaller types such as trihemioliae. The latter
were used by the Rhodiansas guard-ships (whichwould be particularlyappropriate
at Alimnia), but so also were tetrereis. The "double narrow" shipshed interpretation
would fit trihemiolia, but nothing larger; while single wide shipsheds would be
unnecessarily wide for tetrereis.
If the "wide shipshed" interpretation is correct, we should look for other
possible explanations: for example, could we have here a small naval base
developed by one of the other Hellenistic powers? If so, it is more likely to have
been a power friendly to Rhodes, since the Rhodians would hardly have allowed
an enemy or potential enemy to operate from an island so close to the island of
Rhodes itselfll. But none of the Hellenistic powers were long-term friends of the
Rhodians, not even the Romans. One is therefore forced back to the conclusion
that the Rhodians themselves probably developed this naval station, in astrategic
position close to the south-eastern approaches to the Aegean; and that if the
shipsheds were wide, then the Rhodians had some larger ships than we had
thought hitherto. Further work at the site is highly desirable, and could cause
these preliminary conclusions to be revised.

This discovery is a salutary reminder of how much remains to be discovered
or studied in the more remote corners of the Aegeanl*.
David Blackman
97-1 13 Rue Belliard
B 1047 Brussels
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D.J. Blackman, "Some Problems of Ship Operation in Harbour", Tropis lll(1995) 73-81. The
final report on the Rhodes shipsheds has been submitted to the Deutsches Archaeologisches
lnstitut for publication; preliminary reports: Blackman, Deltion27 (1972, published 1977) 6867; Blackman and P. Knoblauch, Akten des XIII. Internationalen Kongresses fuer klassische
Archaeologie, Berlin 1988 (1990) 499 and pl. 75.1 -2; cf. Blackman, Tropis 11(1990) 42f.
Possibly the wider type at Rhodes was a development of the trireme shipshed specifically to fit
the tetrereswhich had become the standard unit in the Rhodian navy.
W. M. Murray and Ph. M. Petsas, Octavian's Campsite Memonal for the Actian War, TAPS
79.4 (1989); Murray, Tropis IV(1996), pp. 333-348.
1 am grateful to Henry Hurst for this detailed information, not yet published. It is already clear on
published plans that two ramps (nos 25-6) are wider than the rest: e.g. Hurst, AntJ, 57.2
(1977) Fig. 4.
Quoted in Murray and Petsas, op. cit. 5-6 and n. 29; cf. 99, 125.1 prefer to translate dekanaia
as "set of ten" rather than "squadron of ten". One wonders whether any of the substructure
might have survived.
K. Lehmann-Hartleben, Die antiken Hafenanlagen des Mittelmeeres, Klio Beiheft 14 (1923,
reprinted 1963) 113. Lycurgus: Diodorus, 16.87-8; Plutarch, Vit.X or. 7.853. Jetrereisappear
in the Naval Lists for the first time in the list of 330129, but may have been introduced some
years before: eight are recorded in the neoria and ten at sea (IG 1121627.22);By 32514 there
were more tetrereis (43 in the neoria and 7 at sea), and pentereis had been introduced (7 in the
neoria): IG 1121629.808.
B. Graser, 'Meine Messungen in den alt-athenischen Kriegshaefen', Philologus31 (1872) 165, with table opposite p.62; D.J. Blackman, in J.S. Morrison and R.T. Williams, GreekOared
Ships, 900-322 BC, 183n.; I expressed similar caution in IJNA 11.3 (1982) 206: 'there is no
clear evidence that the latter (sc. quadriremes and quinqueremes) required new or remodelled
shipsheds'. Wachsmuth, however, to whom I referred in 1968 (loc. cit.), was prepared to follow
Graser and believe in shipsheds for wider and narrower ship types than triremes: Die Stadt
Athen im Alterthum, 11.1 (1890) 72-3. Remains of shipsheds found on the east side of Zea in
1973n4 may be of a narrowertype, which would give some credence to Graser's claim; a ramp
4.7m wide is reported, but it is not certain whether that was the total clear width: 0 . Alexandri,
Deltion29 (1973174,published 1979) Chron. 151 & Figs 34-5 (indicating a clear width just over
51-17).
A Sampson, Deltion35(1980, published 1988) Chron. 561-3, with plans (Fig. 11, p. 562) and
plates 354-6; this was not seen by me until after the 1989 Symposium. I am most grateful to
the Ephor, Mr. loannis Papachristodoulou, for permission to study the remains and to discuss
them at the Symposium. I visited Alimnia on 25 August, immediately before the Symposium. I
am grateful also to Mr. Sampson, who has generously agreed to my working further on this
discovery. The results of his survey of prehistoric sites in the Dodecanese have now been
published: H ~E0AlelKrjn ~ p i o 6 0 UTO
q L ~ J ~ E K U V ~(Athens
UO
1987); his excavation of
structures of a very late Neolithic phase on the Kastro at Alimnia are described there (79-86)
and in Deltion35, 558-9. There was a settlement on the Kastro in the Hellenistic and Roman
periods also. Sampson lists other prehistoric finds on the island: from Pontikovounaro, a hill
between the bays of Emporio and Agios Georgios; from the south shore of Emporio; and from
near the Agios Minas promontory (op. cit. 106-7 & Fig. 96).
My visit was brief and only a limited number of measurements was possible. Sampson's plan is
a good basis for further work, which must include a detailed survey and if possible the
controlled clearance of the earth fill and clearance of undergrowth, to check for evidence of
interior walling or roofing, or fixtures for installations such as capstans, etc.
Sampson mentions ashlar walls in the sea to the east of AG IX-X, 'which must have been
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connectea w~ththe ancient harbour'.
10. One can argue that the slips were originally longer, and that a relative rise in sea level has
increasedthe marine erosion of their lower ends (sic R. Prescott in the discussion at the
Symposium). However, I wonderwhether, even assuming that, one reaches a plausible length
for "polyremes". Furthermore, the ancient remains on the promontory in the harbour of Agios
Georgios have foundations which are now just submerged; if they are roughly contemporary
with the shipsheds (not proved, but plausible), and if they are harbour installations, then the
relative rise cannot have been very great. Perhaps, as Casson has suggested to me, some at
least of the Hellenistic warships had a much broader beam with relation to length than we are
expecting, over influenced by what we know of the classical trireme.
If we accept the "double narrow shipshed" explanation, then the apparent length is much more
appropriate - for small warships; but on first inspection of the two sites I could see no evidence
for double construction.
11. L. Th. Lehmann suggested in the discussion that the base might have been established by
Demetrios Poliorketes when he was preparing his attack on the city of Rhodes in 305. But it
seems too small and too distant to have been of much use in that massive attack: Demetrios
had 200 warships of varying sizes, plus more than 170 auxiliary vessels as troop-transports.
12. The ancient name of Alimnia was almost certainly Eulimna: see G. Susini, 'Eulimna', La Parola
delPassato89 (1963) 129-31; and with fuller topographical description: idem, Annuario
N.S.25126 (1963164, published 1965) 260f.; cf. RESuppl.XII (1970) 364-5 S.V. 'Eulimna'. For
an earlier description see G. Gerola, 'Carchi e Limonia', Annuario2(1916) 6-12, esp. 1I f .
Island visited by L. Ross in 1844, who reported that it was previously inhabited and had a fine
harbour, calling it Limonia: Reisen auf den griechischen lnseln 111(1845) 114. Wrongly
identified with ancient Teutlussa by Hillervon Gaertringen, IGX11.3 (1898) p.5; correction by
him and D. Chiavaras: Ost. Jahreshefte 7(1904) 90-92.
The island must have been part of the chora of ancient Chalke, on which see: L. Ross, op. cit.
14-20; IGXII.l (1895) pp. 158-61 (Hillervon Gaertringen); RE111 (1899) 2066 S.V.'Chalke 2'
(Burchner) - inadequate; H. van Gelder, Geschichte deralten Rhodier (1900) 181-3; Gerola,
loc. cit.; ATL 1 436-7,561; 11 83; 111 (see IV, Index); P.M. Fraser & G.E. Bean, The Rhodian
Peraea andlslands (1954) 144-5,153-4; G. Klaffenbach, Festschr. C. Weickerf(1955) 94-96;
Susini, op. cit. 247-60; RE Suppl. Xll (1970) 148 S.V. 'Chalke 2' (E. Meyer); Sampson, op. cit.
(1987) 113-15 & Fig. 153a.
For a geographical description of the islands see A. Philippson - E. Kirsten, Diegriechischen
Landschaften IV (1959) 307f.
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A. Sampson's plan of the shipsheds at Alimnia (reproducedwith his permission
from Deltion35, Fig. 1I ) .
Emporio Bay from the west; in the distance, the mainland of Rhodes.
Emporio: shipsheds XI (left) to Vlll (right), viewed from the bay.
Emporio: shipshed IX from the west; beyond are visible shipsheds X-XI.
Emporio: shipshed Vlll from the east; beyond, shipshed VII.
Agios Georgios: shipsheds X-VII (left distance), VI (centre)and V (right), viewed
from the bay.
Agios Georgios: shipsheds V (left) to II (right), viewed from the bay.
Agios Georgios: shipshed VI, looking south-west.
Agios Georgios: shipshed IV, looking south-west.
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THE BLACK WARE CARGOES. A 4TH CENTURY BC WRECK
AT DATILLO, NEAR THE ISLAND OF PANAREA
IN THE AEOLIAN ARCHIPELAGO

Around 1980, a wreck was found off the rock of Dattilo, in front of the island
of Panarea in the Aeolian Archipelago. The wreck is important because it dates
to the late Classical Period and is our first example of a single product cargo. The
material raised consisted almost entirely, of black-paintedfine wares (cups, plates,
bowls, jugs, lamps etc) of apparent Sicilian manufacture, but in immitation of forms
that were of Greek origin. The wreck is unusual in that it fetched up within the
crater of a submerged volcano; this presentedthe excavators from Oxford University
MARE with a set of difficulties never before faced by underwater archaeologists.
Mensun Bound
Director of Archaeology
Oxford University
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Since making his presentation at the 4th Symposium on Ship Construction
in Antiquity, in Athens, Dr. Bound wrote several articles on the "Datilo wreck
which are given above, together with a brief abstract of this communication.
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ABRIDGED TRANSLATION OF DR. PETROS CALLIGAS PAPER,
BY THE EDITOR

BRONZE RAM OF A SHIP
This bronze ram is part of the important private collection of Pavlos and
Alexandra Canellopoulos, donated in 1972 to the Greek State and housed today
in the "Pavlos and AlexandraCanellopoulos Museum, Plaka (Athens),supervised
by the Ephorate of the Acropolis.
It is hollow, shaped in the form of a sea animal muzzel, of 0.35 m length. The
thickness of the metal is 0.04 m.
The two eliptic eyes as well as the nostrils are vacant. Two of the three nails
that fastened the metal to a piece of wood that penetrated the interior of the ram
still exist.
From informations provided by the collector it was found on the sea-bed of
the Corinthian gulf.
It is believed from informations provided by the Goulandris' Museum of
Natural History, that the ancient artist was initialy aiming to representthe muzzel
of a shark, although the final result is a fantastic creature.
The bronze ram at Canellopoulos Museum is small in length (0.35 m) and
weights only 4.165 kgs. If we exclude the possibility of it pertaining to a small
votive ship, it then may have belongedto a real war-ship, but of small dimensions.
Litterary sources enumerated by the author refer to a light war-ship called
"Pristis" and a parallel is drawn between a specie of Mediterranean shark, the
"Pristis Antiquorum" and such a craft.
The "Pristis" war-ship existence is recorded for a century, i.e. between the
lllrd and llnd c. B.C. and the caracteristics of this ram concord with such a dating.
H.T.
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Fig. 4
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DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE FOR
SHELL-FIRST CONSTRUCTION
A papyrus fragment found in Egypt, obviously from a shipyard's ledger,
records payments to shipwrights and sawyers working on a boat.
The sequence of payments indicates clearly that shell-firstconstructionwas being
used.
Lionel Casson
100 Bleecker str.
New York
NY 1012
USA

EDITOR'S NOTE
Prof. Casson made an oral presentation. The above is a brief description of
his communication.

K~LEUSTE,AULETE, TRIERAULETE, SON MUSICAL
ET MANOEUVRES DES BATEAUX

Grace A une inscription du debut du 4e siecle av. J.-C. (IG 112 1951) on a la
chance de disposer de listes d'kquipages de differentes trieres atheniennes de
cette epoque. Parmi les membres de ces equipages on trouve le keleustes et
I'auletes. Ces deux personnages se retrouvent egalement, toujours I'un A c6te
de I'autre, dans la classification des equipages des navires que propose le
lexicographe Pollux dans son Onomasticon ( n p o o 8 e ~ ~ 6~
o v T O U T O L ~~ a~ ip l q palihqv ~ aKE~EU(STT)V).
i
Keleuste et aulete font aussi belle equipe dans un autre
texte. Polyaenos (5.2.5) raconte la ruse dont s'est servi Dionysios pour s'approprier
I'ile de Naxos. II fit envoyer au port de Naxos une pentecontore avec comme
passagersdes auletes et des keleustes dont chacun semblait ordonner une triere.
Les Naxiens, alors, croyant qu'allaient arriver autant de trieres qu'ils voyaient des
keleustes et des auletes ont eu peuret se sont rendus sans resistanceA Dionysios.
On sait par les sources mentionnees ci-dessus aussi bien que par la Souda que
le keleustea autorite sur les rameurs (et selon Soudasur les epibates = passagers
qui ne font pas partie de I'equipage, souvent des guerriers) et qu'il resoit ses
ordres soit par le kybernete directement soit par I'intermediaire du proreus (Fig.
1).
Dans I'epoque homerique on n'a pas le grade du keleuste; pourtant Hombre
emploie le verbe ~ ~ A e (inciter,
uo
donnerdes ordres) pour designer lacommande
des manoeuvres nautiques qu'ordonne Telemaque A ses compagnons de bateau
(Od. 2.422-423).
Selon les recits mythiques, le premier keleustequi exer~ait,en mQmetemps,
la fonction du musicien sur un bateau fut Orphee. Dans ses Argonautiques
Apollonius de Rhodes nous dit que les Argonautes "aux sons de la lyre d'orphee,
ils frappaient de leurs rames les flots impetueux de la mer et les vagues venaient
n8nAqyov & p e ~ y o lnqo v ~ oAaPpov
u
battre le navire": cijq o l un"Op@qoq~ t e a p q
, Rh. 1.540.
ij6wp ~ n68i poBla K ~ U ~ O V T OAp.
La participation dlOrphee Fig. 2 A I'expeditionargonautiqueest mentionnee
par Pindare lorsque, dans la4e Pythique, le premier recit complet sur I'expedition
des Argonautes, il donne les noms des heros qui ont repondu a I'appel de Jason.
Des listes pareilles A celle qu'etablit Jason en vue de son voyage ne sont pas, de
toute fa~on,totalement fictives. On possede de I'epoque mycenienne des listes
de rameurs qui remontent au 13e siecle av. J.-C. (Fig. 3).
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Dans les fragments d'Hypsipyle d'Euripide le rble d'Orphee est clairement
mentionnecommedeceluiqui rythme lesgestesdes rameurs et definit la rapidite
de la nage: "on disait qu'au milieu, a cbte du mat, la kitharis thrace dlOrphee criait
un chant asianique chantant les ordres aux rameurs aux longues rames, tant6t
I'ordre de la nage rapide tantbt I'ordre du repos" (fr. 1, 111 8-14). Bond (I'editeur,
Oxford) constate I'emploi inattendu du mot iqioq qui correspond plutbt a un chant
triste proche du &heyo< (cf. D. Page, Greek Poetryand Life, p. 209).
M6me si souvent les chants maritimes sont empreignes d'une certaine
tristesse on a du ma1 a expliquer pourquoi cette tristesse trouverait une place
dans une occasion pareille. Peut 6tre faut-il penserque la naturedu chant mentionne
dans se texte d'Hypsipyle est dicte par le caractere du discours de I'heroine et
pas par la forme qu'affecte generalement le chant destine a donner le rythme aux
rameurs sur un bateau. En realite ce rythme etait souvent modifie tout au long du
trajet et il est difficile de penser que ces modifications rythmiques pouvaient &re
introduites par les variations rythmiques du chant lui m6me seulement.
II parait plus logique de penser que I'intervention du kkleuste et elle seule
etait en mesure d'imposer et de synchroniserdes modificationsde rythme rapides
et sans danger pour la securit6 et I'efficacite de la nage.
Les ordres du keleuste n'etaient pas probablement donnes pendant qu'un
aulete jouait et m6me si ces ordres comportaient parfois en eux un element
rythmique ou musical, leur principales caracteristiques etaient la brievete et la
precision. Une fois le rythme donne, la musique de I'aulete pouvait I'entretenir.
Mais I'important etait que les matelots puissent entendre clairement les ordres a
travers le bruit des flots, le grincement des bois et, souvent, le bruit du combat.
Thucydide nous decrit cequi pourrait arriverdans le cas contraire. Lorsqu'au
Ile livre de son histoire Thucydide parle de la defaite des Corinthiens il precise
qu'au milieu du tumulte et de la confusion generale ils negligaient d'executer les
i
ordres des keleustes et ne les entendaient m6me pas: pofi TE ~ p h p c v o~i anpoq
V
TOVnapayaAAljAouq ~ V T L @ U ~ UTEK K~ U ~Aot6opia, O U ~ E VK U T ~ ~ K O U OOUT&
(3.84).
yeAAopCvov OUTE TWV KEAEUOTOV
Le contact entre le keleuste et ses hommes etait d'une importance capitale
non seulement au moment precis des manoeuvres mais d'une f a ~ o n
plus generale,
puisque le keleuste etait le responsablepour I'ensebledes rameurs. Arrien precise
qu'il relevait de son ressort de distribuer les repas aux hommes: "Les keleustes
distribuerent sur chaque navire aux rameurs ce qu'il leur revenait et ces derniers
une fois qu'ils I'avaient reCu se sont exclames en se lan~antdans une nage
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acceleree: oi ~ c h e u o ~~aai e&' K ~ O T vaUv
~ V
TO ~v60olpovTOTS & p & ~ a t&v&60q
oav oi 68 &ni 8v66oc1hepool TGI poeiw &nqAaAacav(App. /7ap61~~61
(Flees)=
151 J EGrH). Souda (s.v. KEAEUOT~)~)
propose un tableau analytique des devoirs
des keleustes. Ceux-ci "commandent aux rameurs et aux epibates et rendent de
tres grands services; ils veillent a ce qu'on cuise la quantite de pain necessaire
et a ce que les rameurs aient juste leur ration; ce sont eux qui s'occupent du vin,
de laviande, de I'huile et de toutes les autres denrees, afin d'avoir toujours a leur
disposition ce qu'il faut distribuer chaque jour": (apxet 68 6 npwpsuq TGIV KwnqA ~ T ~o vi 6&
) K E A C U O T ~TOUTWV
~
alj~WvKai TGIV &nlpaTdV. M E ~ ~ O68T nap&~V
i yap
i i'va ~ o u aqp ~ o u 6
q e o v ~ w q~ & T T W ( S ~L aoui
XovTah xpciav oi ~ c h e u a ~~a a
VTEA(?)(SLTO ~ E T ~ O
& VVTQ~ E L ~ ~ 01
V KwllllhaTal,
E ~ V
T O U T O L ECJT~V
~
&nlpcA&qOi'VOu,
'
TO
~ p & w q&Aaiou,
,
n a v ~ w vT ~ TVO I O U T ~ V , iva T ~ O TT ~ ~~ O O V T ~E a~ eljpCpav
Bn~paAAovExwot TOO 616op&vounpoq ~ r j xpeiav.
v
Ces textes rendent claire ladifficulte et I'importance de la tache du keleuste
qui doit exercer ses fonctions en faisant preuve a la fois de finesse et d'autorite;
car c'est a lui de maintenir la discipline si necessaire pour la bonne issue des
operations.
Lorsque, dans les Grenouillesd'Aristophane,Eschyle parle de I' ordre et de
ladisciplinequi regnaient chez les marins A I'epoqueoh il vivait, il donne I'exemple
des rameurs qui ne savaient pas autre chose que reclamer leur ration et pousser
n efficace. Euripide, son interlocuteur
des crisqui les aidaient a ramer de f a ~ o plus
et concurrent dans la m6me piece, lui rappelle I'autre aspect de cette discipline;
le meme rameur pouvait tres bien piquer la nourriture de son collegue et lorsqu'il
debarquait a terre, it pouvait aussi derober les passants. Maintenant, ajoutte
Euripide, le rameur contredit ses superieures et il ne rame meme pas! (Aristoph.
Gren. 1071-1076).
Ce passage, en depit de son caractere comique, constitue, neanmoins, un
temoignage interessant sur une realite que les auteurs qui nous parlent de la
marine athenienne n'evoquent pas souvent: le fait que les rameurs pouvaient se
lancer ades actes tels que le vol ou le pillage lorsqu'ils echappaient a I'observation
des officiers. Les sources nous informent que cet aspect la etait aussi du ressort
du keleuste.
La bonne conduite d'un keleuste a bord est valorisee tout simplement par
les resultats. Dans son OeconomiqueXenophonnous fait I'inventaire (Oec. XX1.3):
"Dans une triere lorsqu'une fois en mer il faut avancer pendant des jours entiers
a la rame, certains keleustes savent agir et parler de f a ~ o na enflammer leurs

'
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hommes et a leur faire accepter la fatigue de bonne grice. D'autres, au contraire,
sont assez maladroits, pour que la traversee dure deux fois plus dans le temps.
Dans le premier cas, I'equipage debarque couvert de sueur, mais felicite par le
keleuste et se felicitant de lui; dans le second, les hommes arrivent sans s'etre
donne de ma1 et pourtant ils detestent leur chef et en sont detestes".
Or, on s'apper~oitqu'il y a en effet, deux registres dans I'activitedu keleuste
a bord. En premier lieu il y a les ordres eux memes, les indications precises qui
doivent etre donnees au bon moment moyennant la nature de la manoeuvre et
les performances attendues des rameurs, ainsi que la communication avec le
(sous officiers qui commandaient A tous les rameurs
proreus et avec les~oixapxol
d'un des cbtes du navire).
Le deuxieme registre qui definit I'activite du keleuste porte sur le ton sur
lequel sont donnes ces ordres et I'ambiance qui est creee dans le but d'obtenir
le maximum de la capacite des rameurs. C'est la qu'intervient la musique. On a
vu que I'aulete est souvent cite comme un membre de I'equipage de la triere. II
convient, cependant, de preciser que le statut social d'un aulete de triere au Ve
et au, IVe siecle, n'etait pas, quand m&me, aussi eleve.
On possede sur ce point le temoignage de D6mosthene qui nous revele
(/7&piTOO I ~ & @ a v o129)
u le cas d'un "trieraules" dont on connait le prenom, le
nom du pere, le metier, la classe sociale, I'identite de son epouse et le metier de
celle-ci ainsi que le nom de son fils.
Le prenom etait Phormionet celafait de lui le premierpersonnagehistorique
ayant exerce le metier de "Tplrlpauhrlq" dont on connait I'identite. On sait (par
Demosthene)qu'il etaitesclave; I'orateur mentionne -comme iI sedoit- le nom de
son maitre: Dion. On connait aussi I'identite de I'epouse de cet aulete; cette
derniere travaillait dans une maison de prostitution et c'est de cette maison que
Phormion I'a retiree pour I'epouser: 'Ahh' Oq 6 Tptqpauhqq Qoppiwv, o Aiwvoq
TOUOp~appiou
6oUAoq avBo-qoEv aunjv an0 ~ a u q Kahqq
q
Bpyaoiaq (Demosth.
18.129). 11 va de soi qu'on n'aurait jamais eu autant de renseignements sur un
personnage aussi secondaire que Phormion si la femme de celui-ci n'avait pas
obtenu plustard, par une autre alliance, unfils qui preccupait beaucoup Demosthene:
le nom de ce fils etait Eschine. Le scholiaste du texte de Demosthene precise,
propos de Phormion, qu'il n'etait pas tout simplement aulete -car il y en avait qui
etaient celebres - mais qu'il jouait avecson aulos dans un triere un rythmedepourvu
i
de musique (apouoov puepov): oux anhdq auhq~fiq- qoav yap ~ aBniorlpo~
ahh' &v ~ p ~ fauhdv
i p ~ apouoov
~
puepov.
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Si Demosthene a conserve le nom d'un aulete esclave en temoignant ainsi
de I'existencede ce metier, quelques annees auparavant Aristophaneavait choisi
une autre f a ~ o nde montrer la necessite d'une musique synchronisee A bord.
En 405 av. J.-C. le public athenien qui s'est reuni pour assister a la
representationdes Grenouilles,s'est, probablement, retrouve devant un spectacle
assez inhabituel. Un bateau representesur scene se mettait en mouvement grace
aux bons soins de Dionysos qui se trouvait dedans et qui soi-disant "ramait" en
synchronisant ses gestes avec le rythme dicte par la musique du choeur invisible
des Grenouilles. On se rappelle que dans cette piece, Dionysos dieu du thegtre,
d e ~ par
u les poetes tragiques vivants descend aux Enfers pour ramener en vie
Euripide.A la fin de la piece c'est Eschyle et pas Euripidequ'il ramene des Enfers.
Mais pour aller a Hades il suit le chemin que sont censes de prendre les defunts,
c'est adire il s'embarque au bateau de Charon. II y a la toute une serie d'allusions
comiques qu'il convient d'interroger brievement pour prendre une idee aussi
precise que possible sur le rapport entre la musique et les manoeuvres des
bateaux. Tout d'abord il faut preciser que deja I'image de Dionysos sur un bateau
n'est pas une image etrangere aux Atheniens du Ve siecle (Fig. 4). Ellefait I'echo
de deux evenements relatifs a Dionysos I'un mythique, I'autre cultuel. Le premier
c'est I'episode de I'epiphanie du dieu aux pirates qui I'avaient enleve dans un
bateau lorsque Dionysos a transforme les pirates en dauphins et le mat du navire
en vigne. C'est cet episode que represente probablement le fameuse coupe
d'Exekias (Fig. 5).
Le deuxieme evenement c'est la procession qui amenait Dionysos en ville
sur un bateau roulant qui est souvent represente par les peintres des vases. Dans
ces occasions Dionysos etait, d'habitude, accompagne de satyres et de joueurs
d'aulos (Fig. 6).
L'apparition frequente de Dionysos dans un bateau est encore un indice
favorable a la presencede I'aulos, instrumentlie par excellence au culte dionysiaque,
a bord des navires. On peut meme se demander si la presence de I'aulete sur les
bateaux atheniens ne servait aussi a placer, en quelque sorte, la nef sous la
protectiondu dieu. Lorsque,donc, Aristophane fait Dionysos ramer dans un bateau
il cree tout de suite une opposition comique par rapport aux deux images qu'on
vient de citer. Mais il y a beaucoup plus.
Charon installe Dionysos pres de la rame, il lui montre comment saisir les
rames, comment avancer et etendre les bras et comment ramer sans bavarder.
Dionysos declare &re completement inexpert vv. 203-206.
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- Et comment novice que je suis, point marin et point salaminien, pourrai-je
pousser la rame?

- Tres aisement, repondCharon, car des que tu auras commence tu entendras
des chants merveilleux.
Ce sont les chants des grenouilles qui chantent comme des cygnes. Du
coup Dionysos accepte et demande a Charon de commander la manoeuvre ( ~ a T~K&AEUE).
Charon le fait aussitbt et commence a crier o opop, o opopl. Ainsi
dans cette nage parodique Charon se substitue au keleuste et le choeur des
Grenouilles 6 I'aulete. C'est, d'ailleurs, le choeur lui meme qui mentionne I'aulos
dans son chant (<uvauAov Poav uvvov). A partir de ce moment commence un
dialogue entre les Grenouilles qui restent invisibleset Dionysos qui essaie de ramer
sur la rnusique du choeur2. Nous ne disposons pas, bien sOr, de cette musique.
Mais deja la structure metrique suffit a montrer a peu pres ce qui se passait. En
realite, chaque fois que Dionysos arrivait a suivre le rythme avec ses paroles et
avec ses gestes, les Grenouilleschangaient tout de suite de rythme. Ainsi, Charon
donne au debut des metres dactuliques, rythme qu'on pourrait traduire comme un
rythme binaire. Les Grenouilles rompent ce rythme avec des metres iambiques et
trochaiques (donc ternaire). Lorsque Dionysos adapte ses gestes a ce rythme la
les Grenouilles cornmencent a chanter en metres dactyliques. Dionysos poursuit
en chantant des iambes contre les trochees des Grenouilles, puis en prenant les
metrestrochaiques des Grenouilles contre elles-memes. IIcontinue ainsi en variant
ses rythmesjusqu'it lafin ou iltriomphe sur elles. Pendant ce concours il est probable
que le rythrne devenait de plus en plus rapide et que les maladresses de Dionysos
a la rame etait evidentes et grottesques aux yeux d'un public constitue, dans la
plupart,de rameurs extrgmement habiles. Mais la seance musicale la plus somptueuse
qui a eu lieu sur un-vrai-bateauathenien a I'epoqueclassique s'est, probablement,
produite au moment du retour triomphal d'Alcibiade a Athenes en 408 av. J.-C.
Plutarque nous apprend ce qui se passait sur le bateau d'Alcibiade ce jour
la. "Le joueurd'aulos charge de rythmer les gestesdes rameurs etait Chrysogonos,
vainqueur aux jeux pythiques, et le chef de manceuvres etait I'acteur Callipides;
tous les deux portaient des tuniques droites, des robes trainantes et tous les
ornements habituels des concours... le vaisseau amiral entra dans le port avec
une voile de pourpre: on aurait dit qu'il conduisait, apres boire, un joyeux cortege
dionysiaque (Plut. Alc. 32). Athenee racontant le meme episode nous dit que
portant I'habit qu'il portait sur
Callipides donnait les ordres du keleuste (&K&~&U&)
la scene et que Chrysogonos, portant I'habit des concours pythiques, a joue sur
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I'aulos "l'air des trieres" (TO T ~ L ~ P L K(Ath.
O V )12.353 c-d). II me semble qu'on ne
doit pas comprendre par TO T ~ L ~ P L K tout
O V air qui etait joue a I'aulos sur une triere
(comme le fait p.ex. Cartault, "La triere athenienne" p. 166), mais un morceau de
musique bien precis et officiel qu'on devait repeter souvent dans des occasions
precises telles que par exemple. le depart ou I'arrive d'une expedition maritime.
La parure, le style et I'aspect somptueux de ce keleuste-acteur tragique choisi
par Alcibiade nous amene au probleme de la place qu'occupait traditionnellement
le keleuste dans un bateau. Compte tenu des representations des vases et du
besoin d'etre entendu par tout le monde - on sait dejaque le keleuste devait avoir
une voix assezforte et qu'il servait parfois de heraut (cf. Diod. Sic. XX 50) - Morrison
et Williams le situaient au milieu de la nef. C'est, d'ailleurs, la place qu'Euripide
reserve A Orphee ( p C q n a p ' i o ~ q )"au
, milieu de la nef pres du mat", Orphee qui,
dans ces recits, exerce les fonctions a la fois du keleuste et de I'aulete.
Pourtant, plus on regarde les quelques figures de keleustes qui nous sont
parvenues a travers les vases antiques plus on a du ma1 a les situer dans une
place fixe. Peut-&re, les keleustes se tenaient-ils souvent au milieu de bateaux
pour mieux &re entendus et compris par leurs hommes. Mais deja les peintures
n claire combien les gestes et la mobilite restent,
qu'on etudie montrent d e f a ~ o tres
a cdte des paroles, les vertus principalesqui assurent I'efficacitedes manceuvresf.Vll.
Et c'est cette mobilite que je voudrais souligner en concluant car c'est cette mobilite
qui faisait de cet officier I'agent habile qui concretise les decisions, I'instrument
rapide de I'action. Et c'est la meme mobilite qui afait qu'aujourd'hui meme, apres
tant de siecles pendant lesquels les bateaux n'ont plus besoin de rames pour se
mettre en mouvement, le keleustes reste toujours un grade d'officier et exerce
toujours ses fonctions sur les bateaux grecs.
Et qu'en est-il, alors, de I'aulete? Celui-ci, meme s'il a pu, avec son jeu,
maintenir le rythme des rameurs, meme s'il asu parfois contribuer ades traversees
rapides, a des victoires difficiles, a des retours inesperes, il n'a pas pu, on I'a vu,
obtenir pour sa propre personne un statut social respectable et une dignite
professionnele. II a, donc, disparu. Peut-&re, eprouvait-il a bord le meme malaise
qu'eprouvait Dionysos lorsqu'il ramait dans le bateau d'Aristophane, Dionysos,
dont I'aulete n'etait, apres tout, que I'humble serviteur.
Menelaos Christopoulos
Universite de Chypre
Departement des Etudes Grecques
75, rue Kallipoleos, Nicosie
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7.

Aryballe corinthien du milieu du 6e siecle av. J.-C. Provenance: Beotie
(Tanagra). Musee National ArchBologique dlAthBnes (no281):keleuste,
rameurs.
Hydrie attique B f . n. (Louvre, E 735). Beazley ABV 8512 Proreus, kkleuste,
timonier.
MBtope du monopteros (Trbsor) des Sicyoniens a Delphes (Autours du 560
av. J.-C.).
On voit le nef Argo et, au milieu, deux musiciens, Orphee et un autre
(Mouoaioq?) qui tiennent leur lyres. IIs'agit, rappelons-le, de la plus
ancienne representation d10rph6equi nous et parvenue.
Tablette en argile (Helladique recent, 111 82, fin du 13e s. av. J.-C.).
Elle a 6t6 trouvee dans les fouilles du Palais de Pylos (1939). Elle mentionne
recrutes de cinq differentes regions de Pylos
trente rameurs (&p&~al)
constituant 1'6quipage d'un seul bateau dont la destination etait Plevron
d'Etolie: " & p & ~ a
flhsuphva
l
6s ~OVTE<".
Amphore antique a f. n. Provenance: Tarquinia. Fin du 6e siecle av. J.-C.
Munich, Museum Antike Kleinkunst 2024.540-534 av. J.-C. Oeuvre
d'Exekias.
D'apr6s un dessin representant I'arrivee de Dionysos (souvent incarne par
1"'archon basileus") accompagne dlaulBtes et de satyres sur un bateau
roulant, probablement le meme qui etait utilise pour transporter le peplos
d'AthBna Polias lors des Panathenees. La procession arrivait au sanctuaire
de Dionysos A Limnai puis, de 18, partait de nouveau une procession avec
Dionysos et la basilinna qui aboutissait a I'archeion de Im'archonbasileus" ou
avait lieu leur mariage secret.
Meme que la. De I'autre c6te du vase il y a une Sirene avec une double tete
(tete d'homme et tete de femme). La presence de cette Sirene pourrait etre
un allusion au passage des Argonautes de I'ile des SirBnes. Le desordre des
rames aurait exprime I'embaras produit par le contact avec le chant des
SirBnes. Morrison et Williams voient 5 rames. J'en vois que quatre.
Personnellementje tends a voir un rapport entre les gestes du keleuste (le
timonier gesticule aussi) et le desordre des rames. Meme s'il ne s'agit pas du
cycle argonautique, la SirBne pourrait insinuer le danger mortel qui serait la
consequence d'une mauvaise manoeuvre que semble corriger le keleuste.

NOTES
1. Liste indicative des ordres les plus frequents du keleuste:
onc16~:
(Appuie) Souda: &p&i6ctv.o i i ~ w
cpaaiv oi 'ATTIKO~
OTIOOV O U V T O V O ~~ I V O ~ E V O V ...'H pE~aQopa
an6 TQV
bperrov~wv
~ a~ in ~ p ~ t 6 0 p b vToiq
w v~ h n a t q
pOetov-Poe~a<~~v:
(Rage acceleree) Souda, Eusthathe 1540,44,
poeta<etv: TO Gpboos~vE U T O V W ~
Punannai
~PPU
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,
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Pour donner le rhythme
Souda S.V. 'non: ~ b h ~ u a p
TOV
a EPE~~OVTWV
~a~anauo
Tj vv K U ~ ~ h a U i a v
nao~
Tais-toi
Ldna
Silence
2. Aristhophane, "Grenouilles", 209-269
P ~ E K E K E K~Eo~ a K
e O~E,
P ~ E K E K E K~Eo~a eKOac,
,
hkpvaia ~pqvOvT C K V ~ ,
cuvauhov upvwv poav
@e&y<Lbp&e'
cuyqpuv bphv aol6av,
K O ~ CK O U ~ ,
ijv ap@iNuojiov
ALoq ALovuoov bv
Aipvalo~viaxjoapev,
jvix' o ~ p a ~ n a h o ~ w p o q
~ o i iq~ p o i XUT~OIOL
o~
x w p ~Ki ~ bpbv
T ' T & ~ E V OAaQv
~
O X ~ O ~ .
P ~ E K E K E KKOat
E~ K O ~ S .
AL.
hyci, 66 y'ahy~iviipxopa~
TOV OPPOV dl K0ac K0ac'
upiv 6' Iooq ou6&v~ C A A E L .
Ba.
P~EKEKEKE~
~0h5
KO~<.
AL
ahh' b~oho~oB'
au~Q
KO~C'
oU6bv yap & o ~ahh'
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Ladies and Gentlemen, dear colleagues,
Iam aware that the title of my paper sounds provocative, but Ithink it deserves
it since Kynos until now has provided us with so many examples of Late Bronze
Age ships as almost the whole number of the Lokrian ships, which took part at
the expedition against Troy according to Homer'.

Kynos was one of the towns of East Lokris, referred to by Homer in Iliad2
and has been identified with a small hill by the coast near the modern village of
Livanates, opposite Euboeaa.
The excavation which is being conducted there since 19854 has given some
more examples of LH Ill C ships and more preciselythree clay models, apart from
the already known and published sherds with warships' representationss.
All three of them, partly preserved, but tandalizing because of it, they are
very didactic as far as construction and typology of LH ships are concerned.
The first of them is a clay hand-made model (Fig. 1-4, PI. I)found together
with LH Ill C early material. Almost half of it is missing, as well as the upper end
of the prow. The ridge of the hull is mostly broken apart from some small parts
which are preservedso that we have the original height of the models. Dark brown
painted stripes, though not very carefully applied, mark and accentuate some
functional and important parts of the ship, the keel, the gunwale and the stempost'. Moreover the keel on the inside is marked by an additional band of clays.
No other decoration, painted or plastic, is to be seen on this model except of adot
of colour outside of the hull toward the middleof its length. Whether it is intentional
or accidental I cannot decide, my opinion however is that it cannot be interpreted
as an eyes. The upright, high end of the model and the existence of a cutwater
characteristics of the prows of many other Late Bronze Age ships, allow us to
identify this part of the model as the stem lo.
The second model is also almost half-preserved (Fig. 5-8, PI. 11). We have
to do again with a hand-made clay model of a ship of pure orange clay with a slip
of diluted clay. It is found togetherwith LH Ill C sherds. The pointed end is broken
so that the identification of this part with stern or stem becomes difficult but not
impossible. On this model again the functional parts are accentuated with the help
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of colour. So a red-brown stripe marks outside and inside the keel. The frames
are rendered in the same way. The vertical lines seen on the out-side of the hull,
framed by horizontal stripes, cannot obviously be frames or beams, since they
don't reach the keel, as on other examples, such as the one from Phylakopi on
which the vertical stripes are identifiedwith frames11or merely decorative features12
So according to my opinion and the examples so far known, either from vasepainting13 or from models14 we have in front of us the model of an oar-propeled
galley whose rowing-posts are indicated by these vertical lines, which can also
render stanchions of a rail or at the same time the tholepins against which the
oars were worked.
On the preserved part eleven at least such rowing posts are counted and if
it is taken into consideration that the widest part of this model measures 0,044
m. so that the whole could be 0,22 m. long, it is reasonable to suggest that this
model represents a ship with at least twenty-five oars on each side, that is fifty
altogether, a number that fits to pentecontoros, a kind of ship known during Late
Bronze Age and described by Homer's.
Rowing-posts so close to the pointed end of the hull would be no comfortable
for the rowers, but perhaps this happened due to lack of space for the artist to
render the number of oars and similar rendering is not unknown to the artl6.
To my opinion whatever feature or device the artists of that time showed on
paintings or models, no matter how skillfully or abstractly they are rendered, they
should copy real characteristics and usually the more important or impressive
ones, and if today difficulties are arosen as far as indentification of those
characteristics are concerned this happens because we do not know how the
world looked like at that remote periodl7.
Another remarkable and difficultto explainfeature of this model is the presence
of two plastic bands of clay across the inner side of the hull near the end, which,
beginning from the keel, should project above the gunwale. The upper part of
these projections is missing, but they should not be very high according to other
known parallelsj8. They cannot belong to banks19 and they cannot be thole-pins
for oarszo, as well. They could be supports for steering-oars, if this part is the stern.
Double oars are not unknown during Late Bronze Age21 and some similar devices
on other models, for example the well known one of Mochlos, have been given
this explanation22.
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They cannot also be cross-beams since the frames are already rendered by
colour. Nor they can be ropes, as the clay strip on Argos' model is interpretedzs.
On the other hand if this part of the model is the stem these projections could be
supports for the suspension of anchors24. This last opinion cannot be excluded
although to my knowledge there don't exist any such representations from this
period in the Aegean area. A fact that contributes to the stem-conclusion is the
presence of a cut-water, whose junction with the bow is marked by a vertical line
on both sides. A third explanation that these projections supported asuperstructure,
like a cabin is not trustworthy.
Comparing the above two new models from Kynos we can draw some useful
conclusions. We see that although both of them obey to the angular type of craft25
however they differ from one another basically. The first one has a curved keel
and it gives the impression of a deep, roomy, heavy merchant-man26 of the socalled kaiki-type27,well represented in the Aegean since Early Minoan period and
whose characteristics have been recognised in many other ships, painted or
models, for which the same identification is given by many scholars28. The fact
that the majority of such vessels are found at Greta and Cyrpus perhaps implies
the origin of the type29 and the character of the people, who invented and used
them: merchants.
The second one has a straight keel, low, slender hull, many oars, perhaps
is apentecontoros, and gives the impression of afast war-ship such as the already
known parallelsfrom Kynos itselfso. Ships with similar characteristics belong mostly
to the Central Aegean and the mainland of Greecesl, areas which provided us
with almost all the known examples of the type, a fact that cannot be accidental
to my opinion.
So the more decisive conclusion drawn from the differentiation in rendering
of the above models is that during LH Ill C period already existed at least two
different types of craft each of them with its special function. So from now on and
on the base of the above examples a typology of Late Bronze Age ships of Aegean
can be suggested32.
The third example from Kynos consists of a part of a bird shaped-prow,
actually the akrostolion, of the same date (PI. Ill). The beak is missing and we
have not found the main body of the ship which it belonged to.
The piece is decorated on both sides with an eye, at the proper place, and
vertical stripes of colour, three of which have an additional hanging loop. What do
these lines and loops represent is not clear. Do they suggest ropes? Or all of them

are intended to render the plumage of the bird?
It is certain that this last piece does not belong to either of the models of
Kynos already described. The size of it shows that it belonged to a bigger model
and to my knowledge we don't have any similar ones found intact, since such high
extremities, like akrostolia, are more submitted to the danger to brake. The only
other example that approaches the Kynos' model is the one found in Tiryns33,
which has some characteristics that correspond not only to this akrostolion but
also to the other Kynos' model, that is low, long, slender hull, vertical lines on the
stem-post and which is of the same date.
The question is to which kind of model it could fit better to the merchant or
to the war-ship.
I made an experiment (PI. IV, V) and to my opinion the bird shaped akrostolion
suits better to the war-ship. And this opinion is supported by many other well
known examples, among them the ones from Kynos itself.
Bird-shaped akrostolia is not a novelty of Late Bronze Age ships, since this
device exists on the Aegean ships since Early Minoan Period34. But this kind of
prows - naturalistic or abstract rendered -are more often to be seen on war-ships,
so that this feature tends to become a standard characteristic to them, without
excluding its presence on other kind of craft, too.
War-ships should be more impressive and of more fearful outlook35and such
devices help this purpose as the relative iconography teaches us.
The fourth ship I wantto show you is already known, but only partly. It is the
war-galley represented on a sherd of crater found in Kynos, which we have
discussed about during the last symposium36.
Now the good god of the archaeologist, whoever he or she is, after three
years revealed us the missing other end (Fig. 9) on which the stern is pictured
and the helm-man at his place working a big steering-oar with both hands, so that
it is sure the ship is not pictured beached, nor sailing in open sea since mast and
sail obviously have been lowered37. The fighting warriors on her deck not only
strengthen the character of the ship but also they imply that in Late Bronze Age
events, like naval battles, perhaps not in their classical meaning, took placess.
It is certain that this last ship will arise much discussion and many controversies
among the scholars but I think that beyond any doubt we all agree that it proves
that the geometricwar-ships we know from the relative iconography are the direct
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descendants of the Late Bronze Age onesag
Fanouria Dakoronia
14th Ephorate of Prehistoric and
Classical Antiquities,
Lamia
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THE IDEOLOGICAL INFERENCE BEHIND SHIP'S NAMING
THROUGH THE NAVAL INSCRIPTIONS

Except a few fragments of the Vth century BC, most of the inscribed steles,
dated from the year37716 to the year32312 BC, published in the "Corpus"of Greek
Inscriptions under the numbers IG 112, 1604-1632 and in other more recent
publications, are kept in the Epigraphical Museum.
It concerns detailed naval inventories (TABUALAE CURATORUM
NAVALIUM), dressed by the "epimeletai of the neoreia", referring to the situation
of the warships and their accessories, as well as the necessity for their repair.
Consequently, in these inventories a great number of trireme's names have been
preserved.
On the present lecture, astudy of these names is attempted, regarding their
place on the ship's nphpa-near the oQ8aApoq-and their meaning, as well as
the conception of the manned by citizens warship, as a real part of the city-state.
Dr. Dina Peppas Delmouzou
C/OEpigraphical Museum
1, Tossitsa str.
106 82 Athens

EDITOR'S NOTE

Dr. Peppas-Delmouzou made a verbal communication and the above is only an
abstract

LES GRAFFITI DE NAVIRES DES EGLIGES BYZANTINES
ET POST BYZANTINES DE L' OLE D' EGINE
Notre etude porte sur les graffiti navals des eglises byzantines et postbyzantines de I'ile d'Egine.
Nous considerons comme graffiti navals toutes les representationsgravees,
tirees de la vie maritime et principalement les graffiti des navires.
II est admis que parmi les documents iconographiques le graffito naval
constitue I'un des plus interessants du point de vue documentaire, en raison de
la pauvrete de I'iconographie byzantine et post-byzantine du navire qui nous
servira d'exemple afin d'exposer la methodologie appliquee a un ensemble
geographique ferme. Ainsi cgine sera lecadre geographiquede notre etude. Les
motifs essentiels d'une telle limite geographique repondent a la volonte d'etablir
et d'appliquer une methodologie concrete a un ensemble geographique p r e ~ i et
s
clos.
L'etuded'exemples precis des graffiti navals s'impose et elle s'avere precieuse.
En effet la methodologie essaie de repondre aux objectifs suivants:
1.

lnventorier de maniere exhaustive les graffiti navals des eglises
byzantines et post-byzantines de I'ile: c'-est-a dire relever et classer
les graffiti rassembles en assurant au maximum la fidelite de la
reproduction.

2.

Replacer chaque graffito naval dans son contexte architectural.

3.

Ctudier lecaractere iconographiquede I'ensembledesgraffiti recueillis
en etablissant une typologie.

Trois etapes organisent de la sorte notre etude.
La premiere etape comporte I'etude des publications precedentes et la
prospection de nouveaux graffiti. Dans notre cas deux publications existent: celle
de Getakos de 1958 et celle de Meinardus de 1972. Nous avons constate qu'il
s'agit des releves dont I'echelle n'est pas indiquee et d'une reproduction sans
grande fidelite.
Pour localiser des graffiti suplemmantaires nous sommes partis du catalogue
officiel des monuments byzantins et post - byzantins de I'ile d'cgine fourni par le
Ministere Grec de la Culture.
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Les resultats: parmi les cinq eglises mentionnees par Getakos et Meinardus
a savoir: a) St. Georges de Paleochora, b) Prophete Elie, c) Ornorphi Ecclissia,
d) St. Nikolas de Mavrika, e) Stavros, seulernent 3 conservent encore des
representations gravees des navires (c, d, e). Ici, il doit &re note que ces graffiti
etudies par Getakos et Meinard ne representent en realite qu'un tiers de graffiti
existants.
Apres avoir prospecte I'ensemble des eglises de I'ile nous avons localise
deux autres a Paleochora qui possedent des graffiti: St. Nicolas et St. Jean le
Theologien.

La deuxieme etape de la methodologie consiste en une etude technique
qui s'applique totalement a un systeme defiches d'inventaire. Ce sont des fiches
d'ordinateur qui contiennent un maximum des renseignernents sur les edifices
religieux et leur graffiti navals.
II s'avere necessaire d'aprehender concomrnitament I'etude des graffiti
navals et celle des edifices religieux mgmes. L'eglise, les graffiti, tout cornrne les
murs qui les supportent sont pour nous des entites qui forrnent un tout coherent.
Cette approche nous permettra de repondre tant a des questions de formes
qu'a des questions de contenu et de signification: par exemple pourqui cette
fresque a-t-elle ete gravee? etc.
Ce systeme de fiches d'ordinateur contient 3 parties:
1.

La premiere partie se refere a la localisationet I'emplacementde I'edifice.
A part les eglises mentionnees par Getakos et Meinardus, St. Nikolas
de Paleochora et St. Jean le Theologien possedent aussi des graffiti.

2.

La deuxieme partie comporte:
A. Le cadre architectural: c'est-a-dire tous les renseignements
concernant le type architectural des edifices religieux ainsi que leur
mode de construction. Une telle etude contribue a la datation des
graffiti.
Nous avons rencontre deux types architecturaux:
-

le type de basilique

-

le type de cruciforme
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Les materiaux utilises pour la construction des eglises sont des pierres
poreuses de production locale.
Cependant les blocs de construction d'omorphi Ecclissia proviennent
d'anciens temples de I'ile.

B. Les releves metriques en plan de I'edifice les releves des parois:
Par exemple les relevesdes assisesdes parois exterieursd'Omorphi Ecclissia
q u ~possedent de graffiti navals demandent un travail suplemmantaire afin de
pouvoir les situer dans leur contexte architectural.

C. Les releves metriques des fresques: II nous a paru indispensable
d'effectuer les releves metriques de fresques qui possedent des
graffiti afin de pouvoir preciser leur emplacement sur le plan des
parois et localiser les graffiti par rapport aux fresques.
D. Les releves des graffiti:
Deux elements sont retenus pour mettre en evidence la situation des graffiti
navals.
-

La localisation des fresques sur le plan de parois et

-

La repartition des graffiti sur les fresques.

Afin de relever les graffiti quatre techniques ont ete employees.

1.

Le releve du dessin, technique usuel a I'echelle 111 sur support
transparent.

2.

La photo en noir et blanc et les diapositives.

3.

La silicone: L'utilisation de la silicone pour effectuer des prises
d'empreintes est souhaitable surtout pour les graffiti graves sur les
parois exterieurs.
La silicone utilisee est une resine a prise rapide. Nous I'appliquons sur
la surface de la parois gravee dont nous obtenons ainsi I'empreinte.

4.

Le video: Avec un camescope nous filmons legraffito avant de sournettre
I'image (le film) ainsi obtenu a un traitement informatique qui nous
donnera le dessin graffito a I'echelle voulue.
E. L'hauteur d'execution: La densite des gravures sur les parois est
fonction de la taille du graveur et des positions qu'il adopte pour
executer ses graffiti selon le contexte architectural.
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Une comparaison avec I'echellehumaine (c'est-a-direles principalesdimension
de I'homme 1,75 cm) nous permettra de cerner les diverses positions prises.
F. L'etude des incisions: II faut remarquer que le profil de I'incisio~
traduit la forme de I'extremite de I'outil employe. Quelque soit Ii
nature de I'incision, plusieurs formes de profils sont presents e
correspondent
-

a la f a ~ o ndont I'outil est tenu en main

-

aux variations des pressions exercees sur I'outil

-

aux passages successifs dans une m6me incision.

La troisieme etape: elle est une sorte de synthese car il faut bien repondr~
aux questions soulevees que les etapes precedentes ont fait naitre.

Notre preoccupation principale s'attache aux questions de la datation et dc
la typologie.
Nous nous occuperons d'abord de la typologie qui demande mainte
precautions. Son inter6t est tres grand car I'art byzantin n'a legue que peu d'image:
de navires, de sorte que nous ne connaissons que tres imparfaitement I'aspec
du materiel naval qui a joue un r81e important a I'epoque medievale.
II faut tenir compte du caractere graphique des representations gravees q~
sont souvent schematiques et aleatoires.
Lesfiguresde navires represententsurtout les principaux elements structurau
et les grandes lignes du contour de la coque.
Les auteurs des graffiti ne respectent pas les dimensions et les proportion,
des bitiments. Certains auteurs incisent avecprecision la figuration des element:
precis comme le gouvernail et les sabords. Nous avons I'impression qu'une sort1
de selection est effectuee, destinee a faire ressortir des aspects precis san:
compliquer I'ensemble de la gravure.
Etant donne que la figuration des coques n'est pas elaboree et se limite ,
une simple schematisation des lignes essentielles, il nous semble que la voilur~
constitue I'aspect le plus accessible a dresser une typologie.
La structure velique des representations des navires ne presente pas el
effet des formes variees et evoluees, mais elle peut servir pour discerner le'
principales categories des bitiments representes.
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Suivant les criteres de la typologie basee sur lavoilure nous avons discerne
quatres categories.
A.

BBtiments a un mBt
I.

avec voile latine

II.

avec voile aurique

Ill. avec deux voiles carrees
B.

C.

BBtiments a deux mats
I.

avec deux voiles latines

II.

avec deux voiles carrees

Batiments a trois mBts
I.

avec trois voiles latines

D. BBtiments sans mat
Les exemples qui suivent sont representatifs et indicatifs du nombre des
graffiti reperes.
Dans la premiere categorie Al nous distinguons le graffito (A) qui provient
de I'eglise de St. Nikolas de Mavrika (photo 1): La voile latine est dressee sur un
mat implante au milieu de la coque qui semble traverser toute la structure. Les
preceintes, I'etambot vertical et I'eperon, sont aussi bien traces. Quatorze rames
allignees et liees d'une ligne droite completent la figure. La representation du
gouvernail manque.
La lettre B inscrite au triangle que forment le c8te vertical de la voile et la
corde qui se designe du haut de la voile vers la poupe. Probablement il s'agit de
I'initial du nom du graveur. Nous considerons que ce type de bitiment fait partie
de la famille des galleres.
A la m6me categorie appartient le graffito (B) (photo no 2) qui provient de
I'eglise de St. Jean le Theologien (Paleochora). Nous distinguons evidemment
la voile triangulaire ainsi que I'etoffe de la voile representee par des traits convergeants au milieu de la surface de lavoile. La coque presente ses deux extremites
surelevees symetriquement. Dix-neuf traits traversent verticalement la coque.
S'agit-iIdescouples? Ou faudra-t-il rechercher leurorigine a une autre technique?
La fresque date du dernier quart du 14eme siecle.
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La seconde categorie BI se caracterise par un graffito (C) qui provient de la
fresque de St. Nicolas de I'eglise de St. Nicolas de Mavrika (photo no 3). Nous
distinguons les rames allignees, la forme longue de lacoque, la proue pointue et
la poupe verticale. II doit s'agir Iad'un biitiment de lafamille des galeres. Ladatation
de ce graffito est posterieure au 16eme siecle.
Dans laderniere categorie Dun cas particulier constitue la figure incomplete
de ce graffito (photo 4). 11 se trouve grave au parois ouest de I'eglise d'omorphi
Ecclissia. Nous considerons qu'il s'agit d'une figuration d'un navire ancien. Les
elsments qui determinent un tel point de vue sont les suivants:

1.

Sa position. Les graffiti dlOmorphi Ecclissia sont graves en position
horizontale. Ce graffito se trouve grave verticalement a la surface des
autres graffiti.

2.

11 est connu que les assises poreuses de construction de I'eglise
proviennent d'anciensedifices de I'ileet notamment du templed'aphaia.
II est plus que possible que cette assise fut un blocde reutilisationd'une
construction horizontale d'un edifice ancien.

3.

L'etude des caracteristiquesdu graffito: Nous remarquonsqueseulement
la partie arriere est conservee. Les preceintesde la coque qui aboutissent
a la poupe elevee et arrondie. Deux incisions en biais traversent la
coque et evoquent une representation possible des gouvernails lateraux
et du gouverneur (?)

Une limitation de I'intergt des graffiti resulte de I'extreme difficulte de les
dater. Du point de vue stylistique les graffiti sont indatables, en s'opposant ainsi
aux autres sources iconographiques.
En Occident ou les pointsde comparaison sont nombreux et, souvent, bien
dates (gravures, miniatures, peintures etc.) une datation par reference est
frequemment possible, mais en Orient et notamment en Grece, ces criteres ne
peuvent &re appliques que rarement.
La datation des graffiti ne peut pas se baser sur des criteres de typologie
velique. La datation exacte d'un graffito de navire est extrgmement rare. La
datation du contexte architectural et des peintures murales a qui appartiennent
les graffiti navals devient imperative.
Ainsi li faut tenir compte de:

1.

La date de la construction de I'edifice
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2.

La date d'une possible restauration de I'edifice

3.

Ladatede lacreation desfresquesqui necoincide pas necessairement
avec celle de I'edifice:

4.

La date des inscriptions votives s'il en existent.

Le tableau qui suit tient compte des elements deja mentionnes

EGLISES

DA JA JlON
DE L'EGLISE

DATA TlON
DES FRESQUES

DA JA TlON
BASSE DES
GRAFFITI

Omorphi
Ecclissia

13eme
inscription
1282/1289

St. Nicolas
de Mavrika

12eme

16eme
inscr. 1522

16eme

Stavros

16/17eme

db. 17eme

17eme

St. Jean le
Theologien

14erne
inscr. 1380

14eme

14eme

St. Nicolas

14/15eme

15eme
inscr. 1572

1400-1572

Afin de conclure il faut preciser que:
EGLISES

GETAKOS 1956

MEINARDUS 1972

DELOUKA 1990

St. Georges
Paleochora

4 graffiti

4 graffiti

ruines

Prophete Elie

chaux

Omorphi
I'ecclessia

23 graffiti
2 1 releves

St. N~colas
de Mavr~ka
Stavros

28 graffiti
28 releves
36 graffiti
22 releves

St. Nikolas
Paleochora

1 graffito
1 releve
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St. Jean le
Thgologien
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3 graffiti
I relev6

Dans un ensemble de sept eglises, quatres possedent des graffiti de navires
incisessur leur fresques et seulement Omorphi Ecclessiasur ses assises des parois
exterieures. Un certain nombre de graffiti reste indechiffrable car les fresques,
support indissociable deceux-ci, subissent des endommagements considerables.
Katerina Delouca
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Fig. 4

THE SEWN PLANK BOAT OF GELA IN SICILY
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ABOUT CONSTRUCTION OF HULL
The report is going to present the knowledge till now about the Greek boat
found at Gela in 1988 under only 5 meters of water.
A first excavations campaign in 1989 allowed to:
-

arrive at planking and keel in some points of the hull

-

define the dimensions of the preserved part

-

learn the main characteristics of the building technique

The boat, preserved for 17 meters in length and 7 meters in width, has boards
)f planking sewn together with vegetables ropes, fixed with little pins of wood in
ioles with particular shape. Biggest pins, at regular distances,join and strengthen
he plank edges.
This system of construction with vegetables ropes seems used in all the hull
ind not only in the preserved part (that is the submerged part of the sailing boat).
The boat of Bon Porte's in France (datable at the end of the 6th century BC)
s the most cogent comparison, but the boat of Giglio island at Baia Campese
excavations conducted by M. Bound) and other exemples bear witness of wide
liffusion of this building technique.
Thewreckdating (endof the6th, beginning of the 5thcentury BC) wasgiven
rom Athenian pottery, in particular two black-glazed "askoi" (or two red figure
askoi") with two satyrs and two men banqueting.
The shipload included Rhodian amphorae and various pots probably of
iegean-Eastern origin.
The second excavation campaign, expected in 1991 summer, will allow to
icrease our knowledge about the building techniques, the shipload and at last
3 acqciire new data for the hull salvage in a future time.
Alice Freschi
Cooperation "Aquarius"
Cooperativa "Aquarius"
':DITOR'SNOTE
'his is the abstract of Dr Freschicommunication; no text was receivedfor publication.

OLD SAWS
An "old saw" has two meanings in English and both of them have archaeological
relevance. Literally, it means a cutting-blade with teeth; metaphorically, a maxim
that goes on being repeatedwithout being questioned. In archaeology,saw-blades
appear very early: in scenes of ancient Egyptian ship construction. Saw-marks
on ancient Mediterraneanwrecks show that their planking was produced by sawing
lengthwisethrough tree-trunks (instead of the trunks being split radially, then the
segments adzed into parallel-sidedplanks)'. Metaphorically, "old saws" proliferate
in archaeologicalfootnotesfor it is easy to re-quote available field-reports, without
checking whether subsequent amplifications and modifications have appeared;
the result is that newly discoveredtechnical features are often either misinterpreted,
oroverlooked. Scholars interpreting unknown processes of engineering, through
indirect allusions to them written in a dead language, run even greater risks of
repeating old saws. In this respect field-archaeologists are on safer ground,
because although they are as unlikely as "arm-chair scholars" to have training in
engineering, anybody who actually handles objects in the field, is prompted by
curiosity and bound by duty to search out their possible functions.
Ageneral familiarity with the applications of engineering (which most people
share) is ncj substitute for understandingthe principles on which such applications
are based. This may explain why the most significant constructional feature of
the Marsala Punic Ship: a band of corrugations carved around the waterline of its
otherwise smooth hull (fig. 1 ), has been overlooked during more than 20 years of
published debate about this unique wreck. No such feature is present on the many
other ancient Mediterranean wrecks examined hitherto. The Marsala hull does,
however, differ from the rest in that it is the only known example of a "long" oared
ship designed for speed, the others being "round" sailing ships designed for
carrying bulky cargo. It is therefore logical to connect the curious corrugations
round the Punic Ship's waterline with the uniqueness of its hull-shape... a line of
enquiry that is supported by an engineering principle called "the Coander Effect",
which explains why the smoothness of certain hulls needs to be broken.
During excavation, we first became aware of the band of corrugations when,
after raising the 11th strake up from the keel (that is to say on reaching the level
of this ship's waterline) we began to see what appeared to be the imprint of clinkers
in the sand under the wreck. By then it was clear that the planking of the 3rd
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century BC Punic ship, in common with all other hulls of the period, was entirely
united by mortise and tenon joinery. Consequently the overlapping of planks
caused by nailing them one over the otherwas an impossibility. In fact, the imprint
of "clinkers" on the bottom turned out to be a simulation of overlapping planking
on the outside of the vessel, carved onto the lower edges of strakes at this particular
level. The upper part of the hull was missing, but four of these carved waterline
strakes survived before the break. The only person not to be mystified by this
feature was the engineer and naval architect (Austin Farrar C. Ing. FRINA) who,
shortly after this discovery, started working out the vessel's original shape from
its surviving remains. He realized that the purpose of these corrugations was to
deflect spray.
Spray-deflectors are needed only on fast vessels which have smooth hulls.
Smoothness by itself, when not combined with speed, causes no problem but,
when a boat is designed to travel at a rate of knots that is more or less equal to
the square root of its length in feet, then the combinationof speed with smoothness
causes water to creep up over the sides and spill into the boat itself. The
phenomenon, known to engineers as the "Coandereffect", can be demonstrated
by holding a spoon loosely between finger and thumb under a tap. Water flows
round the bowl of the spoon, then the more the tap is turned on and the faster the
flow, the more water will travel up the sides, until it gets into the hollow of the
spoon. But if the spoon's outer smoothness is broken, for instance, by sticking a
sausage of plasticise round it this breakwillthrow the flow outwards, thus establishing
the principle of deflecting watev.
Given that water only spills into hulls that are both fast and smooth-skinned,
it was not until motor-engines were combined with the smoothness produced by
metal-sheathing, or by fibreglass, that spray-deflection became sosignificant that
most modern designers had take it into account. A variety of solutions resulted.
Metal-sheathed warships were the first vessels to have angularities built into their
sides to throw spray outwards; fibreglass speedboats all have to have some form
of built-in deflection, while a recent design of lifeboat has been given rounded
spray-deflectors reminiscent of the sausage of plasticise illustrated in the
demonstration of the Coander effect. It must, however be remembered that water
does not run upwards in the same way over the corrugated surface produced by
traditional clinker building.
In Northern antiquity there was a Viking tradition of clinker building East of
Jutland (as distinct from the Celtic tradition of carve1 building west of this line).
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Sea tests, for instance, show that the clinker built "Roar Eigg" , a faithful replica
of a medieval Viking Ship (No. 3 of the group excavated at Skuldelev and now
conserved in the Roskilde Museum, Denmark), automatically throws off spray
when travelling at speed. This brings me back to the subject of saws, because,
as on all early Northern vessels of its kind, no saw was used to cut the "Roar
Eigg's" planks. There are various ways of cutting up tree-trunks; parallel sided
planks are produced by sawing, whereas wedging produces radial segments, like
elongated slices of cake, which then have to be trimmed with an adze to make
them into planks.
It was acasual conversation with the architect of "'Olympias' the 5th century
BC Athenian trireme", that made me realize that the way planks are cut may relate
to a larger issue: namely, to basic methods of achieving a hull's strength and
elasticity. In chatting about the Punic Ship, John Coates had suggested to me
that the belt of corrugation round its hull might have been the unintentional result
of using wedge-shaped,or radiallysplit planks, which lazy Punic shipwrights might
not have bothered to adze into smoothness. For anyone who had not seen the
Punic ship, his suggestion is a logical possibility, but a glance at the vessel itself
shows it to be mistaken fortwo reasons. Firstly, because saw-marks show on the
planking3. Secondly, because the grain of the wood shows that several planks
contained a tree's heart; indeed, these wider planks alternate up the side of the
hull with with narrower planks which had been cut from either side of them and
which match their heartwood.
With regard to strength and elasticity: sea-trials of faithfully replicated Viking
ships have also shown that they owed much of their robustness to the radial cutting
of their planks. In Sweeden, during the replication of one such boat, this observation
was put to the test by half a dozen stalwart men jumping up and down on the
middle of a radially cut plank which, unlike a sawn plank, did not snap; insteed it
reacted like a trampoline under their crashing weight. This resilience can be
explained by the fact that radial splitting leaves the fiberous structure of wood
intact, whereas sawing cuts indiscriminately through the fibres. Ancient
Mediterranean vessels also had considerable strength and elasticity (as the long
sea voyage of the faithfully replicated "Kyrenia II" has shown), but their resiliance
was achieved by different means: it was produced by theirjoinery, rather than by
the quality of their planks. The "shell first" construction that characterises
Mediterranean antiquity was made possible by mortise and tenon joinery. This is
why "Shells" were relatively more important to the structure than the skeletal
timbers that were put into them at a later stage. Professor Steffy has stressed the
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significance of this type of joinery, to the extent of suggesting that it would be
more accurate to drop the description "shell construction", in favour of "tenon and
peg construction".
Reverting to the Punic Ship: the existence of simulated clinkers leads up to
an obvious historical question (to which there is, as yet, no answer). Where did
Punic shipwrights see clinker-built craft throwing water outwards? Because, had
they not seen the effect of clinkers on a fast vessel, they would not have copied
their appearence round the waterline of afast ship of their own. Instead of selecting
this feature of a traditional form of boat-building, because it had a useful side
effect, it would have been easier to adopt one of the many other simpler solutions
to the problem, which can easily be observed by holding a smooth bowl-like object
in fast flowing water (as Mr. Coander eventually did).
Historically, mentions of Carthaginian voyages to the North in search of tin
are vague and second-hand. Archaeologically, it is not known whether clinker
built craft existed in the North as early as the 3rd c e n t ~ r yBC. The 3rd century BC
"Hjortspring Boat" is, however, an interesting anomaly. Excavated in 1923, in a
dismantled state, in a bog togetherwith otherexvotos it is now in the Copenhagen
Museum. A!though the boat is not clinker built, yet the outer smoothness of its
hull does happen to be broken by a corrugation (caused by the way the parts are
slotted together). Hopefully more 3rd century BC variants will be found in the
North. Meanwhile, it is certain that the hull of the Punic Ship is nct "round"; also
that imitation clinkers encircle its water line; since the latter can serve no useful
purpose besides the deflection of spray, their presence further confirms (were
confirmation needed) that this hull was designed for speed.
Honor Frost
31, Welbeck Street
London WIM 7 PG
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NOTES
1. I am obliged to Richard J. Steffy and Patrice Pomey for answering my questions on the point.
2. Again, I am grateful to my collaborator, the engineer and naval architect, Austin Farrar, for
information; see "Spray Deflectors",MM73,3,271-2 (1984) and the "Sequel", MM74,2,160-162
(1988).
3. With the exception of the two unusually thick garboard strakes which, althoughthey may originally
have been cut from a trunk by sawing, were subsequently shaped by adzing in order to give the basic
curve of the hull. This because the Punic Ship is of the category of ancient vessel whose tenons
remain at the same angle throughout the length of the keel rabbets. The simulated clinkers, or spraydeflectors, were shaped with an adze, used on the outside only, afterthe planking had been sawn.

ILLUSTRATIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Detail showing the imprintof thespray-deflectorson the bottom underthe Punic
Ship.
Sketch by Austin Farrar showing the simulated clinkers at the waterline of the
Punic Ship.
The "Coander effect": A and B, a spoon held under a flowing tap; C, the same
but with a roll of plasticine which deflects the water outwards from the bowl of
the spoon.
Spray-deflectorson a warship.
Spray-deflectorson a speedboat.
Spray-deflectorson a lifeboat.
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RECONSIDERING BYBLIAN AND EGYPTIAN STONE ANCHORS:
NEW FINDS FROM THE ISRAELI COAST
In recent decades extensive underwater surveys have been undertaken
along the Israeli coast resulting in the discovery and documentation of many new
sites and artifacts. The discoveries include shipwrecks, submerged pre-historic
settlements, harbour installations and anchorage sites. The shipwrecks and their
cargoes, consisting mainly of anchors and metal objects, are usually found in the
coastal zone at depths ranging from 1-5 meters, at a distance of 60-200 meters
off the modern shoreline. It appears that the most frequent find on the sea bottom
are anchors. More than one thousand stone, metal and wood anchors have been
located up to date. Most of them were found at a depth of 5 meters. The anchors
appear either as a lone find or in clusters. Apparently each cluster consists of
anchors belonging to a single vessel which was wrecked in the surf zone (Galili
et. a/.1986:25-37; Galili 1985: 143-153; Galili 1986:69-73). Most of theseclusters
were found in unsheltered,open coastal areas. Another notable phenomenon is
the appearance of large numbers of single anchors concentrated in one specially
bounded area, or as Frost refers to them: "graveyards" of anchors (Frost 1970:
385). These are usually seen in sheltered areas along Kurkar (sandstone) islands
or reefs at depths which usually range from 4-10 meters. The newly emerged
data provided by the surveys enriches our knowledge of maritime practices of the
ancients along the coasts of the eastern Mediterranean. Some actually require a
reconsiderationof previous conclusions, reached in the past. Among them is the
question of one of the earliest relics of ancient navigation, the Byblian stone anchor
(anchor previously defined as a Byblos type).
Until 1983 only two Byblian anchors had been recorded along the Israeli
coast, both of which were located in the Carmel Ridge area (Romen and Olami
1973: lO,27; McCaslin 1980: 37). Since then, twenty seven additional anchors
have been found located mostly in the Carmel coast area (Fig. 1). Other types of
anchors believed to be of Egyptian provenance were also discovered in this area
(Steiglitz 1972-75: 43; Galili and Raveh 1988: 41-48).
Byblian anchors were first discussed by Honor Frost (Frost 1963: 8-9). She
described the six anchorsdiscovered by Maurice Dunand at the Temple of Obelisks
at Byblos. Although she did not reach a clear conclusion as to the origin of this
type of anchor, (e.g. whether they are local to Byblos or Egypt), she did postulate
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that they "...could have never stood on ships in motion as the anchor from the
relief in the tomb of the Egyptian Vth Dynasty Sahu-re evidently does" (Frost
1963:9). Frost continuedher studies and publishedlater discoveries and constructed
a typology of these anchors which is still being used today. In her studies, (1970:
381 ; 1973: 401 ; 1979: 51) Frost made aclear definition of the Byblian and Egyptian
anchors. The Byblian was characterized as "... a triangular slab of stone with an
apical piercing, sometimes surmountedwith a shallow groove" (Frost 1970: 381).
She further suggests that the anchors did not stand upright and were probably
used for warships since none of them is large and most are medium sized (Frost
1970: 385). Frost defines Egyptian anchors as: typically exhibiting an L-shaped
piercingthrough one corner of the base, an oval top, the capability to stand upright
independently and the groove above the hole. She assumes that those are of
Egyptian provenance since they are similar in shape to the anchors on the prows
of Sahu-Re and UNAS ships. On one specimen, uncovered in Byblos, appeared
the Egyptian hieroglyphnfr. Other similar representatives are the 7 anchors found
in Mersa Gawasis on the Red Sea coast from a shrine in Egyptian context.
Other scholars have addressed the question of the anchors, citing the same
published material. McCaslin (1980: 36-37) accepted the typology suggested by
Frost for the Byblian and Egyptian anchors. He does however point out that the
Egyptian anchors do not necessarily have the L-shaped piercing in the base end.
He cites the example of the pair of stone anchors from Megadim on the Carmel
coast which are believed to be Egyptian as evidenced by the Egyptian hieroglyph
engraved on them (Stieglitz 1972-75:). He divides the Egyptian type into two
groups, an earlier one, with L-shapedgroove and a later one without the L-shaped
groove. He explains the paucity of these types in Egypt by assuming that they
were only used for foreign voyages. To Nibbi (1984: 247-248,260), who does not
believe that the Egyptians sailed in the open sea, the "so called" Egyptian anchor
with the nfr sign (found in Byblos) and another in Ugarit could not be Egyptian at
all. The Hieroglyphs, according to Nibbi, could be of Hyksos or local alphabetic
origin. She further claims that the Megadim anchors with their steering oars do
not necessarily point to an Egyptian origin, since these signs are common to any
maritime civilization.
Since these treatises were published, many additional anchors of these
types have been located in the area of northern Israel. Up to date, twenty five of
them were found off the Carmel coast and one off the coast of Appolonia (central
coastal plane of Israel) (Fig. 1).Of the twenty six, some were found in four separate
clusters and a few were found individually.
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The largest clusterwas found in Neve Yam (Fig. 2) and consists of 15 Byblian
anchors (Galili 1985; 1987). Since they were published in detail in the past, they
will not be dealt with individually at this juncture. In the main bay of Atlit, two
additional Byblian anchors were found alongside an MBll storage jar(Fig. 3). The
two limestone anchors respectively weighed 144 and 117 kgs and their hole is
straight and'not biconical. Another group of two anchors was found off the Kfar
Galim coast (Fig. 4). They are similar to the Atlit ones and weigh 133.5 and 151
kgs. The most interesting cluster, was located off the coast of Kfar Samir south
of Haifa. It consists to two limestone anchors weighing 152 and 21 1 kgs. bearing
inscriptions (Fig. 5). One of the two anchors has an L-shaped groove in its bottom.
Of the five anchors, found individually, one was found off the coast of AppoloniaArsut (Fig. 6) weighing 109.5 kgs (Galili et. a/. 1993 in press). One was found in
the southern bay of Dor (Wachsmann 1989: 236 plate 170). In the area of Atlit
two individual anchors were sighted, the first weighing 104 kgs. (Ronen and Olami
1978: 27) and theother weighing 95 kgs. An additional Byblian stone anchorwas
located off the shore of Tel Kara (Ronen and Olami 1978: 1O), weighing 104 kgs.
All the above mentioned anchors, found individually or in clusters, are made of
limestone, with one chiselled hole in the top which is straight. The majority of the
anchors cannot stand upright independently. Some of the anchors have a groove
encircling the top of the anchor from both sides of the hole, whereas in others the
groove is partial, or absent altogether.
Discussion
Considering the large incidence of anchors found over the past few years,
it is necessary to re-evaluate certain definitions which were suggested in the past
by scholars. Under discussion is the particular shape of the anchor defined as a
Byblian type, its characteristics and distribution.
It has been suggested (Frost 1970: 385) that while the Egyptian anchors
have the L-shaped piercing on one side of their base, the Byblian anchors did not.
We found that this distinction is not always necessarily correct. In the Kfar Samir
cluster, (Fig. 6) there is one specimen (anchor 2) which is a typical Byblian type
anchor, yet it exhibits an L-shaped piercing in one of its sides. Both of the anchors
found in Kfar Samir most likely originate from the same vessel, not only because
they were found in close proximity to one another, but also bear almost identical
inscriptions (Fig. 5). Alternatively, several anchors found in the same general area
north of Atlit (Megadim) bear general characteristics which were defined as
Egyptian (such as the oval top shape and the independent upright bearing) as
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well as incisionswhich were consideredto be of Egyptian provenance for instance
the two anchors with steering oar reliefs and the one with the human legs inscription
(Stieglitz 1972-75: 43; Galili 1988: 41-48). All three however, lack one important
attribute: they do not exhibit the L-shaped piercing, which according to Frost's
definition, should have been there. In addition, it has been suggested in previous
publications that the Byblian anchors cannot stand upright independently (e.g.
Frost 1963: 9). We found that some of the 27 are indeed capable of doing so.
Of course, the distribution pattern for the Byblian anchors which was
established in the past, when the majority were found in the Lebanese Syrian
coast (Byblos and Ugarit - Ras Shamra) is no longer acceptable since the large
majority were found in the carmel coast. Recent evidence further accentuates the
problems of the current typology of Byblian and Egyptiananchors. The engravings
on the Kfar Samir anchors are cases in point. The two anchors, of two different
shapes, bear practically identical inscriptions, which are most likely of Aegean
origin. Two of the three symbols may be interpreted as signs "20" and "86" in the
Mycenaean Linear B syllabary (Ventris and Chadwick 1959: 41) and one in the
linear A syllabary (Gordon 1966: PL. XI).
Conclusion

Based on previous discussions we are led to the conclusion that there is
insufficient data to determine the ethnic or group origin of the so called Byblian
or Egyptian anchors according to their shapes and other observable attributes.
Thus the previous typological definitions are outdated. This indicatesthat the two
types may actually be sub-classes of one type. Attributes of both of these two
varients are the almost triangular shape of the anchors and a hole which is usually
situated clearly below the center of the upper curve of the anchor, unlike the
obvious case of most of the Syrian anchors in which the center of the hole is
situated close or on the center of the upper curve (Fig. 12). We did not include
the two Megadim anchors published by Stieglitz and an additional one with an
Egyptian incision (Galili 1988: 41 -47) in this triangular category (the Byblos type)
since the center of their hole is situated approximately in the center of their upper
curve and their form is not triangular.
Judging by the anchors found so far, the origin based upon their frequency
of appearance, seems to be the Syro-Northern Palestinian coast. It should be
noted that while the remainder of the Israeli coast has been as comprehensibly
surveyed, 25 of the 26 of the so called Byblian stone anchors were found off the
Carmel coast.
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The concentration of these anchors in the Carmel Coastal area raises new
questions since we might assume that the anchors carried aboard ships would
have been equally dispersed along the entire coast from Syria to Egypt, unless
there is some unknown reason for this peculiarity. Another question is as to the
likely owners of these anchors: are they of the same group of vessels sailing one
particular period? We feel that they all belonged to merchantmen, and not to
warships as previously suggested (Frost 1970: 385). If we use the case of the
Neve Yam cluster of 16 anchors of which 15 are of the so called Byblian type, one
could not possibly expect a warship, which should be light and quick, to carry
such a heavy load of anchors.
Interestinglyenough, although so many were sighted underwater, there are
no Bybliananchors reported from any land excavations in Israel. This may be due
to the fact that few coastal sites of the likely period inwhich they were used, namely
the middle Bronze Ila (as established according to the finds at Byblos), were not
yet excavated. However, with the renewed interest in coastal sites, new data has
been emerging.
The coastal site of Tel Nami which is located on a peninsula one mile south
of Neve Yam, has yielded a good amount of information on the period of the Middle
Bronze Ila (Artzy and Marcus 1991). Seismic tests carried inland from Tel Nami
indicate a possible anchorage in asilted outlet which has not been excavated yet.
During archaeological excavations which took place at Nami from 1986 to the
present, evidence of contactswith Cyprus (Artzy and Marcus 1992), Egypt (Marcus
1992; Marcus and Artzy in press) and the Aegean (Kislev, Artzy and Marcus 1993:
in press) were noted. It is likely that the Nami region fulfiled a role of an anchorage
forthe trade between Byblos and Egyptwhich involved the Aegeans and possibly
the Assyrian merchants in the southwestern coast of Anatolia (Artzy 1993: in
press) and an entrepot (Marcus 1992) in the first part of the second Millennium
B.C. Thus it should not be of any surprise to find the anchors in such proximity to
Tel Nami.
Ehud Galili, Marine Branch, Israel Antiquities Authority.
Michal Artzy, The Center for Maritime Studies, University of Haifa.
Jacob Sharvit, Marine Branch, Israel Antiquities Authority.
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THE RIGGING OF BRONZE AGE SHIPS

Abstract :

The ability of Bronze Age boats to sail to windward is analysed here by examining
the rigging. The purpose is to shed some light on the ways in which maritime
exchanges and passages could have been undertaken in the Aegean in the LBA.
1. Introduction

Local weather conditions and geography are crucial factors in the design of
ships and rigging'. They will have influencedthe way in which the earliest navigators
traveled.in the Aegean. Thus, some theories about trade and communication will
need to be re-evaluated, in particular those which do not address actual sailing
conditions. My aim is to present a technical analysis of the ways in which Bronze
Age boats were equipped to sail.
The archaeological evidence for increasinglysystematic sea communication
in the Mediterranean during the Bronze Age is indisputable. Furthermore, the
expansion and sharing of technological information between coastal sites is well
documented for the LBA2.
I have argued elsewhere that professional sailing, and by extension trading
by sea was not a random activity limited by seasons, weather conditions or time
of days. The Aegean islands did not have autonomous economies although they
may have come close to it in the EBA and the early MBA. As communitiesbecame
larger, they were apt to become more reliant on trade. The spread of obsidian and
later the common use of bronze and increased technological sophistication
demonstratethat contacts were sought beyondthe confines of islandcommunities.
Given the absolute need for efficient communication by sea, one cannot assume
that boat design evolved haphazardly over the centuries. The development of
designs allowing for more predictable handling of ships was undoubtedly given
considerableattention. Ships were essential for supplies, for communication, and
for war. The economic and political growth of islands such as Crete, Thera, Melos
and Kea is inconceivable without efficient sea contacts. This essential need will
have influenced ship design.
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It is especially important to establishthe ability of BA boats to sail to windward.
The wind is the power that drives a sailing ship. The efficient use of this force will
be the primary concern of a ship builder and a sailor. A major misconceptionabout
square sails is that they can only be used for running beforethe wind. The concept
of ancient navigators running south with the aetesian winds in the summer and
north with the south winds in the winter should be reconsidered. Unfortunately,
it has influenced theories about communication and trading systems in the Bronze
Age Aegean4. The way people sailed in the historicalperiods is certainly important
as comparative evidence, but may not apply fully to the prehistoric period due to
differences in economic and political systems.

2. Technical factors and historical evolution depictions of ships and
known wrecks
The major sources of informationabout Aegean BA boats are models, images
on miscellaneous objects, ceramics, seals and wall paintings, as well as recent
studies of Bronze Age wrecks, and the Homeric poemss. Concordancesbetween
the rigging in the Thera ship painting and standard Homeric rigging terms have
been discussed in detail elsewhere6.Traditions were undoubtedly strong and
many images exist as testimony to designs of earlier periods'.
A hull propelledby oars has other requirementsthan a hull propelled by wind
or by acombinationof the two. White points out the obvious difference in equipping
a fighting ship or a cargo ship: oared cargo vessels are unpractical because crew
and equipment occupy space at the expense of cargos. This observation is valid
for any period of antiquity. While cargo ships may include oars, they will be fewer
and less permanently outfitted. The hull will be designed for maximum capacity
and not for the accommodation of rowers.
Increasedflexibility and stability in conjunction with optimum hull speed have
always been the main stimuli for changes and developments in the design of hulls
and rigging. The simplest way to achieve balance in the hull design of a shallow
keeled ship is to create a symmetrical hull with the greatest beam and depth at
the center. On a beamy hull, it is best to avoid extremes of fineness or fullness
forward in order to achieve better balance.
Masted ships that rely on wind power require different types of calculations
than oared ships. The center of buoyancy will be different. The center of gravity
must fall within the same fore and aft line as the center of buoyancy, otherwise
the ship will sink by the stern or the head. Even the simplest sailing ship design
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requires a practical knowledge of these facts. Once a functioning hull design is
achieved, it can be used repeatedly and refined. LEA designs surely reflect
knowledge acquired by trial and erroP.
The same can be said for rigging, but here experimentation is less costly of
both labour and materials and is likely to be more effective. The rigging of a ship
is the most crucial aspect of the design. Because it is not a permanent construction
as is the hull, it can be fine-tuned and altered by pressure according to need,
individualjudgment, wind and weatherconditions, and angles of sail. Bronze Age
rigs from the various sources mentioned and those described in the Homeric
poems were easily adjusted.
Design of the rigging and considerations such as the height of the mast on
BA boats are limited by specific technical considerations such as center of gravity
above the waterline, weight of the rigging, balance and type of rigginglo. These
features are related, and in ordertocreate asea-worthyship, the shipwright must
take all into account.
A major concern has been and still is to increase the angle which a ship can
sail effectively to windward. Downwind runs and broad reaches are easier to
accommodatewith almost any type of rigging, especiallywith square sails. However,
a sea going sailing ship must have the flexibility to confront changing weather
conditions. Although in theory the highest speeds may be attained when running
before the wind, in practice, higher speeds are achieved in reaching winds. A
reach is the fastest and smoothest tack. Thus, although one might expect following
winds might to have been preferred when using a square sail rig, in actuality, they
can be extremely dangerous, particularly in combination with high seas, rapidly
leading to a loss of control. A large sail area will make matters worse. There is
always afear of broaching and swamping. Due to their rigging and low freeboard,
Bronze Age boats would have been subject to these problems in addition to
considerable lateral drift, especially on downwind tacks. Thus downwind is not
the easiest angle to sail, nor is it necessarily going to get you to your desired
destination.
a. Egyptian Ships
Some of the best comparative material for the Aegean comes from Egyptll.
Egyptian merchantmen at the beginning of the New Kingdom are depicted with
the mast planted amidships, and the sail attached to two very long yard arms
made of two poles each and tied together at the mastlz. Such exceedingly long
yards naturally suggest a vast sail area, ballooning out from the mast to carry the
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ship downwind on smooth waters with maximum speed. This rigging may well
have been practical for linear N-S passages on the Nile and the Red Sea as well
as hauls close to shore in the Levant south of Cyprus13. It is quite another matter
to set out with such a rig for the purposes of trade, barter or piracy among the
Aegean islands.
Indeed, the Aegean has very different weather conditions for which
considerable flexibility is required. This island studded sea with its variable wind
and water currents, its rocky shores and hidden shoals is subject to sudden
changes in the weatherl4. In unpredictable and strongerwinds a smaller sail area
will be safer and more flexible.
b.The Ulu Burun Wreck
Ballast and disposition of the cargo is especially important to the handling
of a boat under sail, especially a shallow keeled boat. The evidence of the Ulu
Burun ship is most informative on this pointls. Although the timbers have yet to
be raised, some observations are possible. The volume of the cargo is evident as
well as its disposition: the heaviest items appear to be placed along the longitudinal
axis and centered near the mast. The loading of the ship indicates practical
knowledge that concentrated ballast will reduce the effect of fore and aft pitching.
In the opinion of G. Bass, this ship probably capsized as a result of a sudden offshore squall while running along a lee shorel6.
c.

The Theran sailing ships
i. Iconography

At present, the Akrotiri ship painting is still the best source of information. It
includes three masted ships and five others with lowered masts and rigging".
Although the ship under sail is very fragmentaryls, enough remains to suggest
the original appearancelg. Iconographically, the Egyptian and Thera depictions
share an attention to detail which aids interpretationno. However, certain artistic
conventions apply and one cannot expect abbreviation to shift to photographic
realism whenever convenient to the interpretation. The requirements of art do
not coincide with those of a technical manual on naval architecture. First and
foremost, questions about rigging must be put to the test of what can and will
work.
ii. Hull
The masted boats have long, narrow hulls with acutving prow which appears
to narrow towards the tip. There is an affinity with earlier Cyladic designs in that
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the shape favours a variety of angles to the windnl. The pointed bows are also
effective in slicing through waves. More importantly, a shallow and narrow hull
with a relatively small angle of heel will perform reasonably well when reaching
as opposed to running downwind or close hauled.
On the sailing ship, three deck hands are seated forward of the mast, and
all are, of course, looking up at the sail. The crew is placed forward for greater
stability. Two other men stand at the stern. One handles the steering oar, and the
other may be handling asecond steering oar and the sheets. Other oars or paddles
are conspicuously absent. In this respect the sailing ship is unique among the
larger craft and may well be a cargo ship22.
In the reconstruction, a passenger is shown seated in a protected area in
the stern. This cabin is a feature common to all the larger ships in the scene but
may not accurately belong herens.
The stern projection attached to the larger paddle propelled ships has been
the subject of extensive speculation24. The high, upward curving shape of the
stern does not favor the placement of a boardingplank in this position.The argument
that the journey undertaken is short25cannot account for a boarding plank being
engaged horizontally at sea level while a ship is under way. This is tantamount to
traveling with the ship's ladder down. There has to be a nautical reason for this
option. Visuallyand functionally, it is an extension of the hull to the stern. It extends
the waterline without increasing hull size and may act as a stabiliser. Whatever
the final word on this piece of equipment may be, any explanation must take into
account its usefulness in the handling of a ship in motion.
iii. Placement of mast
The placement of the mast here is very important: it is set just forward of the
center. It is not a coincidence that the mast of the Ulu Burun ship may also be
placed just forward of center?=.The Theran shipwrights were surely aware that
placing the mast forward allows a ship to sail closer hauled and provides more
stability in downwind situations. This significant technical advance marks an
improvement over contemporary Egyptian boats and serves to demonstrate that
the island and coastal populations of the Aegean were motivated and successful
in seeking to improve the performance of their ships.
iv. Mast
The mast is made of a single pole. The means of support is not visible in the
painting, presumably because it is located behind the gunwale. The extant mast-
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heads on the larger sailing ships have five sockets or pegs on either side. At least
ten lines can be accommodated.
v.Rigging
a. yards, sail area
The rigging of a sailing or cargo ship of the Theran type must be relatively
stiff, the mast as straight as possible and the sail area proportionately reduced in
order to avoid stress. The importance of the shape of the sail and its flexibility
cannot be underestimated. It is the essential tool for increasing maneuverability.
Theran sailing ships have two yards. The lower yard is the boom. Unlike
Egyptian examples, each yard appears to be made from a single pole. There is
nothing in the fragments of the ship under sail or in the other masted ships to
indicate that the yards consist of two joined poles27. Furthermore, the yards are
i a nindicating a smallersail area. The
proportionatelyshorter than the ~ ~ y ~ tones,
hull is also proportionately shorter. The sail area remains greater in width than
height. but is considerably smaller compared to Egyptian merchantmen of the
same date. A longer boom with a squatter sail will be relatively stable, but a
narrower sail will be more effective in sailing to windward. The reduction of the
sail area indicates a preference for greater maneuverability over speed in order
to facilitate sailing at a closer angle to the wind. Indeed, small adjustments in
design all seem to share this goal.
b. halyards and lines
The presumed lack of standing rigging28 raises interesting questions about
the way that ships traveled. Morgan believes that it is evidence that voyages (or
the specific voyage depicted in the Thera painting) were of short duration29. This
does not necessarilyfollow. One cannot be sure that all the actual lines are depicted
on the painting. When moored or under oar power, fore and back stays are not
needed. The fragments of the ship under sail are of no help here. But stays and
shrouds would have to be rigged and tightened before hoisting the sail.
Organic rope or cable kept under permanent pressure is easily undermined
and consequently unreliable. For instance, Agamemmnon's rigging at Troy is out
of commission, presumably from exposure and lack of replacement partsao.
Square sails are rigged with the same number of lines on either side of the
mast. On the sailing ship, two halyards run parallel to the best preserved side of
the masts'. Therefore, one can reconstruct at least two lines on either side. The
artist may have abbreviated the actual number of lines needed.
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Four lines are insufficientto handle the rigging of a sailing ship with two yards32.
Anywhere from two to seven or eight lines are seen on various examples in glyptic
and on other ships of the Thera fresco. In the Odyssey, a double headstay rig with
one yard and possibly without brails will have at least nine lines running through
the mast33. Brails (or lifts) will require at least two more lines. A ship with a double
yard rig and brails, single back and forestays and side stays needs at least ten lines
and this accounts for the five loops on each side of the mast-head (Fig. 3).
Two topping lifts connect the upper yard with the mast on either side. They
are for hoistingthe upper yard and the sail which it supports. These are the heaviest
lines in the running rigging because they carry the entire weight of the sail. In
Morgan's reconstruction ( Fig. 2) they appear to connect the upper yard with the
mast-head rings34. Yet Morgan recognises that the topping lifts must have been
fed through the rings and run parallel to the mast- they cannot be permanently
attached between yard and mast as shown in her drawing because there would
be no way to raise or lower the entire sail from the deck35.
Sheets control the lower part of the sail36. The downhauls or braces attached
to either side of the upper yard are for lateral adjustments. These are attached to
the yards and do not need to connect to the deck through the mast-head rings.
c. reefing and furling systems
The rigging includes lifts or leechlines for reducing sail area (reefing). Two
lines cross the sail together on either side at a diagonal leading from the end of
the boom to the center of the yard. It is logicalto assume that they passed through
the rings in the mast-head at this point. The lines either attach to the boom or pass
under it. If these are attachments to the sail they are brails. If they are attachments
to the booms they are lifts. It is not at all clear from the original drawing how these
lines are to be interpreted. One cannot exclude the possibility of some type of
brailing system. In the unrestored fragments of the sailing ship, the lifts on both
sides of the mast terminate at the edge of the boom and not above it as in Morgan's
reconstruction. These lines can conceivably pass under the boom, through a small
loop or even a tie in order to ascend diagonally on the other side of the sail. This
will allow the boom to be rolled while being supported by the lifts, a cumbresome
system at best. In the Cycladic islands, sails of wind-mills were furled this way in
the past. In any case, each line must then pass independently through a mast
ring and continue down to the deck. When reefing, the boom is adjusted by
tightening or slackening of the brail lines through the mast rings. In addition, the
system of topping lifts will allow the upper yard arm to be lowered and adjusted
accordingly. Both yards or the boom alone can be adjusted when reefing.
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The other masted ships in the Thera painting demonstrate that the upper
yard was lowered to furl and stow the sail. Thus, to reef the sail, the lower yard is
raised or both are adjusted. To furl the sail, the upper yard is lowered by slackening
the topping lifts. In later examples at Medinet Habu and later Greek illustrations,
the single yard remains stationary and the lower part of the sail is raised for reefing.
But these sails had reefing points which could be secured.
Brails were effectively used in later squaresail rigs for reducing sail area and
for changing the shape of the sail. A combination of two yards with either brails
or lifts will allow the shape of the sail to be changed in order to take advantage of
various wind directions37.The reefingsystem proposed in Fig. 3 has great potential
for sailing to windward. One side of the sail could be reduced by narrowing the
space between the two yards to form a triangular sail area with a leech. The raising
and lowering of the topping lifts also serves to change the angle of the entire sail
and the way in which it will perform. This is surely the first step in the development
of the lateen rig38. The double yard rig is clumsy but it gives the sail rigidity and
shape. Tacking with this rigging is difficult but feasiblesg. I suspect that jibing would
be preferable, using the steering oars to pivot the boat. Most importantly, this
rigging will allow the boat to sail on a closer reachdo. The Kyrenia ship though
differently rigged and with a single upper yard sailed far closer to windward than
any one had expecteddl.
At Medinet Habu the lower yard arm has been eliminated, and a more
complicated system of brails has been introduced to reef the sail up wards^.
Indeed, even the Egyptian boats at Medinet Habu are a new type of warship43.
This change may have occurred as a result of influences from the Aegean44.
Another possible source may be the inhabitants of the NE coasts of the
Mediterranean in the second half of the 13th C. BC45. Clearly, ethnic origin of the
boats or of the design cannot be determined from the Medinet Habu depictions
alone. To determine the origins of the invention, some examples must be found
of similar rigs in earlier contexts. The rig with a single upper yard arm and with a
loose footed sail adjusted by brails is a major breakthrough in sailing which could
not have occurred without prior experimentation. The iconographic record of the
Aegean gives some indication that this may have been the case.
Either the lower yard was abandoned in the Aegean prior to this time (LH Ill
C)46, or, there must be earlier evidence for loose-footedrigs47.1n fact, it is possible
that both the single and double yard rigs were used in the Aegean prior to the end
of the Late Bronze Age48.
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Improvementson the single yard rig probably led to its eventual predominance.
Asingle yard isdescribedin the Odyssey49 and continues to be preferred thereafter.
Isuspect that the double yard becametechnologically obsolete and was replaced
by the efficient system depending exclusively on brails for adjusting the shape of
the sail. There are many advantages in making the running rigging lighter and
more easily maneuverable.

New finds may yet provide us with new information about rigging. At present,
the hull and rigging designs do indeed suggest that a reach was the preferred
angle to the wind and not adownwindrun. Thisconclusion has important implications
for the way in which ships traveled and for the routes they followed.
The visual sources underline the different ways in which designs evolved in
neighboringand communicating cultural areas. Although the Egyptians traveled
in the Mediterranean, their ships were not among the most seaworthy. For the
most part, they were large and heavy merchantmen, not swift warships. It is the
pirates, the raiders and the traders, namely the island and coastal populations,
in particular, the inhabitants of the Aegean who were surely the most innovative
and experimental boat designers. Their position demanded this.
The rigging system of the sailing ships in the Thera painting demonstrates
Bronze Age experimentation with sail shape in order to achieve a closer angle to
the wind. Greater flexibility was possible than previously thought. This is borne
out by the material evidence for trade and contacts in the LBA in the eastern
Mediterranean. Trade to and from islands involves ships. We should not
underestimate the ships or the naval sophistication of those who built and used
them. Even the earliest seafarers must have had some general concept of desired
landfall. Thus, they could not have been entirely at the mercy of the winds, changing
destinationsas they went along. It was necessary to design ships that would allow
for maximum flexibility and swift maneuvers.
Although these developments may have taken several generations to evolve,
they were surely intentional technological changes brought about by skilled
craftsmen and sailors who relied on experience and knowledge of the seas. It is
clear that they created ships to fit the environment in which they ventured every
day and in all seasons for subsistence and profit.
Submitted by H.S. Georgiou
University of California lrvine
September 1990
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Georgiou1983: 75-78,88; Warren 1984; Georgiou 1986: 38,52-53. Smith 1987; Hirschfeld
1990; Niemeier 1986.
Georgiou 1990 a, 1990 b.
Ibid. Typical are Barber's comments, 1987: 17-18,"ancient navigation seems to have been a
seasonal affair'' ..."it is necessary always to keep in sight of land and suitable shelter."For
similar opinions see also J. Davis 1979 and Schofield 1982. See White 1984: 143-145 ff. on
sailing to windward with square sails.
Morgan 1988: 121-142 passim; Georgiou1990 a and b; Bass 1967,1989.
Georgiou 1990 b..
Morgan 1988: 121, fn. 2. Broodbank 1989: 319-337 passim.
White 1984: 141.
Continuity can be seen in the elongated shape shared by the EC shipsand the Thera ships.
McGeehan Liritzis 1988. For iconography and earlier bibliography see Broodbank 1989: 327329.
It is presumed that BA boats did not have permanent running rigging. Yet this may not be an
important factor in the seaworthiness of the ships. Unsupported masts set in tabernacles are
still common today, the catboat rig is an example. But the mast must be solid and relatively
short in addition to being supported by vertical extension to the keel.The !ssue of
stays,especially shrouds which can be rigged before setting sail, needs to be reconsideredand
the iconographic evidence on this point reviewed. Although in Homer there is no mention of
side stays, Minoan glyptic may provide other clues. When three stays are depicted on either
side of the mast one pair may represent shrouds. Examples include CMS Vll,no.l04= Morgan
1988:Fig.80, MM Ila; Kenna 1960,94, no.49,50,p1.3, and Marinatos 1933 pl. 15,32 =Morgan
1988, Fig. 87, MM 1-11,
Faulkner 1940 3-9; Landstrom 1970; Casson 1964:16. Wachsman 1989.
Casson 1964:16; In addition to sail power, Hatschepsut's boats are equipped with 15 rowing
stations on each side.
Mediterranean Pilot Vd.V 8-23.
Mediterranean Pilot Vol. IV: 5-19,
Bass 1989: Fig. 2. Bass 1990 believes this may be a royal shipment of cargo dating to the
second half of the 14th C or the very early 13th C.
Bass,personal communication.
Morgan 1988: 121-142. The ethnic origin of these ships is not an issue here.
Morgan 1988:Fig. 70; Fig. 1 in this text.
Morgan 1988: Fig. 71 and Fig. 2 in this text. Compare Fig. 3 in this text.
E.Davis1983: 3-14 addresses the specific character of the narration. Morgan 1988:124
assumes that the representation is to be taken to the letter because the patrons and the artist
are asumed to be familiar with ships and their use. See Wachsman 1981:I98 for related
problems in Egyptian iconography.
Broodbank 1989: 327-329 includes earlier bibliography; McGeehan Liritzis 1988: 251,255.
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1 see no indication of it in the original fragments.
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Morgan 1988:126.
11. 11.135.
The rigging of this ship has been reconstructed by Morgan 1988: Fig.71, reproduced in Fig. 2
here.
Morgan concurs, 1988:125.
Georgiou 1990 b.
Morgan 1988: Fig. 71. The reconstructed rigging diagram is difficult to interpret, possibly due
to the size of the printed figure.
Morgan 1988: 125.
The terms stays, braces, and sheets are synonyms.
I agree with Morgan 1988: 124, fn.19, that convention requires the sail to be depicted parallel
to the gunwale. My concern is not with the angle at which this sail is depicted but with the the
angle that it can potentially achieve.
Casson alludes to this in 1971: 277,Fig.188, regarding a ship with a single yard.
See Christensen and Morrison 1976 passim for experiments with square sails.
Casson 1964:16; 1971: 274.
Comments of Antonis Basiliadis, skipper of the Kyrenia. My experience with flat cut spinnakers
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Wachsman 1981; Raban 1989.
Linder 1973: 319-322; Raban 1989:168.
Casson 1971:37 supports neither an Egyptian nor Aegean origin while Raban 1989: 167
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Wachsman 1981:214 believes the source to have been Syria.
Raban 1989: 170-171.
Wachsman 1981: 201-202for LH Ill C Skyros ship with loose-footed sail.
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XIII,#16 (LH Ill). Double yard: PM 1:254, Fig.190~(LM?); Kenna#107; PM 11:243, Fig.139 (LM
I):CMS VII,#104 (LM 11); Marinatos 1933: PI. XVI, #52 (LM); CMS 11.1, : 287 (MM 1-11); PM IV:
828, Fig. 807 (LM I); CMS VIII,IO6 (LM Ib); Morgan 1988: Fig. 80; Betts 1971: Fig.9 (LMI?).
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NAISSANCE ET ORlGlNE CELTIQUE DU BATEAU MODERNE
Nous allons etudiercette projectionde puissancede la Mediterranee romaine
vers une autre Mare nostrum, le Mor-Breizl comme on I'appelle justement, ou
I'effortde Rome se prolongera bien plus longtemps qu'ailleurs (40 ans de conquetes
apres le debarquement de 46 apres Jesus Christ). Rome y aura a affronter les
bateaux celtiques construits "sur squelette" dont nous avons trois vestiges, plus
le "Canterbury coin", qui montrent que les Celtes ont cree le bateau moderne.
Deja les lrlandais inventaient la carcasse et la revetent de peau; ensuite "la peau
du navire" reste une expression celtique pour les vaisseaux a borde, alors qu'au
contraire Saxons, Vikings etc ..., peut &re par un transfertde technologie romaine,
ne franchissent pas ce pas et construisent "coque premiere", c'est a dire qu'au
lieu de poser comme sur les bateaux modernes laquille, I'etrave et I'etambot puis
les membrures et d'y clouer le borde, les anciennes marines mediterraneenes
faisaient d'abord lacoque du navire selon Lln systeme tres compliquedit a "tenons
et mortaisesMenfait des chevilles s'imbriquant I'une I'autre, pour tenir les planches
de la coque puis seulement apres ils y mettaient un squelette leger pour eviter
qu'elle ne se replie comme une feuille morte.
Ce systeme couteux en travail humain, s'il a donne des navires parfaits et
aussi gigantesques, que ce soit des galeres de guerre, de la trireme athenienne
classique (35m. de long X 5 de large) au vaisseau geant de Caligula2 qui passe
de 3 a 18 rameurs par tron~onet qui faisait 70m X 20m ou des navires marchands
de la taille des navires Venetes, etait fragile et sans issue. II aurait eu des limites
de tailleet de tenuede merforte. II aurait ~nterditle passagedu bois a I'acierd'une
maniere rationnelle.
Mais Cesar le premier pour marquer ses visees sur la Bretagnes,doit d'abord
ecraser la confederation Venetes; son coeur est le Golfe du Mor-Bihan avec pour
capitale non pas Vannes, creation gallo-romaine et terrienne mais I'eperon barre
de Locmariaquer ou le plus grand menhir du monde sert d'amer a une antique
civilisation celtisee (mal, de nos jours encore on y parle un breton different et
bizarre pour les linguistes).
Avec les fonds de I'epoque (-1,50m), la "ria" d'Auray est assez large, profonde
et commode pour abriter 220 vaisseaux de ligne, Cesarfit construire deux flottes
de grosses triremes, I'une a Angers, I'autre en Poitou qui firent sans doute leur
jonction a Corbilo (St-Nazaire). L'armee suivit la "route" gauloise Nantes-Vannes

pour occuper la presqu'ile de Sarzeau; il y a ta, face au large, une immense plage
du m&me nom, pouvant accueillir environ 200 galeres et pourvue en son milieu
d'une aiguade. Un tumulus face a Locmariaquer, dit butte de Cesar, fut sQrement
I'endroit oO le proconsul planta ses enseignes car c'etait un point d'observation
ideal d'ou il vit sans doute sortir la flotte venete en ligne de file.
Celle-cifit une conversion impeccableet, bord a bord, apres avoir vire pousse
sur la flotte romaine encore sur la plage. Les Romains
par un vent arriere se l a n ~ a
"sous I'oeil de Cesar" eurent le courage de mettre a la rame. Les vaisseaux Venetes
etaient en fait invincibles mais les Romains, munis de faux emmanches couperent
le bas des voiles et s'en prirent a plusieurs contre un aux venetes immobilises.Cela
nous montre clairement qu'il s'agissait de triremes et qon de quinqueremes car si
une '43"(trirbme) peut porter 40 hommes, chiffre faible, une " 5 (quiquereme) peut,
selonl)olybe y ajouter une centurie dans ce cas embarquee du camp en arriere de
la plage, ce qui eut porte le nombre des assaillants a 120 Romains par vaisseaux
et rendu vain ces combats multiples. D'autre part, les equipes de rameurs que Cesar
avait fait venir de la "Province" auraient du etre d'un nombre considerable pour
equiper 200 quinqueremes. Bref ainsi finit par le fer et le feu la "guerre des Venetes".
Quels etaient ces bateaux face a Cesar avec leur gigantisme qui interdisait
aux tours des galeres d'atteindre leur bastingage, aux traits des Romains de
porter, vu leur hauteur (alors que ceux des Celtes tombaient de haut) qui les
rendaient insensibles a I'eperon et meprisaient les plus durs recifs et qui enfin
devaient porter un grand nombrede guerriers pourqu'il faille que les legionnaires
se mettent a deux ou trois bateaux contre eux. Je ne parlerai ici que des coques,
passant sur les ancres et les chaines defer4comme sur les voiles de peau fininement
tannees. La superiorite technologique dans les arts utiles pour eviter I'effort
humain, des Celtes sur les Romains, fait qu'il s'agit de navires marchands
transformes en guerriers. Je ne parlerai pas non plusde lastrategie des Venetes,
de leurs oppida barres qu'ils evacuaient et reoccupaient, ni de la bataille elle mbme
et de I'utilite des faux de Cesar dont on ne voit I'usage que le vent tombe (sur ce
point on peut citer Dion Cassius ecrivant sereinement 100 ans apres). Ce qui
m'interesse c'est qu'a mon avis, aucun voilier utilisant les fureurs de I'Ocean et
bravant les armes du pro-consul n'eut pu le faire avec une coque mediterraneenne
classique, c'est adire "shell first"; parcontre si I'on admet qu'il s'agissait decoques
"skereton first", presquetout le recit Cesarien s'eclaire eton nevoit pas qui d'autre
que les Celtes aurait pu I'inventer,soit a partirdu coracle, soit pourd'autres raisons.
Ce qui nous conforte, c'est que dans ce domaine, entre 1900 et 1978,I'archeologie,
si elle a mis du temps, a regulierement progresse dans ce sens.
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Nous avons le bateau de Bruges trouve en 1900, lors du creusement du
premier canal maritime. Premier indice quand on le voit au museedlAnvers, mais
serieuse piste tout de meme, surtout si on balaie I'argument que c'etait un bateau
&tier, la region etait largement ennoyee a I'epoque ycompris Bruges elle-m6me.
Ce qui f r v p e dans ce trongon de bateau c'est son enorme squelette trop gros
meme pour les dimensions qu'on lui a supposees (15m X 4m). "Brugge" est un
bateau date du Ile siecle apres J.C. chez les Menapiens (Flandres maritimes, ce
grand peuple marin - il I'est toujours -) Mais nous sommes encore plusconvaincus
quand, soixante ans apres, P. Marsdendirecteurdu Museum of London decouvre,
en 1962, un bateau britto-romain a Blackfriars qui, d'apres lui, est de tradition
celtique et sur squelette, il date comrne celui de Brugge du Ile s, a 16m de long
X 6m h0rs tout, c'est a dire les memes dimensions, et est un caboteur fluviomaritime.
Comment les Celtes faisaient-ils leurs navires? Ils posaientd'abord laquille,
puis I'etrave et I'etambot, ensuite les rnembrures puis le borde dont les planches
etaient ajustees sur les membrures par des clous de fer.
Ce n'est pas un hasard si c'est chez ces deux grands peuples maritimes
que I'on a retrouve deux bateaux celtiques alors qu'ils etaient soumis de belle
date aux Romains. Ces "petits navires" nous donnent une idee des gros qu'affronta
Cesar. Cette idee se precise avec la decouverte revolutionnaire de la monnaie
de Canterbury. Elle date d'environ 25 apres J.C. et provient sans doute d'un chef
important du Kent qui commer~aitpar Douvres avec les Romains avant I'invasion.
Le dessin est tres clair, it ne peut s'agir que d'un des bateaux qui affronterent
Cesar, neanmoins cette monnaie est pleine de mystere.
1.

La quille se prolonge en avant comme dans le bateau romain trouve a
Giens.

2.

11 serait, selon les chercheurs qui I'ont etudiee, hors d'eau sur une plage
car iI est tres haut, les voiles carguees, et marque a la ligne de flottaison
d'un trait qui pourrait bien etre un liston d'echouage ... D'apres mavision
je pense le contraire.

3.

Tout celavient deceque leschercheurs luidonnent 70pieds, c'est adire
environ 23m de long et 5m au dessus de I'eau ce qui nous interesse, car
il faut qu'il dornine les tours des galeres de Cesar; selon les chercheurs
de Cambridge cela suffit. Pour moi, face ades triremes de 37m de long,
un navire de 25m environ avec une hauteur dont les tours arrivent presque
a son niveau est un peu juste face aux yeants decrits par le proconsul.

Un bateau de 35m X 1Om, tel qu'on en voitconstruire A Mogador/Essaouira,
correspondrait a la definition si filmique et helas si imprecise de Cesar. Comme
les gens de Cambridge n'ont aucun argument frappant pour etayer la longueur
du navire de la monnaie, je me bornerai sans plus a leur retorquer qu'une fois
immobilise, il etait inutile d'envoyer plusieurstriremescontrede si "petits" bateaux
dont le tonnage selon lataille (23m ou 35m) est de deux mille ou dix mille amphores.
Mais la n'est pas I'essentiel,nous avons la preuve du bateauceltique sur squelette
sous I'independance bretonne puis sous les celto-romains de I'Empire, 150 ans
apres. [Le rapportde M.P. Jezegou concerne un bateau trouve a Fosdu VI siecle
ap. J.C.; nous interesse specialement car les Celtes en pleine renaissance ont
depasse leurs mers habituelles.]
Revenonsaux Venetes. Cesar se vante que la repressionfut sauvage. Sans
doute, car les contingents namnetes et Venetes sont absents lors de la revolte
generale de Vercingetorix. Par contre, nousvoyons apparaitre apres la "pacification"
sur lac6te nord de I'Armoriquedeux sites maritimes prestigieux,sans doute crees
par les refugies Venetes qui ont fui jusque la a travers la grande foret centrale. II
s'agit d'Alet face a Saint Malo et du Yaudet a I'est de Roscoff, les deux "cites
corsaires" de la Bretagne ducale puis royale. Ces deux oppida ont ete fouilles. Ils
ont dO etre un refuge pour les Venetes qui, la Gaule et la Bretagne conquises, en
tirerent un fructueux trafic que I'on a calcule, rien que pour I'alimentation en vin
des trois legions basees en Bretagne. En effet, sous Claude, en 43 ap. J.C., les
Romains "occupent" enfin la ligne Chester-Londres. Alet et Le Vaudet serviront,
eux, de ports de commerce. Ce sont ces "Gallo-Romains", restes au fond
profondement celtiques, qui exploited a leur tour Rome! Pour conclure ce propos,
il faut repeterque ce sont les Celtes qui ont invente le bateau moderne. La technique
"sur squelette" est la meme" pour les porte avions nucleaires "Nimitz" avec leur
93.000t et leur 333 metres de long, qui combinent I'energie de deux reacteurs
atomiques et les activites diverses de 6 286 hommes, et forme le microcosme a
la fois technologiqueet humain le plus etonnant qui aitjamais existe sur la planetens.
Celavaut aussi pour les paquebotsde croisiere geants dont le Norway(ex-France)
et le Sovereign of Seas, construits tous deux g r k e au savoir-faire des ouvriers
de Saint Nazaire, comme pour les porte-containers qui transportent "la richesse
des nations". Mais notre siecle, comme celui de Rome, privilegie le navire de
guerre, alors que le bateaucelte coupait en deux les galeres de Cesar ou transportait
le vin de Bordeaux en (Grande) Bretagne et etait lui parfaitement polyvalent.
Alain Guillerm
Laboratoire d'histoire maritime
Paris - Sorbonne
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NOTES
La "Mer Bretonne": la Manche.
Retrouve clans le lac de Nemi pres de Rome.
La Grande Bretagne actuelle.
Les ancres et leurs chaines de fer sont pourtant essentiels pour nous car si nous suivons le
"plan" de la bataille, un simple magnetornetre perrnettrait de les localiser et aux plongeurs de
les remonter avec peut btre une partie des bois.
5. Lucien Basch, Le Musee lmaginaire de la Marine antique, Athenes, 1987.
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ANCIENT EGYPTIAN HULL CONSTRUCTION

Representations, written descriptions, and 'even graves attest to some of
the features of ancient Egyptian watercraft, but the physical remains of Egyptian
watercraft themselves provide us the best opportunityto evaluate hull construction.
Eight ancient vessels are available for study: the two Cheops hulls of the Fourth
Dynasty-built, disassembled, and buried in stone pits beside the great pyramid
at Giza', timbers at Lisht from what were probablyfreight boats of the early Twelfth
Dynasty (c. 1950 B.C.)2, four ceremonial vessels of Senwosret I of about 1840
B.C. buried near a Dahshur pyramids, and the remains of a 2.500 year-old boat
from Mataria, a Cairo suburb.
The Cheops Hulls

Features of the sewn planked boats of the lVth Dynasty pharaoh Cheops,
have been described in several works that are based upon a study of the hull
excavated in 1954 and reconstructed over nearly two decades. This 43-meterlong vessel was constructed of edge-joined planks 7 to 23 meters long and 12 to
15cm. thick. Rail-to-raillashing secured planks, seam battens, and frames before
stanchions were placed to support the longitudinal spine which was notched, to
receive deck beams. Sixteen frames, eight full length and eight three-quarter
length, are notched over seam battens and are lashed to the hull through a mortise
at each end of the frame. No dimensions are given for the frames in any of the
publications available, but drawings show that they are slightly less than 10 cm
thick and span about 4.25 m at midships. Frames seem designed to maintain hull
shape rather than to serve as structural support.
Deck structures include a large cabin and a frame around it, probably to
support reed mats. Construction techniques of the cabin differ from those used
on the hull in that some joints make use of pegged mortise-and-tenonfastenings
and other fixtures that pass through the thickness of the plank. Builders of the
hull avoided these types of fastenings with the exception of the fender areawhich
was then protected with additional pieces of wood.
The second Cheops vessel remains in a stone pit just beyond the museum
that housed the first hull. Investigated by nondestructive exploration techniques
in a 1987joint NationalGeographic Society and Egyptian Antiquitiesorganization
effort, the second boat is not as well preserved as the first. Many of its features
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are similarto those of the first boat, but larger and more numerous copper fastenings
arevisible on Cheops II. The uppermost layer of the wood in the pit holds elements
of the cabin structures and steering oars in addition to other timbers not yet
identified.
In a preliminary report on these timbers, Paul Lipke and I suggested that the
cabin was about 20% smaller than that of the first vessel, which prompted us to
wonder about the overall length of Cheops II. With the application of a computer
program written to provide more accurate measuring techniques, it is clear that
there are only a few centimeters difference between the two cabins, and thus the
hulls are probably the same size as well.
The study of photographs and video tapes resulting from this visual exploration
of the still-sealed pit form part of my continuing study of ancient Egyptian hulls.
The Lisht Timbers

Excavations by the Egyptian Expedition of the Metropolitan Museum of Art
(MMA) from 1914-37 revealed more than 50 timbers buried beneath courts, ramps,
and roadways surrounding the pyramid of Senwosret I, pharaoh of Egypt about
1950 B.C. During the recent re-excavation of the site by Metropolitan Museum
of Art egyptologist Dieter Arnold, 20 additional timbers were located, recorded,
and reburied on site. I have identified these timbers as pieces of a disassembled
vessel, or vessels, and compared the construction techniques used to create
them with those used by the builders of other ancient Egyptian hulls. The catalogue
of material also includes a three-part frame and two model boats, one of which is
built of planks.
In most cases, three sides of the timbers are mortised, and every example
had the uncut side of the timber facing up, indicating careful placement of the
timbers. Although adjacent timbers seem to fit together, fastening patterns show
that they do not.
Timbers range in length from 1.5 m to 2.6 m and are, on average, 16 cm to
20 cm wide, but may be as wide as 40 cm or as narrow as 12 cm. Thickness ranges
between 12 and 15 cm, providing asturdy, squat appearance to the timbers. Major
knots were avoided in timber selection, but economical use of the wood is apparent
in the presence of major knots (more than 30 cm diameter) in the ends of many
of the timbers. Identification of wood samples suggests that most of the timbers
are Tamarix species, a locally available wood that provides short lengths that can
be quite knotty.
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The ancient woodworkers used at least two types of fastenings in these
timbers: mortise-and-tenonjoints and lashing. Mortises commonly measure 910 cm wide, 12 cm deep and 1.5 cm thick. In addition, there are partial mortises,
5 cm wide and 5 cm deep, cut into timber ends. Mortises are often paired in plank
edges, and spacing of the joints is fairly consistent.
Tenons remain in some of the 4.000-year-old mortises, and measure 10.511.5 cm long, 6.5 cm wide at base to 4.5 cm wide at the beveled tip, and about
1.5 cm wide. These were often wedged in place with small squared pegs placed
on either side of the tenon in the mortise. All tenons remaining in the timbers are
broken off at plankedges,and some bear saw marks and breakage scars suggesting
that planks were sawn apart from the inside, then pulled off the hull from the
outside.
Straps of a plaited webbing also bound timbers together, and about half of
the lashing mortises retain the webbind. Most timbers had at least four L-shaped
lashing fastenings about 8.5 cm wide, 5 cm deep, and slightly more than 1 cm
thick. All of the fastenings exited on plank edges of the inner planking surface,
never to the outer surface.
Although it is tempting to say that all the timbers are from the same vessel,
none of them actually fit together although if shape alone is used as the criterion
for a match, a planking pattern similar to that seen in other Egyptian hulls can be
created. Almost every scarf in the planks that I have seen was cut at an angle of
about 120 degrees, and consistency in mortise sizing and patterning also supports
the idea that the timbers came from a single hull. The features are similar enough
to those seen in the Cheops and Dahshur boats, however, to suggest that the
source of the consistency may be the shipbuildingtradition of the ancient Egyptians
rather than that of a single Middle Kingdom shipwright.
The Frame

In 1914, excavators discovered a frame with a group of other timbers on the
west side of the pyramid complex. Although the frame's present locationis unknown,
drawings and photographs provide detailed information about its structure. The
frame is built of three timbers: two upper timbers about 1 m long fastened to a
2.4-meter-long curved floor timber by mortise-and-tenon joints and webbed
lashing.
The top timbers are about 15 cm molded (thick) and 20 cm sided (wide) near
the inboard ends. The outboard ends are notched and continue the curve shown
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bythefloortimberfor40cm on one side and about 25cm on the other. The inboard
ends of the timbers are separated by about 50 cm; this opening corresponds to
a 1 cm deep notch on the inner face of the floor timber.
An illustrated section of the floor timber suggests that it is about 12 cm molded
and 22 cm sided. It has 12 slightly triangular notches on its outer face that measure,
on average, 5 cm wide at the base and 10 cm deep. There are also three circular
holes 8 cm deep and 6 cm in diameter in the outer face. One is located directly in
the center of the frame; the other two are about 80 cm away on either side of the
central hole.
The three timbers making up the frame were fastened together with acomplex
system of mortise-and-tenon joints, lashing, and mortises of unknown function
which pass through the thickness of the timbers. Lashing mortises, and mortiseand-tenonjoints are present on both upper and lower surfaces of the top timbers.
Although fastenings in the lower surfaces correspond to those in the upper face
of the curved floor timber, there are no indications as to the function of fastenings
on the top of the assembled frame. They may have served to attach the frame to
deck beams or other reinforcing lateral hull members.
The three-part construction of the frame from Lisht is unique. Frames from
the Cheops I vessel are cut from single timbers, notched slightly for battens, but
with no top timbers and lashing fastenings only at frame ends. The 50-centimeterwide notch on the Lisht frame's upper face suggests that a heavy timber rested
upon it-whether longitudinal stringer, maststep, keelson, ora longitudinal brace
like those visible at the prow of many Middle Kingdom boat models cannot yet be
determined. The three holes in the frame's lower face suggest perhaps treenailtype fastenings of the hull to the frame, but there is no physical evidence to support
this position.
The study and analysis of the recorded date for the frame are particularly
important since the earliest examples of frames in the Mediterranean date
.considerably later than the Lisht timbers. The Lisht frame is significant not only
for what it can tell us about ancient Egyptian shipbuilding technology, but also for
what it can suggest about the level of technology availableto Bronze Age shipwrights
in the region.
The Boat Models

Two boat models were discovered early in the Lisht excavations. The larger,
one-piece model was taken to the Metropolitan Museum of Art for display, but the
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less well-preserved model remained buried outside the mastaba of Imhotep. I
visited Lisht in 1986 and was able to make a partial record of the 1.95-meter-long
boat. The reason for its lackof preservation was instantly apparent: it was a plankbuilt model with no timbers thicker than one centimeter.
As I recorded itsfeatures, it also became apparent that the model could have
served as a virtual 1:5 scale model of one of the Dahshur boats I had previously
studied. Like the four known examples, the Lisht model has a central strake of
three planks jointed to the three strakes on each side with mortise-and-tenon
joints before rising to a gunwale. Scarphs and joins also parallel the Dahshur
boats, and the model has the same number of planks in each strake as do the
Dahshur boats in Pittsburgh and Chicago. It also has a similar paint scheme.
The Dahshur Boats

At least six 10-meter-long wooden boats were discovered buried near the
pyramidof Senwosret Ill, dating to about 1850 B.C., byde Morgan in 1894. Today,
two of the boats may be seen in the front hall of the Egyptian Museum of Cairo;
a third is in the Field Museum of Natural History (Chicago), and a fourth is on
display at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History in Pittsburgh. Wood samples
from planks in the latter two have been positively identifiedas cedar, and ancient
tenons have been identified as tamarisk.
All of the boats exhibit the same curved sheer, broad and shallow body, and
narrow, tapered ends with slots for the attachment of decorative finials. The
Pittsburgh and Chicago boats and the Cairo boats seem to be two "pairs" that
resemble each other more than they resemble the boats in the other pair. As these
boats are more well known, I will address only a few topics concerning their
construction.
Hull symmetry seems to have been one of the most important factors in
constructiondesign. The planking pattern is strictly adheredto, even when smaller
lengths had to be scarfed together to construct a larger shape as in the forward
section of a port strake in one of the Cairo boats. The seam in the lowest shake
of the Pittsburgh hull is locatd at a point almost exactly half the length of the second
plank in the central strake, and the pattern of the dovetail fastenings is consistent
throughout the hulls.
The dovetail fastenings are one of the least understood aspects of these
hulls. Unique in their use in boat construction despite their frequent appearance
in othertypes of wooden construction such asfurniture, coffins, and even asledge
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possibly used to tow one or more of the boats, the dovetail fastenings are some
of the most heavily reworked features of the hulls.
When the Cairo and Chicago boats were excavated in 1894, they were
transported to Cairo where they were strengthened by having tenons in joints
replaced, iron bands nailed around the hulls, and dovetail mortises recut and filled
with modern dovetail tenons. The Pittsburgh boat, shipped in 1901, was probably
reconstructed by the same crew. Modifications recorded during my study of this
hull include ends sawn off of planks, mortise-and-tenon joints expanded or recut,
the use of a blue pencil to mark which tenons would receive new mortises, and
the use of a heavy hammer with a distinctive head to pound the planks together.
All but four of the dovetail fastenings were also recut-usually resulting in
an unfinishedappearance with no symmetry,delicacy of design, or apparent utility.
The four ancient fastenings on the Pittsburgh boat offer a surprising contrast to
the modified ones. They also include afeature seen in some of the recut mortises:
what I believe to be the bottom of a mortise which may well have served as a
lashing point.
Although de Morgan makes no mention of the dovetail fastenings and does
not record them in a drawing of one of the boats, he does record the presence of
mortise-and-tenon joints. Reisner, in Models of Ships and Boats, includes this
statement: "The hull is constructed of mortised and ties planking", with the added
note, "So far as I was able to learn, the greater part, if not all of the dove-tail joints
are modern. At any rate I so understood M. Barsanti".
I believethat this statement refersto the entire fastening, not just to replacement
dovetail tenons. The Chicago and Pittsburgh hulls are almost identical in shape,
construction, and dimension, but the Chicago hull has 66 dovetail fastenings,
while only 50 are present in the Pittsburgh boat. One of the major differences
between these two hulls is the greater separation between plank edges in the
Chicago hull where, uniquely, dovetail fastenings are found across butt joins in
its upper strake.
Because the dovetail fastenings visible today always include locations parallel
to lashing locations on the Lisht timbers, and because of the curious depression
remaining in the bottom of some of the presentcuts, I believe that shallow lashing
mortises may have been part of the original construction of the Dashur boats, and
that the modern reconstructors interpreted them by choice or accident as dovetail
fastenings similar to those in all other forms of woodworking, but never seen in
another ship or boat represented by physical remains, or in tomb reliefs, models,
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or other depictions.
Other features of the hulls, includingancient repairsof a plank in the Pittsburgh
hull, painted black lines marking mortise placement, the high frequency of saw
marks in a tradition which supposedly relied almost entirely upon the adze, and
details of the beams and steering apparatus will be covered in my dissertation.
The Late Period Boat at Mataria, Cairo
In November of 1988, Dr. Shawki Nakhla of the Egyptian Museum, Cairo,
invited me to look at the remains of a Late Period boat found in the Cairo suburb
of Mataria. Excavationsfor the renovation of Cairo's sewer system in 1987 revealed
the boat 12 meters below the surface. About one-third of the hull was destroyed
by heavy machinery, but the conservation department of the Egyptian Museum
attempted to record and preserve the remainder of the hull.
According to Dr. Nakhla, the hull rested on barren sand, suggesting that it
was last beached near an old river channel. Roman artifacts are found in the layers
above the boat, but archaeologistsdiscovered no artifacts directly related to the
boat. Dr. Nakhla reportsthat the RadiocarbonLaboratory of Gif-sur-Yvette,France,
C14 dated samples of wood from the hull to 2450+50 B.P. The wood samples
were identified as sycomore (Ficus sycomorus), a local Egyptian wood, by the
laboratory. Severaladditionalsamples have beentaken of planks, pegs and tenons
for further identification.
Because the sewer excavations had to continue, the hull was excavated
under salvage conditions. Dr. Nakhla provided a sketch plan made of the hull, but
no sectional measurements were taken. A photograph of a model suggests the
hull curvature. Only the planked shell remained; neither frames, deckbeams nor
separate maststep were recovered. Several sections of the hull were selected for
salvage and conservation. Unfortunately, many of the pieces broke apart and lost
their labels during treatment. Most pieces are 35-50 centimeters long. The
Department of Conservation attempted to use the sugar treatment for the first
time on waterlogged wood from this vessel. Wood fragments were placed inthree
small tanks in a concentration of 5% sugar solution. After one week, the sugar
concentrationwas raised to 10%foranother week. The final weekof conservation
treatment was in a 2O0lOsugar solution. Following this treatment, the wood was
removed from the tanks and spread in a shed to air dry.
In late 1988, the treated wood seemed in stable condition, although many
of the pieces were twisted along the knotty wood grain and the surface of many
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fragments was highlyfriable orfragile. Asmall tubof untreated wood, mostly small
plank fragments and fasteners, is characterized by wood fragments that are
essentially sound, although slightly spongy, with good surface preservation
remaining.
Hull Construction

Thesketch plan and model of the hull illstrate a shell-built vessel about 1 1m.
long, 4m. wide, and 1.2 m. deep4. A central strake, which appears to be nearly
double the width of other planks, serves as the foundation of the hull. Excavators
of the hull reported that the central strake protruded one or two centimeters below
the vessel's outer surface. Two large mortises in this strake may be related to
mast placement, but unfortunately these fragments were not preserved.
The preserved end of the vessel has 15 strakes on one side and 16 on the
other. Fourteen strakes remain on the better preserved side near what seems to
be the midships area. These strakes are narrow, probably less than 20 cm.
The sketch plan suggests that strakes were added to the hull with irregular
shapescommon near theend. Within the main body of the hull, most joins appear
to be butt joins. Some of these planks are slightly swollen near their centers in a
manner reminiscent of Egyptian boat construction of the Old and Middle Kingdoms.
Planks below the turn of the bilge are straighter and more regularly shaped than
those above.
The most striking feature of this vessel is that, despite its similarity in hull
design and planking plan to boats of Pharaonic Egypt, its fastening system
represents a radical departure from those traditions. For the first time, we have
an example of a hull with pegged mortise-and-tenon joints from ancient Egypt.
The hulls of the Old and Middle Kingdoms seemed designed to avoid such
fastenings, and may have relied instead on pegs wedged parallel to tenons within
the mortises (Haldane 1988). This hull is fastened with the common technique,
frequently used in Mediterranean hulls such as the Kyrenia ships, of pegs driven
perpendicularly through the tenons to lockthem in place in at least some mortises.
Unfortunately, the present condition of the hull remains prevents an analysis of
how the use of pegs relates to the construction of the vessel.
The Deprtment of Conservation is considering plans to build either a section
or a scale model of the hull that will include some of the original fragments in the
reconstruction.
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Conclusions

The physical remains of ancient Egyptian hulls have much to offer the student
of shipbuilding techniques. In addition to providing a solid basis for understanding
what the Egyptian tradition of shipbuilding was, they offer a departure point for
speculation about the interior construction and design of such debate-sparking
hulls as the Punt ships or obelisk barges of Hatshepsut.
The study of Egyptian hulls also includes the study of tool marks upon them.
For example, the frequent presence of the adze in depictions of boatbuilding and
the testimonyof hulls like these timbersfrom the Pittsburgh Dahshur boats suggest
that the adze was the primary shaping tool of the ancient shipwrights, yet my
study of the Lisht and Dahshur timbers shows that the timbers retain many marks
of saw blades with teeth one to two millimeters apart. The saw has not received
much attention in traditional discussions of shipbuilding, but it is clear that it played
a major role.
The ancient Egyptian method of building wooden boats seems to have
evolved from methods used to create papyrus hulls. As has been pointed out
repeatedly, the Cheops hulls are the only ones known int he world to have a railto-rail lashing system rather than a sewing pattern that follows plank seams. I
believe this is directly related to the technique of sewing papyrus hulls together
across their width. This cross-hull technique is seen in the early depictions of
boats in pots of the Amratian period, and its heritage could be seen in the designmandatedtradition of carrying loadson the decks of Nile nuggrsrather than below.
Dendrochronological studies of the Pittsburgh Dahshur boat's planks
confirmed the suggestionthat some of the plankscamefrom the same tree; further
analysis of the planks will help to pinpoint the construction process in greater
detail. Builders of the Dahshur boats were not overly concerned with timber
wastage. The curved planks were probably cut from beams at least three times
the thickness of the final piece, yet the patch on the outer surface of one plank
suggests an unwillingnessto forego the amount of labor invested in asingle timber
for the perfection of an unmarred surface.
the physical properties of these hulls, I am looking
In addition to ~nvestigating
at how they fit into the society and the roles played by the Cheops and Dahshur
hulls in the funerary cult. I am also interested in exploring the mind of the ancient
Egyptian shipwright and learning about the factors that governed the design and
production of a symmetrical, cleanly finished and finely wrought hull.
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The nautical traditions of ancient Egypt developed in concert with the rise
of the dynastic state. Maritime and nilotic trade fed Egyptian economic growth
and fostered contact between societies of the ancient Eastern Mediterranean.
Because the Egyptians transformed shipping as a practical technology and
commonplace activity into a primary ingredient of the ideological sphere, boats
became symbols of divine power and pharaonic glory. The intersection of technology
and ideology may be represented in construction patterns of these vessels, and
I plan to consider these factors throughout my study of the eight ancient hulls of
Egypt.
Cheryl Haldane
Institute of Nautical
Archaeology-Egypt
P.O. Box 432,
El Ybrahimia
Alexandria. Egypt.
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CONFLICTING EVIDENCE FOR DEFINING THE ORIGIN OF THE MA'AGAN
MIKHAEL SHIPWRECK
This paperwill deal with the Ma'agan Mikhael ship which was introduced in
the 3rd symposium, by Dr. Elisha Linder and Mr. Jay Roslofft. This was after the
second season of excavation. Following the third and last season, all the hull
components, cargo and small finds were retrieved from the site. The wood is in a
laboratory in holding pools, installed with heating and mixing systems, for the long
process of impregnation with polyethylene glycol (P.E.G.). The following are the
preliminary results of the analyses of the finds.
Ma'agan Mikhael is located on the coast, 35km. south of Haifa, Israel. The
ship was found in a depth of 1.5 meters, under a layer of sand 1 meter deep, 75
meters from the shore. It has been dated to approximately, 400 B.C.
Stones and rocks.
The ship carried about 13 tons of stones and rocks. Depending upon the
method of classification used, between 5 t o 7 different lithic types were identified.
The largest amount, making up about 60%, is of the Blueschist type. Our geology
consultant, Dr. Arie Shimron, concluded his analysis by attributing the majority
of this group of rocks to the Tyrrhenian Sea - in Calabria or, preferably, Corsica.
However, a portion of the remainder is most probably from the south coast of
Cyprus. As far as we know all these types of rocks had no economic or commercial
value, or any particular use.
Food stuffs.
Some remnants of food were found, including olive pits Fig seeds and one
burnt acorn. Most of them are normally found all over the Mediterranean. But the
burnt acorn has been identified by Prof. Mordechai Kislev as having had its origin
in southwest Turkey or the Aegean Islands nearby.
Ceramics.
The 70 items retrieved include a pithos, basket handle jars, mortiers, a
cooking pot, jugs, juglets and bowls and were analyzed by Dr. Michal Artzi and
Mr. Jerry Lyon, who suggested that most can be attributed to Cyprus, although
some were identified as having its originated in Greece.
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Pollen.

The pollen has been identified by Dr. Mina Evron as local and summerblooming, giving us a hint that the ship may have sunk in summer.
Ropes.
A large amount of ropes was found on the site, some knotted. Five different
thicknesses were found, rangingfrom 2 to 40 mm. in diameter. Their characteristics
and origin have yet to be identified.
Wood.

The hull was built from allepo pine as were the frames, the mast-step and
the keel. The keel was removed in one complete piece, 8 meters in length. The
false keel and the tenons were made of oak. The one-armed wooden anchor2 and
the carpenter's tools were also of the same material . One of the tools was made
of eastern plane (Platanus Orientalis). There were some decorative boxes made
of olive wood. The rocks were found resting on a layer of dunnage which was of
pistachio-(Pistacia Palaestina) -pine and oak. These five types of wood are found
along the Israeli coast of today, or the Phoenician coast of that period. We are
checking with our consultant Dr. Ella Werker, whether it is possible that all these
types of wood could be found in any other region of the Mediterranean.
Construction.

The ship was ashell-first construction with mortise-and-tenonjoints secured
by wooden treenails. In her bow and stern structure the knees were lashed to the
planks, the stem, the stern post and the keel. The frames were held in place by
iron nails. The parallels of ships fastened by being partially sewn and iron-nailed
that have been found in the Mediterranean although very few in number, were
discovered in the central and the western part of the Mediterranean; such as
Giglio, Bon-porte, Gela and Marsala
Hydrostatics.
A preliminary analysis of her hydrostatic characteristics, which were done
according to her extrapolated body-lines, appears in the table below:

-

-

DRAFT
(M.
j

-

CONFLICTING EVIDENCE FOR DEFINING
THE ORIGIN OF THE MA'AGAN MIKHAEL SHIPWRECK
- - - - - - -- - --

DISPLACEMENT
(M3)

FREE BOARD
(M.)

By finding her wale we could estimate her draft, which did not exceed 1.1
meters. But we must take into ourcalculations the limitations due to her freeboard.
Assuming too big adraft will minimizethe size of the narrow freeboard. We reached
the figure of less than 15 cubic meters displacement, and freeboard of 75 cm. as
having been the ship's original design. Her total weight reached 18 tons. This
included her own weight, rigging, crew, equipment, food, water and the rocks.
This figure gives us a freeboard of 60 cm. I hesitate to be convinced that she
crossed the Mediterraneanin summer on theseconditions, knowingwhat a normal
Meltemi is. Neverthelessthe ship sailed and beached under control, perpendicular
to the shore. Another factor to beconsidered is the fact that the shipwas practically
new. One could still find barkon theframes. No traces of barnacles orteredo were
discovered nor any sign of friction on the keel, wale or anchor. What we did find
are shavings and brand new wood, as well.
More tests.

The evidence at this stage appears to be conflicting. Therefore we shall be
conducting more tests of pollen samples which appeared under some coating on
the keel, and await the results of the Neutron Activation Analysis for the ceramics
and ratio isotopes testing of the lead. Resins and fibers of the ropes are also being
analyzed.
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Conclusions.
How was it that a ship with artifacts indicating different ports of call, which
carried such a large amount of rocks from the Western Mediterranean, reached
the coast of what is today Kibbutz Ma'agan Mikhael in Israel, in perfect condition,
as if it was built yesterday in a nearby shipyard? At this stage of our investigation,
it is still an enigma.
Yaacov Kahanov
Center for Maritime Studies
Haifa University, Israel

NOTES
1 . See Tropis Ill, Athens, 1995.
2. Rosloff, J.P., IJNA 20.3: 223-226.
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ABSTRACT
The early Mediterranean carvel-built sea-craft, while identified as shell-first
constructions with mortises-and-tenonjoints, seem to be derived from the ancient
Egyptianboats which were made in the same technique, though without keel and
partially frameless.
Hornell's idea of the origin of the Egyptian boats, which he considers to be
the result of a translation intowood of the form of papyrus rafts, is critically examined
in all its aspects. Because of certain illogicalities in his arguments his conjecture
remains unconvincing.
In the author's opinion it is more likely that the Egyptian plank boats are the
result of a gradual transformation of an advanced type of boat-shaped log raft
with deck structure into the true watertied boat, achievedwith improved woodworking
techniques.
The main study on which the theories about "Origins of Plank-built Boats"
are based is an article under this heading by James Hornell published more than
fifty years ago (Hornell, 1939).Because these ideas are still largely thought to be
valid, they are herethe subject of areview, as far as the ancient East Mediterranean
and Egypt are concerned.
In his paper Hornell considers substantionally four main types of plank-built
constructions. In his words, "These are:
A.

the clinker or clench-built type, characterized by inserted frames and
overlapped hull planking.

B. the carvel-built type, planked on a pre-formed framework with the
planks meeting edge to edge.

C. the frameless river craft of Ancient Egypt and the present-day nagger
of Nubia and the Sudan.
D. the junks of China, strengthened by bulkheads, in place of frames."
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Hornell adds immediately the affirmation: "There can be no question that
both clinker-built and carved-built boat derive from dugout canoes which have
their sides raised by means of planks. This conclusion is based upon the fact that
the process is to be seen in operation in various parts of the world at the present
day, and that it has been vouched ... within the past two centuries". (p.35).
On the other hand, for both types of frameless craft, in ancient Egypt and
present-day Sudan and Nubiaas well as for the frameless Chinesejunks, Hornell's
conclusion is that these "are just as clearly derived through two distinct lines of
evolution from raft forms of different shape and material". (p.44).
The North-European cl~nker-builtconstructions are outside the scope of this
review, but I should like to note at this point that, since Hornell wrote, still another
type of prehistoric European watercraft, as yet found in Britain only, enriches the
list of groups. This is carvel-built, but frameless and without keel, and with sewn
planks some of which have cleats for fastening by means of transverse timbers.
This type is now sufficiently attested by the finds of the so-called Brigg "raft"
(McGrail, 1981) and the North-Ferriby boats (Wright, 1990), and perhaps also by
a boat plank found recently near Caldicot Castle in South Wales'. As to the origin
of this type, my feeling is that for reasons which are obvious and were advanced
by Hornell himself for certain other framelesscraft, it is more likely that it developed
from a log raft than from the dugout, though this may also have played a role in
shaping the ends of some strakes.
In his second section "The Carvel Build" (p.39 f.) Hornell deals with presentday craft of the Mediterranean and in the Indian Ocean areas as well as with
ancient Greek, Roman, Phoenician and Persian ships. In his opinion, the common
features of all these vessels are "that (a) the frames or ribs are pre-formed and
erected upon a keel before the planking upof the bottom and thesides; (b) ... each
strake is nailed, spiked or bolted to the frames alreadyfixed in position". After still
listing other features of minor relevance (c-d-e-) which I omit here, Hornell adds:
"No direct bond between the planks of one strake with another is present..." (p.39).
Some twenty years after the describing of these characteristics, which are
correct for the respective carvell-built constructions of modern times, it began to
turn out that the contrary was true for ancient Mediterranean ships. The underwater
excavations of Greek and Roman wrecks revealed that these ships were shellfirst constructions, at least until the 3rd-4th centuries AD, and that their planks
were connected to each other by means of mortise-tenon joints. Lionel Casson
was the first to point out this fundamental rectification (Casson, 1964: 84 ff.).
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It is not only this revolutionary correction which led me to think that Hornell's
conjecture on the origin of ancient Mediterranean ships from the dugout should
now be considered outdated. We also know that the construction technique of
the Classical Greek ship, as, e.g., evidenced in the Kyrenia ship and still applied
in Roman ships several centuries later, had been practised - and this came as
another surprise - a millennium earlier in East Mediterranean Bronze Age vessels.
I refer to the Ulu Burun shipwreck of 1400 BC and to what its excavation, still
under way, has so far revealed (cf. Pulak, 1990: 9f., Fig. 2).
All these carvel-built vessels, exceptsewn plankships, stand in acontinious
tradition of shell-first constructions with the use of mortise-and-tenon joints for
fastening the hull planking. In addition we knowthat, already in the 3rd millennium
BC, this method of joining planks was used in carvel-built shell-first Egyptian
water-craft, while similarjoints in Egyptian furniture seem to date even somewhat
earlier. Obviously this particular woodworking technique was invented in ancient
Egypt,and because of its ability to provide, after having been improved, a watertight
connection of the strakes in ship construction - as experience made during the
building of the replica "Kyrenia 11" has shown* - it must have been of pioneering
importance for the development of seagoing ships. Conformably, Egypt as the
source of shipbuilding appears in an ancient literary statement, probably based
upon an old verbal tradition, according to which the Greeks after having navigated
on rafts introduced the ship from Egypt3.
In view of our recently gained knowledge it seems quite possible that the
ancient Mediterranean ship derived from the Egyptian watercraft. In this case,
the question of its origin would be involved with that of the "Ancient Egyptian
Boats" which Hornell deals in his third section (pp. 40-43).
In substance he describes these boats, which were intended for the traffic
on the river Nile but were occasionally also used in coastal navigation, as beamy
and of shallow draught, round-bottomed, frameless and without keel. Hornell
refers to the Dashour boats. At the time of his study, the Cheops ships had not
yet been discovered, nor did he know of the find of ship timbers at el-Lisht, which
remained unidentified as such until recently4.
The wide use of the papyrus raft in ancient Egypt and the fact that in many
ancient ship representations its shapes are reproduced in the profiles, while raftlike lashings are painted on both ends, inspired Hornell to interpret the wooden
boats as a result "evolved from attempts to translate the form of papyrus rafts....
intoone of wood, built upof planks". (p.41). Previously he had explained "that the
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planking was held together partly by broad dowels inlet in the edges of opposed
planks, partly by double dovetail tenons...", and, referring to these features, he
expressed the opinion "that this method of boat construction was evolved by men
who were by trade carpenters and masons, men whose trade was primarily to
make house-hold articles - boxes, furniture and the like", and he adds "for this
system of tenons, dovetails and struts is characteristic for the woodworking of
Ancient Egypt, ... (p.41). By struts Hornell means the "numerous stout thwarts
(i.e. cross beams) having their ends mortised into the sides below the gunwale'
and which are indispensable for holding together frameless hulls.
In view of the stupendous and quite sophisticatedstructure of the reconstructed
Cheops ship no. 1 it is difficult to imagine that joiners and house carpenters, or
even masons, should have been the makers of the first Egyptian wooden watercraft.
More likely, ir: my opinion, it is that already since earliest times specialized shipwrights were at work. These could well have taken over the use of mortise-andtenon joints from carpenters or joiners or whoever had used them first, as soon
as it became manifest that such joints could be applied with profit to planks. These
joints were certainly not a secret but well known, and could be made without
particular skill by all wood-workers, provided the suitable tools were at hand.
Moreover, there can hardly be any doubt that already by the earliest dynastic
period, ship building was a highly specialized trade and an important one, as is
shown by the fact that ship-buildlng scenes are included in the contemporary
pictorlai record.
In tht. light af this, let ils now examine Hornell's idea that the Egyptian plank
ooat derived from papyrus rafts. These had doubtless a great influence on the
shapes of ceita~nEgyptian plank-built ships. Landstrom has classified certain
groups among the ancient Egyptian ships of all periods as papyrus-shapedvessels
(L.andstrom, 1974).What does Hornell mean with the formulation "translate into
wood"? On Egyptian reliefs and wall paintings we see the elegant lines of papyrus
rafts imitated in the dep~ctedvessels, namely in the upwardcurving ends adorned
with papyrus flowers and sometimes with unmistakable raft lashings. We may
say. the shapes of the papyrus rafts, their profiles, outward appearance and
ornamental symbolism are transferred onto the wooden vessels, or, are repeated
in them. However, what about the ~nternalstructure?
1 had the opportunity to examine three authentic papyrus rafts on display in
the museum of the "lnstituto lnternazionale del Papiro" at Syracuses. Two are
from the Blue Nile In Ethiopia, from Lake Tana and Lake Zwai; the third is from
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Lake Chad (Figs. 1-2, Pls. 1-11),These rafts are ethnographic examples of recent
make, but their structures and their lashings made with papyrus cords are doubtless
basically the same as those of ancient Egyptian papyrus rafts. Differences exist
only in size, shapes and profiles. Many ancient Egyptian papyrus rafts were doubleenders. Present-day examples have as a rule more differentiated ends, usually
a very pointed fore end, while the after end, although it also tapers, is sometimes
truncated. According to the various needs of watertransport papyrus rafts of very
different design were still used some decades ago, including examples which are
more square in plan and rather squat in profiles.
Both the rafts from Ethiopia consist each of a certain number of lashed
bundles of papyrus stalks, tied in continuation side by side into o construcion
which is shaped like asmall canoe (Fig. 2). The bigger lower ends of afew papyrus
stalks were lashed at first and form the slightly raised fore end, while the after end
is made from the upper ends of stalks from which the flowers have been cut off.
Towards thecentre the bundles are made by adding further papyrus stalks whose
lower ends are visible inside the bundles, where the hull space is left (PI. I. A). In
the central part this space is filled with a separately made cushion - or bolsterbundle, reaching up to the height of the raft or even somewhat above. In this way,
even when water stands in the hull space of the floating raft, anyone seated on
the bolster bundle does not become wet. The bolster bundle is left removable in
order to facilitate drying, while the raft is set on land.
The raft from Lake Chad has a truncated after end and an upward curved
fore end kept upright by a cord fastened between two lashings (PI. 11). Here, the
papyrus bundles are lashed in two layers, and yet the plaited papyrus cord used
in each lashing is likewise continuous. The hull space between the outer bundles
is comparatively shallow. No bolster bundle is required, the inside bottom being
sufficiently high over water level.
There is probably no way to learn whether the ancient Egyptian papyrus
rafts had, or had not, a hull space with a bolster bundle, but obviously they consisted
of papyrus bundles up to the top side surface or almost. This is clear from ancient
models of papyrus rafts as well as from pictures which show persons sitting or
standing on them (cf. Landstrom, 1974: 94 ff.)'.
At all events, the result of attempts to translate the form of the ancient
Egyptian papyrus raft into one of wood, built up in planks, certainly would be a
boat-shapedconstruction,but without hull and cross beam. Athwart the longitudinally
arranged bundles of Egyptian papyrus rafts no rigid structural elements existed
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which could have stimulated the making of cross beams. Moreover, the entire
volume of a papyrus raft rebuilt in wood would become similar to that of the socalled block models of boats, such as were found in Egyptian tombs. It would be
a structure without hull, functionally a raft, not a boat. It may be that considerations
like these induced Hornell to introduce in hisconjecture the land carpenterfamiliar
with structs, who would have readily applied them in form of cross beams. Because
of this and the other illogicalities Hornell's interpretation remains unconvincing.
Towards the end of his article, in orderto underline his conclusion "thatjunks,
like Ancient Egyptian river boats, are derived from the translation of raft structures
into a plank-built form", Hornell mentions "contemporary evidence from India to
show how an analogous change from a simple raft to a craft of incipient boat form
is in course of actual evolution there". He refers to the Kattu-maram log rafts in
the Vizagapatam District on the Indian east coast to which "a plank strake has
been pegged on each side, rowing thwarts ... installed, together with the provision
of mast and sail, regularly used..." (p. 44, pls. Ill, IV; see also Kapitan, 1987: Fig.
7).
The Vizagapatam kattu-maramare an interestingexample for the improvement
of a log raft and for its gradual transformation towards a plank-built boat. No log
rafts are reported from ancient Egypt, at least not from the Nile. There is, however,
evidence for their use on the Red Sea, in ancient and modern times (Kapitan,
1989).
Based upon this evidence, as well as on that of ethnographic examples of
improved log rafts. - so-called freighter rafts or platform rafts -the following
course of evolution is imaginable: In predynastic times the earliest Egyptian
wooden watercraft were functionally still rafts, though already boat-shaped and
provided with a deck structure resting on cross beams. This type of vessel would
little by little have been transformed into the true water-tight boat, thanks to
progress made with improved tools, used for shaping better fitting planks and
cutting more suited mortise-and-tenonjoints. Because of the advantages which
the true boat presented, the original raft-type watercraft that once had been
employed for the same scopes of transport, would have had no chance to survive,
while, on theother hand, papyrus rafts continued to be used for hunting andfishing.
Gerhard Kapitan
Viale Tica 53 (v. Regia Corte 4)
1-96 100 Siracusa
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NOTES
1. A report on this boat fragment is to be published in the proceedings of the Roskilde boat
archaeology symposium 1992. Preliminary information on this find, based on a communication
by S. Parry to the NAS Annual Meeting in April 1991 in London, was kindly sent to me by Dr.
Anthony J. Parker of Bristol.
2. 1 have already pointed to this significant process in my preceding paper (Kapitan, 1989).
3. Pliny, Nat. Hist. 7.57.15, cited in Kapitan, 1989.
4. The first interpetation of the timbers excavated around the pyramide of Sesostris I at el-Lisht as
parts of an Egyptian watercraft was published by Cheryl Haldane (Ward Haldane, 1988). The
find is discussed in Kapitan, 1989.
5. Seat in Viale Teocrito 66, along the new National Museum. I am very much obliged to Mr.
Corrado Basile, founder and Director of the Institute and the Papyrus Museum, for having
kindly allowed me to record the rafts in scale drawings and photographs. These rafts and
numerous other papyrus objects were acquired by him in the countries of origin during travels
which he repeatedly undertook for his studies on the manifold use made of the true papyrus
plant. At Syracuse Cyperus papyrus L. grows along the Ciane river and around its spring basin.
In the last decenniums this has led to the development of an intensive trade producing
souvenirs of papyrus sheets made by imitating the ancient Egyptian production technique of
pressing together, in crossed layers, thin stripes cut lengthwise from the papyrus stalks.
6. Photographs on display in the Papyrus Museum Syracuse illustrate some large papyrus rafts
which still fourty years or so ago existed on Lake Chad.
7. Some ancient Egyptian papyrus rafts had on top a platform, probably made from wooden
boards. Because the respective representations do not show any cross rod beneath the
platform, this must have rested d~rectlyupon the papyrus bundles, and hardly any unfilled hull
space could have existed below.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
1.

2.

PI. I.
PI. 11.

Room in the Papyrus Museum Syracuse dedicated to the rafts. In a half-open
transparent plastic case in the centre the papyrus raft from Lake Chad; in the
background to the left, both the rafts from Ethiopia.
The papyrus rafts from Ethiopia in the Papyrus Museum Syracuse. In the
foreground the raft from Lake Tana, and behind it, aside the wall, the raft from
Lake Zwai which likewise has a bolster bundle in the hull space, and, in addition,
shelter bundles on top the outer bundles.
Scale drawing of the papyrus raft from Lake Tana, Ethiopia. A. plan, B. elevation
of port side, C. cross sections.
Scale drawing of the papyrus raft from Lake Chad. A. plan, B. elevation of
starboard side. C. elevation of after end and cross sections. (Note, in B. and
C., the lateral balance bundles fastened in addition and separately onto the
sides.)
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A ROMAN FUNERARY STELE WITH A REPRESENTATION OF A SHIP
FROM THE TYMBAKI AREA IN CRETE
(Summary)

In 1992 a marble relief was handed over to the Archaeological Museum of
Heraclion, Crete. According to the peasant who found it, the relief comes from
the area of Tymbaki, not far from Phaestos.
The upper part of the slab is missing, broken in antiquity, but the initial width
is preserved in the lower part. The marble is imported. Whitish in colour with a
yellow-redish patina, it measures 0,68 m. high by 0,88 m. width, while the thickness
varies from 0,05 m. (at the edges) to 0,12 m.
The relief represents five persons in a two-tholed boat, voyaging on the
undulatingwaters of the sea, from which the heads of three seacreatures(probably
dolphin and two fishes) appear. The figures are cut in high relief and some parts
of them as well as parts of the boat (now broken) were sculptured in the round.
According to stylistic criteria the relief can be dated to the end of the 2nd beginning of the 3rd century A.D.
The scale of the vessel in relation to the passengers is deliberately
disproportionate, but the two thole-pins mean that it is a boat with four oars (6iCJKahpoq). At the stern of the boat a stearing-oar is seen. Exactly at the sea level
is the gardboard of the boat. A rope, tied around the left thole-pin and going
transversally up, was probably destined to hold the sail, which might be at the
broken part of the relief.
The coexistence of oars and sail allows us to suppose a i a ~ t o ~ w n o
(or
q
sail-oar-er)actuaria. The best candidates could then be the ABpPoq, the a ~ a ~ o q
and the ~ B h q q
(or ~ ~ A f i ~ t o v ) .
Since the size is small and the prow is rather straight, I would tentatively
t othe
v best candidatefor the type of the vessel.
proposethe 6io~aApov~ ~ A f i ~as
Five persons are seated in the boat. The three in the middle (two adult men
and a little boy), judging from their dress and monumentalposture, seem to be of
higher status. Although the heads are missing, it is obvious that they are facing
the spectator and that they are passengers. The two other people, depicted on a
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small scale, are probably mariners. Both wear short chitons, a typical dress of the
~TT)~).
seamen. The one seated at the stern holds the stearing oar ( K U ~ E ~ V ~The
other is standing at the prow and he seems to look toward the direction of the
navigation.
They wear a long xAapuq (or cloak), which is clasped by a conical button on
the right shoulder.
The figure on the left leans his right arm on his thigh and points his index
finger towards the direction of the navigation. His left palm, projecting under the
cloak, holds the handle of a sword, a symbol of his military career.
The figure on the right has almost the same posture but he holds with his
left hand a little boy seated on his left knee.
The boy wears a chiton and a cloak clasped on his chest. The right arm and
the face are cut off, but long curls frame the neck and the head is covered by a
conical hat. The posture looks too official for a boy of that age.
It is beyond doubt that the relief is a funerary stele for the family tomb of the
three central figures. It probably depicts the grandfather (on the left), his son and
his grandson, navigating after death to the Islands of the Blest.
It is probable that when the stele was erected, only the grandfather was
already dead, but it was quite common to erect funerary monuments, depicting
dead members of the same family together with others still living. Thus the stele
belonged to afunerary monument of a military family living in the then prosperous
Gortyn, to which the territory of Phaestos also belonged at that time.
The theme of the navigationto the netherworld on funerary stelae becomes
more and more popular in the roman imperial times. It reflects the influence of
philosophical ideas.
According to them human life is compared to a navigation and death as the
last harbour of destiny. Thus the commandment or wish of the dead to the living
~ u n h o(navigate
~i
well).
Everyjust and kind man is allowed to travel to the Islands of the Blest (Nrjoouq
TUVMa~apwv),
the legendary land of the Heroes. These Islands according to the
tradition were either around the ocean or on the celestial sphere. The journey to
them might be the human destination, and the anchoring in the celestial harbour
(~aeoppi<&~v
~ i TOV
q Alp&vaT ~ oupavUv)
V
would be the final destiny.

A ROMAN FUNERARY STELE WITH A REPRESENTATION O F A SHIP
FROM THE TYMBAKI AREA IN CRETE

From a simple means of transportation the boat became gradually a symbol
of the happy navigation to the coast of paradise.
Charalambos Kritzas
Epigraphical Museum
1, Tossitsa Street
106 82 Athens, Greece
NOTE
This text is a preliminarypresentation of the stele. Theproper publication is under preparation.

ILLUSTRATION

Roman tomb relief from the Tyrnbaki area (Crete).

FIVE CENTURIES BEFORE OLYMPIAS
In 1446 Leon Battista Alberti sent divers down on what is now known as
Nemi ship I (Ucelli, 1950). Hooks were attached to it and planks torn off. Well may
the archaeologist shudder! Alberti identified the wood and described the lead
sheathing. (Alberti, 1512,1,5,12).
In 1535 Francesco de Marchi dived on the same ship in a diving-bell. He
found the same things Alberti found, but also the mortise-and-tenon construction
(Marchi, 1599, ff.42ro 44vo). Nobody was interested. Much was being written
about ships in antiquity, but interest centred on the arrangement of multiple rows
of oars and/or oarsmen. They had little evidence of that from ancient litterature.
Chiefly:
1.

Line 1074 of Aristophanes' Batrachoi (farting into the face of the thalamioi,
but who did it?)

2.

A scholion to Aristophanes, according to which the thranitai sat aloft,
the zygitai in the middle, and the thalamioi below,while also the thalamioi
sat forward, the zygitai in the middle and the thranitai aft. This probably
indicatesthe way the rows were staggered, but f0r+3 centuriesscholars
thought the 2 statements contradicted one another.

3.

Measurementsof PtolemaiosPhilopator's tesserakonteres. (Athenaios,
V. 2 0 3 ~-. 204b.)

4.

Vitruvius' remark about the interscalmium being a module in naval
architecture, that might decide the size of ships. Complication: he
mentions a greek name for the interscalmium; space between tholes,
that is not clear in the manuscripts, but looks like meaning 2 cubits,
which, if meant litterally, would contradict the ideaof a module. (Vitruvius,
1,2,4,).

5.

Byzantinedescriptions of Dromons,from almost a 1000years later than
Vitruvius (Leo VI,XIX, 7-8. Anon. PBPP,11,7).

All this was treated as belonging to one period.
In the 15th and 16th century "trireme" was a household word in the Italian
maritime republics. It indicated the common galley a sensile, where on every
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bench 3 oarsmen sat, each with his own oar. So many scholars thought that this
had been the system of the ancient polyereis. A Venetian professor of Greek, one
Vettor Fausto, who was also agood shipbuilder, produced aquinquereme on the
a sensile principle, claiming that he had found the measurements for her in "libri
greci antiquissimi". The ship was a success, technical as well as personal, but in
these books he can only have found the word "penteres". (Fincati, 1881, pp. 4956).
A Portuguese priest and sailor, Fernao Oliveira, tried to applyVitruviusl idea
of the interscalmium to the current (horizontal) trireme. He calls the distance
between the 3 oars in one "bunch" belonging to a bench interscalmium and the
distance between bunches "interordinium" (between rows), then he realizes that
ordines (rows) are supposed to go longships and not the men on one bench, so
his purely verbal way is to claim that interordinium is the distance between the
places where the rows come together. (Oliveira 167v - 168v).
In 1536 Lazare de Bayf published a book in which he took the second part
of the Aristophanes scholion and thus created the longitudinal trireme, with the
thranitai aft etc. He honestly and modestly confessed to be at a loss as to the
nature of the larger multiremes, especially the 40er. (Bayf, 1536 pp. 42-43).
In the second half of the 16th century, the oarsmen of one bench got one
oar; this system was called ascaloccio. The earlier system was soon forgot. So
the classics were read without horizontal triremes blocking the view.
Already in 1550 one Piccheroni della Mirandola offered a set of drawings to
the doge of Venice. They showed refinements in a sensile rowing and section of
vertical multiremes, includingone of 50 rows, with no comment except the promise
that these ships would sail better than others. More articulate scholars later in the
century showed that the first part of the Aristophanes scholion had become gospel.
In 1581 sir Henry Savile in a note to a translation of some books of Tacitus,
casually remarked that "warships were sorted into their several kindes according
to the number of bankes and oares placed one above the other" (sonte, 1581,
notes p.49).
A vigorous polemist in the cause of the vertical multireme was Josephus
Justus Scaliger. He also set the arrogant and mocking tone common among the
adherents of the vertical "school". His special butt was the dead Bayf. A rather
fatal idea of his was, that a trireme could be compared to a building with 3 floors,
etc. (Scaliger, 606 notes to Eusebius pp.6-63).
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Some of his followers were among the most famous scholars of the 17th
century in other subjects, but the tesserakonteres had agreat attraction forthem.
The mathematician, astronomer and surveyor Willibrord Snelliussaid, that however
the oars were arranged, the oarsmen would always be packed like pickled herrings
(Snellius 1614 unumbered page). One Thomas Ryves (Rivius) had the modern
idea (cf. Casson 1971), that no ship had oars at more than 3 levels, but that the
qualifications came from the number of oarsmen thranite oars, so the trieres had
3 men at every top-level oar, and the tesserakonteres 40! and 30 and 10 at the
two other levels to make up the number of 4000 oarsmen Athenaios mentioned,
for you could only have 25 oarsmen in a row. Why? Because Leo VI in the 9th
century A.D. said that this was the case in adromon! (Rivius, 1653 pp.309-312).
Jacques Lepaulmier, known as Palmerius, designedsomething like a staircase
for his oarsmen to sit on, contrary to the Aristophanes scholion, it went up and
aft! (Palmerius 1694 p.174).
Marcus Meibomius from Holstein, had a rather clear idea for staggering the
oars, with the bottom ones forward, but he put his oarsmen on tall one-legged
stools, with a minimal footrest attached to that leg, so that they would never have
been able to pull (Meibomius 1671 tolding-plate by Romeyn de Hooghe). He was
a brilliant writer of Latin and in a flamboyant preface he told Louis XIV of France
to scrap all his galleys and replacethem with multiremes built by "aGerman man".
(Meibomius of course), and then conquer the world. Heactually managedto obtain
a long interview with Louis' minister, the Marquis de Seignelay, before he had to
climb down. (Barras, Ms. Fr. pp. 188v-189v).
Giovanni Alfonso Borelli became famous all over Europe for his thick book
De Motu Animalium, which seems to be the product of systematic observation
and logical thinking. He also wrote, in Italian, a lecture for the "royal academy" of
queen Christina, in Rome, late of Sweden. It was about "moltiremi" and he warns
that he does not know whether his system was applied in antiquity, but that he
thinks it is a good idea. He proposes to build a huge vault on the deck, which he
calls "testudo"; but which seems inspiredby the fish's swimming bladder, illustrated
in the animal movement book. Gianbattista Falda drew a beautiful picture of the
intended result (now in the Cabinet des Estampes of the BN in Paris), with parts
cut away to show the innerworkings. Oarsmen cling to the outside of the "testudo"
like flies, at the inner end of oars that on 3 levels pass through the sides of a blowup of a contemporary galley. Falda mercifully does not show us how long these
oars are.
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Fabretti wrote adescription of Trajan's column, but finding only biremes and
1 trireme there, he added a polyeric chapter. He believes Borelli's bladder to have
been a common feature in antiquity and also adopts le Paulmier's staircase. he
contendsthat it became less steep as there were more rows and so the interscalmium
on each level became steadily longer. Demetrios Poliorketes' 16 rower had an
interscalmium of over 10 feet!
Isaac Vossius also tackled the interscalmium. He said the Greek word in
Vitruvius should be read "eiresia" and mean the distance from thole to handle, in
other words: the loom! He very ingeniously demonstrated the drawbacks of
Palmerius' staircase and wanted to put oarsmen on beams sloping down to the
side of the ship, never on more than 7 levels in this way, he designed his
tesserakonteres. He based this idea on Pollux, who says ships don't have more
than 7 tropoi, by which he probably meant beams sticking out through the side,
counted horizontally. (Vossius, 1685 pp. 98-101).
The much writing galley-captain Jean Antoine Barras de la Penne read all
this and at great length proclaimed it all nonsense. There had never been anything
but galleys a scaloccio! He also designs a tesserakonteres,surprisingly phantastic
for something thought up by an experienced sailor. He followed Bayf's idea of the
longitudinal trireme, with 20 men at each oar. Moreover he put thezygites (midships)
a deck higher than the forward thalamioi and the thranites aft one higher again.
This was probably thought a plausible idea, because of the contemporary sailing
ships with their quarter- and poopdeck. His idea was later taken up by one Andre
Fran~ois
Deslandes.We are now in the 18th century, when generally the theories
of the 16th and 17th centuries were rehashed by lesser men.
In 1820 Jean Rondelet published a plausible section of a trireme, among a
crowd of by now familiar phantasies, only drawn better than before (Rondelet
1820. pl. 1).
He was the last knight going on the old style polyeric quest. Soon after, in
the 1830ies, the naval inscriptions at Piraeus were discovered and published by
August Boeckh. Later the shipsheds. So there were possibilities to know more
about common or garden triereis and tetrereis, and as more data always cause
more questions, there was a marked decline in speculations about the ships with
the higher numbers. We may say that the polyericquest in which we are engaged,
began.
The "spectre" that haunted 19th century polyeric lore was decks between
the rows of oarsmen. There were partly derived from unclear indications in classical
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litterature and Scaliger's floors, but probably reinforced by the importance of
gundecks in the last years of the great men of war under sail and the first decennia
of the steampowered ones. The trireme that Jal and Dupuy de L8me designed
and built for Napoleon Ill, even had tumblehome! (Jal, 1861, pp. 14-17),
There were some relapses, apart from the phantastic "underground" that
goes on and on. Bernard Graser, though he had taken part in the search for the
ancient harbours in Piraeus, drew the whole Palmerian staircase for the Philopator
ship, and other topheavy things and published in Latin. And from 1904 to 1934,
W.W. Tarn fiercely defended Bayf's longitudinal trireme.
The new knowledge, acquired in the 19th century led to the building of the
Olympias. She is probably the nearest thing to a Greek trireme, designed since
many centuries, but we should not forget that she is not a reconstruction, as for
the greater part are the Kyrenia II, some replicae of Vikingships afloat in Denmark
and Norway and a "Bremen cog" built in Kiel. Olympias is a floating hypothesis,
but many new data will have to turn up before a better trireme can be launched.
Louis Th. Lehmann
Koestraat 15B
1012 BW Amsterdam
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Venetian horizontaltrireme. Fragmentof the painting: Returnof theambassadors
from England, by Vittore Carpaccio. In the St. Ursula series in the Galleria
delllAcademia in Venice. (Photo: Kunsthistorich Institut. Universiteit van
Amsterdam).
Marcus Meibomiusideasforpolyreis,fromhis De FabricaTriremium. Drawings
by Romeyn de Hooghe.
Isaac Vossius. Section of a tessarakonteres with oars'a scaloccio' on 7 levels.
(Photo unit the verzameling van de bibliotheek van de Universiteit van
Amsterdam).
Barras de la Penne's idea of a tessarakonteres. Title page of one of his few
printed treatises. (Photo. British library, London).
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THE MA'AGAN MICHAEL MERCHANTMAN
IN THE HISTORICAL SETTING OF ITS TIME
(the transition between the 5th & 4th centuries BCE)

The difficulties in defining the origin and cultural affinity, the ship's route and
the identification of its main cargoe, as well as the immediate cause for capsizing
-are discussed in another paper presented in this conference by Yac. Kahanov.
His analysis and partial conclusions are based on the archaeological evidence
the hull and its contents.
We wish to introduce the historical dimmension in a broader sense, with an
attempt to outline a scenario which is based on the following inquiries:
a.

Who controlled the regional maritime trade routes in the eastern
Mediterranean and who was preoccupied with the long distance trade
across the Mediterranean and beyond?

b.

What was the relation between the trading partners among themselves
and with the host society along the shores with whom they conducted
their zommercial enterprises?

c.

How did the political divisions affect the freedom of movement at sea,
the degree of safe sailing versus piracy?

d.

Which were the principal commodities in maritime trade which were
carried in ships of similar loading capacity as the Ma'agan Michael
merchantman?

e.

What role did Cyprus play in the history of our ship, knowing its position
as an intermediate trading depot and as a major shipbuilding center.

f.

Which "legal clauses" and treaties were maintained to safeguard the
interests of seafaring traders, their ships and goods.

These and other related questions, even if only partially answered, may help
solving some of the enigmatic problemsconcerning the M.M. ship which capsized
on what seems to be its "maiden voyage".
Dr. Elisha Linder
Center for Maritime Studies
Haifa, Israel
EDITOR'S NOTE

Dr. E. Linder made averbal communication and the above is the relative abstract.

FROM MIDDLE NEOLITHIC TO EARLY BRONZE AGE:
CONSIDERATIONOF EARLY BOAT MODELS.
This paper is the second part of a paper given in 1990 at the Congress
"Thalassa" in Corsica'. The first part examined the earliest known Aegean threedimensional boat representations,dating mostly from the Late or Final Neolithic
Age and thus preceding the famous Cycladic incised or lead boats. Now, in view
of new evidence2 and following reconsideration of the old material, we can go back
further to the Middle Neolithic and forward towards the Early Bronze Age.
One has to underlinetwo major difficulties concerning the study of miniatures
in general: First, some artefacts which could have been tools or vases are shaped
in such a way that they could also be considered as autonomous plastic
representations, and therefore it is impossible to attribute to them a primary
function - utilitarian or symbolics. A number of everyday activities could in fact be
related to several figurative themes, although not necessarily. - Second, precise
identification of an original modelled in reduced size is a very complex matter4,
even though a general idea may be instinctively implied.
In spite of these problems, an attempt at identificationofprimitivecraft models
has resulted in the recognition of a varied typology as early as the Neolithic Age
and showed a differentiation, not only between possible boat types, but also
presumed model functions between the Neolithic and the Early Bronze Age.
The earliest5 known terracotta boat models from South-East Europe come
from Serbia and Thessaly. Two of them belong to the VinEa B2 and "Early VinEa"
cultures: an "ellipso'~dvase" from CrnokalaEka Baras and a recently published
small "shallow container" interpreted either as a model boat or as a possible loom
piece from Selevac7 phase II (Fig. 1). Both have two projections, one at each end;
those of the Selevac artefact are perforated, therefore it has been suggested that
it could possibly have been used as a bobbin in the manufacture of textiles, since
it could "hold a small ball of threadme.The same alternative interpretation has been
suggested for a number of artefact types with horizontal of vertical perforations
through which a thread could have passed -and did- as well as protuberances,
such as figurines, amulets, the so-called cross-pieces and perforated cylinders
from the same sites. Quite apart from the possibility of accidentally combining
both a suggestive form and a practical use, an alternative interpretation proposed
in the publication on terracotta weights should also be mentioned here, that is,
their possible use as net weights or net sinkers in fishing and trappinglo: it is
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possible that use has influenced the shape. If we add the fact that certain fish
species consumed at Selevac must have been caught (by means of lines with
large baited bone-hooks) in the Morava or Danube rivers, flowing at some hours
distance, smaller fish probably deriving from local watersll, we can consider the
representation of afishing boat as highly likely, although we cannot guess another
practical function for the artefact. This representation is all the more likely, since
the actual model was found with other miniatures, in particular several figurines
and a miniature piece of furniture. The perforated extremities of the boat model,
through which a thread could have passed -and it actually did- do not contradict
the possibility of identifying it as adugout, holes being frequently attested through
logboat ends. On the other hand a miniature, whether a house, chair, figurine,
vase or boat, may either be suspended or lie on its own: stability and possibility
of suspension may coexistl2.
The third model, found at Tsanglil3(south-eastern Thessaly), can, without
doubt; be identified as a boat, although its structural characteristics are not easy
to interpret. It has an astonishing keel-like device, a hydrodynamic hull and prow,
a lengthlwidth ratio of only 1,5 (10,2:6,7cm) and an internal transversal separation
shaped like a slot receiving a fitted transom (Fig. 2-3).
The Late and Final Neolithic Ages offer even morevariation on possible boat
types. Since they have already been presented elsewherel4, Iwill simply list them.
The artefacts come from Polgar (VinZa C)l5, Vui.edoll6, Bitolal' and Suplevecl8
(Pelagonia), Maliqlg(south-eastern Albania), Osikovo2o(near Razgrad, Bulgarian
Thrace), Drama21 (near Burgas, Bulgarian Thrace), Otzaki22, A. Sophia23, possibly
Pyrgos24 and Platia Magoula Zarkou (Fig. 12)25 (Thessaly) and further away from
Cascioarele26 (Muntenia, Romania). To these should be added a model from TeliSRedutite27 (Pleven, Bulgaria). The types include possible dugouts of symmetric
(Cascioarele, PI. MagoulaZarkou, TeliS-Redutite) or asymmetric (Osikovo) form,
rather quadrangular (A. Sophia) or ellipsold transversal sections, mostlyellipso'lcl
longitudinal sections and an unusual anthropo- or zoomorphic end, shaped like
afigurehead (Otzaki),fitted transoms (TeliS-Redutite),as well as probable paired
logs (Bitola, Maliq). The lengthlwidth ratio of those complete models whose
measurements are known, could be from 2,02 up to 3,44 or even 5,8 (Osikovo:
22,3: circa 1lcm; Otzaki: (estimated) 10:2,9 cm; PI. Magoula Zarkou: 7:1,2 cm;
cf.: TeliS-Redutite: (length) 19,2 cm).
Since some of the more developed types, such as the paired logs or the
Tsangli boat, could have been used in the sea, the above mentioned evidence
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resulted in the paradoxical conclusion of an Aegean craft, or, at least, Aegean
craft models of continental origin. Nonetheless, the problem of the missing link
between these primitive continental boats -apparently used in inland waters, rivers
or lakes for fishing, water-fowling, crossing, transport of bulky material, people or
animals- and the Cycladic sea-going paddled vessels of the Keros-Syros phase
of EB II, remains open.
After re-examination28 of an artefact published in the '30~29,we can now
move a step forward (or, rather, backwards): a small terracotta model (preserved
length 8,8cm, original length not less than 1Ocm) from the Vth town of Thermi,
in the island of Lesbos, dating from the end of EB I or the beginning of EB II,
contemporary of Troy I-lla-c (end of town I or beginning of town Ila-c3o phase,
depending on the accepted chronological system), narrowly precedes the Syros
and Naxos longboats. This model presents adistinct "keel" (or central plank) and
slightly wavy sides, due apparently to the crude modelling: it is asymmetrical,
though unfortunately, the ends are not completely preserved: the hull and "keel"
at one of the ends are wider, but at the same time the hight of the "keel" itself is
smaller; this end clearly rises higher than the other one, at an angle of about 10
to 20 degrees, but we don't know how it ends. The other (broken) end of the
"keel", rising very slightly (5 degrees), almost horizontal, is higher but narrower;
the gunwale, partly broken, is also clearly narrower on this side, and should
actually end here; it leaves the "keel" projecting distinctly. The lengthlwidth ratio
is 3,82 (according to the preserved length, 8,56: 2,24) and should originally be
approximately 4,46 (according to an estimated original length of 10:2,24) (Figs.
4-7, 10).
From the point of view of typology, we have to admit that the Thermi boat
model shows similarities with some of the two-dimensional boat representations
from the Dorak finds. The latter -their genuineness has often been contested31 are supposed to be contemporaries of Thermi Il-V (Troy 11)32 and to belong to the
neighbouring so-called Yortan culture which is related to Troy33. Of course, once
more, we have here the famous Cycladic (Korphi tlAroniou slabs34, Syros frying
pans35) and Cretan (Palaikastro terracotta model36) "keel projectionn37.
If we add the fact that Syros (Kastri settlement) had contacts with the NorthEast Aegean38 and the fact that most of the longboats of the "cycladic" type incised
on frying-pans come from, or are related to, the Syros (Chalandriani) cemetery
39, the question remains, whether the Thermi V (Troy II) inhabitants knew the
"cycladic" type of boat before, or at the same time, as its presumed inventors.
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There is no need of course to discuss the use of the original Thermi boat in
the Aegean. The settlement is situated within view of the sea (Fig. 8-9) and the
Asia Minorcoast is notfaraway. Relation with sea resources is more than evident
here: Fish is consumed and shell occupies an important place in the cuisine40.
Cultural and commercial exchanges with Troy, Poliochni and the Cyclades have
often been discussed. Distances between the latter and the islands of the NorthEast Aegean can be covered in a relatively short time41. When Thermi V was
abandoned-since no signs of conflagration or of any other catastrophe mark the
end of Town V42 -, its inhabitants would have left by sea -by boat- presumably
towards the south43. If longboats have sometimes been considered as more
appropriate for warfare and raiding and if other mercantile boat forms may have
appeared in the EBA, as it has been argued44, perhaps the Thermi boat, rather
more modest in size than the longboats, could also have been one of them.
**

Boat models have to be considered in relation to other contemporarythreedimensional reducedterracotta representationsof man-made structuresor humans
and animals. In MN and LN this miniature material can be found together in pits,
houses, foundation offerings or general domestic context. Relevant evidence on
boat models is rare, but the MN Selevac artefact was found in the preserved
northern part of a post-hole house (Selevac House 4)45, on the Southern edge of
feature 23, the latter being clay rubble coming from a wattle-and-daub structure
and containing the remains of an oven floor. The preserved post-holes belonged
to the northern wall (feature 59) of the house46 (Fig. 11). In addition to the boat
model, an important concentration of material was found at the same time in and
around feature 23 and the underlying feature 44 (which is associatedwith feature
23): ceramic sherds, bone-tools, pieces of copper and copper-ore rock, some clay
cones, a clay decorated disk, as well as twenty anthropomorphic figurines and a
stool or table model fragment of approximately the same length as the boat47. In
the Late and Final Neolithicgeneraldomestic associations are certain in most cases.
Precise associations of boat models, in particular with other miniatures orland with
figurines are however rarely specified, as at Cscioarele or in an Otzaki pit, but the
foundationoffering at Platia MagoulaZarkou (beginningof the Late Neolithic) contains
a model which could be interpretedas a rnonoxylous craft, although other alternatives
might be more plausible47bis.This presumed craft model was also situated near the
(model) house oven, as were several figurines and some unidentified models (or
figurines) (Fig. 12). It is worth noting this similarity of space disposition between the
real Selevac house and the fictive Platia Magoula Zarkou house model.
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Besides figurines, neolithic miniature iconography generally comprises
subjects from the domestic interior48, furniture, vases and fixed structures (such
as ovens), boats having rarely been identified. Of course it seems difficult to
introduce a boat into a house interior, unless the object, representedat PI. Magoula
Zarkou, which looks like adugout, is in fact a tool, or if the same shape or the same
implement could be used in both ways. One could also argue that the house model
did not show the real household and their implements, but rather the miniatures
and figurines a real house was fit out with.
In contrast with the above-mentionedsituation, the boat model in EBAThermi
was found in the main street, in EA area, in front of the most important houses of
the town (group A), since they have antae, their anteroom is equipped with an
unusual platform (A2)49, they are situated on the highest point of the site and the
street in front of them is pavedso. Unusually four anthropomorphic figurines or
fragments (two heads, a body, a torso) and a miniature bowl have been found in
five different rooms5' in this group. Thermi V (Fig. 8-9, 13) is a fortified52 protourban53 settlement, with wide streets, free-flowing circulation on the main
thoroughfare, itself at right angles with the street leading from the main entrance
and gateway to the interior of the town54. Thermi has no yards, but the streets
become larger in some places55. At a short distance from the A houses, in the
centre of the town, a space (N2) had been paved as a square or market place (Fig.
14)56. Three streets (two wide ones and an alley) branch off and lead from this
main street towards the sea. Parts of this main street are bare, others are covered
with pebbles. It passes in front of open space N2 and reaches the southern gateway.
In front of what seem to be the principal buildings in A (Fig. 14), it is very well
paved with large stones and pebbles. Projecting walls form porches57 in front of
rooms A2 and A358 (called thus "megara"59), the anteroom of A4 being enclosed
by one of the walls of A2. These porches must have been open, because the
paving of the street extends inside them, at a higher level than the foundation of
the wallseo. Communication with the main street is evident.
Early Bronze Age miniature iconography in general comprises clearlyfewer
(implement) models than the preceeding periodssl. Relative frequency of boat
models is however greater. Besides, models are now distinctly differentiated from
the other categories of miniature representations, that is, vases and figurines.
Not only have they been found in distinct contexts, but also different settlements
are now specialized in the production of specific categories of miniatures62. Thermi
is one of the exceptional sites, if not unique, in that it specializes in terracotta
figurines (phases Ill-V) as well as miniature vases. Town V has produced a total
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of eleven figurines and six miniature vases. The boat model is unique, only one
or two other terracotta models (a tool and an unidentified implement) are known
from the whole settlement, a fact which makes this boat model all the more striking.
Most of the small number of miniaturesfrom all categories, which date from Thermi
V and whose context is certain, are concentrated in area A.
In conclusion, when considering miniatures, we may remark that, if boats
were modelled in reduced size, in the Neolithic they are probably to be considered
as domestic implements. In view of the primarily agricultural economy and family
social structure of the neolithic settlements, these boat models were probably
related to the land, and concequently survival -food acquisition-,and to the house:
house models are often represented open and furnished63. One of the models'
functions could be magic or prophylactic, as is suggested by the discovery of the
PI. Magoula Zarkou model under the floor of aThessalian neolithic house. On the
other hand, EBA model iconography shows an opening to the exterior of the
house, the house models, which are now rarer, are hermetically closed64; it also
shows a tendency for communication, trade and specialized activities, since the
number of boat models increases, miniature tools are more frequent and musicians
are carved in marble.
Clearly distinguished from EBA stone or metal offerings in select tombs, as
well as from the so-called domestic "cult scenes" of the Neolithic, terracotta
miniatures found in EBA streets or squares should, in several cases, attest openair activities. Proximity of a boat model to important buildings of a proto-urban
settlement could hardly be considered as fortuitous. This artifact could have
belonged to an important family. Considering these facts, and without excluding
other possibilities, its crude execution could possibly be understood if the Thermi
boat model had in fact been the toy of a rich child.
Christina Marangou
95, rue de Bailli
1050 Brussels
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NOTES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Marangou 1991a.
Ibidem, p. 24, note 37; cf. p. 28, note 78 about Middle Neolithic boat models.
Cf. idem, 1992a, p.2 and idem 1992b.
Idem 1992a., .DD.
. 3-4.
Earlier (Early Neolithic) boat models of different types come from Central Europe. I am grateful
to Dr. 0. Hockmann for this personal communication. Greek unlsubl~shedmaterial might
include Early Neolithic boat models.
6. Vinta; L'art des Premiers agriculteurs en Serbie, number 119, p. 117, National Museum of
Krusevac, inv. number 41. Uw ratio 19:16 (circa 1,18).
7. Length: 6,3cm; thickness: 2,2cm (width circa3cm; U w ratio circa 2). Tringham et alii 1990, p.
336, pl. 10.5, no (02-1178) and p. 373. Vinta 82, Gradac phaselVinCa-Tordos 11.
8. Ibidem, p. 336.
9. Ibidem, p. 325 and 334; cf. Chapman 1981, pp. 122-123 about loom pieces.
10. Tringham et alii 1990, p. 334.
11. Brinkhuizen in Tringham et alii 1990, p. 246. Nonetheless, judging from their quantity, fish
remains seem to be of comparatively little importance at Selevac.
12. See, for example, Marangou 1992a, p. 206.
13. Giannopoulos 1910, Fig. 3; Marangou 1991a, pl. IV, Vllb-IXd. Plate no Vllla of the last paper
mistakenly illustrates the same (starboard) side (reversed) as plate no Vlllb; the former should
be replaced by Fig. 2 of the present paper, illustrating the port side. Plate no Vllc of the 1991a
paper, showing the lower side of the model, has also been reversed. I am grateful to Mrs.
Argyroula lndzesiloglou for permission to study this model at the Volos Museum.
14. Marangou 1991a.
15. Gordon Childe 1929, p. 81.
16. Schmidt 1945, pl. 42, Fig. 9.
17. Sanev et alii 1976, no 430.
18. Prendi 1982, p. 42.
19. Prendi 1982, pl. IX, 10-11.
20. Razgrad: Le Premier Or, p. 91, no 74; Frey 1991, Fig. 2.
21. Published since by Frey 1991, Fig. 1, l .
22. Hauptmann and Milojcic 1983, pl. 23, no 10.
23. Milojri? et alii 1976, pl. 18, no 12.
24. Batziou A. in Anthropologika 2 (1981), p. 110, Fig. 1b; cf. Marangou 1991a, p. 23, note 15.
25. Gallis 1985.
26. Stefan 1925, Figs. 18,9 and 26, no 14.
27. Busch 1981, p. 160, no 175; Ellmers 1986; Frey 1991, Fig. 1,2.
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28. 1 am grateful to the Ephor of Antiquities of Lesbos, Mrs. Aglaia Archontidou, for kindly
permitting the study of this model (Mytilini Museum).
29. Lamb 1936, p.156, no31.5, pl. XXIV.
30. Naumann 1971, p. 484.
31. For the Dorak treasure, see Podzuweit 1979, p. 72, note 571 for references and a short
discussion; see also Basch 1987, pp. 90-93, Figs. 189-190 (particularly nos 2,8,10,14) for the
boat representations.
32. Troy llg according to Podzuweit 1979, p. 72.
33. KAmil 1982, p. 8 and note 40.
I or Ill; Dournas 1965, p. 53, Fig. 7, pl. 37a; see also the recent K u ~ h a 6 i ~ o q
34. Early Cycladic 1
nohtTlOpt)~,Fig. and no 88, p. 89, EC 11-Ill.
35. Early Cycladic II; Tsountas 1899, pp. 90-91 ; Coleman 1985; Basch 1987, p. 80ff; Broodbank
1989.
36. Early Minoan 11; Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923, p. 7, Fig. 4.
37. For a recent discussion see Basch 1987, pp. 85ff. and Morgan 1988, pp. 135-137.
38. See for instance Stos-Gale et alii 1984, especially p. 31; cf. Doumas 1986.
39. Broodbank 1989, p. 331,336.
40. A premaxilla of a Wrasse (Labrus sp.) and a few vertebrae of more than one species of small
shark have been found (Lamb 1936, p. 216).
41. Cf. Broodbank 1989, p. 333, Fig. 6.
42. Lamb 1936, p. 51.
43. According to Doumas 1986, p. 28.
44. Broodbank 1989, pp. 334,336.
45. Tringham et alii 1990, p. 180, Figs. 4.28,4.53, pl. 4.30.
46. Some other post holes found in the southern part of house 4, could also have belonged to
internal supports of the roof.
47. Preserved length: 6,4; height: 1,3; originally it would be about 13 cm long.
47bis. Cf. Marangou 1991a, p. 23-24 and note 24.
48. Marangou 1992a, pp. 166, 171.
49. Lamb 1936, p. 50.
50. Lamb 1936, p. 47.
51. Figurines: rooms 1,2,4, anteroom 1; miniature bowl: room 3.
52. Naumann 1971. p. 218.
53. Renfrew 1972, p. 127.
54. Thermi V i s a town rather than a village: Naumann 1971, pp. 218,341,484.
55. Naumann 1971, p. 341.
56. Lamb 1936, pp. 43,51.
57. Covered anterooms? (Naumann 1971, p. 337).
58. Naumann 1971, Fig. 450b.
59. Cf. Naumann 1971, p. 340.
60. Lamb 1936, p. 47.
61. Marangou 1992a, p. 171.
62. Ibidem.
63. Besides PI. Magoula Zarkou cf. the Sitagroi Ill, Thermi and Vassilica (Eastern and Central
Macedonia) open house models (Sitagroi: Renfrew et alii 1986, Fig.8.20a, pl. XL la-d; Thermi:
Marangou 1991b, no MK 9; Vassilica: fragment at the Thessaloniki Museum; I am grateful to
Dr. D. Grammenos and Mrs. M. Pappa for granting permission to study the Vassilica and
Thermi miniature material).
64. See for instance Zapheiropoulou 1969 = KUK~CI~IKO$ nohl~lapoq,no and Fig. 23, p. 56, a
poros house model from Melos.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
1.
2-3.
4-7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

Middle Neolithic model from Selevac (after: Tringharn et alii 1990, pl. 10.5)
Middle (?) Neolithic model from Tsangli; port- and starboard side (photos by
the author).
Early Bronze Age model from Thermi (photos by the author).
Thermi settlement (Town V): watch tower, western gateway and main
thoroughfare (after Lamb, W., in BSA XXXI, 1930-31, pl. XXIV, 4).
Thermi settlement (Town V): view of southern area and street in A (lower left)
(after Lamb, W., in BSA XXX, 1928-29 and 1929-30, pl. 111,2).
Early Bronze Age model from Therrni (drawings by the author).
Selevac House 4, building horizon 77-78: VII, trenches 18/21 and 15 (after
Tringham et alii 1990, Fig. 4.28).
House model containing figurines and miniatures from Platia Magoula Zarkou
(after Gallis 1985, pl. XVb).
Thermi Town V (after Naumann 1971, Fig. 67).
Thermi Town V, group of houses in A (after Lamb 1936, plan 6).
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PICTORIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF HARBOURS
DURING THE SECOND MILLENIUM
Although Bronze Age ships representations have been dealt with at length
by numerous scholars, the depictions of ports, harbours and anchorage have not
been studied in any great detail. This paperwill survey the pictorial evidence from
Egypt and the Aegean in order to fill that lacuna. Synthesis of that evidence with
historical, philologicaland archaeologicaldocumentationwill be used to elucidate
the types of anchorages, the means of mooring, and the nature of harbour activity
common in the Second Millennium. Based upon that evidence, it will be suggested
that the conceptual, if not the technological development of artificial harbours has
a partial Egyptian ancestry.
Ezra S. Marcus
Department of Maritime Civilizations
University of Haifa
Haifa, Israel

EDITOR'S NOTE
The above is the abstract of Mr. Ezra S. Marcus verbal communication.
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CLASSICAL MEDITERRANEAN SHIPBUILDING OUTSIDE THE
MEDITERRANEAN
Although it is well known that Greek and Roman trading ships sailed as far
as Britain before the Roman invasions of northern Europe (McGrail 1990), it is
not clearwhat thevarious local typesof ships there looked like, though it is thought
that the shapes of some of the native vessels are depicted on pre-Roman Celtic
coins minted in north-west Europe (Allen 1971; Muckleroy et al 1978). However,
it has long been assumed, in Britain at least, that once Roman rule had begun in
the 1st centuries BC and AD most Roman trading ships were like those of the
Mediterranean. Is this valid? Recent research on ships, cargoes and ports in
northern Europe is enabling us to examine evidence for water transport and its
use and conclude that the assumption is not valid.
Many of the vessels, strange by Mediterranean standards, that are depicted
on Roman stone sculptures from the Rhineland are believed to be of Celtic type
(Ellmers 1978), and it is significant that of the thirty-two plank-built vessels of the
Roman period, excluding planked logboats, that have been recordedin the central
and northern provinces only five are of a Mediterranean type of construction:
Oberstimm, 2, on the Danube (Hockmann 1989); Vechten (de Weerd 1988,184194) and Zwammerdam, on the Rhine (de Weerd 1988); and London-County
Hall, on the Thames (Marsden 1974); Moreover, three-ring analysis and a study
of the vessel sizes shows that these were all probably locally built and could not
have sailed from the Mediterranean. The four vessels found on the European
mainland date from the 1st - 2nd centuries AD and were associated with military
forts, and it now seems probable that their Mediterranean type of construction
was due to their having had an "official", usually military, use.
The absence in central and northern Europe of any discovered vessels that
had been built in the Mediterranean region would seem to suggest, then, that
Roman trading ships did not generally sail around Spain to the north. This view
is supported by a separate study of the find spots of goods, particularly amphorae
and certain other types of pottery, that were imported from the Mediterranean to
the northern provinces (Peacock 1978). Their distribution pattern has suggested
that the trade was carried by ship on the main rivers of Gaul and Germany. But
for this to be conclusive, however, much more information is needed about the
distribution of these goods in Portugal, Spain and western France for it could be

argued that the absence of find spots there is due to a lack of archaeological
recording. Nevertheless, there is an undoubted concentration of finds beside the
Rhone and the Rhine indicating that these rivers were important shipping routes.
In contrast it seems significant that only one amphora with goods from Portugal
has yet been identified in Britain to attest an Atlantic trade (Britannia 5,1974,467,
n. 41). If this theory is correct then it indicates that in central Gaul the navigable
heads of rivers draining into the Mediterranean, particularly the Rhone, probably
marked the limit of the voyages of ships of the Mediterranean tradition (Fig. 1).
The lands beyond, whose rivers, such as the Loire, Seine and Rhine, drained into
the northern seas, were inhabited by Celtic peoples, and it now seems that there
the native traditions of shipping prevailed. This will explain why almost all of the
ships found north of the Alps are of Celtic type.
Quite apart from thesecultural reasonsfordifferences in shipbuilding methods
between northern and southern Europe in Classicaltimes, there is important new
evidence to show that the environment also played a significant part. In particular
we are beginning to understand the methods of berthing at ports. At London
(Londinium),the major port of the Roman province of Britain, extensive excavations
on the Roman waterfront have shown that the River Thames was then tidal, but
with a maximum depth of water beside the timber quays at high tide of less than
1m. during the 1st and 2nd centuries AD. This shallow depth is puzzling for in the
1st and 2nd centuries AD the city received its greatest quantities of imported
goods, including great barrels of wine, olive oil and wine in amphorae, and stone
for buildings and monuments. So the shallow depth of water at high tide at the
London waterfront may well have created berthing problems. Building deeper
water berths with jetties or moles could have been one solution, but only one jetty
extending into deeper water had been found. Another solution would have been
for seagoing ships to moor in the tidal stream and offload into barges. Alternatively,
seagoing merchant ships may have all had relatively broad flat bottoms that did
not draw much water when laden. There is evidence to suggest that all of these
solutions were adopted, and it means that instead of studying ship construction
it now becomes important to consider the design of ships to study how they might
have worked. In other words, shape instead of structure becomes significant.
Fortunately, the hydrodynamic analysis of reconstructions of ancient hull
forms is now made relatively easy by the availability of computer programs.These
enable the theoretical design of ancient ships to be considered in terms of stability
and performance as if they were modern vessels on adrawing board, forthe rules
of hydrodynamics apply as much to ancient ships as to modern vessels (Marchaj
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1986; McGrail 1987, 12-22). As Sean McGrail has pointed out (McGrail 1988,
35), this type of theoretical analysis is considerably cheaper and quicker than
building full-size working reconstructions, though in certain circumstances the
latter forms the ideal system of analysis. This makes it necessary to consider how
theoretical analyses should be published, for although some specialists publish
the specifications and calculations in detail, others give only their conclusions,
and this makes it difficult to make comparisons betweenvessels. It is also important
to know how valid is any reconstruction, for if there is too much speculation it is
hardly avalid basis for hydrodynamicanalysis. It seems that the minimum amount
of information required before attempting the reconstruction of a whole vessel
should include at least some indication of length, form of the ends, midship beam,
midship form, height of the gunwale amidships, height of the deck, position and
sizeof the hold, the total weight of the ship and the average hull density per square
metre. Also there should be an indication of the methodsof propulsionand steering,
and if there was a cargo, then the weight of the cargo needs calculation, both as
individual items and in total. Finally, care should be taken to look for traces of
ballast which if found should be weighed.
There are various computer programs available which allow the hydrodynamics
of theoretical reconstructions of ships to be examined, and for comparisons to be
made between ships. I have been using "Boatcad" (manufacturedby the Aluminium
Boat Company, Trewen Road, Budock Water, Falmouth, Cornwall, TR11 5DY,
England) which is quick, easy to use, and is well suited to archaeological purposes.
Apart from plans, elevations, and hydrostatic analyses it also calculates and plots
strakediagrams, cross-profiles at any point, and waterlines, buttock lines and the
distribution of volume in the hull. With this it has been possibleto consider classifying
hull shapes by their volume distribution and show, for example, that the
reconstruction of the Romano-Celtic seagoing trading ship from Blackfriars,
London, was stable in the "lightship" condition (i.e. not fitted out or containing
cargo and supplies) at a draught of about 0,67m. and that it could carry a cargo
weighing about 50 tones at a draught of 1,5m. Such figures are, of course, only
approximate since they depend upon the accuracy of the reconstruction. This
ship may have been typical of Romano-Celtic vessels generally in that it had a
flattish bottom and was ideally suited to sitting on tidal shores at low water for
loading and unloading (Fig. 2a, b). Such beach berths may well have been the
most common feature of prehistoric and Roman ports in northern Europe, for they
have been found at Hengistbury, a late Iron Age port of the 1st century BC beside
the EnglishChannel in southern England (Cunliffe 1990), and in the initialsettlement
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phase at Roman London, about AD 50.
A particularly valuable clue to determining the maximum possible original
draught of an ancient ship is the graph of its righting moments, for in the case of
the Blackfriars ship this (Fig. 3) shows the draught (about 1,5m.) at which the
maximum righting force occurs, and this is linkedtodisplacement (about 80 tones)
and load (about 50 tones). It is presumed to be unlikely that a ship's master would
have loaded his vessel beyond the point of maximum righting ability, for although
he would not have known this point in a scientific way it is likely that experience
will have established how his ship behaved safely.
Rarely is there sufficient archaeological information to carry out a complete
ship reconstruction, but in contrast to the Romano-Celtic ship from Blackfriars
there is also the hull of the Anse des Laurons ship of similar date which was found
off southern France. Of Mediterranean construction the Anse des Laurons ship
is as close to the ideal amount of evidence that is ever likely to survive. By using
the excellent interim published report (Gassend et al 1984) it has been possible
to undertake a reconstruction of the hull form in the computer (Fig. 4a, b), and
then to make a hydronynamic analysis. For a more accurate analysis further
information is needed, but even this limited published study shows that the
maximum righting moment reaches its peak when the ship and its load totals
about 50 tones (Fig. 5), at a waterline of about 1,45m. Assuming that the approximate
weight of the ship, its equipment, crew and their possessionswas about 20 tones,
this would give a cargo weight of about 30 tones. In contrast to the Blackfriars
ship this vessel is close to being unstable in its "lightship" state, at a draught of
0,78m. The ship would be close to heeling over because of the high Centre of
Gravity relative to the transverse Metacentre, but it could be made more stable
by adding a suitable cargo or ballast. It had flaired sides, as also had the Yassi
Ada 7th century ship, whose reconstruction was also reported to have been
unstable in the "lightship" state, though this too could have been overcome by
adding some ballast (Marean 1987). Both vessels therefore were designed for
the Mediterranean environment with no tides, in contrast to the Blackfriars ship
which was designed forthe tidal northern seas. Just how typical of Mediterranean
ships these are cannot be judged until many more vessels have been carefully
excavated and evidence for their hull forms reconstructed.
It is important to remember that the shape of a ship enables it to harnes
considerable forces that are vital to its stability, performance and use. The
construction simply gives the shape strength, and, of course, this is achieved in
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different ways according to the shipbuilding tradition. Therefore, as there is a
relationship between the weight of a ship and its cargo load relative to its stability
and performance, even when the upper part of a hull is missing, the discovery of
a relatively undisturbed cargo and the bottom of a ship, as for example at Madrague
de Giens, should make it theoretically possible to reconstruct on the computer a
hull size and shape that embraces all that is known, including the weight of the
cargo and the hydrodynamic "rules". This would then give a scientific basis for
any reconstructionof the missing hull structure. It would then be possible to assess
the ship for a range of typical loads, as well as in the lightship state and at its
maximum righting arm.
The view that the tidal range in northern seas was an important factor in
determining how ships were loaded and unloaded is also suggested by heavy
individual items or packages, such as stone blocks or barrels of wine that were
once shipped but are now found on land. None has yet been recorded in Britain
weighing more than 1.5tones, as if the berthing and loading and unloading facilities
were restricted,as at Roman London. This contrasts with sites inthe Mediterranean
region where much heavier individual items of cargo are found both on land and
in Roman wrecks, and show that there were some very large ships indeed. The
40 tones block of marble in the 3rd century wreck off Marzamemi, Sicily, is an
extreme example (Throckmorton & Parker 1987,76), and indicatesthe existence
of comparitively advanced methods of cargo handling.
The tidal range in the north suggests that the total cargo of about 50 tones
that the Blackfriarsship could have carried may have been typical for that region,
and that more substantial cargoes were rare. In this respect it is noteworthy that
the recently excavated Romano-Celtic ship of the 3rd century AD from St. Peter
Port, Guernsey, Channel Islands (Rule 1990), was of similar capacity to the
Blackfriarsship. In contrast, estimates of whole cargo weights in Classicalwrecks
in the Mediterranean show that there were some particularly large vessels: Torre
Sgarrata, ltaly (stone, c. 170 tonnes); Marzamemi, Sicily (stone, c. 190 tonnes);
St. Tropez, France (stone, 200+ tonnes); Mahdia, Tunisia (stone, c. 240 tonnes);
lsola delle Correnti, Sicily (stone, c. 350+ tonnes); Madrague de Giens, France
(amphorae c.325 tonnes);and Albenga, ltaly (amphorae, c. 550 tonnes) (Gianfrotta
& Pomey 1981, 282-284). The contrast between the Mediterranean and the
northern provinces, therefore, suggest that the tideless Mediterraneanwas better
suited to the construction of deeperwater berthing facilities than were the northern
tidal seas.
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But the County Hall ship, found in London in 1910, is different from the
remaining vessels with a "Mediterranean" type of construction found in central
and northern Europe. It is later, larger and not known to have been associated
with a military fort. Reconstructing the original dimensions of the ship is not as
easy as might be thought for only part of the hull remained. The remains were
about 13m long and comprised the hull bottom and one collapsed side up to the
gunwale, from the widest part of the ship towards one end. But both ends were
lost. By reconstructing the side onto the bottom the beam is found to be about
5.06m, with the gunwale originally at about 2m. above the bottom of the keel.
There was a deck at about 1.5m above the top of the lowest frames of the hull,
and although the hull strakes were held by mortice-and-tenon joints no parallel
to its deck support structure is reported from the Mediterranean.
It is the length of its hull that is difficult to assess, and to estimate this it has
been necessary to consider not only the discovered hull form, but also the forms
of other Roman ships. Since the gunwale of most excavated ships is normally
missing the only means of establishing what was the normal breadth -length ratio
of Greek and Roman vessels is to measure the ratio at the turn of the bilge. This,
of course, is not a specific spot so it is not possible to be exact, but if it can be
approximately established then this would be a point for comparison with the
County Hall ship. A study was made of eleven ships found in the Mediterranean
area which gave the following rough breadth -length ratios at the turn of the bilge:
Fiumicino 1 (1 :3.2), Fiumicino 2 (1 :3.2), Fiumicino 3 (1:3.3), Fiumicino 4 (1:4),
Fiumicino 5 (1 :2.5), Nemi 1 ( I :3.4), Nemi 2 (1:3), Nemi 3 (1:3.5), Kyrenia (1 :4.1),
Kinneret (1:3.6), andYassi Ada7th cent. (1 :4.8). Although not necessarilytypical
of Mediterranean ship proportions this range of 1:2.5 - 1:4.8 gave an average of
1:3.5, and if this ratio is applied to the County Hall ship then its length should be
approximately 10.64m. This is far too short, for the discovered parts of the ship
suggest a minimum length of 19.1m. This would give a breadth - length ratio of
about 1:6.3, which is well outside the range found in the Mediterranean amongst
the wrecks cited. What can this mean? Perhaps the comparisons in the
Mediterranean region were too few or too varied as ship types to be valid.
Alternatively, perhaps the County Hall ship had some form of "official" use which
made it narrowerthan usual relative to its length. In this possible context it should
be borne in mind that the recent tree-ring dating shows that it was built around
south-east England not earlier than AD 285, at which time Britain had been
declared independent from the Roman Empire by the usurpers Carausius and
Allectus. Could the ship have been associated with the restoration of Britain to
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the Empire under Diocletian after AD 296? Or is asuggestion made in 1912, that
the vessel might have been used as a warship, the answer? Parallels to its deck
support construction have not been noted amongst Greek and Roman ship finds
in the Mediterranean region, and this author would welcome a notification of any
parallels (Shipwreck Heritage Centre, Rock-a-Nore Road, Hastings, TN 34 3DW,
England). It is otherwise interesting to note that the recent full-sized working
reconstruction of the Greek trireme Olympias, shows a deck structure similar to
that of the County Hall ship, indicating that the possibility that it was a warship
should be considered. However, the sides of the County Hall ship were not parallel,
and there is no evidence for the seating, footrests and oarports that would have
been necessary for rowers. So, although the reconstruction of this ship is still
uncertain, it does open up the possibility that it had an official Roman use, and
future discoveries in the Mediterranean region may help with its interpretation.
Although the majority of Roman ships in central and northern Europe appear
to have been Celtic, there are hints that the Roman economy, shipbuilding methods
and religion may have influenced Romano-Celtic ships and shipbuilding. For
example, so far no immediately pre-Roman plank built ships of the Celts have yet
been found in Europe north of the Alps, and yet there are there a considerable
number of plank-built vessels of the Roman period suggesting that the Roman
economy was responsible for a massive increase in shipbuilding in the Celtic
region.This too might have led to the fairly simple nativevessels being constructed
togreater sizes than beforethe Roman invasions, particularlyon the Rhine where
very large barges existed, as at Zwammerdam, Netherlands, where the largest
was 34m. long, 4,4m. wide and only 1.2m high (de Weerd 1988). Moreover, the
Celts sometimes used hooked iron nails to hold planks to frames in some of their
ships at least during the Roman period, and as these were bent in exactly the
same way as were nails, normally of bronze, used in some Mediterranean ships,
it is possible that this technique was copied from the Mediterranean (Casson
1971, 207). Finally, the use of the votive coin in the mast-step of the RomanoCeltic Blackfriars ship was probably derived from the Mediterranean for ships
found there as early as the 1st century BC also sometimes include coins (Casson
1971, 232). In order to solve some of these queries we urgently need to find
examples of native ships in western, central and northern Europe dating from the
immediately pre-Roman period, from atime before Roman influences tookeffect.
At present all we have are descriptions by Julius Caesar and Strabo, and a few
tiny pictures on Celtic coins (Fig. 6) (Allen 1971; Muckleroy et a1 1978; McGrail
1990,43-44).
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We are still only beginning to understand how ancient ships were used, and
the full-size reconstructions of the Kyrenia merchant ship and the Greek trireme
are extremely important in giving us a major insight. Nevertheless, it is clear that,
although a broad pattern of shipbuilding traditions in Roman Europe is emerging,
there is still much fundamental data to be found and understood. There is no better
example of this than a small logboat, with mortice-and-tenon fastenings to hold
side strakes, that was found in an inland lake, Lough Lene, in central Ireland. This
has led to a suggestion, supported by a Carbon 14 date of 400-100 BC on a piece
of Yew heartwood which might date the vessel perhaps as late as the 1st century
AD, that the vessel could be of the Mediterranean shipbuilding tradition even
though it lay well outside the Roman Empire (Farrell 1989; Brindley & Lanting
1991). Since the local boatbuilding methods of Ireland at that time are completely
unknown, it is unwise to concude on the present published evidence that this
vessel was built by a Roman shipbuilder from the Mediterranean, as has been
suggested. But, just how the construction of this curious boat can be otherwise
explained is far from clear - until there are further boat finds in the region.

A major research and publication programme, due to end in 1996, on the
many remains of ships, waterfronts and cargo goods found in London dating from
the 1st - 17th centuries AD, is helping to clarify the broad picture. Already it shows
that the history of nautical tradition and practice, in which the Mediterranean
played and important part, was much more complex than anyone realised. An
underlying feature of the ancient port of London from the 1st to the 11th centuries
AD is that almost all known major shipbuilding traditions of Europe are represented
in locally built vessels - traditions of Greece and Rome, of Scandinavia and the
Slavic lands around the southern Baltic, as well as of the native Celts. The
explanation is no doubt that this port was cosmopolitan from the beginning about
AD 50, and it has now become particularly significant that one of its founding
merchants was Aulus Alfidius Olussa, of the Pomptine tribe, who was born in
Athens at the time of Crist and died in London aged 70. His tombstone (Fig. 7),
found by the Tower of London in 1852, is preserved in the British Museum.
Dr. Peter Marsden
Shipwreck Heritage Centre,
Rock-a-Nore Road
Hastings, TN 34 3DW,
England
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4a, b.
5.

Distribution of ship-finds of the 4th century BC - 4th century AD of the three
major shipbuilding traditions: Mediterranean, Celtic and Scandinavian.
(a) Computer view of a reconstruction of the 2nd century AD Romano-Celtic
ship from Blackfriars, London. (b) End elevations (i.e. "body plan") of the ship
as reconstructed.
Heeled righting moments of the Romano-Celticship from Blackfriars,London.
The maximum righting moment occurs at a displacement just above 80 tones
and suggests maximum load that the ship would normally carry.
Computer generated reconstruction of the small Roman merchant ship from
Anse des Laurons, southern France.
Heeled righting moments of the Laurons ship as reconstructed, showing that
at a displacement of 50 tones the ship was at its most stable.
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Small pictures of ships on Celtic coins of the pre-Roman Iron Age (I
st century
BCIAD) from southern England and northern France.
Tombstone from London of "A(ulus) Alfid (ius) Olussa, of the Pomp(tine) tribe;
set up by this heir in accordance with his will; aged 70; born at Athens; he lies
here".
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NAVIGATIONAL TECHNIQUES IN HOMER'S ODYSSEY

Although much has been published about how ships in the ancient
Mediterranean were built, fitted out, manned, propelled, steered and fought
(Morrison & Williams, 1968; Casson, 197111989; Morrison & Coates, 1986, for
example), little has been published about how these ships were navigated. By
navigation I mean the art and science of knowing where you are at sea, and how
to get from A to B and back again. In this paper I aim to present what can be
deducedfrom Homer's Odysseyaboutthe pilotagetechniques used by the ancient
Greeks in coastal waters and about the navigational techniques they used in open
sea conditions when out of sight of land. I do not read Greek and therefore have
had to rely on translations, in particular that by Rieu (1946).
Greek Seafaring

It is clear from many passages in the Odysseythat Homer's seamen could
undertake not only coastal and inter-islandvoyages, but also open sea voyages.
There are, for example, two occasions when the choice has to be made whether
to undertake one type of voyage or the other. On their return from Troy to Greece,
Nestor, Menelaus and Diomedes paused at Lesbos Island to consider whether
to choose the coastal and inter-islandroute east of the islandof Chios and through
the Sporades and Cyclades to their waters, or to take the direct route north of
Chios, leaving the Islandof Psyria to port, thence across the open sea to a landfall
at the southern end of Euboea (3, 165-175). On another occasion, Odysseus
recounts to Eumaeus how he sailed in a Phoenician ship from the Levant bound
for Libya (14,300-305). In a northerly wind, "they took the central route and ran
down the leeside (i.e. the southern coast) of Crete". The alternatives to thiscentral,
mainly open-sea, route would seem to be coastal passages, either clockwise
along the North African coast or anti-clockwise along the coast of Asia Minor.
NavigationalAids

Throughout the world, from earliest times until well into the medievalperiod,
seamen used non-instrumental navigational techniques based on inherited
traditions, personal experience and detailed observation of natural phenomena
(McGrail, 1987,275-6). The only navigational aid for which there is any evidence
beingthe sounding lead - not mentionedin Homer, it is known from Middle Kingdom
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Egypt in c2000 BC (Landstrom, 1970, Fig. 238; Bass, 1972, Fig. 18); and Herodotus (2.5.2) of the 5th century BC tells us that the leadwas usedwhen approaching
the Nile delta, not only to check the depth of water but also to bring up a sample
of the sea bed, the nature of the sample giving an indication of position (Fig. 1).
Although Odysseus had no instruments and no chart or map, it is clear that
he had a "mental chart" in his head. He knew, at least in ageneral way, the spatial
relationships of the coastal lands and the islands of the eastern Mediterranean.
For example, the direction of mainlandGreece from Troy (3,155-175), the relative
positions of many Aegean islands and the relationship to each other of Crete,
Egypt, the Levant and Libya (14,250-260,290-305).
Such spatial relationships are nowadaysoften defined in terms of directions
and distances: directions in broad terms such as North, South, East, West and
so on, or, with more precision, in terms of degrees within a 360" circle system;
distancesaregiven in nautical miles. How, then, did Odysseus, without compass
or chart, define and estimate directions and distances?
Directions

Let us take Directionsfirst. When sailing away from Calypso's island,Odysseus
kept the Great Bear (Ursa Major) or Plough on his port side (5, 270-275). Now
this constellation, like all stars, appears to rotate about the Celestial Pole (the
heavenly null point), but it is one of the few constellationswhich, from the latitudes
of the Mediterranean,do not go belowthe horizon.Throughout the night its pointers
indicate the direction of this Pole which nowadays we identify as the position of
Polaris the North Star. In Homer's time the star nearest the Pole was, in fact,
Kochab (Taylor, 1971, 9-12, 43); nevertheless the pointers of the Great Bear
showed Odysseus the Pole, thus providing a fixed direction in space from which
he could get his bearings.
Once any one direction in space is fixed, the horizon can be divided into
sectors by halving the azimuth circle again and again until, for example, after five
of these divisions you have 32 sectors each one of 111/40 (in our units). These
sectors were known to medieval seamen of North West Europe as points (Fig. 2)
and to medieval Arabs as "rhumbs" (Tibbetts, 1971).
We may conjecture that Odysseus used a similar system, perhaps of only
16 points (each equivalent to 221120)- in our terms these would be N. NNE. NE.
ENE. E. and so on. Thus when Odysseus kept the Celestial Pole on his port beam,
as he had been instructed by Calypso, he was heading east. If he had kept the
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Pole just forward of his port beam he would have steered NNE; on the port bow,
NE; fine on the port bow, NNE; and so on, around the horizon.
Odysseus was also able to obtain his bearings by reference to the rising and
setting directions of constellations such as Orion and the Pleiads, and prominent
stars such as Arcturus which he carefully monitored as he steered eastwards
from Calypso's island (5,270-275). This implies that he had a relatively detailed
knowledge of the movements of the heavenly bodies.
Odysseus also knew that winds from different quarters had recognisably
different characheristics:for example, a wet wind was from the West, a cold wind
from the North, and a hot dry wind from the South (12,285-290; 14, 455-460,
476-480). Once a particular wind had been indentified Odysseus had another
datum or direction in space - at least for as long as that wind continued to blow and the horizon could be divided again, this time into a "wind rose"to give reference
bearings (Fig. 2.). Eight elements of such a rose can be seen on the faces of the
octagonal Tower of the Winds in Athens (Fig. 3). Away from the land, the swell,
a surface undulation of the sea which is caused by the wind, persists in direction
for much longer than the wind and thus can be relied upon for bearings over a
longer period (McGrail, 1983,316).
A "wind rose" and a "swell rose" can be used in daylight as a directional
reference system, and also at night if the sky is obscured. Another fixed direction
in daylight is that of the Sun when it is at its zenith (highest point), the direction
we call South today. I may have overlooked a reference to the use of this in the
Odyssey but as Homer (12, 310-315) refers to the stars at night reaching their
zenith, it seems likely that the significanceof the Sun's zenith was also appreciated.
Other checks on directions can be made at sunrise and sunset (east and west at
the times of equinox) even though their position on the horizon varies through the
year, for, over the few days of a Mediterranean voyage, this change in direction
is not great (McGrail, 1983,316; 1987,281).
Distances

Now to turn to the measurement of distance. As in many other maritime
cultures (e.g. Viking, Arab) the ancient Greeks measured distance at sea in units
of a "day's sail". For example, Menelaus tells Telemachus that from the R. Nile to
Pharos Island is a day's sail "for a well-found vessel in a fair wind" (4,355-360);
and Odysseus tells Eumaeusthat it is four day's sail from Crete to the R. Nile (14,
255-260). Thus a "day's sail" was some average distance, that achieved by the
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usualsort of ship in fairwind and sea conditions in a24 hour period in the summer
sailing season. To matchthis standard distance there was a corresponding standard
speed which, from later evidence, appears to have been (in our terms) c 4 knots
(McGrail, 1987, 262-4). Speeds achieved, and thus distances covered, on a
particularvoyage would have been estimated by Odysseus as faster or slower or
equal to the standard.
Position at Sea
On open sea voyages Odysseus would have used all the environmentallybased methods available to him to determine the direction he had sailed and the
distance he had gone since last losing sight of land. That is, he would be continually
estimating his boat's deviation from the standard route, caused by variations in
wind and sea from standard conditions, and secondly, by any abnormal performance
(better orworse) by this boat, or thirdly, by himself as sailing master and helmsman.
Thus he could "mark on the mental chart in his head, his estimated position as a
deviation from that usually expected, and could then decide whether to alter course
to regain hisdesired trackandlor revise his estimate of when he would next make
a landfall.
Landfall
A good landfall is made when the navigator recognises the coast at a range
when his boat is still clear of coastal hazards. When still out of sight of land, the
sounding lead may be used to detect decreasing depths of water. Other signs of
approaching land include: colour changes in the water where a great river meets
the sea; orographic cloud rising over distant land; smoke from shore fires, and so
on. Odysseus used natural landmarkswheneverpossible: offshore islands such
as Pharos west of the R. Nile (4,355-360), and Psyriawhen crossing the Aegean
(3,172); or prominent mountains such as the "wooded peakof windswept Neriton"
when approaching his home land of lthaca (9,20-25). We also learn from Homer
that artificial landmarksweresometimes built. Thus the bones of Achilles, Menoetius
and Antilochus were buried under a "great and glorious mound on a foreland
jutting out over the broad waters of the Hellespont, so that it might be seen far
out at sea by the sailors of today and future ages" (24,75-85). Moreover, Elpenor,
one of Odysseus' crew, was buried under a similar mound on "the summit of the
boldest headland on the coast" off Circe's island, and his oar was left sticking
vertically out of the tumulus so that it would be even more conspicuous from
seaward (1 l,75-80; 12, 10-15).
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Position Finding

When Odysseus arrived at previously unknown lands he got his whereabouts
and onward sailing directions from local people, as for example from Calypso (5,
270-280) and Circe (10,505-510; 12,25-30). Furthermore, Telemachus, when
he was searching for his father Odysseus, took Mentor with him, presumably
because the latter had a detailed knowledge of the waters to be sailed (2, 395435).
There were occasions, however, when neither local informations nor pilots
were available to Odysseus, yet he was able to find his way home. How? Iventure
the possibility that he had a method of estimating his "latitude" by some form of
celestial observation. Now, by latitude I do not mean what is understood by that
term today; rather Odysseus' "latitude" would have been a relative assessment,
some measure of his north or south displacement from his home port or from
some other wellknown place. A measure of this displacement could be the relative
altitude(vertical angle) of the zenith sun (if direct glare could be avoided) or of the
Celestial Pole (in our times Polaris). These angles vary as one moves north: the
altitude of the zenith sun getting less, that of the Pole getting greater.
Could such angles have been measured by Odysseus? The vertical angle
or altitude of any heavenly body may be measured in thumbs, palmslfists or
handspans: at arms length one handspan subtends c 16"; a clenched fist c 8";
and a thumb's breadth c2". At Crete, (36" N) for example, the vertical angle of
the Celestial Pole would be 4 fists and 2 thumbs, whereas in the Nile delta (c32"
N) it would be only 4 fists. A corollary of this is that if, on an unknown coast, the
Pole subtends fewer handspans or fists than it does at your home port, you know
that you are south of home.
A related aspect is that, from the Niledelta, the Great Bear constellation just
grazes the horizon as it orbits the Pole, whereas off Crete it is c 4" (2 thumb
breadths) above it. Thus a voyage south across the Mediterranean is marked by
the Great Bear getting closer to the horizon. Precise measurements if vertical
angles in spans, fists and thumbs may be attempted on the open sea but generally
such measurements would be more reliable when taken in sheltered coastal
waters.
Instead of using fists and handspans a wooden tablet on a string calibrated
with knots can be used to measure star altitudes (Fig. 4) - such a simple device,
known as a kamal, was used by early medieval Arabs in the Indian Ocean with
remarkable accuracy (Tibbetts, 1971; McGrail, 1987,278-9). Whether such an
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instrument was used in earlier times is mere speculation, but perhaps one day
such a navigational aid may be excavated from an early site in the Mediterranean.
Seafaring Lore

Descriptions of coastal landscapes and key landmarks, the directions and
distances between frequently-used ports, the apparent movements of the stars
and constellations, the weather to be expected seasonally and regionally - all
these would have been transmitted to Odysseus by his seafaring forebears in
easily remembered phrases and rules of thumb. Nowadays we write such things
down or draw lines on charts; in Odysseus' time they were transmitted orally or
by example. We can, for instance, imagine the following Homeric oral sailing
directions (with some help from Herodotus) for the route between Crete and Egypt:
Leave Cape Samonium, Crete with a NW wind, which is generally the case
in summer. Keep this wind astern or fine on the starboard quarter for a period of
four nights. At night, keep the Great Bear on your port quarter - you will notice
this constellation getting nearer the horizon each night of your voyage. Use the
sounding lead on the morning of the fifth day and, if you are on schedule, you will
record 11 fathoms and a muddy bottom. Keep the distinctive outflow from the R.
Nile on your port bow until you sight Pharos Island ahead. Then turn towards the
direction of the rising sun and follow the coast for the delta of the R. Nile".
"

Concluding Remarks

I have tried to show how we can gain an insight into the methods used by
early pilots in the Mediterranean, by applying a knowledge of the basic navigational
problems to the tantalising glimpses that Homer gives us. For practical reasons
I have restricted this paper to the Odyssey, but more can be learned from the Iliad
and from Herodotus, Strabo and other Classical authors (McGrail, 1991).
Sean McGrail
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Sounding leads from the French Mediterraneancoast, dated to the first half of
the 2nd century BC (no. 4&5) and to the middle of the 1st century AD (no. 1&2).
Note the cavity for recovery of a sample of the sea bed. Drawing: after Fiori &
Joncheray, 1973.
A 20th century Greek compass card on which can be seen three methods of
estimating directions:
i. in degrees - o n the outer circle
ii. in points - 32 black triangles or diamonds on the inner circle
iii. by reference to the wind direction - eight Greek names outside the
degree circle.
Phono: Aegean Maritime Museum.
An 18th century engraving of the 1st century BC Tower of the Winds below the
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Acropolis of Athens. On the eight sides are carved symbols of the principal
Mediterranean winds.
Photo: Aegean Maritime Museum.
Method of using an Arab kamalto measure the altitude (vertical angle) of astar.
The further away from the eye the tablet is held (the fewer knots exposed) the
smaller the angle. The knots on the line correspond to the altitude of the Pole
Star (Polaris) i.e. latitude, of known places.
Drawing: Institute of Archaeology, Oxford.
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SHIPS IN ARSlNOlTE ARCHIVE OF SlTOLOGOl
Social and economic historians of the ancient world are often disappointed
to find that literary sources have not enough relevant information on ships and
shipbuilding. Ancient authors only rarely discuss trade andcommerce, and when
they do so, their comments are vague and sometimes biased'. Of course, there
are exceptions like Demosthenes, who in his speeches gives important data on
trade, trading adventures, finances, banking, etc., but the speeches and the
numerous inscriptions found in the eastern part of the Roman empire tell nearly
nothing on ship and their loading capacity.
Far better material is found in Egypt. Thanks to thousands of papyri scholars
now have a relatively good knowledgeof ships and shipping in Egypt. In this paper
Iwill concentrate on Egyptian ships of the second century BC. In that period the
social stratification in Egypt showed a relatively small upperclass, consisting of
the Macedonian-Greek and Egyptian elite. The economic powerwas in the hands
of this elite. The Ptolemaic dynasty, the top of the elite, developed numerous
instruments to maintain their position. They had made regulations to ensure taxcollection and transportation of tax-grain to Alexandria. From there the royal grain
was transported over the Mediterranean.
I confine myself to the middle of the second century BC. and concentrate on
the new data given by Ph.A. Verdult in his Papyri Erasmianae II. Parts of the
Archive of an Arsinoite Sitologos from the Middle of the Second Century BC
(Amsterdam 1991).This second part of the Papyri Erasmianaewhich were bought
in the middle of the 1970s by the Erasmus University of Rotterdam, consists of
37 contracts, all concerning the shipping of the tax-revenues in kind in Ptolemaic
Egypt for the years 152-148 BC. All these texts belong to an archive of at least
two sitologoi who managedthe ergasterion at Oxyrhycha. The texts are 13 loadingorders and 24 naukleros-symbola,documents which naukleroi after loading gave
to the sitologos and the supervisors. In all cases but one the cargo loaded was
tax-grain. The crops generally came from the ergasterion at Oxyrhynchaand were
loaded in the harbour of Kaine. The destination of the cargo was the basilikon at
Alexandria.
The organisationof the transports began with the orders given by the central
government at Alexandria to the provincial governor. Then this official sent out
twodocuments, one, a loading order, to the sitologos, the manager of the ergasterion,
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the other to the basilikosgrammateus;an administrativeofficial at provincial level,
who was his subordinate. The loading order to the sitologos intended to ensure
that he could take care of the actual loading of grain. The document addressed
to the basilikos grammateus played a role in the supervision system.
When the loading began, the sitologos, the inspectors and the naukleros,
the shipowner who was to transport the cargo to Alexandria, were present. On
the ship were guards, and, sometimes, phylakitai, a sort of policeman. They took
care of the deigma, the sample taken upon loading, so that upon unloading at
Alexandria the quality of the sample and that of the cargo could be compared.
After the loading the sitologos and the inspectors gave a symbolon and one
on several antisymbola to the naukleros. He for his part gave a symbolon to the
sitologos and one or several copies of the symbolon to the inspectors. From that
moment onwards the naukleros was responsible for the transport to Alexandria.
The guards accompaniedthe transport on the Nile. When the transportation had
been properly executed, the naukleros received a releasing receipt and could
receive his freightage from the state bank.

In the loading orders and naukleros-symbola different types of ships are
mentioned. Mostly the word ploion, the general term for ship, merchant galleys
as well as sailing craft, is used. Sometimes this term is used for very small boats
of only60 artabs (1.5 ton), sometimesfor ships with acapacityof more than 5.000
artabs (125 tons). In other cases the ships are more specifically defined: kerkouros,
kerkouros halegos, kerkouroskaphe,konauthion and prosagogis. I will now discuss
the different types.
KERKOUROS

The standard type for the transport of grain on the Nile was the kerkouros.
This was usually afairly large ship, as we know from P. Tebt. 111 856. The 22 ships
mentioned in this papyrus, of which details are known, have a capacity varying
from 9.000 artabs to 18.000 artabs, i.e. from 225 tons and 450 tons2. Smaller
kerkouroi are known. In P. Tebt. Ill 824a kerkourosof only3.000artabs is recorded.
The smallest known kerkouros until the publication of Papyri Erasmianae II has
a capacity of 2.000 artabsa. In the Papyri Erasmianae IIfive kerkouroi are mentioned
with a capacity varying from only 500 to 900 artabs4 very small ships compared
with other kerkouroi.
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It is striking that all the kerkouroi in this archive are very small. It can not be
excluded that in this archive the term is not used for a special type of ship, but that
it is used in a general sense comparable with ploion.
The naukleroi mostly carved on both sides of the bow of their ships adistinctive
device (parasemon),a figurehead or another.special emblem, so that their ships
were identifiable. Two of the kerkouroi (P.Erasm. 11 45 and 50) had no devices
and are qualified as acharaktoi ("uncarved"). According to H. Hauben there are
only a few examples of Ptolemaic boats which are expressively defined as
anonymous5.

Three of the kerkouroi (P. Erasm. 11 25,37, and 44) are called halegoi ("salt
transporting").Since in Egypt the salt trade was a state monopoly, salt ships must
have been very common in Egypt. The name kerkouros halegos suggests that a
special type of ship was used for salt transports. Two of these salt ships have a
capacity of 700 artabs. This small capacity is not surprising, since salt was not a
bulkgood and was not transported in large quantities. It is more striking that salt
ships were used for the transport of state-grain. Probably in the Summer months
July and August so much grain had to be transported that other ships were needed
to transport all the state-grain.
Since here too the kerkouros is a small ship, what I said before is here
applicable too. Possibly a ploion halegon is meant, a small salt ship.
KERKOUROSKAPHE

Twice (P. Erasm. 45 and 50) a kerkouroskaphe is mentioned, a rare
:ombination of the words kerkourosand skaphe ("skiff). Mostly the kerkouroskaphe
s a smaller version of the kerkouros,a "kerkouros-skiff"'. P. Ryl. IV 576 (third
:entury BC) mentions a kerkouroskaphe with a capacity of only 200 artabs and
'. Lille 122 (mid. second century BC) a kerkouroskaphe with a capacity of 300
Irtabs. The largest Ptolemaic kerkouroskaphe is mentioned in P. Sorb. inv. 110
I: 1600 artabss.
The capacity of this ship in P. Erasm. 11 45 is not mentioned. The
~erkouroskaphein P. Erasm. 11 50 has a very large capacity: 4.000 artabs. It is
rery surprising that of all the ships mentioned in P. Erasm. II the kerkouroskaphe
)asthe largest capacity. These kerkouroskaphaiwere probably sea-going vessels,
is we can read on the docket of P. Erasm. 11 45, which uses the word nautikon
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ploion, sea-going ship. Most other kerkouroskaphai were used only on the Nile.

KONAUTHION
The Konauthion is astranger in the midst of the other cargo ships. The name
is neither Egyptian nor Greek. The only other occurrence of this ship is P. Hels. I
73. The loading capacity is not given in P. Erasm. 11 43, but only the cargo that
was loaded: 400 artabs.

In six loading orders the prosagogis is mentioned. This ship is only recorded
in a few other papyri, such as in P. Lille 1 21, where the prosagogis has a capacity
of 3.500 artabs. The six prosagogides in P. Erasm. 11 (28,38,41,46,49,53) all
have a capacity of 2.900 artabs, which leads me to suggest that these ships were
mass produced. Ship constructioninthe Graeco-Romanworld was very complicated
and wood in Egypt was scarce and expensive, and the costs of building a ship
must have been very highs. It must have been cheaper to buy wood in bigger
quantities and to built more ships at the same time. Another papyrus offers apoint
of departure. We know from P. Flor. 16910, an account of the second part of the
third century AD that naupegoi ("shipwrights") and pristai ("sawyers") were working
simultaneously on a boat. The sawyers cut frames and the shipwrights inserted
frames in the hull. The shipwrights received seven drachmas a day and the sawyers
eight drachmas. This account covers 15 days and in all 69 daily wages are paid
to the shipwrights and 16 to the sawyers, a total of 61 1 drachmas. It is unknown
whether in these fifteen days a ship was completed. Perhapsthe shipwrights and
the sawyers worked on more ships at the same time. Given the very high costs
of wood and the good organisation of Ptolemaic Egypt I would expect that the
authorities imported wood for more ships and put more men to work, so that the
costs for building a ship could be lowered.
Fik Meijer
Archeologisch-Historich lnstituut
Universiteit van Amsterdam
Oude Turfmarkt 129
1012 G. C. Amsterdam
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TWO MEN TO AN OAR IN THE SIXTH CENTURY BC?

A panel on the side of an Attic black-figure hydria in the Louvre (F 735: Fig.
I ) , dated in the first half of the sixth century BC appears to show, somewhat
crudely but strongly drawn, a one-level oared warship with ten oars on the port
side, a bow-officer, a rowing master (keleustes), a helmsman and four clear pairs
of oarsmen; Williams in GreekOaredShips(1968) p.86 rightly identifiesfive pairs
inferring that the rowing master is standing in between the two members of a fifth
pair in the middle of the ship and obscuring the view of the starboard member of
the pair. Thedisparity betweenthe number of oars (10) and the number of oarsmen
(5) on the port side can be taken at once as the outcome of the usual exaggeration
in ancient ship representations of the size of the figures compared to the size of
the ship. This practice is so common at all periodsthat no examples need be given.
The picture on the hydria belongs to a group of three ship representations
of the same fifty year period (600-550 BC), the other two being the Athenian ship
arriving to rescue Theseus on the Fran~oisvase in Florence (4209; Fig. 2), and
Attic black-figure fragment in the Acropolis Museum in Athens showing the stern
of a warship in the act of departure (Fig. 3). The ship in the hydria is somewhat
crudely drawn and does not show clearly the details of construction, while the
other two ships are finely drawn and most realistic in detail. All three pictures
share a vigorous portrayal of action, in one case certainly of a mythological scene
and in the other two very probably so but without any clue as to what the scene
is.
Lucien Basch (in Musee imaginaire de la marine antique (Athens 1987) pp.
216-222) claims that the ship shown on the hydria panel represents the Argo,
quoting Williams' remark (GOSp. 86) that "the painternofthe hydriai'may be trying
to characterise a mythical, obsolete ship such as the Argo". B then argues that,
since in Apollonius's Argonautica (mid 3rd century BC) the Argo is manifestly a
fifty-oared ship, a pentecontor, the 6th century painter was trying to explain
(expliquer)the ship as a pentecontor ratherthan to depict her realistically(montrer);
and, in consequence that we must take the clearly shown pairs of oarsmen as in
each case really two pairs, i.e. four oarsmen on each bench or thwart, and also
that the observer who sees on the panel four (possibly five) pairs of oarsmen is
to conclude that there are really twelve pairs and one single oarsman on each
side, making twenty-five a side, fifty in all. What is more, because in Apollonius
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Herakles and Ankaios are exempted from the lot and unquestioningly allocated
seats on the middle bench of the ship, the man standing up in the middle of the
ship on the hydria panel is not the rowing master but Herakles showing off as a
comic hero ("on comprend meme pourquoi un personnage debout au centre du
navire gesticule d'un air de matadore:c'est Heracles, sujet de plaisanteries pendant
toute I'antiquite").
This last point was perhaps not made seriously; but it may be noted that
whereas Herakles could have been shown as a comic hero from the fifth century
it would not have been wise so to portray him in the last decade of the first half of
the sixth century at Athens since, as Boardman has shown, "the tyrant Peisistratus
identified himself and his fortunes with Herakles". The main objections to B's
proposal however are (i) from iconography and (ii) from the interpretation of
Apollonius.
(i)

vase shares with the hydria, its contemporary,
The panel on the Fran~ois
an air of realistic vigour in its representation of Theseus's triacontor,
andshows, also like the hydria, clearlydrawn (and exaggerated in size),
oarsmen plainly in pairs, some standing up, some remaining seated.
No observer could doubt that this is a representation of a ship with one
file of rowers on each side. Apart from any other considerationthe mast,
which has been lowered, is visible resting between members of the
pairs. There is such a degree of descriptive realism in this picture, and
in the Acropolis fragment where the helmsman, seated in a carefully
depicted stern, is turning to bid farewell to someone on shore and above
him another ship's officer is pouring the customary libationon departure
(Thuc. 6.32.2) that it is difficult to deny a similar degree of descriptive
realism to the painter of the contemporary hydria, and to believe instead
that what we see in his work "really" represents something quite different.

(ii) The chief objection to B's proposal does however lie in his interpretation
of the passage in Apollonius's Argonautica which describes the seating
of the Argonauts in their ship and which he claims as support for his
attribution of an a scaloccio oar arrangement (two men to an oar) both
to Apollonius's Argo and, consequently, to the ship, as he claims, on
the hydria.
The passage runs as follows (1394-400): "When they had skilfully attended
to the various items of gear, they first allocated among themselves the rowing
benches (kleidas) by lot, two men occupying each one. But they reserved the
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middle one for Herakles and..Ankaios.. Forthem alone they left the middle bench
(kleida), unquestioningly, not by lot".
There is no doubt whatever that here and throughout Apollonius's poem
kleis, as B agrees, means a rowing bench, whatever it may mean in Homer. The
word has the meaning "bar" which fits well with thwart. H. de Ville de Mirmont in
his excellent translation with notes of Apollonius (ParisIBordeaux 1892) quotes
Vars L'Art nautique dans I'antiquite (Paris 1887) "Le kleis est une barre, une
traverse, et les bancs de rameurs sont proprement les planches transversales
(transtra) du navire. Dans Apoilonius de Rhodes les kleides sont les bancs de
rameurs et non les tolets" (tholepins). "Les tolets se nomment dans Apollonius
hoi skalmoi".
Uncertainty about the meaning of kleis in Homer, if it remains, only affects
the interpretation on the passage of Apollonius under discussion in so far as B
uses the "Homeric" identification kleis - tholepin in his argument.
Since Apollonius uses skalmos consistently for "tholepin" (1 379,392), and
kleis consistently for rowing bench, it seems safe that when he says that the
heroes allocated two men to each rowing bench by lot, and left the middle rowing
bench to Herakles and Ankaios "unquestioningly, not by lot", he is speaking of a
single file of oarsmen on each side of a pentecontor, as we should expect. The
distinction made between Herakles and Ankaios on the one hand and the rest of
the heroes on the other is that they "alone" were exempted from the lot (since as
the strongest and heaviest pair they were obvious candidates for the middle
bench). De Mirmont op.cit.p.200, notes: "Je crois que c'est par mesure de securite
qu'on place le geant Heracles au centre du vaisseau". The Greek does not mean
that Herakles and Ankaios alone were not, whereas the others were, members
of a pair, as B proceeds to argue. It means that they alone were not subject to the
lot in the allocation of benches because their weight automatically qualified them
for the middle bench.
B claims that kleis is the part at each end of a bench which provides seating
forthe rowers and is so called because it is near the tholepin which Homer possibly
called (but Apollonius certainly did not) kleis. The consequence is that, when
Apollonius speaks of two men occupying one kleis, his meaning, in B's view, is
that on each side two men occupied the end parts of each bench, except in the
case of the middle bench where only one man on each side occupied those parts.
Thus there were in his view, four files, two of thirteen and two of twelve oarsmen,
fore-and-aft throughout the ship, making fifty oarsmen in all.
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B's interpretation of Apollonius breaks down finally on the seating of Herakles
and Ankaios. Apollonius says "forthem alone they left the middle kleis". The noun
kleis there is in the singular number, but the meaning, (seating on the par? of the
rowing bench near the tholepin), which B attaches to the word, requires two
kleides, one at each end of the bench to accommodate the two heroes. He can
hardly claim, as he would have to do, that in this phrase and not elsewhere kleis
means the whole rowing bench. The only alternative is to interpret "the middle
kleis as meaning one end only of the middle bench, but even the Argo could hardly
be comfortable with the two heaviest men on one side of the ship. The singular
number plainly demonstrates that the meaning of kleis throughout this passage
is the whole rowing bench; and that in the Argo as described by Apollonius there
are two, not four, fore-and-aft files of oarsmen, twenty-five men a side, as has
always been supposed.
The consequence of the oar arrangement which B attributes to Apollonius's
Argo is that, for the pairs of oarsmen which he envisages at one level on each
side of the ship, he must choose one or other of the two systems used later in the
Mediterranean, the a zenzile and the a scaloccio. He chooses the latter, with, in
this case, two men pulling each oar, since it fits his idea of the ship on the hydria
panel. B uses his interpretation of Apollonius to support the claim that the a
scaloccio system was known in the early sixth century BC., appearing on the
hydria panel. It would not, of course, be very surprising to find the a scaloccio
system in Apollonius (although Apollonius is toogood an archaeologist to attribute
it to the Argo), since it was practised certainly in the larger oared galleys of his
time. But in the case of the ship on the hydria panel such a discovery would be
very surprising indeed since there is no indication of the use of that system until
the beginning of the fourth century BC, two hundred years later. To antedate the
system in Greek oared ships by 200 years is therefore a step of some importance
in the interpretation of their representations and has needed careful examination.
The conclusion must be that the interpretation of the relevant passage does
not support the attribution of an a scaloccio system to Apollonius's Argo. Even if
it did, it would not firmly support the attribution of that system to the ship on the
hydria panel since there is no firm reason to believe that the latter actually represents
the Argo. Further, examination of the hydria painting and comparison of it with
other sixth-century ship representations makes it extremely unlikely that it gives
anything other than a realistic representation, apart from the usual exaggeration
of human figures, of a one-level oared galley with one file of ten oarsmen on each
side. She is an eikosoros (twenty-oaredship), a common type of small oared galley
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in the Homeric poems and later.
NOTE: On the Homeric use of the word kleis.
In GOSp. 52, against the authority of LSJ, I wrote: "The kleides at which the
oarsmen sit in the Iliad and Odyssey are undoubtedly tholepins". The reason for
this certainty was the observation on geometric ship pictures of tholepins in the
form of hooks, and recognition that kleis often means a hooked object. Also, there
is another word used in the Homeric poems for thwarts, i.e. zuga (which does not
appear in Apollonius, as far as I am aware, with this meaning).
I now think, afterexperienceof Olympias, that I was wrong in this identification.
In the Odyssey when Alcinous is proposing (8 26ff) to send Odysseus back to
lthaca he bids the leading men of Phaeacia launch a new ship and man it, and he
then tells the crew "after they have all well tied down their oars to the kleides" to
come ashore and have dinner. Iwrongly regarded this last operation as the same
as "fitting the oars" (to the tholepins) "with leather loops" which is described as
part of the preparation of a ship for sea at Odyssey 4 782. But I failed to notice
that in the Phaeacian scene this preparation has been completed and the ship
is left all ready for sea while the crew go ashore for dinner. At this stage it is
necessary to tie the oarlooms down to the benches with the blades in the air to
prevent them fouling each other as they trail in the water.
John S. Morrison
Granhams,
Great Shelford,
Cambridge, CB2 5JX.
England
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POLYREMES FROM THE BATTLE OF ACTIUM
SOME CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

During the past decade, our basic knowledge about ancient warships and
the problems associated with ancient naval warfare has increased significantly
because of two major developments. The first was the discovery, in 1980, of an
intact bronze warship ram just south of Haifa (Fig.1; Casson and Steffy, 1991).
The second, was the successful completion of the Olympias, a full scale working
model of a Classical trieres or "three" (Morrison and Coates, 1986 and 1989). 1
would like to discuss with you a third development that occurred during this same
period - a discovery, really - that provides excellent data concerning the design,
the size and perhaps even the function of polyremes (nohufips~q),
or supergalleys,
ships for which we have a notorious dearth of physical information. Specifically,
this discovery provides us with reasonably accurate bow dimensions from the
largest classes of warships that fought in the Battle of Actium.
Most everyone here knows that the Battle of Actium was the last great sea
battle of antiquity. It was fought on September 2nd in 31 BC, off Cape Aktion at
the entrance to the Ambracian Gulf (Fig. 2). Octavian, at the head of a Western
fleet, decisively turned back an attempt by his rival Mark Antony to lead an Eastern
fleet toward Italy. The battle is significant in naval terms because it marked the
last time that large warships like "sixes", "sevens", "eights", "nines", and "tens"
were used in significant numbers as ships of the line, something which had been
aprominentfeature of Hellenistic navalwarfare. The sources unanimously explain
that Antony, who had the advantage over Octavian in these large classes, lost
the battle because his ships were too big and heavy to fight effectively against
the smaller, faster and more manoeuvrable shipsof the Western fleet (see Murray,
1989,3).Antony's large ships proved to be such a liability on September 2nd, we
might well ask if their design and function were similar to vessels of the same
class that had performed so well afew centuries before. Let usdefer this question
for a moment and consider, instead, a few events that followed soon after the
battle.
Quite naturally, when Octavian realized that this battle was the pivotal event
in his final rise to power, he built memorials to glorify his victory at Actium. On the
site where his army camped, he founded a Victory City which he appropriately
called Nikopolis (for the sources, see Murray, 1989,4-5). To the south, on Cape
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Aktion, he dedicated a massive "Greek-style" memorial (Murray, 1989, 115-16):
a set of whole warships which included one from each class that had fought in the
war (Strabo 7.7.6). The most important memorial he reserved for the site of his
own camp, overlooking the sanctuary where the new Actian Games were held.
A half-dozen ancient writers refer to this place and describe it as having some
sort of open-air shrine and a display of warship rams (for a list of sources and
discussion of the problems, see Murray, 1989,9-12). Dedicated in 29 BC as the
first official monument of the new city, it was clearly intended to be impressive it was, after all, the official victory monument of the Victory City. Miraculously, the
ruins of this memorial have survived, and preserve, in the face of a long retaining
wall, the sockets which once held Octavian's ram display (Figs. 3 and 4).
In 1980, the key needed to unlock the secrets of the sockets was pulled from
the sea floor just south of Haifa by members of Haifa University's Center for
Maritime Studies. I did not see this impressive ram until 1983, but when I did, I
recognizedthat its sectional shape would helpto explain the function of the sockets
at the Nikopolis memorial (Figs. 5 and 6). At the time, I even had hopes that the
weapon might correspond in size to one of the preserved cuttings. In 1986, with
the cooperation of the Athens Archaeological Society and Professor Photios
Petsas, the site's most recent excavator, I examined the details of the sockets,
and recorded their dimensions and interior contours. I was not prepared for the
wealth of information that I found. Even now, I am amazed by it. Let me show you
a few of the details.
Once we had cut down the weeds in front of the retaining wall, we could see
that 23 sockets still pierce the face of the wall (Fig. 7). The spacing of the sockets
showed that originally there had been 33 to 35, but two have perished with the
collapse of a 5 meter stretch of wall east of socket 18, and 8 to 10 have disappeared
with a 15 meter stretch of wall east of socket E (for the evidence, see Murray,
1989,55-57).
Aquick glance at the sockets reveals that they are of different sizes and are
generally arranged in a progression, large to small, from west to east or from left
to right as you look at the wall (Figs. 8-10; for a complete presentation of the
evidence, see Murray, 1989,22-61).The rams were fit into their respectivesockets
in avery specific way, and this is where the most important informationis preserved.
A comparison of the Athlit ram's casting (Fig. 5) with a well preserved socket like
Number 13 (Fig. 10) shows what was involved. First, the timbers inside each ram
were either trimmed back or removed to reveal the casting's hollow interior (Fig.
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11). Next, the ram's tailpiece was cut off, if any of them had one (and they probably
did not). In this state, the ram was positioned next to the wall, which was constructed
to the level of the second course blocks. At this point the masons prepared to
carve the grooves of the sockets' bottoms in the blocks of the second course.
Note that the ram's exterior width increases from front to back (cf. Fig. 5,
top view and Fig. 1 I ) , and for this reason, the width of Section B is greater than
that of Section A. Because the ram is inserted into the socket from the front side
of the wall, the exterior width of the socket's groove (Fig. 8 at B) must be as wide
as the exterior dimension of the ram at Section B. But since the bronze of the ramcasting flares inward from the trough ears toward the weapon's head (cf. Fig. 5
for the terms), the interior width of the socket's groove (which will be inside the
ram-casting; Fig. 8 at A) must accommodate the interior dimensions of Section
A. The width of the cut groove in each socket is defined by the difference between
the exterior width of the casting at Section B and the interior width of the casting
at Section A. Once these dimensions were transferred to wall, the lower portion
of each socket was then cut into the appropriate blocks of the second course. The
rams were then pushed back into place with their bottom plates and troughs sliding
into the carved grooves in the second course.
Because the blocks of the third course were cut with backward flaring grooves
(Fig. 12), they must have been cut away from the monument and then carefully
maneuvered over the rams' cowls and down onto the top of the second course
(see Murray, 1989,57-59 for the details). This was done, presumably, to match
the flare of the ram's cowls while reducing the width of the side grooves as much
as possible. Even though such special care was taken to improve the "fit" of each
ram in its socket, unsightly grooves must have remained visible to the left and
right of each ram. It is likely, therefore, that the wall's surface was covered with a
veneer of some sort to hide these grooves, and indeed, a few fragments of an
appropriate veneer (thin slabs of gray-white marble, 0.01 1 m. thick) were found
in scattered locations on the ram terrace next to the sockets.
We are now in a position to analyze the shapes and sizes of the sockets.
Clearly the outlines of the sockets reveal that rams similar in shape to the Athlit
example were mounted here. All the preserved sockets, however, are too large
to accept a weapon as small as the Athlit ram (Fig. 13). Now ... what implications
does this have for the design and function of the ships whose rams were displayed
at Octavian's Campsite?
To answer this question, we must first determine the range of classes
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displayed here. On this point, our evidence is clear. First of all, it is clear that we
,
from the more that 300 rams that fell into Octavian's
have here a ~ E K ~ T Tor) tithe
hands during the Actian War (for the evidence, see Murray, 1989,137-41). Second,
because of the special nature of this dedication -the official victory monument of
the new Victory City - Octavian must have dedicated the most impressivi display
he was able to assemble; in other words, he would have displayed here the 33
largest rams that had fallen into his hands.
Now, what sizes were these? Again, the evidence is reasonably clear. Strabo
(7.7.6) tells us that Octavian dedicated a set of complete warships at the nearby
sanctuary of Apollo Aktios - one from each of the ten different classes that had
fought in the war - a "one", a "two", a "three", and so forth up to a "ten". Unless
Antony possessed only one "ten", and our sources imply otherwise, we are faced
with the unavoidable conclusion that rams from "tens", "nines", "eights" and
"sevens" (and perhaps from "sixes") were displayed on this monument. Since
"sixes" and "sevens" were traditionally used by the Romans as flagships and
viewed as being exceptionally large, I believe they offer a reasonable lower limit
to the sizes displayed here.
Now, let us explore the implicationsof this likelihood. I have argued elsewhere
that the Athlit ram comes from a "four" or a "five", and I still believe this to be the
case (Murray, 1989,95-114). 1 believe this for two major reasons: First, I am struck
by the small size of the ram's timbers relative to the Nikopolis sockets (Fig. 13).
Second, it is well known that the Romans suspended small rams from columns
and walls as trophy monuments. Of the known rostral monuments built by the
Romans with suspended rams, our evidence implies that rams from "threes" and
from smaller vessels were included in the displays, but there was nothing from
anything larger (see Murray, 1989, 110-13). Since I do not believe the Athlit ram
could be suspended in this way, particularly from rostral columns depicted on
coins of the period, I conclude that the Athlit ram must be larger than a "three".
Now, let us consider the timbers inside the ram. J.R. Steffy has recently
published a full analysis of these timbers, and has demonstrated how the ram
was carefully designed and constructed to deliverthe blow of its ship as it absorbed
and transferred the shock of the ramming maneuver to the structural timbers of
the ship's hull (Casson and Steffy, 1991, 6-39). This was accomplished by the
careful merging of the ship's bottom timbers -the keel, bottom planks and wales
- into the ramming timber and thus, into the ship's "warhead". The heaviness of
the wales and ramming timber are critical elements in the correct functioning of
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this weapon, and for this reason, Steffy urges us to abandon the notion that
warships built for ramming purposes were analogous to lightly constructed, modern
rowing hulls. He calculates the weight of the Athlit hull as roughly one ton per
meter of overall length and this is just for the hull (Casson and Steffy, 1991,33).
We might pause for a moment to consider the tremendous forces generated by
a deliberate head-on collision between two 50 ton masses (a reasonable guess
for the "fighting weight" of the Athlit ship) moving through the water at 7-8 knots.
The moment of impact must have been frightening.
With this in mind, let us now consider the bows of the Actian warships. I
present below in Table 1 a series of dimensions that will allow a meaningful
comparison between the Athlit ram and the Actian rams once held by the sockets.
The first two columns present the dimensions corresponding to the exterior of the
ram-castings at the point where the wales enter the ram. The measurements
have been taken from the interior back surfaces of the sockets in an attempt to
recover as closely as possible the original height of ram's trough, and indirectly,
the height of the port and starboard wales.
The third column on the handout represents my attempt to place adimension
on the width of the ramming timber and wales. I found, after examining all the
sockets and their cores (the uncarved central section of each socket that corresponds
to the timbers inside each ram), that there was no way to be certain precisely
where the wales stopped and the ramming timbers began (compare the timbers
of Fig. 6 with the central "core" in Fig. 10). As a result, I combined these timbers
into a unit which, for lack of a specific term, I call "the wale and ramming timber
unit". In the Athlit ram, this unit represents the exterior width of the weapon from
ear tip to ear tip (Fig. 5). The massiveness of this unit should correspond directly
to each ship's ability to withstand the shock of the ramming maneuver.
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DIMENSIONS FROM SOCKETS.
Note:The Athlit ram's casting has a thickness of approx. 0.01 m.; all measurements
are in meters and include the thickness of the ram-casting.

SOCKET#

STARBOARD
WALE HEIGHT
(=height of
ram's trough)

PORT
WALE HEIGHT
(= height of
ram's trough)

WALE & RAMMING
TIMBER UNIT
THICKNESS
(= ear tip to ear tip)
1.38?
1.50
1.29
1.52
1.23
1.31
1.19
1.19
1.25
1.15
1.12
1.70
1.03
1.03
1.00
0.85? (from traces)
1.12?(estimated)
NA
0.98
1.10
1.17
1.02
1.03?(estimated)

Athlit ram

0.76
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At this point, we can make some meaningful observations. Note that the
height of the Athlit ram's trough, at 24 cm., is dwarfed by the troughs that once
sat in the sockets at Octavian's Campite Memorial. The smallest examples (7, 12
and C, are still 1Ocm. higher, while the largest example (5) is almost 40cm. higher.
This general impression is reinforced by the wale and ramming timber unit which,
in the smallest examples (13 ,14, 15, A and D) are 25cm. wider; in the largest
examples (2 and 4), the unit is fully twice as wide as that in the Athlit ram.
What can we make of this? First and foremost, these massive timbers must
be associated with functional ramming bows which could generate and withstand
incredible amounts of energy and shock. Remember, following Steffy's analysis
of the Athlit ram, the more massive the timbers in the bow, the more resistant the
bow would be to damage in head-on collisions with other vessels. I think we can
reasonably conclude that Antony's largest ships were designed to have an offensive
ramming capability. I mention this only because it has been suggested recently
that these rams may not have been functional weapons at all (Basch, 1990,368).
Secondly, I believe that these bows correspond perfectly with the surviving
descriptions of Hellenistic super galleys in action. In authors like Diodorus, Polybius,
Livy and Appian, we find that "sixes", "sevens", "eights" and "tens"employed their
rams to great effect in the prow-to-prow ramming maneuvers that opened the
naval battles of the late fourth to early second centuries B.C.
This is not the time or place to examine these texts in detail (I will do this
elsewhere), but a few general observations are necessary in order to demonstrate
the validity of my point. In 306 BC, for example, a sea battle was fought between
Ptolemy I ar;d Demetrius Poliorcetes off Cyprus. Diodorus (20.51.2-4) preserves
a vivid description of the ramming maneuvers carried out by these big ships. He
says that trumpets sounded the charge as both forces raised the battle cry and
0 1 stones,
rowed toward each other. While still at a distance, n & ~ p 0 ~ 0 hthrew
archers discharged their arrows, and javelin throwers launched their weapons.
When the ships got close to contact, the oarsmen were urged to increase their
stroke, as the deck forces crouched down and braced themselves for the impact
of the collision. Some ships met prow-prow; others swerved at the last moment,
shearing alongside one another snapping off oars. If two ships collided and the
first blow was unsuccessful, they would draw back for another charge, while the
soldiers on board resumed their volleys of stones, arrows and javelins. Diodorus
explains that Demetrius defeated Ptolemy's right wing, and although Ptolemy
had defeated Demetrius' left, he withdrew his forces because he was unable to
match the weightof his opponent's attack (cf. 20.52.3: B~wpfioaq... ETL6.k TOUT
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Occasionally, when there was sufficient room, or when the chaos of battle
forced ships into unexpected awkward positions, large classes like "eights" or
"tens" also delivered broadside blows, although the results were not always what
one might expect. A good example can be found in Polybius' account of the conflict
between Philip V and Attalus of Pergamon in 201 BC (16.3-9).The battle began
when Attalus' royal ship attacked an "eight" bow-on and sank it with one blow; the
size of the attacking vessel is not given, but it must have been considerable enough
to hope for success in a head-on encounter with an "eight". Philip's flagship, a
"ten", caught a swift trihemiolia with a broadside blow, but got wedged under the
vessel's thranite bench of oars and was unable to disengage (16.3.4). Stuck like
this, the "ten" was put out of action by two "fives" who attacked her hull from both
sides. We see from this example that ships of the line, like "fives", could be effective
against much larger ships if these vessels lost their momentum or were hindered
in some way from attacking their enemies in the prow.
Although on one known occasion a Rhodian "four" sank a Syrian "seven"
with a blow of the ram, the Rhodians clearly preferred to avoid the head-onattacks
of these larger classes because they expected that their own lighter bows would
not survive the impact. For this reason, they began to affix fire pots to their bows
on long poles. At the Battle of Myonessus in 190 BC. when Rhodian "fours" took
on the largerclassesof the Syrianfleet, Livy (37.30.2.31. I ) tells usthatthe Syrians
held back from attacking the Rhodian prows for fear of this fire spilling into their
bows. I find it very revealing that the Rhodians, in "fours", feared for the safety of
their bows when facing opponents who used "sixes" and "sevens".
Now, let us return to where we began, namely, to the Battle of Actium in 31
BC. Dio Cassius (50.23.1-3) informs us that Antony purposefully built large ships
in order to oppose Octavian. He says further that Antony built his vessels to carry
lofty towers and large numbers of men, so that it would be as if his men were
fighting from fortresses, not ships. I have long suspected that this explanation of
Antony's general strategy is inadequate, and until now, we had no way to challenge
the statements of the surviving accounts. I believe, however,that the Actian prows
show that Dio and others following the battle misunderstood Antony's general
strategy and based their conclusions on what happened at the end of the war
when Antony was unable to take advantage of his superior fleet.
If Antony had truly wished to maximize his advantage by using "sevens",
"eights", "nines" and "tens" in the final battle, then he should have engaged in
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prow-to-prow ramming in order to drive back the line of Octavian's fleet. As the
final naval battle approached, however, Antony's main concern was to withdraw
from hiscamp inside the Ambracian gulf with as much of his naval force as possible.
When he formed his battle line on the morning of September2nd, he told the pilots
of his fleet to anchor their boats at the mouth of the Strait and to maintain their
order (Plut. Ant. 65.2-3). This passive opening strategy confirmed what deserters
had told Octavian about Antony's intentions (Dio 50.23.3, 30.3-4) and doomed
him to a complete defeat. When Antony chose to avoid a prow-to-prow opening
attack, he also chose to ignore the advantage of his largest vessels.
Dio actually tells us this, although he puts it in aspeech delivered by Octavian
before the battle begins. Normally we tend to discount such speeches as Dio's
creations, but this time, I feel he has based his version on a similar speech presented
by Octavian in his own Memoirs. In otherwords, I believe that Dio'sspeech reflects
Octavian's personal assessment of the battle (for Dio's reliance on a tradition
going back to Octavian's Memoirs, see Murray, 1989, 143-51). Listen to what he
says (Dio 50.29.1 -4): "And surely you must not think that the size oi their vessels
or the thickness of their timbers is a match for our valor ... If their ships remain in
the same place, as if fastened there, it will be possible for us to rip them open with
our rams; it will be possible too to damage them with our engines from a distance,
and also possible to burn them to the water's edge with incendiary missiles; and
if they do venture to stir from their place, they will not overtake anyone by pursuing
nor escape by fleeing, since they are so heavy that they are entirely too inert to
inflict any damage, and so huge that they are exceptionally liable to suffer it".
Although the surviving battle descriptions are not particularly detailed, (Dio
50.31.4-6; Plut. Ant. 65.3-66.1; Orosius 6.19.10), they are unanimous in stating
that Antony's ships never gained enough momentum to do any damage and lay
exposed to attack by Octavian's vessels. We have seen that, in such circumstances,
two "fives" are more than a match for a "ten". While the men on the decks of
Antony's super galleys discharged their projectiles and fought off boarding attempts,
Octavian'svesselsworked in twos and threes to attack these ships and eventually
put the big ones out of action. Elsewhere, the battle was fought between ships of
roughly the same size, except that Octavian outnumbered his foe by more than
2 to 1. When it came time to glorify the battle, Octavian chose to emphasize the
glorious attack of his "small" ships on Antony's super galleys (Murray, 1989, 13151). He collected the rams from the largest of these ships and had them displayed
at his campsite. And because the wall has survived on which they were mounted,
we can finally appreciate the massiveness of the bows on these large classes of
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warship.
In conclusion, I believe there can be little doubt that the Actian bows were
intended to terminate in functional rams and that their massivedesign was derived
from a need to survive the tremendous shocks of prow-to-prow ramming with
other large units. Ialso believethat these first century bows fully fit the requirements
of such vessels as described in conflicts during the late fourth, third and second
centuries and, therefore, can be used to assess the polyreme as a frontal ramming
machine. These vessels proved ineffective at Actium because their commanders
either chose to follow, or, more likely, were forced to i-ollowa plan that ignored the
advantages of their design. In the years after Actium when Octavian faced no
rivals whocould afford to challenge his navy in prow-to-prow ramming, these large
units were superfluous, and because they were expensive to maintain, they were
decommissioned and never replaced. Thanks to Octavian's Campsite Memorial
and the Athlit ram, we can once again marvel at the massive bows on these late
Hellenistic super galleys.
William M. Murray
University of South Florida
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The Athlit ram as it appears in ths foyer of the National Maritime
Museum (Haifa, Israel).
Map of Cape Actium area.
Octavian's Campsite Memorial: south retaining wall
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Octavian's Campsite Memorial: restored view (hypothetical) from
the SE.
The Athlit ram: top and side views.
The Athlit ram: Section at A (cf. Fig. 5 for location of the Section).
Octavian's Campsite Memorial: site plan.
Octavian's Campsite Memorial: socket 4.
Octavian's Campsite Memorial: socket 8.
Octavian's Campsite Memorial: socket 13.
The Athlit ram: view of its interior with all the timbers removed.
Octavian's Campsite Memorial: socket 8 (note that the angles of the
grooves in the third course, marked "3",are not perpendicular to the
front face of the wall).
Comparative sizes of sockets 4,8, and 13, plus a hypothetical
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THE RELIABILITY OF SHIPS' ICONOGRAPHY:
THE THERAN MINIATURE MARINE FRESCO AS AN EXAMPLE
1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to examine whether the depiction of ships during
the Bronze Age are accurate representations of vessels of this time, in other
words, if they can be used for quantitative or diagnostic purposes. The Theran
Miniature Marine Fresco was chosen because of three main reasons:
1.

It is avery well known painting, having been frequently reproduced and
extensively studied.

2.

It appears not to be subject to the usual constraintsof limitingsubstrates,
such as pottery, seals, ring-stones, etc.

3.

It has been praised for its exactitude, reliability etc., and presumably
bound to be free of the related major sources of error.

The discussion is based on Prof. Gillmer's descriptions and calculations of
the most intact vessel in the fragmented fresco which appeared in a recent
publication (1989, p. 129ff.). As Gillmer writes: "We are convinced of the artist's
reliability by the objects we recognize, each painted correctly" (p. 130). Which
prompts him to remark a little earlier that, "It is time to put more confidence in the
finest form of expressive Minoan art, their fresco painting" (p. 129). Although one
appreciates the generosity of sentiment expressed, it seems clearly desirable to
test a little this reliability, before too much confidence is placed on it.

2.1 THE THERAN MARINE FRESCO FRIEZE
This truly magnificent mural was found during the 1972 excavation season
at Akrotiri by S. Marinatos and his co-workers, in what was first called the West
House and later the House of the Fisherman (Marinatos 1974; Doumas 1978 and
1980). The miniature style fresco depicts among other things seven major and
seven minor ships, judging from the number of persons on board, in what has
been called and could very well be, a ceremonial flotilla, a nautical festival, a
victorious procession, a joyful regatta, etc (Fig. 1a-P).
Most major ships in the fresco were found badlyfragmentedwith many parts
missing or beyond recovery. One of the major ships, however, the third from the

left, usually referred to as ship A, was found remarkably intact with only minor
pieces missing, and as it may be expected the other ships were reconstructedon
this model (Fig. 2). As already mentioned the following discussion is based on
Gillmer'sdescription and calculations pertaining to the intact vessel, with additions
and dissensions as found necessary.
2.1.1. Structure and dimensions
The ship is shown on the starboard side moving from left to right as one faces
the fresco. "The hull profile shows a distributionof body volume which is concentrated
towards the stern" (Gillmer 1989, 130). That is to say, a ship whose center of
volume and presumably of gravity is aft rather than forward of the midship line.
The impression is of a ship that sits well on the sea, that travels light. This
concentration of volume aft causes the stern to rise more steeply than the bow,
that is to say, the radius of the keel line of the stern is shorter than that of the
forward (stem) line.
What is noteworthy is that this feature is present in all vessels, both large
and small, something which is apparent on even acasual inspection of the frieze.
This appears to be a significant part of the identity of such ships of this and later
times, while the profile configuration is most important in establishing its crosssectional body distribution.
There seems to be little doubt that these LBA I Theran ships portrayed in
the fresco bear some kinship in hull configurationto Egyptianvessels. Acomparison
with the almost 1000 year earlier Khufu ship certainly encourages this thought.
Gillmer believes, however, that this was simply the result of "state-of-the-art" in
shipbuilding for this time in the East Mediterranean basin, and presumably not
the result of copying from either side, since there are discernible differences that
indicate a local Aegean development (see below).
This configuration recognized by the sternward concentration of volume, a
sailor, shipwright or designer would describe as "fine forward with a good broad
run aft", and Gillmer calls it a classical one. "It is a concept that shipwrights
understand and control for proper and practical reasons". (1989, 130-1). One of
these reasons is that with a hull swinging sharply upwards at the stern, the
helmsman occupying the traditional and necessary platform for steering control
would have good lateral visibility. Another reason is that this type of hull would
ride more comfortably and steer more easily. A third is that the broad aft deck
gives ample room for quick sail-handling by the crew, particularly important in
areas of fast changing winds and treacherous coasts.
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Having established the nature of the hull and the reasons which made it
necessary, it is important for calculation purposes to find and draw the waterline
in the fresco profile of the ship, which is not shown in the mural. "This line was
simply determined by locatingthe water surface level where the paddlers' blades
seemed to be properly immersed. The true waterline must be close to this". A
logical suggestion, within the limitations of what is "properly immersed" - Gillmer
acknowledging this uncertainty by saying that the waterline must be "close to
this". His very next statement, however, that "the leading paddlers forward seem
to have their blades immersedslightly deeperthan the others in graduated order",
so that "this conforms to the style of multiple in-line paddlingasopposedto rowing
where the crew remove and dip their blades sequentially", is open to question.
Assisted by the discovery that in the Ulu Burun, Kas, shipwreck the mortise
and tenon fastened side planks begin in a centerline timber which might have
functioned as an embryonic keel (Bass 1984), Gillmer develops the midbody
sections of the ship so that as the planks rise towards both ends, they meet in a
"V" form ridge instead of the old Egyptian spoon shape, which appears to justify
his previous claim of an exclusively "Aegean form". However, the existence of
even an embryonic keel in the Ulu Burun shipwreck, may well signify that this type
of ship was not an exclusive Aegean form, but one favoured all over the East
Mediterraneanbasin at the time, even if one has to exclude Egypt (but see Hornell
1943,28 & 30 for a different view of Egyptian ships).
After establishingthe profile of the ship and with the number of the oarcrew
clearly visible from the 21 paddles, the space required for each member of this
crew to work in comfort taken as the usual 90 cm, and the relationship of overalllength to length-at-the-waterline for this type of ship is a ratio of about 1.4-1.5,
Gillmer calculates the following dimensions from three conventional projections
that provide a basis for dimensional criteria and limited analytical hypotheses:
Overall length,
Length of waterline,
Draft of water,
Beam extreme,
Beam on waterline,
Displacement,
Height of sternpost ab. w11,

24 rn
16,2 rn
1,O rn
5,O rn
4,2 rn
24 tons
3,5 rn

Mast height,
Sail height, ave.,

9.6 m
4,4 m
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Sail width, ave.,
Sail area,

14
m
61,5 sq. m

Based on these dimensions, Gillmer calculates and examines several
coefficients, which help show what kind of a ship this is not only from the fresco
profile, but also from the viewpoint of performance.
Displacement-length, 157.1
Sail area-displacement, 7.19
Prismatic coefficient, 0.48
The displacement-length ratio states that this is a light ship built for speed.
Modern highly efficient ocean racing vessels range from 150-190, old war galleys
and clipper schooners always measured less than 200, while the average merchant
ship and cargo vessel hovered around 500.
The sail area-displacementcoefficient, however, is by comparison exceedingly
low. This is not surprising for Gillmer. With a single low-aspect sail on a low mast,
this simply helps to "indicate the practicability of operatingcautiously in the seasonal
winds of this sea, at the same time being able to seek shelter easily while partially
beaching sternward in shoalingwater". The low prismatic coefficient in combination
with the steering blades well aft, means that the vessel was easily and highly
maneuvrable. One should also emphasize here the presence of an oarcrew and
their considerablenumber: the vessel portrayed is no simple sailing craft, whatever
else it might have been.
2.1.2 The position of the oarcrew
As previously mentioned, Gillmer observes that the leading paddlers forward
seem to have their blades slightly deeper immersed than the others in graduated
order. This is not borne out by the ship on the fresco. The first seven paddles
appear indeed to be immersed deeper, but only in relation to the keel line of the
ship which curves already upward at this point, not in relation to the waterline
which would be the only way the previous claim could stand. But even if it were
so, all other paddles appear to end on the keel line and there is certainly no
graduated order.
An even more serious objection may be expressed towards the statement
that this slightly deeper immersionappearstoconform to multiple in-linepaddling.
"The sequence of immersion beginsforward and moves aft following an elongated
wave of progression". This is such an incredibly difficult exercise, requiring split
second timing by each crew member separately, in contrast to simultaneous
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paddling, that it is seriouslydoubted if 42 men could succeed in accomplishing it,
never mind manage to keep it up for any lengthof time. Besides, given the parallelism
of the blades, if the artist wished to portray simultaneous paddling, how else could
he have shown it? For these reasons, the previous suggestion of "an elongated
wave of progression" cannot be accepted.
However, Gillmer has correctly identified the propulsion method portrayed
in the fresco as "paddling". The visible arms, their hold of the blades, the angle of
the arms with the paddles, clearly show the end of a paddle stroke. In accordance
with this observation, Gillmer, a naval architect, and Gilkerson, an artist, have
shown in drawing number 11 of Gillmer's publication (Fig. 3), a realistic portrayal
of such paddlers (Gillmer 1989, 138). The question is, what are paddlers doing
on board a ship built for speed? There is hardly any doubt that paddling in these
circumstances is the most inefficient method of human propulsion imaginable.
Paddling an Inuit kayak or an Amerindian canoe is one thing. In such cases
a paddler who knows how to steer at the same time as he paddles can attain
considerable speeds on water. But this is mainly because these vessels weigh
something between 7 and 25 kg. The Theran ship weighs 24 tons according to
Gillmer's calculation above (hydrostatic law states that the weight of a floating
object is equal to its liquid displacement), which works out to something over half
a ton (571 kg) per paddlerfor an empty ship, or over22 times the previous maximum.
It is not that the Theran ship could not be propelled by paddling, but rather that it
will move so slowly as to completely nullify the pains taken to build for speed. What
sense does this make?
To attain any kind of efficient propulsionthrough human effort it is necessary
"to put one's back into it" as the expression goes. This means to pull an oar with
one's whole body, preferably by swinging it around an immovablefulcrum (tholepin).
But this necessitates turning one's back towards the bow and facing the stern.
This is how all fast ships propelled by human effort moved, from ancient triereis
to old war galleys to modern racing skiffs. This is exactly what is shown on another
ship of the fresco (Fig. 4), the "rowed boat" as it is called (e.g. Morgan Brown
1978) in front of the "Departure Harbor". This is what contemporary Aegean
fishermen do to row a heavy boat in relative comfort. But when they have to face
the direction of movement for the purpose of careful navigation, they invariably
stand up in order to throw their body weight into the push they deliver to the oar.
Rowing with only the arms is not only inefficient but extremely tiring for any
protracted effort. Also, paddlers have to provide for the fulcrum. This is done by
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pushing at the top and pulling at a lower point of the paddle, for a very ineffective
output for anything but the lightest vessels such as kayaks and canoes. So what
are these paddlers doing on board a ship obviously built for speed?
Gillmer does not raise the question here, for he has done so previously (1975,
324). The point has been also raised by other scholars in the past, such as for
example, S. Marinatos (1974,51), Casson (1975,7), Tilley and Johnstone (1976,
286), and very aptly by C. Morgan Brown in a paper discussing the ship procession
in the miniaturefresco (1978,629ff.). Comparing the efficiently rowed ship in front
of the Departure Harbor, she adds that, "the crew of the large ships face the prow
making hardworkof their journey by paddling. They are cramped together leaning
uncomfortably over the gunwale in their effort to reach the water with oars which
are too short for the freeboard of the hull. The method of paddling they have to
adopt is unnatural, even for special harbour manoeuvres" (631).
This is unquestionablytrue. But this observation appears to imply that aside
from the method of propulsion, i.e., paddling, what is obviously "wrong" with the
process portrayed is the length of the paddles, "too short for the freeboard of the
hull". This is also evident from the comment which follows the one quoted immediately
above: "The type of craft for which these short paddles would be suitable can be
seen in the Arrival Harbour [....I The small two-man boat is being paddled in the
conventionalfashion -the men push the water back while kneeling on thwarts".
Here one must question first of all that the men are kneeling on thwarts. The
man at the prow may very well be standing with his legs apart and knees somewhat
bent as a standing paddle stroke may require, while the man at the stern could
very well be seating on a thwart, which would give him better control of his legs
than if he were kneeling, for a more powerful paddle-stroke. But the main point
of interest here is the length of the paddles. The paddles shown are certainly short
for the freeboard of the hull, but longer paddles would not be more useful or more
efficient. There is a definite limiting relationship between the spread of the two
arms holding apaddle, usually 50-60cm, and the total lengthof the paddle, ranging
from about 140 to 170 cm, for a ratio of just above 1:2 to just over 1:3. Smaller
ratios, i.e. longer paddles, make paddling progressively more inefficient, as it may
be readily gathered from a consideration of the forces active during a paddlestroke and the mechanics of levers.
However, what one sees in the case of Ship A of the Theran fresco, and
particularlyin the drawing of the paddlers over the gunwale by K. Eliakis reproduced
in Morgan Brown's paper (no. 7), is a general ratio of about 1:5, and in the case
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of the first paddler shown in the drawing, a ratio of perhaps as small as 1:6 (Fig.
5). This is not merely an inefficient ratio, but adownright absurdity. At 570 kg per
paddle at the very least (based on the displacement of an empty ship) and such
a ratio, the ship would hardly move at all, save if she were lucky enough to have
the current flowing in the direction of her destination.
Perhaps at this point one may pause and ponder if too much is not being
asked of a mere miniature fresco. This is the usual thing in such circumstances.
As long as an illustration supports one's point of view, no amount of extracted
detail or the extent of the accuracy portrayed are everquestioned; but the moment
the evidence ceases being supportive, it is scholarly custom to stop and reflect
on the imponderable.The case in hand unfortunately,seems particularlyobdurate.
Thus, the illustrationof the rowed boat before the Departure Harbor previously
mentioned, is drawn to perfection at the beginning of the rowing stroke, and one
can virtually feel the tension at the shoulders, as the backs of the rowers are
already slightly curved by the effort. The paddled boat from the Arrival Harbor
shows again the drawing of a master, the paddle-stroke advanced but not quite
at the end, the ratio of the hand-spread to the total length of the paddle at about
1:3 or just a little more (Fig. 6).
In fact, it is the finer details which show how well the artist knew his subject.
So in the two-man paddled boat above, the man at the bow is a little more advanced
in his stroke, which isveryfrequently the case in reality, since the man at the stern
has to steer the boat as well by turning and dragging his paddle in the water, which
means that he often has to catch up with the man at the bow. Besides, as all
experienced paddlers know, it is the business of the man at the stern to adjust his
stroke to that of the man in front, never the other way around, since the man at
the back can watch his companion without particular effort. This is beautifully
portrayed here. But then what about the previous absurdity of 1:5 or even 1:6
ratios for Ship A and probably similar ratios for the other large ships shown in the
fresco?
Morgan Brownwrote that paddlingwas an old-fashioned method of propulsion
for the time of the fresco (1978,613), which it certainly was. As a consequence,
one would not normally expect to see this method used with massive sea-going
ships, "especially when the superior technique of rowing was evidently known".
But by comparing the Theran fresco with a depiction of paddlingfrom Weserkaf's
(or Userkaf) Vth Dynasty temple at Saqqara, and the LBA I age of the frieze, she
concludes that, "At the time of the fresco, the occasional use of paddling ships in
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Egypt was restricted solely to those in processions belonging to specific annua
festivals when the old-fashioned method recalled tradition in a manner so typica
of such occasions. It seems likely that a similar deference to tradition is being
displayed here, for the entire character of the ships suggests that this is no ordinary
naval venture".
All of which is distinctly probable of course, save for the rather disturbing
absurdity of portraying men trying to move with paddles held at 1:5 and 1:6 ratios,
a ship which easily gave each paddler a weight of 600 kg. This in the midst of
otherwise very knowledgeableand even sensitively drawn bodies in movement,
showing the tension expected from such rowing or paddling. The answer cannot
be that the artist didn't know better, because this artist certainly did. Besides, why
is the rowed boat from the Departure Harbor, a boat of medium size between Ship
1 and the paddled boat, not shown with paddles as well? It seems more than likely
that this is the result of a certain "artistic convention", but which has little to do
with the tradition mentioned above by Morgan Brown.
Some artists paint what they see. Others portray what they know. Some no
doubt illuminatehow they feel, while others have sketched only what they imagined.
Many must have belonged to more than one of the above categories, and all must
have taken liberties with their subjects. There is certainly no doubt about the
liberties taken by the artist of the Theran marine fresco frieze. Aside from the
obvious depiction of the sail in a fore-aft position instead of athwartships, a
necessary convention in the circumstances,his portrayal of the paddlers "leaning
uncomfortably over the gunwale" (Morgan Brown 1978,631) and holding paddles
in such a way that no propulsionwas really possible, is certainly one such example.
Whatever the artistic tradition or convention portrayed here, the artist knew only
too well that what he was depicting here was patently false, in the sense that the
ship he showed could not be propelled in this manner. His other portrayals of the
rowed and paddled boats leave no doubt whatever about his knowledge. So why
did he choose to execute an image he knew to be false? Adeference for tradition
is hardly an occasion for falsifying the present and actual. Thus Gillmer and
Gilkerson in their drawing no. 11, show the paddlers prominent on board, as they
certainly must have been, and the ratio of the hand-spread to the total length of
the paddle is barely over 1:2.5, as one would expect for even half-effectivepaddling
(Fig. 3). Whatever other liberties Gillmer and Gilkerson have taken, their portrayal
of paddlers and paddles is certainly realistic. Why couldn't the BA artist of the
Thera fresco do the same thing, considering his obvious accomplishments in the
domain of realism, and the fact that there are no constraints imposed by the
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medium here, as there are for example in the engraving of seals or ring-stones.
The reason seemsfairly obvious. Portraying the paddlersfull-bodied on the
deck as Gillmer and Gilkerson have done would have completely obscured the
important personages shown as passengers on board, sitting in ample comfort
two by two, facing each other in the central booths for perhaps more amiable
companionship. The artist knew that he could not possibly depict the crowd of
paddlers and the exalted guests, officers, officials, or whatever the honoured
passengerswere, all on the same level as a realistic portrayalwould have required.
Something had to give. Thus the artist decided, no doubt with the full encouragement
of his noble patron whose house he had been hired to decorate, that the paddlers
could be relegated to somewhere below deck, in order to allow the depiction of
the passengers. But since there was only one deck, the paddlers would have to
double over reaching for the water, not because this was necessary as Gillmer
and Gilkerson show in their drawing, but simply because this would help clear the
deck of all encumbrances. This is called an artistic convention in painting and
helps create one more class of artists, the ones who painted what their patrons
wished. The question is, what other liberties might this particularartist have taken?
2.1.3. The length of the ship
Unfortunately, there are other matters which cast grave doubts on the
reliability of the fresco. For example, as previously mentioned, Gillmer calculates
the total length of the ship as about 24m. But one cannot possibly miss the fact
that the length occupied by the crew is less than half the total length, and in fact
these two dimensions bear a ratio of about 3 to 7, that is
Length of crew 1 Length of ship = 317
Now if one assigns the customary 90cm per paddler for the part occupied
by the crew, then
Length of crew

=
=

21X0.9
18.9m

But if the length occupied by the crew is 18.9m, it is simple calculation from
the first equation to show that the total length of the ship is closer to 44m, rather
than the 24m calculated by Gillmer, and the corresponding weight per paddle
considerably greater. Put in another way, if the total length of the ship is 24m as
Gillmer calculates, substitution of this figure in the first equation gives a length
occupied by the crew of 10.3m, which will give each paddler barely half a meter
of space. Needlesstosay there would have been a lot of bumping between hands
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holding paddles and the backs of the men in front, since a man's arm is normally
longer than half a meter, and the intervening space must also accommodate a
man's upper body, as well as working space. Needless to say, if the total length
of the ship, based on the length by the crew, is not 24m but closer to 44m, all other
calculations shown by Gillmer are wrong.

3. CONCLUSION
The question is, if one of the most "realistic" and "reliable" paintings of BA
ships, a painting moreover not subject to the usual distortions imposed by the
substrate, could be so unreliable as has been shown, is it possible to place any
confidence on iconographic analysis based on selective reliability of far more
constrained illustrations on pottery, seals or ring-stones, and on any quantitative
values obtained as a result?
But then why should art be reliable? Or for that matter, concerned with
measurementsand accurate representations?This is the methodology and object
of engineering and technical drawing, not art. No one expects a modern artist to
be concerned with any of these things; but their BAconfreresare invariablycounted
upon to conform to scholarly expectations. It is true that modern scholars have
often not much else to go on. But this is no reason to saddle BA art and artists
with 20th century scholarly preconceptions, anxieties and problems. The need
for information is real of course; but is a need fulfilled under these conditions worth
scholarly consideration and discussion?
It must be clear by now that the author does not think BA artists have taken
liberties with their subjects, since the object of art is not and never has been
accurate representation; it is modern scholars who have taken liberties with the
BAartist's work. One can certainly agree with Gillmer about the fine quality of the
painting. And although one can feel a great deal of sympathy for his sentiments
expressed in the phrase, "It is time to put more confidence in the finest form of
expressive Minoan art, their fresco painting" (1989, 129), one has to wonder in
view of the above, if the expressed generosity does not unduly saddle BA artists,
with the qualities of accuracy and reliability that are simply not their own.
C. Lambrou-Phillipson
P.O. Box 3771
Athens 10210
Greece
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SHIPS IN HOMER'S EPIC WORKS

Homer's epic works marked the beginning of European literature. They are
an inexhaustible source of wisdom and inspiration, of undying importance to the
cultural history not only of Europeans, but of mankind as a whole. In addition,
Homer's epos is also a source for history. Owing to our expanding knowledge
through other domains of science, this written source can be re-read many times
and it may reveal legitimate variants to existing solutions in history, which appear
to be unexpected at a first glance.
The Iliad and The Odyssey are known to have been collected and ordered
in the court of the Peisistratidae in Athens in the 6th century BC. However, it has
also been establishedthat the grammarians who studiously copied the epic works
at that time, observed to the utmost the authenticity and even the archaic nature
of the language, style and terminology of the poems. This has allowed experts
on Homer to claim with a high degree of certainty that the two poems were created
before and during the 8th century B.C. However, the poet narrates about events
that took place much earlier, notably about the Trojan War in the 13th century
B.C. and about the time after it until the 8th century B.C. Thus, in spite of the
"stopped"time in the two poems taken separately, the two of them represent time
in a vertical scale, i.e. there exists a sequence of actions and of events, moreover
in the so-called "dark ages" for the ancient history of the Aegean world. In other
words, Homer's epos has gathered and preserved a part of the real history of this
civilization between the 13th and the 8th century B.C. shrouded by myth.
The aim of the present work is to shed light on these dark ages by comparing
what Homer said about shipping during the period in question with what is known
from archaeology. My noble intention is to try and disperse the fog of the myth in
discovering the historical truth.
The aim formulated necessitated to review several problems briefly, with a
view to greater clarity and convenience in our work:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Oars and oarsmen
Mast and sail
Navigation of the ship
Anchors
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The information extracted from Homer's epic works in this way allows to
make internal cross-sections of the mythological evidence and to come to interesting
observations.
Oars and oarsmen.
The ship with oars and oarsmen appeared even in Book Iof the Iliad. Having
been forced by the gods to return the captured Chryseis, Agamemnon gave orders
foragood ship with twenty men on board to be launchedl. The Catalogue of Ships
) archers2
mentions that the oarsmen or seamen (the term is the same & p & ~ q qare
In this case they number 50, on another occasion - 1203. After a quarrel with
Agamemnon, Achilles intends to take his ship and his men back home rowing4.
When there is no wind, the sailors row, but with a fair wind they can take a rest
happilys. In The Iliad Homer refers to the ships as having many oars, using the
term nohu~hjlq6,which suggests that this was a ship with many pins to which
the oars were attached.

In The Odyssey, too, rowing was the principal way for moving these ships'.
The ship of Telemachos has twenty oarsmen8, similar to the ship which the
candidates for Penelopeia's hand wished to make an attempt on Telemachos'
lifeg. The ship offered to Odysseus when he was sailing from the island of the
Phaiacians had "two-and-fifty ... best oarsmen"l0. The oarsmen in these ships are
seated in rows, on benches one behind the otherll. The oars are attached to the
boards of the ships by means of leather strapsl2. Undoubtedly, Homer identified
q
the ships in The Odyssey as ships with oars ( v r i ~ &nrjps~poll3).
It is interesting to note the cited information about the way of rowing: the
oarsmen being seated on benches. As Thucydides explainsl4, the ships in Homer's
epic works had no deck. The seats for the oarsmen were actually parallel benches
from one board to the other, on which the oarsmen sat facing the stern. This is
how they formed one series for each board. It is the only position in which rowing
while the sailor is seated could be effective. This type of rowing is more efficient
than the "canoen-typepaddling: facing the bow and paddling with a short paddle
in the seamen's hands, which was practised in the pirogues in the Aegean basin
from the 3rd to the middle of the 2nd millennium B.Cl5. It is also important that the
oars were attached to the pins by means of leather straps tied in knots. Such pins
can be seen to this day on traditional fishing boats. They are short wooden pins
hammered vertically into the board. This mode of attaching the oars to the boat
preceded the Corinthian innovations in the 8th century B.C. which subsequently
spread to Greece in the 7th and 6th centuries. One of these was the new method
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of fixing the oar to the ship: through round holes in the board, in which the oars
were lying and rotating during rowingls.
The size of these ships is determined by the number of the oarsmen. In the
lliad they are 20,50,100 and 120, while in The Odyssey they are only 20 and 52.
It seems that the notion from The lliad about mythical gigantic ships with 100 or
120 oarsmen acquired a more realistic form. The relatively small size of these
ships is suggested by the numerous cases when they were easily taken out to
the land, even if there was no special need of thisl'. The sailors of these ships
were simultaneously oarsmen and warriors. This was noticedeven by Thucydides18.
Rowing as the principalway of ship navigationwas used when the ship was sailing
off, when there was no wind and when the ship was coming to lie along the wharf.
Mast and sail.
Agamemnon's ship from Book I of The lliad has a mast and a sail; the mast
was fixed with ropes, while the sail was hoisted when the wind was fairlg. As was
mentioned already when the oars were discussed, the sailors in the sea could
rest only when the wind was fair.

This information is more detailed in The Odyssey. When a fair wind started
blowing, the wooden mast was hoisted, fixed with ropes and then the sails were
unfurled using leather strapsno. The two ropes of the mast are taut towards the
bow and towards the sternnl. The sail is taken in when the ship enters the harbour22.
When Odysseus was building a raft, it becomes clear that the mast had acrossyard as we1123. The existence of this yard confirms that asail was indeed used with
this mast, because without it the sail would not have been taut under the thrust
of the wind.
There are numerous references to masts and sails in The Odyssey24.
It is important that in both poems this type of sail belonged to the ships with
oars discussed earlier. There is no specific reference to ships with sails only or
with oars only. Even though no details have been given about the shape and size
of the sail, it is clear that it was of a particularly elaborate configuration, if it had to
rely on fairwinds. No manoeuvring was possible with this sail, and likewise it was
impossible to travel at an angle against the wind.
The term used in ancient Greek texts for a ship's sail is io~iov,
usually in the
plural. However, it is obvious that these ships had only one functional sail, if they
had only one mobile mast with two supporting ropes and one yard.
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Navigation of the ship.
In The lliad there is only one reference to the helmsman of the shipz5. This
indisputably suggests that independent navigationexisted. All the more that when
a ship sailed, it must have had a helmsman and some system for steering.

Some information about this steering system can be found in The Odyssey,
where afamous navigator was said to have been a skilful helmsmanwith the oar,
too26. Odysseus fled from the ship by going down the stern oarz7, i.e. the steering
system consisted in an oar lowered from the stern to some depth in the sea. It
looked like a tail and served for navigation. This is why in all cases the helmsman
is always standing on the ship's stern28.
The steering oar was the first and the least sophisticated steering system,
which existed throughout the Middle Ages as well. It was a compulsory element
for ships using sails as well.
Anchors.
There are two referencesto ship anchors in The Iliad. The first case concerns
the lowering of the anchor in the harbour29, while the second case refers to the
lifting of the anchor beforethe ship sails off30. In both cases the term cuvri, meaning
"stone, bed", has been used. It is different from the classical ay~upa.Actually,
the anchor was made of stone, and because the stone was flat, it rested on the
sea bottom.

When Odysseus went to the Cyclops, he discovered such a good wharf that
it was even unnecessary for the ship to cast anchor or to be tied to the shores'. In
that case the poetic exaggeration can be understood from the context of the
poems, though something else is important: the term E U V T ~was used to denote
"anchor", the same term being used in The lliad to denote a stone anchor. The
term ~ u v risj also used when Telemachos' ship cast anchor in a bay in Ithaca,
before he went to the city itself32.
In The Odyssey there are two other cases33 where anchoring of ships is
referred to, but in neither case the term for anchor has been used. In one of the
passages the ship is said to be riding at roadstead, while in the other case the
term for anchor rope - 6&apo$- has been used. In this poem, too, the term a y ~ u pa is not used. This means that ships with sails and oars in Homer's epos used
stone anchors only.
From everything stated so far, it becomes clear that the ships in The lliad
and in The Odyssey navigated with 20 to 50 oars and with a rather simple sail,
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hoisted onto a mobile mast which was fixed by means of a bow rope and a stern
rope. These ships were steered with a stern oar, and they used stone anchors.
According to Thucydides, they were built in the old piratic fashion, as during the
Trojan Warad. In addition to food for the crew, these ships carried other cargo as
well - usually looted. Their sailors were both oarsmen and warriors, the captain
was their commander as well. These were universal ships for piracy, war and
trade.
Homer has designated these ships everywhere with the term vquq (pl. vqcq).
However, in the Odyssey there is the notion of yet another ship, albeit only for the
sake of comparison. It was aflat-bottomed cargo ship - cpop~iq35.This type of ship
was not unknown in the Aegean world. As suggested by the studies36, it appeared
in the 10th century B.C. images along the coasts of Asia Minor, in the 9th century
B.C. imagesfromthe Islandof Crete, and then in Greece. Thedesign andconstruction of this ship are different and they are a function of its purpose: to transport
cargo. This ship navigates mainly with sails, because large distances cannot be
covered with oars only. Consequently, a new type of ship was discovered in The
Odyssey, which seems to have been unknown in The Iliad and epoch it reflected.
It is known that Alcaeus37 from Lesbos was the first to use the term a y ~ u pa, which was towards the end of the 7th century B.C. The meaning of the new
word for"anchornisUanchor,support", i.e. it is perceived in the sense of an anchor
with one or with two arms. This anchor was made of wood, with a stone or lead
transverse stock.
The appearance of a new type of anchor indispuitably speaks also about the
appearance of the new type of ship for Greece. In my opinion, the new ship was
the cpop~iqfrom The Odyssey. If this is so, then the fact that the term a y ~ u p ais
lacking in Homer's epos, means that when it was created (before and during the
8th century B.C.), the ships specialized for trade only were not yet very widespread
in the Greek world. And when Alcaeus used the term at the end of the 7th century
B.C., that meant that the novelty in shipping and in the economic life of the Hellenic
ethniccommunity had already been completely accepted. In otherwords, the time
from the 8th to the end of the 7th century B.C. was a period of propagation and
of acceptanceof the trade ship in the Greekworld, being also aperiod when active
and regular sea trade started. The compiler Strabo38 adds to the picture by stating
thatay~upa
was invented by the Scythian Anacharsis. It is obvious that Anacharsis
simply stood for the name of a culture-hero from a non-Greek ethnic cultural
community, therefore it is pointless to seek in what century Anacharsis invented
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the two-arm anchor. Rather,the information may be associatedwith the appearance
of the new type of sailship in the 10th century B.C. in Asia Minor, and probably in
the Western Black Sea area as we1139.
The archaeological dating of the stone anchors40 from the Eastern
Mediterranean and from the Western Pontic coasts refer them generally to the
second half of the 2nd millennium B.C. If it is applied to the ships with sails and
oars of the vvuq type, which have the same stone anchors as well, it proves that
these were indeed the ships from the Trojan War in the 13th century B.C.
The appearance of the other type of ship - with sails - for the time being in
the 10th century B.C. and its gradual propagation into the Greek world, was
reflected in The Odyssey in the 8th century B.C. The merchant ship with sails
cpop~iqtook over the trade functions of the universal ship with sails -vqUq. Then
the ship with oars and sails remainedfor military need only, and hence it developed
some new military properties: speed and manoeuvrability.According toThucydidesl
narrative41, this happened first in Corinth in the 8th century B.C. when the
penteconters, the improved variant of Homer's ships, appeared for the first time.
These ships were considered to have been thevessels with which the Great Greek
Colonization was performed. A logical question arises: what kind of anchors did
they have? The most plausible answer seems to be: ay~upa,because more
sophisticated ships needed sophisticated anchors as well, and such anchors had
already been invented. Thus, it seems that the Greeks profited from the more
frequent occurrence of merchant ships by borrowing the two-arm stone or lead
stock in order to apply it in their innovations in the ships and to disseminate it
together with the Great Greek Colonization.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the following may be stated briefly:
1.

Ships in Homer's epos were of the all-purpose type (piracy, war, trade)
and were of the vqOq type. These ships were with oars and sails, and
they sailed in the second half of the 2nd millenniun B.C. until about the
j
8th century B.C. They had stone anchors of the ~ u v rtype.
Thus, the dating of the stone stocks from the Eastern Mediterranean
should be extended to the 8th century B.C. This type of conclusion is
also suggested when the stone anchors from the Western Black Sea
regions are examined".
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2.

A new type of ship (cpop~iq)became known in Hellas in the 8th century
B.C. It was for transporting cargo, especially for commercial need. It
was from this ship that the Greek penteconters, and later the trieris,
borrowed the more sophisticated anchor of the a y ~ u p type.
a
Thus, the dating of the appearance of the wooden anchor with stock in
the eastern part of the Aegan basin would be transferred back in time
from the 7th to the 10th century B.C. as has been proved for the Western
Black Sea coast", for the Western Aegean coast - at least to the 8th
century B.C.

3.

If the proposed hypothesis about the direct connection between the
merchant sailer cpop~iqand the wooden anchor with arms a y ~ u p ais
confirmed in the future as well, it would support the idea that The Odyssey
reflected most generally the time from the 10th to the 8th century B.C.
whereas The lliad reflected the time from the 13th to the 10th century
B.C. i.e. while The Odyssey praised the birth of a new age, The lliad
sang about the glory of a retreating age. Both ages are linked by the
ships with oars and sails using stone anchors - the ships in Homer's
epic tradition.
Kalin Porozhanov - Sofia, Bulgaria
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THE ENIGMA OF THE LONG PLANKS
PREDYNASTIC BOATS ON THE UPPER NILE
A. Abstract: The most common type of boat in the iconographic repertory
of Egyptian Predynastic boats, whether from vase painting, rock drawings, or
small size models, is that of a long canoe with as many as fifty paddlers. In more
detailed depictions it is clear that two cabins, of shrine type, were located all over
the beam of the boats, one behind the other - sometimes even connected by a
bridge at their second storey's level. The context of most of these iconographic
documents is burials; and the religious ceremonial character of these vessels is
quite obvious. Yet there is no reason to believe that the daily riverine vessels of
the Amratic and Gerzaean people of the Nile valley were of a different type. This
notion creates some difficulty: the type of the hull is undoubtedly fashioned by
long timbers, sewn at both ends, with flat floor (much like the later, Papyriform,
Royal ship of Cheops). Keeping in mind that this basic hull-form is the one which
characterizes the earliest depictions from Upper Egypt, one might wonder how
such a hull, so typical for long plank vessels, could originate in a geographical
area where no possible source for such timber was available. The only possible
source for long timber logs forthe Nile valley could have been the Levantinecoast
of the Mediterranean (as it was all through the Dynastic era). Yet the type is known
from Lower Egypt and the Delta region only in the later phase of the Predynastic
era. In other words, the part of the Nile Valley which is farthest away from any
known source of long, straight tree logs is the one that nourished water vessels
characterized by this very type of timber for its construction from the earliest
beginnings.

One probable explanation for such a contradiction might be found in the
geographic provenance of the civilization that used such boats before its members
entered the Nile Valley.
B. The iconographic documentation is the only source of information we
have for the type of boats that fared on the Nile during the late prehistoric era.
This time-period is known as the Amratian and Garzean phases, the last two in
the general Predynastic era in the Nile Valley, covering, probably the better part
of the fourth millennium B.C. At that period the people of that area had developed
a highly complicated agricultural society, based on ever developed central
organisation that controlled public works such as irrigation channels, fortified
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settlements, military units and international trade in mineral ores, luxurious
commodities and probably even timber logs and olive oil (Kantor 1965:6).Towards
the mid 4th millennium the so-called Garzean culture of upper Egypt intensified
these foreign trade connections and developed some kind of feudal-like society,
which was controlled by a relatively small group of high class privileged people of
foreign origin who mastered the mass of peasants (Derry 1956;Emery 1961:3031). The rich and densely populated valley of the upper Nile thrived and expanded
its political and cultural grasp both toward Nubia in the south (Williams 1980)and
toward the people of the so-called Maadian culture in the north, at the Delta region
(Hoffman 1979: 149).Such activities demanded an ever intensifiednauticalactivity
on the Nile, and judging from the central place river crafts took in Gerzean art,
boats were everywhere in the daily life of the communities. Depictions of boats
are to be found as a major theme in Rock-drawingsoutside the Nile valley proper,
in upper Egypt, Nubia and even toward the Western desert (Engelmayer 1965;
Hofmann 1979:243-8;Winkler 1938:26-7, 35-9). Yet, the main source is the
hundreds of painted jarsfrom burials in the Nile valley itself, ranging from Amratic
to Late Gerzean period, on which boats are the main decorative feature in most
cases (Petrie 1921). In some of these graves there were also clay and wooden
models, usuallyof small, simple boats, that add for us the missing thirddimension
of the paintings and rock-drawings. The funerary context of most of these
iconographicdocuments seems to be a limiting factor, because in most cases the
depicted water craft is clearly of some kind of ceremonial and religious function
(Baumgartel 1960: 144-149).Yet, judging from types depicted in rock-drawings
and from the close resemblance in hull construction of ceremonial and utilitarian
dynastic boats, one might take the available illustration as a relevant source for
reconstructing the technical and typological features of the riverine crafts of the
predynastic Nile Valley. The most common type of a boat among these painted
vases is the so-called "Boomerang shape" (Basch, 1987: 57-60; Kantor 1944:
115; and see Fig. 2). Most of the painted vases depicting this type were found at
the upper part of the Nile valley. This is particularly true for the earlier Gerzean
and all of the Amratic specimen (S.D. 35-42, and see Petrie 1920,1939;Landstrom
1970:12;Figs.4-1 1). The features of that type of boat which are common in all
the vase paintings are:

1. A shallow curved hull of sided with an even width from end to end. The
bow and terns are terminated diagonally, with their upper part shorter
than the bottom end.
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2.

The superstructures consist of two cabins, sometimes connected by a
bridge-like passage (see e.g. Fig.2: A,D,E,). The cabins are depicted
with twin "Ears", or arched top poles and their sides covered with mats.
In some cases one of the cabins attached to the back of the after one
(Fig.2:B) or in front of the fore one (Fig.2:A), or both (Fig.2;e,d).

3. In most cases there is a vertical pole behind the after cabin, topped by
a sign. In some cases this sign was omitted (Fig.2:A.c.), and at least in
one case there are two different ones on the same boat (Basch 1987:
44, Fig.66). These signs were consideredto be protosymbols of Egyptian
nomes (Newberry 1914). The claim was that some of these signs of the
Pharaonic era, are mostly of nomes of the Delta region. This notion is
questionedby later scholars who have pointed out to the missing signs,
the double signs on one boat, the fact that depiction of boats with different
signs were found in the same burial and the geographical discrepancy
between the location of these burial (and rock drawings) and the area
suggested for these nomes (Basch 1987: 43, n.4). So, it seems as if
the notion that the religious and ceremonial context of these boat
depictions is prevailing one might consider these signs as symbols of
various deities (Baumgartel 1947: 13,72).
4.

A prominent feature in all the depictions of this type is the tree branch
which is placed in a special device at the prow of the boats. This type
of decoration was depicted in all the earlier specimen, and became less
consistent and more schematic in later, Ptorodynastic depictions.
Whether this type of symbolic decoration points out towards some
Mesopotamian influence (Arkell 1959; 52-3), or the more convincing
arguments for Ethiopian origin (Larsen, 1957), there are no reasons to
follow the notion that these branches initiated the use of sails in Egypt
(Basch 1987:49). The more convincing proto-sailscan be found among
the later Gerzeandepictions of a mat fixed on avertical pole (Landstrom
1970: 13, Fig. 14), or the hides fixed on a cross form and a pole, as
shields (?), depicted on the wall painting from the brick tomb at
Hierakonpolis (Quibell and Green 1902, PI.XXV) and the painted vase
for Naqada (Fig. 3).

5.

The last device which is shown in most depictions is of a "Broom" (Fig.2:
A,B,L.) or a kind of knotted rope, loosely dingled down from the prow
(Bowen 1960: 120, Fig.2). The overall repertory of this device might be
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considered as a purifying one, keeping the sacred barge, or boat, off
any possible floating impurity during its ceremonial sailing.
Most of the depicted boats have multitude of what seems to be oars, usually
divided into two groups, leaving the central area between the cabins free. Having
no indication for rowing in the Nile Valley prior to the fifth Dynasty period (Clowes
1932: 16) it is quite clear that these oars were used for paddling, as in canoes
(Kantor 1944: 118).The grouping of the oars might not indicatean artistic convention
of depicting the paddles of two sides of the boat (Clowes 1932: 15), or for better
clarity of the scene (Kantor 1944: 119-121). There is at least one depiction that
shows the oars of both sides in more accurate way (Fig. 4). Judging also from one
of the earlier depictions (Fig. 2:L) it is quite clear that the oars were used by the
paddlers only along the free area foreword and behind the cabins, which would
fill the entire breadth of the boat (and see thedepiction of a bird-eyeviewof Amratic
boat at Landstrom 1970: 12, Fig.4).
The paddling technique is clearly depicted on the painted linen from El
Gebelein (c.f. Bass 1972,27, Fig.7, and Fig. 5 hereby).
Finally,though this "Boomerangshape" type is characteristic for most of the
Gerzean vase painting form Upper Egypt and the only clearly definedtype depicted
in rock-drawingsand painted pottery of the earlier, Amraticera, there are two later
iconographic sources for this type. The first one is the painted brick wall from the
tomb 100 in Hierakonpolis (Quibell and Green 1902, pl.lll), where of six depicted
vessels five are of this type (Fig.2:A). It is interesting to note that though this
iconographic source is few centuries later than that of the Amratic era (Fig. 2:L),
they do no differ much, both in their hull-shape and the upper structures. Unlike
the depictions from the painted vases which seem to show only divine figures of
deities, this wall painting describes human figures on the boats, probably in more
realistic scale. If this is the case the actual length of the white boatsfrom Hierakonpolis
was as much as 30m and their height just over 1.5m. The other Protodynastic
iconographic source is the famous Gebel el Arak knife (Benedite 1916). This flint
blade knife has acarved handle which was made of hippopotamustusk, decorated
on both sides in an elaborated protodynastic fashion (Fig.6). On one side there
are various wild animals, typical to the mountainous region of both sides of the
upper Nile area, including hunting dogs. This side is crowned by a typically
Mesopotamianantithetic scene of a hero, with a helmet or hairdress of Sumerian
type, controlling two lions.
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On the other side there are pairs of combatants fighting each other, with
maces, clubs and sticks. All human figures are dressed and look like typical
predynastic inhabitants of the Nile Valley. The lower part of that side depicts two
groups of boats, with drowning people in the area between them. The two boats
of the upper group have been studied and discussed by many. Their close
resemblance to boats depicted on contemporary Mesopotamian cylinder seals
of Gemdet Nasr style, combined with the antithetic motif on the other side led
scholars to consider the decoration as a symbolic depiction of an ethnic, political,
or cultural conflict between the two main cradles of civilisations at birth (Emery,
1961:38-9). Others saw it as an indication for ever growing Mesopotamianinfluence
in protodynastic Egypt, coming from the north, via Syria and Palestine (Helck
1962:6-9). Kantor, in her thorough study (1965: 6-17), have tried to incorporate
the scenes and motifs within a sequence of sea borne connections between
Mesopotamia and the Upper Nile valley via the Red sea, the Indian Ocean and
Wadi Hammamat (see Fig.l), starting from sporadic indirect maritime voyages
in the Amratic and early Gerzean periods and columinating to a more direct and
steady borrowing at the later Gerzean and Protodynastic eras. Lately there was
an attempt to re-read these intrusive Mesopotamian elements and to see the
Gebel el Arak knife decorations as a depiction of a culture combat between the
culture of the Upper Nile (representedby the lower group of boats) and the People
of the Delta region, asaphaseon the way for apolitical unification (Hoffman 1979:
340-344). Basch (1978:60) suggests that the Mesopotamian boats on the knife
represent the invading "Dynastic Race", which were West semitics that entered
Egypt through the Delta. The lower group includes three boats of the same type
and double cabins as the "white" boats from Hierakonpolis, though much shorter
and with an additional device that looks like a bovine head at the prows of two of
them, replacing the traditional branches.
C.Three dimensional modelsof predynasticboats are not many. Of dozen,
or so, found in burials of the period, five are clearly of the "Boomerang Shape"
type. The earliest, which is dated to the Amratic, or Early Gerzean era is now at
the museum of Berlin (Fig.7). It is composed of two parts, with one end (the prow?)
made separately and lashed to the hull after the model was baked. The shape of
the hull is symmetric, with two cross benches at either pointed end. Yet, at one
side (the prow?) there is additional cross beam, behind the bench, with two
narrowing slots towards the boat's tip. Judging from other depictions these slots
might been used for insertion of prow branches. There is painted area at midship,
similar to the intercabins one on the side of the largest boat from Hierakonpolis
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(Fig. 2: A). It is characteristic to the type that the sidesof the model are not pointed
or tapered off, but somewhat broader than the sides of the midship. The floor is
flat and the section is of a U-shape. The lengthlbreadth ratio is 511, much smaller
than the estimated 1211 ratio of long riverine canoes.
The next group is of three small clay models found at Naqada and presently
on display at the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford (Fig. 8). All three are rather crude
flat bottom hulls, similar in shape to the former one, except for one detail - the
upper part of both ends had been trimmed, so as to give them a triangular profile,
of which the point is the continuation of the curved line of the bottom (see Fig. 6:
B).
The last model is one made of wood, from the museum of Cairo (Fig.9). It is
similar in shape to the group from Naqada, but much slender, with lengthlbreadth
ratio of about 1111.
All these models represent two facts that should be added to the data about
the characteristics of the "Boomerang shape" predynastic boats derived from the
paintings and rockdrawings: one is the fact that the bottom of that types hull was
flat and its cross-section of a U or rather (inverted n) shape, as it kept being in all
Egyptian wooden water crafts till the end of the Old Kingdom.
The second and most unusual feature is the adhered sides of the boats on
both ends. This unique feature cannot typify canoes that had been derived from
a Monoxyle pirogue (Landstrom, 1970: 12-16). It has only one constructive logic
-the adhered (swen or stitched) side boards were made of planks, long enough
and properly fastened to each other in order to enable the needed curvature. Such
acurvature would hardly fit a prototype made of unsewn logs, such as in log rafts
(Kapitan, 1987).
D. The Prototypes of the "Boomerang Shape" Boats should had been
fashioned by building materials with the affinities of long, flexible wooden planks.
Such a conclusion is carefully suggested by Basch (1987: 57, n.19). Yet, if one
would take two boards of thin wood and sew them face of face at both ends for
about 15% of their total length at each side, and then hold each side in one hand
and push inside (and a little upward); the exact replica of a "Boomerang Shape"
boat will be produced. One has to cut and shape a spearhead form for the floor,
which would maintain the proper curvature of the model, in order to complete the
replica.
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The question is "how come"?

How come that the typical boat for the upper Nile from the earlier phase
of water transportation at that region is characterized by building materials
that could not be found there, or even in other nearby areas? From the above
described iconographic depictions we know that these "BoomerangsShape" boats
were slim, long canoes, not broad enough for rowing, but paddled in regular canoe
propulsion fashion. Such type of a canoe must have been formed along water
courses where long, straight tree trunks where at hand, and saws of quality fits
for the task were manufactured, in order to cut planks from the tree. Having the
offsprings of that alleged prototype depicted at Nubia and Upper Egypt early in
the 4th millennium B.C. indicates either:
a.

There were long, straight tree trunksalong the upper Nile at that period,
or sometimes earlier.

b.

The people of that region came to settle there, from elsewhere bringing
with them the tradition and the technical know-how for long plank boats.
They most had immigrated from a place where this type of boat would
fit the available building material and nautical practice. At their alleged
place of origin they must have had saws big enough for slicing tree
trunks. This type of saw could had been made of metal, but not as an
exclusive choice. The archaeologicalfinds from the prehistoric (Neolithic)
settlements of the Nile valley and the Western Sahara include flint saws
of size and finesse that might did the job. There was also the alternative
of using a composite tool, a saw made of microliths inserted along a
bone or stick of hardwood, much like the Neolithic sickles (see e.g.
Emery, 1961, pl. 40).

Having no remnants of conifers or other long, straight tree trunks at the
vicinity of the Nile valley since the beginning of the Holocene we have to consider
the other explanation. This is backed by ideas of many scholars who would look
for highlycultural immigrants that allegedly entered the Nile valley during the late
5th and early 4th millennia B.C., triggering the technical and social evolvement
of the Amratic and Gerzean cultures and eventually facilitated the unification of
Egypt under the Pharaonic regime. Some would consider these invaders to be of
dolichocephal race (Negroid? Indo-Arian?)that is documented in Gerzean burials
of nobelties in Upper Egypt (Derry 1956). Others would question the validity of
anthropomorphic data for such a case and would follow the Mesopotamian
connection (Emery 1961: 40; Kantor 1965: 14-17). The antidiffusionists, such as
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Renfrew and Kemp would serve for Hoffmans claim for "Almost local" fertilizing
immigrants from the "almost farmers" of eastern Sahara (the western desert) and
the highlands of the Red Country (Hoffman 1979: 303-5). More problematic in
terms of accessibility is the theory about Nubia and even Ethiopia (Adams 1984;
Larsen 1957).It is true that there is resemblancebetweensome Gerzeandecorations
and the aloe plant of Ethiopia (see e.g. Fig.3), but the cataracts and the distances
would make it hard to bring down timbers from the Blue Nile. There is also no good
geographical candidate for the combination of trees and water courses in East
Africa that might evolvedthe alleged prototype forthe "Boomerange Shape" boats.
Eastern Mediterranean provenance is quite tempting one, particularly so
since we know of Byblus and the Cilician coasts as the prime sources for timbers
into Egypt since the beginning of the Dynastic era. This hypothesis (Basch 1987:
60; Kapitan 1987) cannot be accepted because of two main reasons:
a.

If this type of boat and the people to whom it belongedwould have had
come to the Nile valley from the north, how come we find their material
culture and nautical tradition in the southern part first (and exclusively
so for at least half a millennium)?

b.

The technological idea of using canoes for maritime, or riverine
transportation was never known in the Levant and would hardly be
suitable for its coastal topography.

The last geographic region to be considered as a candidate for being the
place of origin for the alleged prototype of the "Boomerang Shape" boats might
be looked for in the west, the southern part of the Sahara, lake Chad and further
to the West, in the region of the Upper Niger.
As farfetched as it appeared at first, there are score of clues and similarities
that make this potential provenance a probable one:
a.

During the time period of the early Holocene (7.000 - 3.000 B.C.) the
southern half of the Sahara was much more humid than now.
Geomorphological and paleoclimatological studies made a strong case
for perennial rivers flowing from the high, rocky plateaus of central
Sahara, south to the Greater Lake Chad, south-west to the Great Bend
of the Niger, and east, from the Tibesti plateau toward the Nile (Fig.
' 10). A series of oasis in the Western desert were then incorporated, as
agricultural areas within a Park-Savannah landscape (Butzer 1975;
Hoffman, 1979: 221-243).
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b.

There is archaeological evidence to indicate that pastoral societies
actually fared for long distances over the southern line of oasis, from
Hoggar, via Tibesti, Gilf Kebir and Nabta, to the upper Nile Valley
(McHugh 1971).

c.

There are several similarities between certain traditions of the Pharaonic
culture of the Nile Valley and the sub-saharan cultures of the area west
of Lake Chad, such as Burnu, Mali and Songhai (Wainright 1949).
Among those are the Matrilinear inheritance system and the tradition
of ceremonial procession by water, carrying the late chieftains to their
afterlife across the river or the lake. As intriguing as such a theory may
be, and still in need for much more substantial data to support it, the
west African venue is to be tried seriously (Fig. 11).

E. The Earliest Boats in the Southern Mediterranean and the adjacent
Aegean archipelagos seem to be somewhat relevant to that enigma of long plank
boats on the Nile, from both the conceptual point of view of nautical engineering
and from striking similarities in "subsidiary" features. Whether it was a long raft
(Kapitan, 1987) or a monoxylos (Basch 1987: 78) that was the early prototype of
the lead models from Naxos, they represent a long plank type of avessel. Basch
makes reason in pointing out the revolutionarydifference between the two types
of canoes when it comes to their usage on high seas (op.cit.). In any case, the
tapering raised end of these boats, and their construction by three lead tongues,
fixed together in a U shape cross-section, are very much the same concept of
engineeringas the one we saw in the "Boomerang Shape" boats from Predynastic
Egypt (Fig. 12).
The group of engraved depictions of boats on the "poelons" of frying pans
from Syros and other Cycladic islands, are of the same general prototype, though
with some additional features. The issue of the horizontal prolongation at their
lower ends is beside the issue of this paper, but the almost vertical post of the
other end and its dingled mat-like device can be compared with the upright prow
of the black boat from the painted tomb in Hierakonpolis (Fig. 13) and the waterpuring device depicted on many of the "Boomerang Shape" boats (see, e.g. Fig.
2: A.L. and Basch 1987, Fig. 78). It seems as if the zigzag decoration along the
sides of some of the "poelon" boats (Fig. 14: 3,4) might indicate that their boards
of planks were sewn by ropes, much like the technique characterized the boats
from the Nile Valley.
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One might argue against drawing historical conclusions from imaginary
iconographic resemblance, but there is still aconceptual paradox: how come long
canoes were the type representing the nautical tradition, at least in its archaistic,
ceremonial context, of the Cycladics,with no remnant of an out-rigger which would
be mandatory, if one would attempt sailing on high seas? How come such typically
riverine craft is the prototype of the later Greek Longboats (Basch 1987:81).
These boats are far from being primitive and would represent continuoustechnical
development in nautical engineering over many centuries (op.cit.). Yet one may
wander where this tradition began?
There are many aspects of Lybian diffusion and even actual artifacts in
Neolithic and Early Minoan Crete, as well as on the Greek mainland (see, recently,
Bernal 1991: 95-99 for an update summation and bibliography). In the Biblical
"Table of Nations" (Genesis, 10) it is Egypt which was the ancestor of the Cretans,
from which the Philistines were descended (10,14). All originated from Ham the
primeval father of the African nations.
Dr. Avner Raban
Center for Maritime Studies,
1

University of Haifa.
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The decoration of Gebel el Arak knife handle (after Emery 1961, Fig.1).
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Three clay models of Gerzean boats from Naqada (after Basch 1977, Fig. 95).
Wooden model of Gerzean boat from Cairo Museum (after Landstrorn, 1970,
Fig. 20).
The impact of changing climate. Schematic diagram of changing landscapes
in Upper Egypt since the Acheulean (after Hoffman, 1979, Fig. 5).
Contemporary sailing canoe on the Niger, carrying agricultural products and
propelled by square sail near its bow.
Lead model of a canoe from Naxos, now at the Ashmolean museum in Oxford
(after Basch 1987, Figs. 155,156).
The Black Boat from the painted brick tomb at Hierakonpolis (after Bass 1972,
Fig.6).
Selection of boat depictions from Early Cycladic frying pans.
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The remains of the boat lie on the seabed in two separate sections, from 20
to 30 cm apart, with one partly over the other.
The first section includes the keel, both extremities of which are visible, to
which, are attached at the prow end the garboards and part of the second strakes.
The group of timbers lies at an angle of 40" leftwards.
The second section includes the remains of the left side, and a large part of
the skeleton and the remains of the inner planking are firmly attached to it. The
section lies horizontally on the sea bottom and covers the first section for more
than 6 metres. The break and the superimposition of the two sections are due to
the original shock and not to a rotting process. The edges of the broken sections
are in an excellent state of preservation. The tenons are cut clean and many of
the nails in the frame are pulled out. Evidently the boat opened up as it hit the
seabed, or else the shock that caused the sinking was so violent as to separate
it into two parts.
Analysis of the various parts of the craft.
INNER PLANKING: Among the large quantity of stray timbers which are
inside the craft, many, to judge from the way they were shaped and the manner
ortheir nailing, must have belonged to the inner planking and the movable timber
ledging, whilst a considerable number are still clearly in situ. The inner planking
that is still in position includes movable planks laid longitudinally to the centre line
of the ship, from 1 to 2.5 metres in length, 18 to 23 cm in width and 3 to 4 cm thick.
Towards thecentre of the boat they are held in position by two half-round ceilings,
of 6 cm in diameter, which are fixed to the frames by slender copper nails.

The central timber ledging includes movable planks laid crosswise to the
ship's centre line and with an unvarying length of 70 cm, except for those at the
far end of the stern which have a trapezoidal shape and whose length diminishes
to 30 cm. Their width is 20 cm and their thicness 3. Some of them exhibit small
holes to facilitate their removal.
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Among this timber ledging, to the left of the line of the keel, and at a point
corresponding to frames 44 and 40, there is a rectangular hole bounded by small
planks which are nailed to the floor timbers: this hole gives access to the bilge.
The reinforcing planks show clear signs of having had some splintess removed
with an axe, and the bilge had an outer cover of lead which was not nailed down.
The bilge in question was for collecting water and a pump has probably been
removed from it.
SKELETON: The keelson, which measures 14.5 cm in width and is 6 cm
thick, is visible at the extremities of the hull, whilst in the centre it is hidden by the
timber ledging. It has some small holes, one of which is situated towards the prow
end and measures 6 X 8 cm and two towards the stern of more or less similar
dimensions. To stern it has become detached from the frames and it is somewhat
corroded. In at least one case it lies inside a notch of 1 cm in depth which was
made in a frame, and it is held in position there by a wooden lock pin which has a
copper nail running through it.
Of the first frames of the prow only the floor timbers have been preserved:
two of these timbers have the watercourse in a central position and so are not
connected to the keel, the third is flat but no nails are visible. The other three
discovered in the prow area are very thin, rectangular in section (height 8.5 cm,
width 7.5cm) but not fashioned in conformity with the frameof the classical period.
The first of them consists of the floor timber (length 100 cm, height 22 cm,
width 8 cm) which is fixed to the keel by a copper nail and to the keelson as
described before. The 1st futtoks are butted to it and they are fixed to the planks
by a wooden lock pin crossed through by a copper nail which enter it from the
outside and is beaten back.
The radiographic investigation of a fragment of frame 44 has allowed us to
determine that the copper clamps found in the bottom of the wreck and coming
from the upper surface of the frames are nothing but bent-back portions of the
nails which reinforce the wooden lock pins that join the frames to the planking:
due to the effect corrosion, these have taken on a symmetrical shape so as to
allow them to be mistaken for objects complete in themselves.
The other two prow frames have the same dimensions and positioning but
the butting between the floor timber and the 1st futtock is not visible and all the
signs are that they were hewn out of a single trunk of residual length 265 cm.
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The frames visible to stern are laid in two different ways: the smaller ones
(56 X 8 cm) are perpendicular to the keel while there are two bigger ones which
were fashioned in such a way that they could be positioned with a marked sterward
inclination. One of these is insituand is apparently part of a single piece consisting
of floor timber and knee, of which only the right hand one has been damaged by
teredo. The other one has strayed and consists of floor timber and right-hand
knee hewn from a single timber and has a scarf joint for joining to the left-hand
knee which is in situ joined to the side. Neither of the two is joined to the keel but
only to the outer planking by wooden lock pins reinforced by long beaten-back
copper nails.
The intervals between the frames which are perpendicular to the keel are
from 16 to 18 cm: and the positioning of the two unusually shaped stern frames
gives the impression of a long tapering forward thrust.
OUTER PLANKING: The garboards are broadly trapezoidal in section, with
a curved inside surface. They are from 18 to 20 cm wide and 5 cm thick. They
have mortises which are 6.5 cm wide and 5 cm apart: towards the prow they are
connected to the keel and to part of the second strakes.
The planks are from 20 to 22 cm wide to prow and from 16 to 18 to stern:
their thickness is a constant 4 cm and they are smeared with vegetable resin on
the inside.
The mortises are 5 cm wide and 0.5 cm in thickness and they are spaced
apart from 5 to 7 cm in the prow and are displaced along the width of the planks:
they occur in greater concentration in the stern and they are placed over each
other at least two points.
The tenons are trapezoidaland positioned in the mortises with great precision.
Some have two lock pins and in some instances the lock pins have copper nails
through them.
A stray fragment of planking, whose original position is not known, displays
aslanting mortise which is longerthan normal and extends into half the thickness
of the planking itself, a clear indication of the planking having been replaced.
At the far stern end the planking terminates with a slanting cut and has
mortises in the short side also: it is clear that this is the point where the side of the
boat terminates and that the joints were for union with the sternpost.
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The hypothesis of a square stern which was first put forward cannot yet be
excluded although the latest findings prompt us to greater caution.
KEEL: In the last two metres of the prow the keel becomes a great deal
thinner finishing up only 4 cm thick at the head whilst its unchanging dimensions
are: height 17 cm, width 18 cm with the rabbets 3 cm deep. On the other hand to
stern the dimensions are height 17 cm, width 14 cm with the rabbets 3 cm. At
both the extremities the mortises are 5 cm and they take tenons 0.5 cm thick.
They are spaced out from 5 to 7 cms. The keel is unvariably trapezoidal in section
and despite the fact that no traces of any fixing of the posts remainwe may surmise
that the prow was of cut-water type on account of the progressivetapering of the
keel and the total absence of upward curvature.

LEAD COVERING: All the hull below the water line was covered with a lead
sheeting of little less than a millimetre in thicness and naileddown with the classical
large-headed small copper nails of square section. At the very end of the prow
the sheeting increases conspicuously in thickness until it reaches 7 mm, as if it
was a reinforcement to substitute the cut-water ram.
PIECES OF WOOD OUTSIDE THE GROUND PLAN OF THE CRAFT:
Towards the prow end, under the side and unconnected with it there are a small
beam, a plank and a half finished trunk of 12 cm diameter. It may be that the prow
was reinforced from the outside but it is not a case of double planking for the keel
has only a single rabbet.
Under the left stern side and not connected to it there are two beams, one
of which is rectangular in section and may be a corner of the stern of a part of the
rudder, and the other of which is rounded in section and has a square joint at one
extremity (the other extremity is not visible) and its bark still on it: we are probably
dealing here with a "soufflage". Under the side, about 80 cm from the keel, there
is a second beam similar to the aforementioned and under that there is a large
plank with two small joints and this may be the remains of the blade of a rudder
or planking from the right side which slipped down during the shipwreck, or else
a part of the superstructure. There are even more pieces of wood of some
substance under the step of posidonia roots and there may be pieces of sternpost
amongst them.

SHIP'S EQUIPMENT: Inside the craft there were some objects belonging
to the ship's equipment amongst which a block and some metallic concretions.
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The block lay between the keel and the ship's side, under aframe, evidently
having ended up there during the shock of the sinking. It is formed of its main part
which is made of a wood of yellowish colour measuring 14 X 18 X 9,2 cm and is
hollowed out like a snatch-block in which is inserted a wheel of dark wood 7 cm
thick and 14 cm in diameter. The extremity towards the wheel has a cog and there
are several notches and channelings in the main part. It is afixed tackle attached
to the hull which can be used for the manoeuvring of the mast and sails, for a
loading hook or even for the rudders.
Two of the concretionswere X-rayed but with little success since numerous
fragments of lead sheeting were enclosed within them.
The first one, recovered in 1989, is30 cm in length, and contains the imprint
of an iron bar bent into the shape of a ring at one end, curved asymmetrically, and
brooken off at the other end, as if it were a hookwhich had been severely deformed
by traction and flattening.
The second one is bigger (160 cm) and also contains pottery and wood
fragments. It lay across the line of the ship about 4 m from the prow. The calk is
of a rectangular piece of iron with a mean section of 3 X 10 cm and it is sufficiently
visible in X-ray to determine that it is the shaft of an iron anchor.
CONCLUSION
The remains of the wreck lie on the seabottom for a full 12 metres in length
and a little less than 3 metres in width. They may therefore be attributed to a boat
of some fifteen metres, of elegant shape, with acut-water prow, an extended and
somewhat raised stern, and built not far from its place of sinking. It was certainly
driven by sails (the small hole on the keelson towards the prow is sufficient to hold
a small detachable mast) but there are not enough indications to exclude oars as
a means of propulsion.
The external planking is markedly robust in natureand had already undergone
repair, and this contracts with an essential, light inner skeleton: in this respect it
does not conform to the classical rules of construction technique.
As has already been suggested (seeTropis Ill) we may venture the hypothesis
that it is a local craft built for purposes only with difficulty demonstrable outside
the sphere of supposition.
The wreck, which is dated in the second half of the second century B.C.,
was investigated by the Soprintendenza Archeologica Toscana during three
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seasons of excavationwork in 1982,1989 and 1990,which were carriedout under
the scientific direction of DRS Francesco Nicosia and Antonella Romualdi and
the technical direction of underwater archaeologists Dr. Enrico Ciabatti and Dr.
Edoardo Riccardi.
Edoardo Riccardi
via A. Faggi 13
17042 Bergeggi
Savona-Italy

Trans. Michael Chamberlain
Photo. Soprintendenza Archeologica Toscana
CAPTIONS
The Gulf of Baratti during rough seas from the necropolis of Populonia.
Fragment of a wooden statuette (4cm).
Chest of metal vases and wooden containers for spices or cosmetics, during
excavations.
One of the stones found amidst the cargo and probably lost by the Urinatores.
The 5th floor timber connected to the left side and the keel, with the garboards,
moved by about 20 to 30 cm.
The extremity of the prow.
Plan of the prow.
The run of the keel.
Mortises in the garboard at the prow end.
Frames.
Radiography of a frame with clinched copper nail.
The keel towards stern.
The left side towards stern and the keel.
View from above with the frame from a different angle.
Plan of the stern section.
Photomontage. The complete plan.
The pulley block found in the stern.
The type of ship.
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TROPIS I V

PORTAGE OF SHIPS ACROSS THE ISTHMUS

Whether or not the ancients hauled merchant ships ( O ~ K U ~ E Sover
)'
the
lsthmus is a question that probably never will be answered satisfactorily. A note
published by R. M. Cook puts the evidence succinctly in line. Among the more
important points Cook makes are that the Diolkoswas used primarilyfor commercial
traffic, that Strabo's nopepsla may have been particular types of transportable
vessel, that the Diolkoswas probably not a commercial success, that potential of
damage from stress prohibited transport of loaded vessels and that vessels, if
carried, would have moved separately from their cargo. Most importantly, Cook
observes that a ship's weight was the critical factor.2 In another note, B. R.
MacDonald doubts that ships were carried at all and that the Diolkos was used
for the heaviest cargoes, namely marble and timber.3 Cook's latest thoughts
concentrate on the cost of transport and the advantages of a paved track over an
earthen road.4Although I cannot concur with all of Cook's conjectures, I will try to
elaborate on his discussion.
The lsthmus is a narrow neck of land, about 6 kms. across between the
Greek mainland and the Peloponneseand rises to a minimum of 80 m. above sea
level at its crest. The Diolkos, the paved road way which in antiquity described a
serpentine path as it exploited the shallowest grade over the Isthmus, cannot
have been longer than 8 kms and its average grade, therefore, was in the range
of 1:38 (2.7%) to 1:50 (2%). Excavated portions of the Diolkos reveal it to have
been built early in the 6th century and plausibly the work of the tyrant Periander.
The width of the built surface ranges, along the 450 m. excavated, between 3.6
and 6.0 m. It is scored by the wheels of transport vehicles whose wheelbase
averaged 1.5 m. across. On either side of the paved portion were earthen roads.5
Historical sources mention five successful and one unsuccessful attempt,
by naval forces, to portage warships over the lsthmus between 428 and 30 B.C.6
Niketas Oryphas, revealing his familiarity with ancient literature, effected a sixth
crossing in A.D. 881 .'Thequestion that arises is: were the admirals commemorated
by historians for their enterprise or for their achievement of the commonplace?
The answer, surely, is both. The admirals accomplished a manoeuvre infrequently
performed but of great military advantage. On the other hand, small vessels were
regularly treated in this fashion for profit by a large group of Corinthian minor
entrepreneurs: ox drivers and small shipowners.
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In considering the question whether ships were moved across the Diolkos,
Aristophanes' use, as a simile, of the Corinthians'frequent portage of ships should
not be neglected;* for if ships were only rarely or never transported, there would
be no humour in his lines. Still less should the explicit testimony of Pliny and Strabo
~ V to merchant ships (ohbe ignored.9 If Strabo's use of U ~ & ~ V & U ~ K O U Orefers
the conclusion that vessels were
~ a qor
) trolleys used for movingships (oh~ouq),
regularly moved on the Diolkos is inescapable. It is evident that these vessels
were not large and that weight, as Cook rightly observes, must have been the
overriding consideration.
A recent reconstruction of a replica of a trireme, a vessel designed to be
beached or hauled up shipways, and occasionally carried over great distances,
permits us to estimate the upper weight level that on five attested occasions was
transported over the Diolkos.The trireme Olympias, reconstructedby J. S. Morrison
and J. F. Ccrates, measures 37 by 5.5 m. Her displacement in the water, fully
equippedand manned, is in the range of 45 tonnes andwhen beachedand stripped
of crew and equipment, but still carrying ballast, she weighs 26 tonnes.10 If in 217
B.C. Philip's slightly larger vessels were sent around Cape Malia because they
were too large to be portaged, then the triremes were close to the upper level to
weight tolerance.11

A number of Greek and Roman trading ships have been recovered by
archaeological means. The excavated remains suggest that merchant vessels
were deep and broad in relationto their lengthand resembledthe modern perama.12
Archaeological and epigraphic data show that the largest cargo ships rarely
exceeded 1000 tonnes capacity, that the average ship carried only about 130
tonnes and that ships up to 200 to 350 tons were unremarkable. A second class
of vessel is representedby afind on the shore of the seaof Galilee. The 1st century
a.C. Kinnaret boat is not only smaller in all respects, but is flat bottomed and tapers
towards the stern, unlike the larger merchantmen. The boat had no deck and is
considered to have been a fishing vessel, but is of a size and shape used in the
Late Medieval period for transport and trade on internal waterways and for shorthaul sea ventures.13A better idea of size and weight of various small cargo ships
can be gained from the following table?
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L
W
(Metres)

Total

Load
Weight
(Tonnes)

WAR
Olympias

37

5.5

45

19

26

CARGO
Antikythira
Yassi Ada
Serce Liman
Kyrenia

30?
20
15
15

1O?
5
5
4.5

130?
72
43
41?

loo?
52
28
26?

30
20
15
15?

2.5

20

10

10

Ship

SMALLER VESSELS
Kinnaret
9

The unloadedweight of the smaller cargo vessels in most cases is well within
the limits for hauling quggested above; conceivably vessels the size of the Yassi
Ada wreck and smaller could have been transported empty with little difficulty.
Large fully laden cargo ships cannot have been transported, for all except the
very smallest were too heavy. The stresses, not only on the walls of the vessel
but also on the trolley carrying it would have been massive. Furthermore, any
attempt to move a broad vessel (5-1Om.), on a narrow cart (1.5 m.) would result
in a top-heavy load courting a potentially expensive disaster. On the other hand,
small, simply-riggedcoasters of the size of the Kinnaret boat, which were perfectly
suited to short haul Aegean voyages, fall well within the transportable range even
when carrying afull cargo. The Kinnaret boat has a beam dimension (2.5 m.) that
would have fit neatly on a trolley with a 1.5 m. wheelbase. Its estimated loaded
weight (20 tons) manageable on the Diolkos if carefully laden to avoid structural
damage. Strabo's nopepcia may well have been barges or boats of similar size
and weight to the Kinnaret boat.
Let us digress to consider land transport of goods. Most if not all commercial
loads were hauled on a waggon by oxen or carried in panniersby mules or donkeys.
Pulling a load, oxen could work for 5 hours a day covering between 7'and 11
miles.15 Traditional wisdom considers the ancient ox to have been smaller than
the modern and that on a level earth road a yoke could pull in the range of 0.6
tonnes. On a paved road, the friction was considerably reduced permitting a
corresponding increase in load; it is estimated that the load drawn by a team of
horses increases from between 0.6 tonnes on an unimproved road to 2 tonnes
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on a metalledsurface. Reasonably, a pair of oxen on the hardsurface of the Diolkos
could be expected to haul a comparable load.16 The Olympias would therefore
have required as few as 13 yokes of oxen when empty, the Yassi Ada 10 yokes
and the Kinnaret 5 yokes.
Except in dead calm, unloading at the termini of the Diolkos would, at best,
have been awkward in a light swell and impossible in a heavy sea. No trace of
breakwaters, which would have mitigated this process, have been found at either
end of the Diolkos. As has already been observed by a number of commentators,
cargoes were unloaded at Lechaeumand Kenchreai. Merchandise due for inland
marketswithin the hinterlandof the port were taken off by ox-cart and pack animal,
probably in loads of less than one tonne. However, it is difficult to envisage whole
cargoes being transported by road to the port on the other gulf. On an earth road,
a 52 tonne cargo of wine amphoras would involve in the region of 90 cartloads. If
taken from Lechaeumto Kenchreai, this train would first have to move southwards
until it arrived at the coast road near the walls of Corinth before turning east. The
trip takes almost three hours on foot, by loaded waggon the journey would be
closer to five; a full day's work for the animals which would then need food, water
and stabling. If the ports of Corinth were as busy as one suspects,the transhipment
by this means would have involved hundreds of carts and oxen and add considerably
to the cost of a cargo, especially given the expense of land relative to sea transport.17
A pair of alternate solutions presentthemselves: the cargo could be transferred
at one of the major ports to lighters or barges of the size of the Kinnaret vessel
which would then sail to the Diolkos, be hauled across and from there either
proceed to the opposite shore and be reloaded or act as the carrier to the cargo's
ultimate destination or smaller ships could be unloaded at the terminus of the
Diolkos on a calm day and be hauled separately from their cargo. In the first
instance, the haulage, on a low friction surface, of the same cargo of 52 tonnes
of wine would perhaps require as few as 50 yokes of oxen which would take only
about two hours for the job and have more than enough time for a return trip. In
the second case, the requirement would be fewer yokes still, involvingonly about
35 yokes for cargo and ship.

The financial advantage of the Diolkosiseasily demonstrated. If one assumes,
as does Cook, aset charge of 1.5 Drs per ton per mile,lB then the tariff for haulage
over the 4.34 miles of the Isthmus would be little over half that to take it between
Lechaeum and Kenchreai. If the charge was set at so much per yoke per day,lg
the efficiency differential of low over high friction roads would increase the ratio
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to nearly 1:6. This advantage would be of great benefit to the traders in bulky but
low pricedcommodities like timber, but less so those dealing in small but expensive
items like truffles or perfume.
In conclusion, it is possibleto envisage transport of smaller vessels and their
cargoes over the Isthmus on a regular basis making the haulage business at
Corinth a profitable one. The Diolkoswas certainly used enough to be repaired
and maintained; the western terminus was rebuilt early in the 4th century and the
paved surface shows areas patched with spolia perhaps from the sanctuary at
Isthmia.2oThe only constraint, however, is the size of vessel.
Guy Sanders
British School at Athens
52, Souidias str.
Athens
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RAMMING TRIM OF SHIPS
Introduction

In the discussions of sea battles in Antiquity as they are published in the
literature, it is most often implicitly assumed that the aim of a ramming attack was
always to damage the planking of the ship of the enemy to the extent that she
would make water so rapidly that she could not be kept afloat. Depending on the
amount of ballast she carried, she would either sink to the bottom or continue to
drift in a waterlogged condition. Left out of these discussions was the possibility
that sometimes the purpose of the ramming attack could have been to cause the
enemy's ship to capsize, which would have put her out of action instantly.
The mechanicsof capsizing ascaused by ramming is quite simple in principle.
Ifthe rammed ship is hit by the ram of her opponent, the hull starts to roll around
a longitudinalaxis; the vertical distance between the point of ramming impact and
the rolling axis multiplied with the value of the impetus of that impact defines the
impetus couple, which, during the short time it acts on the hull, imparts a certain
amount of kinetic energy to it. Its effect is counteracted by the righting moment.
In general, the righting moment first increaseswith increasing angle of heel, then
reaches a maximum between 30" and 60°, and finally decreases steadily. If the
kinetic energy imparted to the rolling hull is large enough to heel it over to the
position where the righting moment is zero, the ship capsizes. The treatment in
the following sections focusses on the position of the rolling axis upon impact,
and on some passages in the literature where the option of capsizing by ramming
may usefully be considered in their interpretation.
It might explain why it was sometimes mentioned that the ramming impact
was delivered abover the waterline, apparently intentionally, and why sometimes
ships appear to have foundered immediately after having been engaged by the
enemy. It must immediatelybe added, though, that the descriptions of such battles
which havecomedownto us are seldom sufficiently detailed that one may attribute
with certainty the loss of aship to onecause or the other. Nevertheless, it isobvious
that in the interpretation of the description of an engagement leading to the loss
of a ship, capsizing as a result of a ramming attack has to be included amongst
the potential causes, even if it was not customary to do so in the past.
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Rolling axis upon ramming

In 1879 Sir Horace Lamb published his classic handbook "Hydrodynamics",
which treats the mathematical theory of the subject. One of its topics is what
happens when a cyclinder submerged in a fluid is submitted to the application of
an exterior force aimed at its centre; the results were obtained on the basis of
potential theory. That theory does not take into account the effect of viscosity, so
the mechanical effect of the application of a force "F" is an acceleration "a" of
sideways displacement which is resisted only by the inertia of the sumberged
cylinder. For this reason it is well suited to an elementary treatment of the effects
of ramming, which is initially resisted primarily by inertia and not by viscosity.
Lamb could express his findings in the form of a simple formula,

or, in his own words: "This result shows that the whole effect of the presence
of the fluidmay be represented by an addition M' to the inertia per unit length of
the cylinder [My]'.Earlier, he had defined M': "Let M' ... be the mass of fluid by unit
length of the cylinder". The result is valid to a high degree of approximation to any
gently tapering, i.e. spindle-shaped, submerged body. Other cross-sectional
shapes, in particular those obtained by the addition of fins or skegs to the body,
may substantially alter this result quantitatively, but without invalidatingthe principle
that the effective inertia of a body is increased by it submersion in a fluid.
Because of the mirror symmetry of the initial conditions in the cross-sectional
plane, the result may be applied readily to a floating cylinder or a spindle-shaped
body of which the waterline is at the level of its centre. To the intertia of the cylinder
must be added the masses of the fluidwhich the submerged half-cylinder displaces.
As the upper half does not displace any fluid, its shape is irrelevant to the problem,
but now the resultant force caused by the pressure of the fluid on the submerged
lower half no longer passes through the centre of the cylinder, but through apoint
which coincides with the centre of buoyancy (CB) of the submerged part. For a
half-cylinder, the location of that point is calculated without difficulty as being
below the waterline at a distance of: 4R/3n, or 0.414 x R, R being its radius.
If we apply this finding to avessel of which the shape of the submerged part
is approximated in this manner, it is clear that one must add to the inertia due to
the mass of the vessel itself the mass of water displaced by the hull in order to
obtain the total inertia which it exerts when it is subject to a ramming impact.
Moreover, the inertia is no longer concentrated in the centre of gravity (CG), as
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when the hull is dry, but the inertia due to the mass of the displaced water
concentrated in CB causes the centre of inertia (CI) to shift to an intermediate
position. According to Archimede's rule the two masses are equal, hence the
position of the centre of inertia (CI) is exactly halfway between CB and CG. For
most ships CI is located near the waterline (WL). The case that the force "F"acts
on the hull at the level of CI which is just below WL is illustrated in the accompanying
diagram (Fig. 1). Obviously, the force "F" could be applied by an enemy ramming
the hull.
If the ramming impact is on the level of CI, as in the diagram reproduced in
Fig. 2b, the hull will be displaced without rolling, but if the force is applied above
that level (Fig. 2c), the hull will begin to roll to the left, i.e. awayfrom the attacker,
and if it is below the level of the CI it will start to roll to the right, towards him (Fig.
2a). Clearly, the latter may be dangerous to the attacker; it is an effect he will try
to avoid or to minimise. If the purpose of the ramming attack is to sinkthe opponent
by piercing the hull of this ship, it is most effective to ram on the level of CI, provided
CI is not too far above WL. Even if the rammed ship started sinking, she would
often not founder immediately;there might be time for the marines and rowers of
the attacked ship to try to board the attacker and overwhelm her crew. This tactic
of desperation was frequently attempted, and sometimes it was successful;
instances of it are mentioned by Herodotus (V111.90.2) for the battle of Salamis
(480 BC), and by Diodorus Siculus (X111.15.4) for the battle in Syracuse harbour
(413 BC): "Often men whose own ships had been shattered leaped on their
opponent's vessels, and by slaying the defenders or pushing them into the sea
became masters of their triereis".
If the victim had been rammed below CI, and rolled towards the attacker,
that would not only help men on her deck to jump over, but it could also cause
damage to the superstructure of the attacking ship. A few secondary small rams,
the proembolia (Fig. 3), were often fixed above the main ram, the embolon. One
encounters this features from the Late Geometric period (c. 700 BC) onwards all
through Antiquity (Basch, 1989). Its function must have been to prevent damage
to the own ship. We know from the literature that the ram and the proembolion
were both sheathed in bronze. Archaeological finds-none of them, unfortunately,
published with proper excavation data-confirm this. The rams of Athlit and
Bremerhaven (Fig. 4a) are such sheaths or rams. The small bronze "ram" in the
Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge with the additional protective sheathing of the
stem attached to it (Fig. 4b) probably belonged to a proembolion. The only
reasonable earlier interpretation is that it was the ram of a model ship (Basch,
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1987), but as it was found on the bottom of the sea off Tunis, that does not seem
very likely. A possible combination of the bronzes from the Fitzwilliam and
Bremerhaven museums as aproembolionand an embolonof a ship of the Samian
type is presented in Fig. 5.
The rather low levelof CI openedthe possibility of an alternative and probably
more effective mode of attack. Causing an opponent to capsize by ramming above
CI must have been attractive to an attacker, as it amountedto instant disablement
of the enemy, if not annihilation. In addition it was a relativelysafe mode of attack,
because damage caused by the ramming impact to the attacker himself, e.g. loss
of the ram, would probably be located above the waterline. But to obtain capsizing
of the enemy it was not a sufficient condition to ram well above the level of CI; an
additional requirementwas that the kineticenergyof the attacking ship exceeded
the energy necessary to heel over her victim beyond the critical angle at which
the righting moment is zero.
The attacked ship could try to prevent capsizing by using her oars, but that
would only be effective if the oarsmen ceased rowing. The first stage of the
diekplousmode of attack involvedsweeping away the opponent's oars (parasyrein
tous tarsous) on one side-as Wallinga (1982) emphasizes-and that would not
only immobilize the ship, but also make it impossible to thwart rolling of the ship
towards the side where the oars were swept away.
A consequence of the requirement that the attacking ship must possess
sufficient kinetic energy is that a light vessel might not be able to cause a heavy
opponent to capsize, but that an appropriately trimmed heavy ship could inflict
that on a lighter opponent if she could ram her above CI. The heaviest ships could
then be employed as "capsizers", striking above WL, and the lightest ships never
so, but ships of intermediate size might have to adjust on short notice, depending
on the relative size of the opponent. The ships were often equipped with blunt
rams, which evidently were not meant to penetrate the enemy's hull. Steffy (1991)
argues that an impact of such a ram below WL would start the seams of the ship
and cause her to sink. Although sinking would then take more time than a ship of
which the hull had been breached, that disadvantage to the attacker was
compensatedby the avoidance of the very real danger of the ram remainingcaught
after penetrating the opponent's hull.
Even if a ramming impact which was received above the level of CI was of
insufficient magnitude to cause capsizing, its effect could be that the accelerated
rolling of the ship caused the epibataistanding on her deck to be flung overboard,
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which may have been an attractive second-best option to the attacker. An additional
advantage of the rolling of the attacked ship was that the chances of the ram
getting caught in the breach were much diminished. We shall discuss in the
following sections some passages in the literature which appear to refer to such
events.
In Antiquity the position of CI, the centre around which the stricken ship
started to roll upon impact, must have been knownfrom experience. That knowledge
must have influenced the construction of warships not only as delivers of ramming
attacks by various methods, but also as recipients of ramming impacts. Naval
architects of the time will have tried to avoid designing a ship of which the level of
CI was well below the waterline. Aship with that characteristic, if rammed on the
waterline, would possess the disadvantage of having three possible scenarios
leading to her loss: she might either be holed by the impact, or she could develop
large leaks along the seams of the planking, and in both cases founder more or
less rapidly, or, as the third option, she might capsize, especially if she was light.
On the other hand, having CI at a level much above WL might be possible
only in a dangerously crankship. Itis not knownwhether or not warships in Antiquity
were crank or not. Foley and Soedel(1981) thought they were, but Coates (Morrison
and Coates, 1986) designed his "Olympias", which was inspired by the Greek
trireme, with ample stability. We do not know at present which of the two choices
best approaches historical reality. It is clear that obtaining a desirable height of
CI was a matter of ballasting the ship with a proper amount of ballast. In addition,
the distribution of the ballast fore and aft was essential in bringing the prow of the
ship on the desired level for a rammingattack. Agood designfor the proper amount
and distribution of ballast was ajudicious compromisebetween extremes, as such
a design always is.
Polybius'description of the battle of Chios
It is well-known that there is surprisingly little unambiguous evidence in the
descriptions of battles at sea in the ancient historical literature explaining how
and why ships became disabled by enemy action. Insteadof trying to deduce from
the surviving descriptions precisely what happened, we can only try to render
obscure passagessomewhat less obscure by consideration of thevarious technical
possibilities, selecting the explanation which seems to fit best to the described
events.

By far the most detailed report of an action at sea in Antiquity is in the
"Histories" by Polybius (Casson 1991). It is a vivid description of the battle of
Chios, which was fought in 201 BC between the fleet of Philip V of Macedonia
and a combined force of Pergamene, Rhodian and Byzantine ships commanded
by Attalus of Pergamon and Theophiliscus of Rhodes. The description is full of
details which are better understood in the light of the foregoing discussion of the
dynamic stability of ramming. In the following, the relevant passageswill be cited
and discussed one by one. Polybius (11.10.3-5) moreover described the skirmish
off the island of Paxi in 229 BC in sufficient detail that the remarkable tactic
employed by the lllyrians against the Achaeans becomes intelligible in the light
of the mechanical considerations presented here.
We begin with the opening of the battle of Chios (Polyb. XV1.3.2): "Attalus
engaged an octeresand ramming her first and inflicting on her a fatal blow under
water, after considerable resistance on the part of the troops on her deck finally
sank (ebythize)the ships'. Attalus' flagship was probably smaller than an octeres,
so we understandthat he had to ram his opponent under water. The disadvantage
of this mode of attack is well illustrated by this passage: we see that it gave the
enemy the time to put up a stiff resistance in spite of the blow ultimately being
fatal.
A reason for thinking that Attalus' ship was smaller than an octeres is the
description in PolybiusXV1.6.2-5, of the interception of asmall squadron consisting
of this ship and two pentereisby aforce assembledby king Philip,which comprised
fourpentereis,three hemioliaianda few lemboi. Hemiolaiweresmaller, and lemboi
much smaller than pentereis, but all the same, Attalus felt himself compelled "in
great disquietude to run his ships ashore", implying that Philip had gathered a
much superior force. This, in its turn, carries the implication that Attalus' royal
ship cannot have been much stronger than a penteres.
(Polyb. XV1.3.3-6) "Philip dekeres, which was the flagship, fell by astrange
chance to the enemy. Charging a triemiolia which was in her path and ramming
her with great force in the middle of her hull she stuck fast under the enemy's
thranite thole, the helmsman being unable to arrest the way she had on her. So
that as the ship was thus hanging on the triemiolia she was in a most difficult
position and entirely incapable of moving. Two pentereisseized the opportunity
to attack her, and striking her on both sides destroyed (diephtheiran)the ship and
all the men on board her, including Democrates, Philip's admiral". Here we may
note that the largest ship which tookpartin the engagement, a dekeres, apparently
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was utilized as a "capsizer", striking her enemy well above thewaterline. Apossible
interpretation is the ram did not penetrate the hull of the triemiolia, but rode over
the side of the ship which was rolling over under the impact, until it apparently
became trapped under the lower stringer which formed part of the outrigger, and
on which were mounted the thranites'tholes. When the attacked ship rolled back
itwill have caught the ram of the attackingship very firmly (Fig. 6). It is mechanically
obvious that the hold on the ram was released only after the dekeres had been
rammed by other opponents and started sinking. The episode appears to have
been a fatal mishap, perhaps illustrating an unexpected danger of the capsizing
mode of ramming attack.
(Polyb. XV1.3.8-9) "Dinocrates [one of Attalus' admirals] engaged an octeres
and himself received his adversary's blow above water, since the opposingvessel
had its bows elevated (Casson 1989), but striking the enemy under her.. . could
not at first get free of her although he repeatedly tried to back out. So that, as the
Macedonians also displayed gallantry, he was in the utmost peril." We notice once
again that apparently a large ship was trimmed to be a "capsizer', and that the
smaller ship rammed her under the waterline, i.e. on the level of CI or slightly
under it. That carried the danger with it that the ram could not be retracted after
penetrating the enemy's hull with the ram under WL. To retract the ram it was
necessary to back water, which produced a force which is much smaller than the
one with which the impact was delivered. The risk of the ram getting caught was
enhanced if stringers or a ceiling were present in the penetrated hull near the
point of impact. The ship rolling under the impact of ramming would, if she did not
capsize, eventually roll back, a motion which in general would greatly help in
retracting the ram.
It seems probable that a heavy ship would roll back less than a light one
when attacked under WL, and that that made it more probable that the ram of the
attacking ship would get caught. Rolling on a ship after she had been rammed
would be prevented if she was lashed alongside another ship, and ramming such
a ship entailed a considerable risk of the ram becomingtrapped. This danger was
exploited by the lllyriansin 229 BC in the battle off the islandof Paxi, whichPolybius
also described.
(Polyb. 11.10.3-5) "The lllyrians lashed their lemboi together in batches of
four and thus engaged the enemy. They sacrificed their own boats, presenting
them broadsideto their adversaries in a position favouring their charge, but when
the enemy's ships had charged and struck them and getting fixed inthem, found
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themselves in difficulties, as in each case the four lemboi lashed together were
hanging on to their beaks, the epibataileapt on to the decks of the Achaean ships
and overwhelmedthem by their numbers. In this way they captured four tetrereis
and sunk (ebythisan),with all hands a penteres.. .".It seems reasonably clear that
the lllyrians had formed floating fighting platforms of four lemboieach, and that
they by some unde:scribed tactic enticed the Achaeans to attack these. The
platforms may perhaps be regarded as analogous to squares of infantry surrounded
by much more mobilecavalry during a land battle. Importantin the present context
is the result of these ramming attacks; it is rernarkable that the lllyrians appear to
have possessed the mechanical insight which was at the basis of this successful
stratagem. It highlights the importanceof rolling of the attacked ship to the attacker
who rammed a b~eachin the hull.
We now return to the battle of Chios (Polyb. XV1.4.11-13): "But in the direct
charges prow to prow they [the Rhodians]employed a certain artifice. For dipping
their prows themselves they receivedthe enemy's blow above water, but piercing
him below water produced breaches which could not be repaired. It was seldom,
however, that 'they resorted to this mode of attack; for as a rule they avoided
closing with the enemy, as the Macedonian soldiers offered a valiant resistance
from the deck i,nsuch close combats." It appears from this description that at least
the ships of this Rhodiansquadron could dip their prows if necessary,and apparently
on short notice too. We shall discuss this point more fully in the last section, where
it appears that a ship could dip her prow either by throwing out ballast aft, or, under
certain conditions, by shifting forward part of the complement of rowers.
(Polyb. XV1.5.1-4) "The most brilliant part in the battle was taken by three
Rhodian pentereis, the flagship on board of which was Theophiliscus, that
commanded by Philostratus,and lastly that of which Autolycus was the helmsman
but on board of it was Nicostratus. The latter had charged an enemy ship and had
left her arm1 in it: the ship that had been struck sunk (katadynao with all on board,
while Autolycus and his men, the sea now pouring into the ship from the prow,
were surro,undedby the enemy and at first fought bravely, but finally Autolycus
himself wa.swounded and fell into the sea in his armour, and the rest of the epibatai
perished after a gallant struggle. At this moment Theophiliscus came up to help
with three pentereis, and though he could not save the ship as she was full of
water (plel-ethalattes), he rammedtwo of the enemy's ships, flinging their epibatai
in the water."
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The danger of losing the ram in an atta.ck is illustrated particularly well by
the descriptionof the loss of Autolycus' penteres. It appears that the earlier dipping
of the prow which proved to be fatal to this ship and the men on board cannot have
been obtained by shifting part of the rowers fo rward, at least not in this penteres,
or otherwise the prow could have been brought above the waterline quickly by
shifting the mobile rowers aft again; it must have been effectuated by throwing
out ballast.
That Theophiliscus, by ramming two oppo~ients,caused the epibataion their
decks to be flung overboard by the impact of ramming is clear from the context:
no hand-to-hand fighting is mentionned. As Theophiliscus attacked with
comparatively heavy pentereis, these ships may well have carried their rams
above WL, except, perhaps, the ship of Autolycus which probably rammed at WL.
Of special interest is that this penteres appears to have remained afloat, though
full of water, and that, at least in this instance, saving such a leaking and waterlogged
ship was not consideredto be feasible or worthwhile. One should not be tempted
into thinking that this text furnishes an indication, or perhaps even a proof, that
warships in general were ballasted so lightly that they did not founder but remained
afloat, although waterlogged. From the text one can deduce no more than that
this was true only for the specific penteres described in Polybius' text. The ship
was part of the Rhodian fleet, in which the stratagem of dipping the prow to strike
a heavier opponent under the waterline had been developed for the larger ships.
As remarkedbefore, it was probably accomplished by throwing ballast overboard.
If so, the ship was more lightly ballasted than she was normally, which could
explain her remainingafloat. We shall see that the evidence for ballasting is neither
clear-cut nor simple: sometimes a sinking ship of warwent to the bottom, sometimes
not.
Bythizein, diaphtheirein and katadyein
Casson (1991) remarks that Greek authors speak in a variety of ways of
what appear to be various degrees of damage to galleys. They could be aplous
(unfit or unable to sail) or have been subjected to katatraumatisein or titroskein
(wounding) or to diaphtheirein (destruction or crippling). He notes that the latter
verb has no equivalent in modern language if it is used in a nautical context. We
saw that Polybiusgives it a sense which clearly implies that Democrates' flagship
went to the bottom with all of her crew. It is also clear that she did not capsize. Yet
in other ancient texts the verb implies no more than temporary crippling damage
of a kind which left the wreck afloat. Often it was towed away by the victors.
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It seems probable that most ancient Greeks had some knowledge of ships
and the sea, perhaps in the same way as many of our contemporaries know
something about driving and the mechanics of motorcars. That may have
counterbalancedto some extent the use of technical sea-faringterminology in an
indiscriminate manner by historians of the time, who were mostly not experts in
nautical matters. On the other hand, such ambiguous usage may well have been
inherent to the use of languageby the later Greek authors, who tried to vary ways
of expressing the same action by the use of near-synonyms(Wallinga, 1991). If
so, it seems probable that an author would use a verb in a technically correct
sense only if he wanted to convey the distinction. As a result, we may note no
morethan atendency for a verb to carry such a distinctivetechnical meaning, and
perhaps not even that much.
The second Greek verb, besides diaphtherein, which gives trouble when
used in a nautical context is katadyein; in non-nautical texts it simply means "to
sink". Landels (1978) says that (in a nautical context) it "in fact means no more
than "dip" or "lower", and when a Greek writer wishes to indicate that something
"went to the bottom" he generally uses a different word". The remark does not
appear to fit too well to Polybius' use of the verb: "katadynaiwith all on board"
strongly suggests that the ship perished with all hands, which implies going to
the bottom. On the other hand, Casson (1991) presents an example -it will be
cited below-from which it follows that ships that were victims of katadynaicould
be towed away.
The Greekverb byfhizeinforgoingor sending to the bottom to which Landels
obviously alludes was used by Polybius in his description of the battle of Chios.
Curiously, this word was not explicitlydiscussed either by Casson or by Landels,
perhaps because it did not seem to present any ambiguity of interpretation. We
begin the following brief discussion of these three Greek verbs with this one.
Bythizein. The two examples in Polybius' text fragments which were quoted
above leave little doubt that the verb indicates that the attacked ships were sent
to the bottom, and in both cases it is clear too, that the sinking took place after
considerable fighting on deck. That decludes capsizing by ramming as the cause
of the sinking in these instances.
One more example, which confirms that the verb means "sinking" in the
sense as we understandit. Diodorusdescribesthe aftermathof the battle of Eleus
in 41 1 BC (Diod. XIII. 40.5): "Such was the end of the battle; and the Athenians
captured eight ships of the Chians.. ., while they themselves lost five ships, all of
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them, as it happened, having been sunk (bythisthena~)."From the context one
deduces that these ships must have sunkto the bottom, which seems all the more
likely as bythios means "on the bottom of the sea", and bythos "the depth of the
sea."
Conclusion: bythizein/bythizesthai meant "to go or to send to the bottom",
but we do not know whether or not it included capsizing as the cause of it.
Diaphtheirein. The aftermath of the battle of Chios: (Polyb. XV1.6.13) "The
Rhodians, taking some of the enemy's ships in tow and crippling Iprodiaphtheirantes)
others with their rams before their departure, sailed off to Chios". No sailor would
knowingly abandon afloating waterlogged wreck, as that would constitute a hazard
to all shipping, including his own. The implication is that when the Rhodians holed
the captured ships with their rams, they did so knowing that the ships would sink
to the bottom.
That such wrecks would sink may also be concluded from a passage in
Herodotus' descriptionof the battle of Salamis, where he remarks (Herod. V111.89)
that in the hard fighting few Greeks were slain, "for since they could swim, they
whose ships were crippled (diephtheironto), yet were not slain in hand-to-hand
fight, swam across to Salamis; but the greater part of the foreigners weredrowned
in the sea, not being able to swim". The Persians would have saved their lives, of
course, if their ships had remained afloat in a waterlogged condition.
Yet in the same battle other crippled wrecks apparently remained afloat.
(Herod. V111.96) "The sea-fight being broken off, the Greeks towed to Salamis all
the wrecks that were still afloat in those waters, and held themselves ready for
another battle, thinking that the king would yet again use his ships that were left.
But many of the wrecks were caught by a west wind and carried to the strand in
Attica called Colias ...". It has been suggested in recent years (Morrison and
Coates, 1986) that the wrecks to which this passage refers were waterlogged
hulls which had been holed by ramming. But the technicalities of towing such
wrecks to the beach of Salamis, to get them above water without slipways and
capstans, and to repair them during the night must have been far beyond the
capabilities of the Athenians in their situation of that moment. It is much more
probable that the floating wrecks which were recuperated by the Athenians were
those of ships that have been disabled by damage above WL, but of which the
hulls were still intact.
Something similar happened to three Corinthian ships which had been
crippled during an engagement with an Athenian squadron near Erineus harbour

in 413 BC. (Thuc. V11.34.5-6). "For a long time neither side gave ground. Three
Corinthian ships were crippled (diaphtheironta~)... This was an indecisive battle,
in which both sides claimedvictory, but the Athenians got possession of the wrecks
becausethe wind drove them out to sea and the Corinthians refused to come out
after them." Clearly, those wind-driven Corinthian galleys were not waterlogged,
and they were certainly in no sense "destroyed", although the same Greek verb
is used as in the case of the wrecks deposed of by the Rhodians after the battle
of Chios.
Conclusion: diaphtheirein most often meant "crippling" of a ship in the
narrowest sense only, i.e. without any regard to what was the ultimate result of
it, sinking to the bottom or remaining afloat. In some of the previous examples the
crippling blow by the ram was followed by hand-to-hand fighting and in one a
dekeres was sunk by two pentereis striking at both sides. All of this excludes
capsizing.
Katadyein. The same ambiguitywhich we encountered in the use of the verb
diaphtheirein manifests itself here too: a ship which had suffered katadyeincould
either go to the bottom or remain afloat.
During the battle of Chios Autolycus' ship rammed an enemy which "sunk
(katadynat) with all on board", which strongly indicates that the ship went to the
bottom. The same is suggested by a passage in Diodorus' description of the battle
in Syracuse harbour, 413 BC, (Diod. X111.15.3) "Forwhenaship had been intercepted
by triremes and struck by their beaks from every direction, the water would pour
in and she would be swallowed together with the entire crew beneath the sea.
Some who would be swimming away after their ship had been sunk
(katadyomenon)...
Yet after the action off Sybota, oppositecorcyra, in 433 BC, we read: (Thuc.
1.50.1) "After the rout of the Corcyreans the Corinthians did not take in tow and
haul off the hulls of the ships which were katadyseian, but turned their attention
to the men, cruising up and down and killing them in preference to taking them
alive.. .",which implies beyond doubt that the ships remained afloat.
We notice that after katadysai had occured often survivors were swimming
away, and that no prior hand-to-hand combat on deck is recorded. That would
accord well with the idea that the verb when used in a technical sense implies
capsizing by ramming. Whether or not a capsized hull would sink depended on
the amount of ballast on board. What Eeschylus has to say about the wrecks
during the battle of Salamis in 480 BC seems significant in this context: (Eesch.
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"Persians". 418-20) "The hulls of our vessels rolled over (hyptiouto),the sea was
hidden from our sight, strewn as it was with wrecks and slaughtered men." The
most straightforward explanation of the rolling over of hulls at the battle of Salamis
to which this text apparently refers, seems that it was the result of ramming above
the level of CI. In spite of the Persian ships being crowded close together like a
school of tunnies, as Eeschylus' describes it, there must have been enough sea
room between the two fleets for their enemies to carry out ramming attacks.
Regardingthe capsized hulls which remainedafloat: perhaps the comparison
with Norwegian fishing boats of a century ago is relevant. These were built such
k,
If
that if they capsized, the overturned hulls lost their ballast ( F ~ r ~ y v i1979).
triereis did the same, they may have remained afloat in the capsized condition,
and were then among the wreckage coveringthe sea, even if they originally carried
an amount of ballast which would have sent them to the bottom if they had sunk
in an upright position.
The interpretations of these verbs elucidate the distinction which e.g.
Thucydides makes between the two modes by which ships were put out of action,
as in his description of the first battle of Naupactus in 430 BC (Thuc. 11.84.3):
"...then at this critical moment Phormiogave the signal. Thereupon the Athenians
fell upon them [i.e. the Pelopponesians]; they first capsized (katadyaus~)one of
the flagships, then crippled (diephtheiron) the rest as well whenever they came
upon them.. .".
Conclusion: katadyein most probably meant "to capsize by ramming" in a
nautical context where the various modes of causing a ship's loss were distinguished
-and that certainly was not always the case-, but it did not imply that a ship
either remained afloat or went to the bottom.
Hemiolia and trihemiolia

On the exterior of a famous and beautiful black-figured Attic cup of c. 510
BC (B.M. B 436) are shown two sailing merchant vessels, and two two-banked
rowing ships, one with the two levels fully equipped with oars, and one In whieh
they are lacking in the upper level in the half abaft the mast. It is a moot point
whether the ship with the 1'I2 banks of oars (Fig. 7) is a hemislia or not. Casson
(1971) argued so at some length, and he interpretedthe whole scene as depicting
two phases of a piratical attackon a merchantman, but Morrison (1980) remarked
that it "is difficult to see in a 6th-century vase-painting the only illustration of a
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ship-type which did not make an appearance in literature until the end of the 4th
century."
More recently, Basch (1987) concurred with Casson's operational
interpretationof the scene, but he was silent on the term hemioliain this connection.
One may remark that hemioliawouId describe perfectly the mode of rowing of the
one ship with the 1'12 levels of oars. Casson thought that a hemioliawas basically
a light, fast two-banked galley which was constructed such that the rowers and
oars in the top bank abaft the mast could be swiftly removed. This would imply no
more than that the ship was an aphract, allowing the oars to be transferred quickly
-the deck-stanchionsof a kataphractwould have been much in the way fordoing
that. It is in fact clear from the literary context in which the word hemiolia often
occurs that it always refers to an aphract.
One wonders whether the term was not used for any aphract bireme which
was manned and rowed in this way, i.e. that the term referred primarily to the
mode of usage rather than to a specific type of ship. Casson (1971) has explained
the use of the hemiolia by the need for extra space on deck, but there may have
been another advantage in connection with the problem of changing the trim of
the ship in order to bring the ram either on the waterline or above it, because that
could have been easily and quickly effectuated by placing the rowers of the halffilled upper level either fore or aft. Casson (1989) suggested that the epibatai
could have done the same, but in situations where hand-to-hand fighting was
imminent that would have been impraticable.
On the other hand, he gives an example in which a Roman fleet managed
to escape from the chained-off harbour of Hippo in 247 BC by first elevating the
prow, and then the stern, of each ship when it passed over the chain. That was
indeed accomplished by having men on deck rushing aft and forward again.

A similar method of changing the trim may have been employed in the
triemiolia, a type of warship which, as Casson (1971) remarks, was first found in
the fleet of Rhodes. He explains the development of the triemiolia as follows:
"What was needed was a vessel that could not only give chase but have a clear
advantage in the fight to follow. The simplest and most logical explanation of the
triemioliais that it was adesign worked out by the Rhodians as the answer to this
problem. Pirates had taken the two-banked galley, rearranged the oars in the
after part of the upper bank, and created the hemiolia to chase merchantmen;
Rhodes' naval architects, fighting the devil with fire, took one of the fasteraphract
models of the trireme, adapted it in the same way, and created the triemiolia to
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run down hemioliai." This explanation is slightly modified here, as it is assumed
that in the upper bank the normal number of thwarts and tholes was present, but
only half the complement of rowers. Depending on the relative size of the adversary,
these were seated either fore or aft, thus lowering or raising the ram.
If "capsizing by ramming" was a Rhodian invention, it would go to explain
both the development in Rhodes of the triemiolia, and two centuries after this new
type ship had been mentionedfirst, the raisingand dippingof prows in the Rhodian
fleet during the battle of Chios. The latter may have been executed by order of
the Rhodian admiral, using pre-arranged signals, as Basch (1991) surmises.
In the triemioliathe trim was changed by the thranites raising their oars and
shifting to the desired position fore or aft. In other triereis with a full complement
of rowers of in pentereis it was done either slowly by transferring ballast from fore
to aft or the otherway round, or more quickly, by throwing ballast overboard either
fore or aft. We saw during the battle of Chios ballast in Autolycus' ship was probably
thrown out aft to dip the prow.
Finally, it must be remarked that if we really see two phases of the same
engagement represented on the celebrated Attic cup in the British Museum, the
deployment of the crew of the galley is not one proper to the hemiolia, which
involved half-manning permanently the upper bank of rowers. It is characteristic
of an earlier stage, from which later the hemiolia, and ultimately the triemiolia,
probably originated.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
1.

2.

3.

The positions of the centres of gravity (CG), of buyonancy (CB), and of inertia (CI), of an
ancient warship with an approximately semi-cylindrical hull are indicated schematically.
The hull is displaced laterally without rotation by a horizontal force "F" which acts on it at
the level of CI. The streamlines around the hull have been calculated on the basis of
potential theory.
The hull of a rammed ship rolls towards the attacker if the impact is delivered below the
level of CI, (a), it does not roll if the impact is on the level of CI, (b), and it rolls away from
the attacker if the impact is above the level of CI, (c).
Proernboliaof a warship depicted on a fragment of a Cretan pithosof the Late Geometric
period. Drawing by L. Basch (1989).
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4a.
4b.
5.

6.
7.

The ram of Bremerhaven, which probably dates from the 1st century BC.
The bronze of the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, which was recovered from the
bottom of the sea near Tunis. It is dated 3rd-1st centurv BC.
Drawing showing how the ram of Bremerhaven and the Fitzwilliam bronze may be
combined as an embolos and a ~roembolionofthe same s h i ~The
. convex umer
. . . art of
the prow and the other details were typical of ships of war frdm Samos well into the
Hellenistic period, as shown by Basch (1987).
Schematic depiction of how the ram of Philip's dekeres may have been caught under the
outrigger of a triemioliaduring the battle of Chios (201 B.C.)
Rowed two-banked ship with the upper level half-manned, as depicted on an Attic cup of
c. 510 BC (B. M. B 436).
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Kal nav6oaiaq mqv 'Hnetpo.
~
EKTO$TOV T E ~ X O
~ TV~"Anouhia,
V
To A E U K ~
KalTqV
V~~
' m a~ v u U T"[&pa
KaAappia, Ta onoia evraooovra~a ~ UXETLK&~
~ q
npoqyoupeveq Beopfiae~q
eivak ~ q 'Hpaq
q
Aa~lviaq
mov Kpo~ova,
~ q Ap~&p~60q
q
UTO Pfiylo, ~ q ABqvaq
q
Ta nphipa [&paKalot haTp&i&q6ev 61Ihta6oq uq Zip1 ~ aql Aauvia33. A u ~ a
~atohoyouv~ q napouaia
v
~ o um
q a v o ~ ~ o a v a ~ onapahla
h i ~ a ~ q ITahiaq,
q
av
~ E UUUXETLU~OUV
V
p&T C ~ ~ L ~ L O T L K~&~~X ~ U T ~ ) P ~ OTWV
T T ~Ehhfivov,
TEC
TOUS EpIlO~
UE K O L V W V L KKal
~ L ~ O P Lnhaiaia.
K ~
pt~ouq
cnoxouq Kat T La~Coetq

Iuvenhq, 01 ev6eice~qyla ~ q nph~pq
v
haTp&ia~ q flepaecpovqq
q
a~qv
EcpupaKalm0UqAo~pouqEn~<ecpupiouq
K~T~~&LKVUO
anohfice~q
UV
U ~ ~ T ~ V U V
6p0pwv &nlK~lV~Viaq,
napahhqhov, &yKap~wV
Kal ~ K T O ~ ~ O H
~ haTp&ia
K ~ V .
unfipx&O& U U V ~ ~ T T ~p&
U "ep~opt~Cq"
I~
KalV ~ U T ~ K6 p
&a
~ C J T ~ p l b 6tacpope~~~&~
T L K ~ KVO L V W V L ~Kai
V ~ a Ta~cpatvopeva
a
eABy~ov-rav
an6 ~ o u "cp~ho~evoupeq
vouq".
II. AaTp&i&q~ w "Nupcphv"
v
HAa~peia~wv
"Nupcphv"m o pops10 Iov~o
e i v a ~ x a p a q p ~piaqnpaymi~
xpovta Kal epp&hs~a
oe evron~ouqKal
p a n ~ o ~ q pe
~ apqeq
q m a npoimopt~a
e n ~ a ~ ~ m0e1qapxaisq
.
n q y ~ 1617
q an6 Ta o p q p ~ ~
no1
afipa~a(06. p 316-318,
Ih. 194-197, n616) a V a c p ~ p Tlq
0 ~Nupcp&q
~
KalT E ~ E T O U 01
~Y
O~
~OE~~EOX&,C
~i<ovrav
pe mfihaia Kal TO uypo ~ O L X E (no~apouq,
~ O
nqy&q).'Onwq an&6~1ce q peh&q~ q T<oupapa-Iouhq34
q
yta ~ i ha~peieq
q
~ o Nupcphv
v
o ~ q 'Hnelv
po,~ a a p x a ~ o h o y6e60pCva
l~a
cpavephvouv~q6~660aq
~ q haTp&iaq
q
an6 TOV
90 aihva n.X. p&awKoptvBiwv m o xhpo TOU loviou Kal ~ q A6plaTlKfiq.
q
An6
q v aMq nheupa q Cmowq TOU Hammond35 pe paoq cplh0h0yl~6
6e6opCva einpofihvat o n a ~ p ~ pqhAaTpeia
q
~ w Nu
v pcphv Kat TOU nava pa<iye ~qpav-rl~fi
Bav an6 q v nep~oxfi
~ q Anohhoviaq
q
Kat ~ q Hneipou
q
a ~ q~
v e v r p i ~Ka1
f i voTla EMa6a KaTa Tq 6iap~&la
Tov p e ~ a p u ~ q v a i ~
Kal
h vnp0 TOU Anol~lopou
xpovov.

0t 6uo ano$&tq, q

q EouAq Kat TOU Hammond, spcpavi<owa~
~a~apxrjv
~
avrano~pivovra~
as npaypan~oavri0s~sq.Oswpoups 6 w q O T apcpo~spsq
TqTa, q onoia 6sv avatpei~alOUTE ano TO pia OUTE an6 q v aAAq yvhpq. H
IoUAqavacpbps~al
pCaw TWV apxaiwv cupqpa~wvus avr~~sipsva
~ ~ E T L Kps
CI
q Aa~peia~ o Nupphv
v
Kal as pvqp6vsuoq T E A E T ~ VKat aupPoAwv (njh~va
et6hAta - avdyhucpa - vopiapa~a
- snlypapbq), oualamu~am o ~ u n i q~ q6AaL ~ 6nwqano~pumaMh0q~av
K~TW
an0T ~ snipV
~peiaq
Kat T LE ~K ~ T ) A ~ u Emq,
pofi TOU ~optv01a~olj
napayovrat an6 q v K6p~veo
pbxpt TI< Zupa~ouaeq,
ano
TOV 80 mov 40 alhva n.X. 0 Hammond avries~a
6ivet bpcpauq ae snl~onlsq
apxato~speqn p a ~ ~ t q~ q
b AaTpeiaq,
q
q onoia aacphq napaMaae~atas sntcpavst~dxapamqptmt~a,aMa avacpbpe~atas ibtouq xhpouq Kal as iblouq
~~~OKEUTLK
nup
O Ujveq.
~
T ~ ~ o Topoq,
E , 6sv ano~Asistq v nspat~bpw61660uq q q Aa~peiaq
TWV Nupcphv m a ~povta
q q ~ o p t v 0 t a ~sntppoiq
iq
uro lovto,
onoq 6sv anoKhsis1Kalq v unapcq as npoqyoupcvouqaihveq TWV ibtwv Ka~a pduq av-rtArj$swv Kalnimswv as avdAoyouqxhpouq.
Ta napa2jsiypaTa q q A s u ~ a b a p
Kal TOU B O U ~ ~ Weivat
TOU
XapaKTq~~
p l m l ~ aETO
. milhalo Aop6~punaq q / \ E u K & ~Kat
( I ~(JTO cppbap - a h a 1 0 TOU
Bou0po~ou
ppb0q~av
6UTfXlKCl 'hpoimopl~jq"
K~paplKfiq.AVKat T) I ~ ~ ~
T~TOLWV
O O T ~ ~ K Wbsv
V npo~a0opi<a
m v unaptq AaTpeiaq, ewou~otq
aua)(eqAa~psia
p~&Mamolxeia b ~ p l 0 ~ p y ~un6volay~a
iTal
qxprjuqTOU
~i<ovraq
X~WU
~ ~ O I T ~ E U T L K&w~XU
OU
TWV Nu(l(phv. HY V ~ WTllqAaTp&iaqTWvNup(phv
~ O ~ E ~ O ~EMdba,
U T ~ K
q napouaia
~
TOU Y ~ U K O UVEQOU K0VTd a&euhipevo
6pp0, q unopAqn~fipow0 TOU mqhaiou, ps pa~paiwvq
napa6ooqAaTp~lhv,
~$
npOq B Kal A,~ ~ O T E A O Uevbsi~etq38
V
T ) 8 6a&
~~
b p&Vq~ U T ~ K61abpopbq
yta q Asl~oupyiaTOU mqhaiou q q AsuKdbaq Kat TOU Bou0pw~ou
nptv an6
T O U Koptv0iouq.
~

o u u ~ Q

Z q v Kbp~upaeniuqq, TO um)Aato TOU Kapba~tou39anoTeAei bva ClMo
napC1bstypaAaTp&iaq.Ot EuPosiq~a~apxtjv,
ntBav6~a~a
m a plod TOU 80u at~V
mrjAa10 TOU K ~ ~ ~ QKat
K TT)
~ o
yvwmrj
u
rqyrj pe ~q
bva n.X. U U V ~ ~ E UTO
ma
Nupcpq Ma~ptba.Ot Kopiv0tot ot onoiol ibpuoav q v K&pKUpCiiKjanot~ia
~ b A TOU
q 80u alhva, snbbpaoav h m e TO w h a t 0 TOU Kapba~lou
va acplspw0siqMfidela, qpMpqTOU ydpou q q psTOV ldaovaq v auhi TOU AA~tvoou
(AnoM. Pob. IV 534 KC(.). Kal yla q v Kbp~upa6sv anofleie~atq nplv T O U ~
EuPoeiq ~pfiar\yla A ~ T ~ E U T ~ KU KOOU~ ~T O UTOU
~
" ~ ~ TT)q
o N~pcpqC,",
u
6ton
(wm,KOVTd a&E U ~ ~ ~ E V O
nhT)pO~VTat016pOt
U)(&TtKdpE T l l ~~WpOpcpOhOyiCl
oppo, xdopa ppdxou)Kat 1-11~P~UKEUTIK~)
napa6ouq( ~ o n t ~Aa~peieq
bq
ae
Aa~aonou avapAu<&lnoatpo TO uyp6 ~ O L X E ~ O ) .

m-

Ta onjhata TWV Nupcpoiv, Aoinov, ~[urqpe~ouoav
~ a Ta~cpatvopeva,
a
~ ~ E O A O avay~sq
~ ~ K C ~E V T O ~ ~ UKal
V & I ~ ~ C T K & I T K nepacrru~hv.
~V
'HTav 6&,U&UUvapqoq pe ~ q ~onoeeaia,
v
pe TOV avscpo6taopo TWV nhoiwv oe vepo, 6x1pa~ p u an6
a ~anoto
A~pavttj epnopt~6
crraepo, p~T ~ entdiocq
V
va e(aocpaAtu9ei
o nAouq q v neploxfi TOU Popsiou loviou, t6iwq ~ w Kop~veiov
v
Kat TWV a u y
paxwv TOUS.

KaTa ouvCnela, 01 ev6eicetq yla ~ 1 haTp&ia
7
~ o Nupcphv
v
cnq A E U K ~ ~ ~ ,
Katf i~optv8ta~fiq
q
napa6ocqq- aM&Kat
q v K E P K UTOU
~ ~B
, O U ~ ~ O~TuOp, ~ i ~
- ouvtcrrouv
~ a ~ a u r aqc qv onoia
pe Pdolpa o-rotxeiaapxaio~epa
~ a~ ~i 6 q p l K
a
auvavraps, yla T ~ oipa,
V
povo o-qv avaT0hlKfi nheupa TOU loviou. Eivat Cpyo
~ q oqu q p a ~ ~ ~
&peuvaq
f i q va evronioel Kat ClMa Nupcpaia oe ~anola
ano Ta
noAuapt8pa antjhata ~ w ~v U T L K ~~KVT W VTOU neAdyouq. Ta onrjhala ~ w v
NtJpcpbv A & ~ T o u ~ ~ (JN.JalKd
~ u ~ v KaT0.l all6 np0~ll08&0&lq
~~~uK
bK-E u T ~ K I ) ~
v
yta noolpo rqyaio
cppaaqq, ahha OTIWCJ~~~TIOTETOUTO ouvbpq ano ~ q avay~q
vepo, anapaiq~o
~ ay tla q uuvCxlq~wv~act6thv.
Aev eivaloacp6qav o CAeye
crrouq evronlouq.
xoq TOV lepoiv au~oiva m ~ navra
111. T o ~ L KhaTp&i&q
&~
H pCxpt ~ o i p avacpopd
a
oe npaipsq Aa~peieq
Kal
TOU popeiou loviou
m a a v a ~ o k Kat
~ a 6 u n ~ napClhta
a
cpavepoivet eMtrni y v o i q yta ~ o n l 8pq~d
UKEUTLK~
&elpa.0 1yparrrkqpap~upieq
6sv 6ivouv cpual~a
Cpcpaq, yta~iavrhouvral ~ u p i o an6
q Ta E M ~ V
~Cvrpa
LKK
~
aL 6x1 ano ent~onteq
rqybq. Enicqq, q
Koi~
unoypappi<eiEV~OTETa en~iaama
eppqveia TUV C I p ~ a l ~ h ~ y l6~60pCvwv
molxeia Kai unopaOpi<etTa evr6n1a.

0 Pagliara40 epeuqoe yla pia et~ooae~ia
Ta naptiha an6 TO Bptvbrjoto
u-q Santa Mariade Leuca(Aeu~a)o-ro~6~10TprjpaT0~napahi~~~qAn0~Aiaq,
yvwmo Kat wq Salento (tahhevriq), Kat evron~oenapamla te@. Ta ~ X E T ~
6e60pCva nhqpocpopouv yia buo ouoth6q BCpa't-a:n p b ~ o vKat ocpeahpocpavCq, o n Ta napahla ano TO Bplv6fiolo o-q Aeu~a
KaL t6iwq o-qv neploxrj TOU
'O~pavrounfipeav Ta nto K O V T ~ Kuqwsia
~
~ o ava~ohu~hv
v
amhv TOU loviou,
av ~pivoupe
an6 TIT8 8 q ~ wAlanovriov
v
N~UUV,
q q KCpKupaq, TOU BouOpo~ou
Kat ~ w Bv e m p o ~ i ~ napahiwvhv
~EUTEPOV,
ALYOTE~Oo(pBaApocpavbq, o n Ta
eupfipa~amqv n a p a ~ n a
<oivq ~ q IaAAevriqq
q
neplhappavouv eneioama
aMa Ta evronla unep~epouvKal6ev & n l ~ K t b < ~
an6
~ aTa
l puKqva.i~&
rj TUV
ClhAov EM~VLKOV
KCW~OV.
H e~~ipqo
q qonoia npo~urrrelan6 ~ 1 q@aq
7
~ o ~ephv
v
napCImtov 86xhpo, sivat OTLnapCxovrat aopapa 6eiypa~aTomoewv pe TO yeaypacp~~o

K ~

KOVnph~povA ~ T ~ E U T L K
e ~8Vi ~ m
v a mjhaia, onoq cpavspcbva q avamun~o
eq ~ q ~qe p a p e ~ ~
'Lmatt-painted"41
fiq
nplv TOV anot~lapoae ~ ~ a h l o &bacpoq
V ~qvona AApavia Kat
p e ~ qa v h 8 q q nteavo~a~a
v a u ~ t ~ Kal
h v ~ E T O ~ K Oan6
q pope~a'Hns~po.A~oAou€ioq, q enia~ewqanoi~ovan6 ~ i yupo
q
nsploxbq
~ E 06fiyqaav
V
OTqV anhheta TOTllKhv ~apaKTllp1aTlKh~
( l l . ~TO
. anjhato
Porcinara TOU Zis Bates m q Aeu~a42).Ev6~acpkpovnapoua~a<~~
TO yeyovoq
OTq
~
<Ow Bptv6fia~0
- AEUK~,
napa T I l y&iTViaCNlTWV ~ K T PE
~ TOV
V ~Ma61KO xcbpo Kal p&CLhheq anol~isq
(Tapavra, MET~~oVT~O)
Kal napa ~ q enlppoj
v
TWV EU~O&OV,
K O ~ L V ~K~p~upaiov,
~OV,
TO T O ~ L K motxeio
O
61a6papaTl<&npoTayo~lOT1~6
p0h0.
H aMq emipqcq q onoia npo~umei
an6 ~ 1ax&aq
1
~ o ~v p h pe
v ~ q KO\v
VOVLK~)n p a y p a ~ ~ ~ q
o qv~t a
m o p i ~ec&Al(fi
j
~ o u an6
q Ta npoiuroputa xpovla mov anol~lapoKal a~1.)ouv~xelap&xplTO Meaaiova eival q &cjq:q naOTllV 1 0 ~ 0 p l ~
6ia61KUaia
fi
nplV Kal ~ & T UTOV
paKT1a <hvq TqC, Iahhev~ivqq
anol~lapo6&)(8q~&
oq ev6~apeaoq
ma8poq Kal oq O X E T L Kau~ovopoq
~
napayovraq, c&vouqenla~&rneq,
m a nhaiola vaun~cbv6popohoyiov npoq B Kai
npoq A43 - E ~ T Ean6 E M ~ ~&vrpa,
v ~ KE~
~TE
an6 6laqopa aqpeia TOU loviou Kai
a 6 p l a ~ l X~ 0~ ~~ KOU U~ ~ W C .
Entoqpaivoq v nepirrrwcq TOU urqhaiou "Poesia"fi "floaia"44mq Roca,
m a napCLhiaq q Meaaaniaq. H EKE^ ha~peia
6ev anhheae oua~aurt~a
~ q TOv
lll~fi
m q T ~ U T O T Kal
~ T TOUTO
~
~ E EV ~ O ~ L Tq
U UUV&XLOQ
E
Tqq ~ E L T O U P TOU
Y~~~
cn-qhaiou KaiTUV E~~~uK&$J&uv
€,&vwv.TOornjhaio ~ U T &O~ W U &enaMqAeq apTO Meaaiova.
x a l o h o y ~ pap~upieq
~q
ani, ~ qavc;vrepq
v
naAalohl01r<ilenoXrj p&)@l
MEq v nepirnoq TOU mqhaiou "flooia" ~ n a v a ~ o n o 0 eTO~oAo
~ i ~06pa
a~~ o v
napa~~lw
lepwv
v m o popelo Iovlo Kal ~qv o ~ l a
A6plaTiKtj. To npophqpa, p&paia, ~if3e~at
~vrovo~epo
yla q 6 u n ~ nheupa
a
TOU loviou, TO onoio f i ~ a &€,a
v
an6 TOV ~ M a 6 1 xhpo.
~0
oq
EV ybvel eivat peumoq
E ~ W o uaq
, aqpetweeio n o ~ o n l ~xapa~n)paq
~ q oq npoq ~ q nvp a y p a ~ ~
popcp~)
~ f i ha~psiaq
Kal bxoupe K E V ~m ~ yqv h a ~ paq
KaiL E ~ O mlq
U
6~acpop~q8~aelq.
An6 TO onljhato"noota" evrou~olq
&XOU~E
qv
E V ~ E L €OTL
, ~ pia AaTpeia 6uva~al
va 8~~161axpov1~fi
&pp&hela,Kal O T 6
~ uva~a~
va eival o e p a a ano a ~ o p a
61acpOp~TlKh~
npoehsuoeov. IT
nhaiaio
O
au~o,
ev6q KO~VOUnapovopacm) ~ ~ ~ O K E U T 6oCaaihv,
L K ~ ~ V j ~ a E(PLKT&~
v
napeppaaetq, avayvopiaipeq ~ a nepirrroaq
~ a
Kat ~ a ~ono,
~ aoaov acpopd m1q ax&aMqAoen~ppo&q
ot~ovopt~bv
Kal ~o~vovt~cbv
npaypa~ov.
aelq Kat T ~ S

EVTCAEL, 01E V ~ E ~ & Eyla
L C TLC~ P ~ LE ~
V TE
O ~SL EhaTp&i&q
<
TWV ~ U T I K ~naV
pahiov TOU loviou p~ pi@q q v npo'imopia ouvlmouv 6eiypa a v B e ~ ~ i ~ o ~ q T ~ ~SP ~ ~ U K E U T60&ao~hv
~K~V
TOV EWOT~~OV
OE e&~&lq,
010 l K 0 i E 6&)(8qKav
~
E~WT E ~ ~ K &~ntppoCq
C
OE 6tacpopa ~nine6a.
Eniqq, ot nhqpocpopisqauyKAivouv
~ cm)Aata
~
pE EV 1UXuT O ~ ~ K &haT~&i&q
$
O T ~ ~V E U T E Kal
P ~ ~
UTqV E K T ~ ~ I ~0 TCl JTCI
~ p i q qpaoiaq
q
qpeia BaAaoolov 6ta6pophv. flleavo~a~a
16iaq&pP&A&taq
p&Ta WAata Tunou "floola" r j ~ a Kal
v Ta napamla cm)Aala r o v Nupcphv. ME
awimotxo ~p6n0,~&unqpe~ouoav
TOUS Ta&16lhT&$Kai Ta nhqphpa~a
TOV
nhoiov pe noolpo vsp6 K a l ~ 6 ~ 0 A oKC~AUW~.
y l ~ ~ IT~V
n ~ p i r r r o pClhlma
q
TOnt~cbvAaTpElhv yivs~alcpav~pfiq oupPoAfi WS ~v6oxhpaqcq 6qploupyia
Kat 6lanjpquq B p q o ~ ~ u ~AaTpElhv
l ~ h v m a napdla, xopiq 01 6 p a q p t o ~ q TES TOV K ~ T O ~ K O~q
V ~v6oxhpaq
va ~ T X E T ~ < O Vnawa
T~~ ap~oa
p~rn BdAaooa.

KaTahfiyowa~~ q ava~oivooq
v
p~ r a a v o ~ x ~
<qfipa~a
a
~ o nphipov
v
Aarpethv m o Popeto Iovto ouvays~a~
~ a upl
~ loaAoyo O T ~01 Aa~pcieq61a~ T ~ T ~avap~oa
S
as 'EMqpopcpdvowatm a nhaiaia ptaq~ O A U ~ ~ O K o)(&oewv
VES Kal pq ~ L K P fi
~ ~V E Y C ~ KCW~OV.
~OV
rl'~ U T O 0, 1 hClT~&i&q
~~pn&pLhapPaVOUV 61aoT&o&lqpE n01KiAa X U ~ O - O ~ K OKat
VO
01~0~0~1~0-n0hlTlKa
~~K~
Kal
L ~ E O ~ O Y L K ~x a p a ~ ~ l m l ~ a .
Khmaq XouCpscp
~ O W O U20
570 01 Obppq
O~ooaAoviKq

ZHMElSlEEIE
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

IXETLK~
pe q v Lpuva apxaiwv AaTp&tbvavacpLpoup~&~AEKTLK&:
Mylonas 1944,
Adrados 1977, nanaxa~<,iq1976,1987, Brelich 1978, Hiller 1981, Renfrew 1980,1985,
Rutkowski 1984, Cole 1986.
Tta qv i6puq q q Apppa~iaqnpp. Hammond 1959:116,657,1967:656, Bo~o~onouAou
1979.
npp. TIC an6q~tq
yla TOV a n o ~ ~ a TUV
p 6 Harnmond 1959,109-134, Lepore 1978, Moscati
1980:23-29, Boardman 1986: 175-209, Pugliese 1986.
flpp. T LnapaqpioE~q
~
yta q v n@tpq Kal M C q EnoXfiXaA~oum o B~PELO
16~10
TWV:
Hammond 1959,109-l39,1976a:291-340,19678,Sordinas 1968,1969, Biancofiore
1975, Van Compernolle 1988.
Tla q v av~iAqJlr1
TWV apxaiov oq npoc Ta 6pta loviou - A b p l a ~ ~npp.
~ ~ Pallotino
jq
1973,
Lepore 1973, Nenci 1973a, 19736,1979, Braccesi 1979, D'Andria 1983,1984a, 19846.
Hammond 1967a.
A & ~ a p 1958,1960,1971,1972,1975,1984a,
q~
19846.

Lepore 1962.
T<ou@pa 1979,1985,1988,1988-89,1990,
KaMtydq 1968,1969,1979.
Pugliese 1958,1961,1962,1964,1967,1968,1969,1971,1977,1978a,19788,1983,
1986.
Pagliara 1978, 1979,1987,1990.
rta Ta nphro- Kal p&oo-&Ma6tKd
q q ~ \ E U K ~ ~PA.
Q SDorpfeld 1927, Hammond 1967a,
l9678,1974~1,1974p,1976a,
19768, Branigan 1975, Pelon 1976, Muller 1989.
r i a Ta npw-ro-Kat peoo-&Ma61Kaq q Ktp~upaq
PA. Dorpfeld 1913,1914, Bulle 1934,
Aovrdq 1965: 378-381,1967:369-370, Hammond 1967a. Sordinas 1968,1969.
rta ~a npo-ro- Kal peoo-eMa6t~d
q q AnouAiaq PA. EV~EIKTIK~Biancofiore 1975,1978,
1984, Benzi-Graziadio 1980, Van Compernolle 1988 6nou Kat P~Pkoypacpia.
napouoia u q v 'Hnetpo: AdKapqq 1971,
Epyaoieqnou avacptpovrat uq pu~qvai~fi
1972,1984a, Hammond 1967, flana66nouAoq 1976,1987, Wardle 1977, Kilian 19848,
Harding 1984:223-227, Poursat 1984, Ioutpecp 1986, 1989a, 19898, 1989y.
napouoia uqvo~toava~oAu~fi
I~aAia:
Epyaoieqnou avacptpovrat mq pu~qva'i~fi
Taylour 1958, Biancofiore 1967,1990, Macnamara 1970, Vagnetti 1970,1981a, 19818,
1982,1983,1991, Marazzi 1976, Lo Porto 1977,1984, Moscati 1980:13-17, Holloway
1981, Cipolloni 1984, Harding 1984:244-261, Peroni 1984, Peroni et al1984, Van
Compernolle 1988.
Avacptpowat m a eMqvt~6
nap6Ata Kal yo16TOU loviou yta TO peoo6tbuqpa an6 q
putqvai~fi
napa~pfiptxpt TOV anol~lop6epyaokq 6noq: Desborough 1964,1972,
Hammond 1967a, Snodgrass 1971, Wardle 1977, D'Adostino 1978, Aa~apqq1984a,
Boardman 1986:21-33, B o ~ o ~ o n o u ~
o u IouCpecp 1989y, 1990.
1986,
Avacptpovrat m a t ~ a A t napClhta
~6
TOU loviou yta TO peoo6idqpa an6 q pu~qvaim
Epyaoicq6noq: Bietti Sestieri 1973, Bietti Sestieri-Lo
napa~pfip t ~ pTOV
t anot~~op6
Schiavo 1976, Cipolloni 1973,1977, D'Agostino 1974, Marazzi 1976, Carancini 1977, De
Juliis 197,1979,1984,1985,1988, Lo Schiavo-Peroni1977, Vagnetti 1977, Moscati
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EARLY RELIGIOUS RITUALS ON THE N. IONIAN COASTS
RELATED TO NAVIGATION
Ancient worship practices located in the N. lonian area are categorized as
following:
I. "Extra muros" worships

11. Worships of Nymphae
Ill. Local worships
I. The Persephoneworship practicesat Efyrain Epirus and Locri Epizephyrii
in S.E. Italy, indicate sea-communication road-endings, parallel, cross-sectional
and between coasts.

The worship grew in connection with commercial and nautical enterprizes
of different societies.
Fromthe 15thupto 12thcentury B.C., it was controlled mostly by Mycenaeans,
while since 8th and 7th centuries by Collonists coming from the same areas.
11. Nympae worship practices of Euboean and Corinthian tradition with
more ancient and local elements in the archaic periodat Leucas, Corcyra, Boutrint,
have been identified, for the moment, on the Eastern side of lonian sea.

Nymphae caves were created on religious premises but it was basically
under the need of providing water to the sea travellers.
It has not been identified whether locals were always in control of these
sanctuaries.
Ill. Localworship practices identifiedon the Western lonian Coast indicate
proof of the endurance of local religious beliefsin caseswhere extended influences
of several kinds have been noticed.
The sacred caves were second and third level points in the sea itineraries
of prehistoric years up to the middle ages. It is possible, that coastal Nymphae
caves were of the same importance with the caves like the "Grotta" dela Poesia
or Posia of Salento. In the case of local worship practices the contribution of
mainlandis prevalent in creating and maintainingthe religious beliefs, even though
the inhabintants' occupations had no relation to the sea.

LA DECOUVERTE DE L'ARSENAL DE PHILON

II y a peu de monuments de I'antiquite qui ont connu la carriere litteraire
brillantede la Skeuotheque ou Hoplothkque (en latin armamentarium)de Philon.
Ayant perdu sa raison d'etre bient6t apres son achevernent, en consequence de
ladestructionde la flotte Athenienne A la bataille navale d'Arnorgos (322),detruit
lui merne A son tour par Sylla en 86, ce dernier des monuments de I'irnperialisme
athenien doit sa gloire posturne aux cornrnentaires des historiens, geographes
et encyclopedistes de I'epoque romaine des Vitruve, Strabon, Plutarque, Valkre
Maxirnel et surtout de Pline qui parait I'adrnirer au mbrne titre que les rnerveilles
du rnonde antiquez. La reputation dont jouit actuellement I'arsenal de Philon est
cependant due rnoins A sa glorification par les anciens qu' A la decouverte, il y a
d6jA plus de cent ans, d'une non moins farneuse inscriptioncontenant le devis de
constructionde I'architectePhilon3. Cet uniquedocurnenta perrnis, irnrnediatement
apres sa decouverte, la reconstitution sur papier de I'edifice4 avec une telle
exactitude que, cornrne disait ce farneux architecte et archeologue qu'6tait
Doerpfeld, bien qu'on n'en aitjusqu'rl pr6sent trouvb une seule pierre, il n 'y a pas
un seulmonument de I'architecturegrecque qu'onpuisseprbtendre de connaitre
aussi parfaitement que la Skeuotheque de Philon. Ainsi les lacunes de notre
information sont limitees soit aux omissions volontaires de I'inscription qui ne
traite pas des details de rnoindre importanceou de ceuxqui 6taient evidents pour
les conternporains, cornrne par exernple I'appareil des rnurs, la nature (colonnes
ou piliers) et I'ordre des ~ i o v de
q la colonnade interieure, I'ernplacement exact
(en haut ou en bas des rnurs) des fenetres, I'arrangernentde la frise, notarnrnent
le nornbre des triglyphes etc., soit A notre propre ignorance de la rnesure du pied
employe et de I'ernplacernent et de la fonction exacte du bitirnent dans I'arsenal
du Piree. II s'agit dans tous ces cas de questions auxquelles la reponse pourrait
&re donnee seulernent par I'edifice rnerne. Cependant celui-ci paraissait &re
definitivernent perdu pour la posterit&. Ce prestigieux monument n'est pas
rnentionne par aucun des voyageurs qui ont visit6 le Piree du 17e au 19e siecle,
quand celui-ci etait encore un champ de ruiness. Au moment de la decouverte en
1882 de I'inscription qui a perrnis de localiser la Skeyothkque au nord du port de
Zea, cette partie de la ville avait 6t& d6jA bitie. La r6constructionrecente (entre
1960 et 1980) du Piree n'en a pas donne aucune trace. Ainsi le renouveauentre
1958 et 1981de I'interet scientifique pour le monumentsparaissait coincider avec
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I'abandondefinitif de tout espoir de redecouverte de I'oeuvrefameuse de Philon.
Une demission qui s'est averee prematuree.
Pendantdes sondageseffectubsen Septembre 1988dans la rue IIMerarchias
au coin NO de Z6a on adbuvert B une petiteprofondeur,presque imrnediatement
sous le tapis de la rue, letrace de deux murs paralleles, entre lesquelles se trouvait
une double serie de bases carrkes. Malgre leur mauvais btat de conservation
seules les pierresdefondationd'un mur Btaientconservkes, tandis que du second,
aussi bien que des trois bases, il n'en restait que le negatif creuse dans le rocherI'incontestable parent6 du plan avec celui de la Skeuotheque ne permettait de
doute sur I'identite de la ruine. Laforme de portiqueferme, avec une double rangee
des piliers interieurs, les rapports de grandeur entre ses parties (la partiecentrale,
plus grande, et les c8tes) et I'ensemble de I'edifice, reproduisaient exactement
les donnees de I'inscription. Le repere indispensable pour I'ancrage des pilliers
et des murs (kpaisses de 2 pieds et demi) sur des fondations d'une largeur de
deux metres, et le point de depart pour la calculation du pied, ont 6t6 donnes par
latrace du stylobatesur la surface d'une des fondationsdes piliers. Ses dimensions
- 1m 15 sur 1m 30m- correspondaient en effet exactement B celles donnees par
I'inscription, c'est B dire une largeur de 3 pieds et une palaste, et une longueur
de 4 pieds, B condition d'accepter un pied de 32.75 cm. L'emploi de ce pied a kt6
ulterieurement confirm6 par toutes les mesures dans le sens de la largeur du
batiment, le corridor central mesurant 6m55, les cdtes 4m90, la largeur totale,
murs inclus, 18m, ce qui donne (calcule en pieds de 32,75 cm) point par point 20,
15 et 55 pieds, c'est B dire les mesures correpondantes de I'inscription, avec une
marge d'erreur qui ne devrait pas depasser les 7 millimetres (Fig. 1).

-

L'identification a 6te confirmbe, quelques mois aprbs, par la decouvertedans
un terrain voisin, des fondations de la facade nord de la Skeuotheque, reconnue
imrnediatement grace B I'arrangement particulier de I'entree B double portiere
(Oupaia)'. La fouille a tout d'abord apporte le preuve de la position des entrees
au milieu des facades, mise en doute recemment par Lorenzen (op.cit.)pour des
raisonsd'ordre fonctionel. Quant au plan, ilcorrespondpoint par point aux donnees
tres detailleesde I'inscription. L'entrke occupe toute la largeur du corridor central.
Elle est divisee par une murette de 10 pieds de longueur (le pC~wnov)en deux
compartiments correspondant aux deux portes, tandis que des deux c6t6s elle
est encadree par deux murs (les n s p i ~ a p n ~ o p e v
~o ~
i x o i )qui forment le
prolongement des deux colonnades (Fig. 1).
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La fouille a aussi permis de compl6ter de serieuses omissions du devis,
specialementen cequi regardeles grandes dimensions de ledifice. Dans I'inscription
la longueur de la Skeuotheque est donnee grossierementen plethres(4 plethres)
ce qui pose la question, A savoir si I'epaisseurdes murs y 6tait incluse ou s'il fallait
supposer une longueur totale de 405 pieds. En plus ni I'entrecolonnement (ou
I'espaceaxial entre les piliers) ni la longueurdes mursqui reliaient les colonnades
aux murs exterieurs n'y 6taient donn6s. II est maintenant etabli, grace aux
mesurementseffectu6s sur les trois pairesde basesfouill6es& la rue IIMerarchias,
que I'espace axial entre les piliers6tait de 3m 50, c'est A dire 10pieds et 3 palastes.
Ainsi la distance de 82m 60 qui s6pare I'entr6e de 1'6difice du pilier de la fouille
de la rue IIMerarchiascomprendrait 22 espaces axiaux de 3m50, et laisserait un
reste de 5m50, qui doit correspondre A la longueur des murs qui encadraient
I'entr6e. Ceux-ci depassaient ainsi le pC~wnovde 2m vers I'interieur, de f a ~ o n
&
former juste derriere les portieres et entre celles-ci et la colonnade un petit hall
d'entr6e encadre de deux compartiments suppl6mentairesd'une superficie utile
6gale A celle des magasins des c6t6s. On est fond6 A partir de cette reconstitution
de calculer la longueur exacte du batiment A 131m, c'est A dire 400 pieds de 32
cm et 7mm.
Le pied qui a servi A la construction de I'arsenal de Philon est, comme il a
6t6 largementconfirm6par tous les mesurements,I'ancienpiedattique, quelquefois
nomm6 aussi pied dorique*. Qu'il continue A Qtre employ6 au troisikme quart du
4e siecle, en mQmetemps que le pied de 30 cm, aurait pu paraitre 6trange s'il n'y
avait la dbcouverte recente, A Salamis, d'un relief m6trologique A peu prks
contemporain, oSr les deux pieds sont figurksg. Ce qui en I'occurance est
particulierememntinteressantest que toutes les autres mesures (doigt, palaste,
coude etc) representeessur ce mQmerelief sont calcul6es justement B partir de
ce pied de 32,2 cm.
Avant de passer A la plus discut6e des parties du monument, notammentA
sa superstructure, il faut tout d'abord souligner la pauvret6 des donn6es
archeologiques& notre disposition. Elles ne sont pas pour autant sans importance:
on ad&]&mentionn6 la trace du stylobate conservke sur la surface de la premiere
assise des fondations. II existe aussi une trace possible du dallage. Beaucoup
plus intkressante est cependant la trouvaille d'un petit fragment de triglyphe, un
membre d'une importance majeure pour la reconstitutionde la superstructure de
ce batiment. Le triglyphe reconstitu6sur papier a une largeurde0,50, c'est &dire
d'un piedet demi. Quant Asa hauteur elle peut &re calculke A partirde I'inscription
comme I'6gal de deux assises du mur, c'est A dire 3 pieds (ou 98 cm). Le triglyphe
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ainsi reconstitub serait plutdt ktroit, le rapport entre la largeur et la hauteur etant
& peu pres de un & deuxlo. La frise dorique comportait par consequence 13
triglyphes sur les fa~adeset 90 sur les longues cdtes de 1'6difice. La prescription,
A premierevue obscure, selon laquellela longueur des pierresd'angle devrait se
conformer A I'ordre (pas au module) des triglyphesll est d'ordre esthetique. Elle
a comme but de garantir I'equilibre de I'appareil isodome des parois. L'blegance
de la solution suggeree apparait clairement sur le dessin de reconstitution de
I'angle du batiment (Fig. 2).
La decouverte de I'arsenal de Philon est d'une grande importance pour la
connaissance de la topographie du Piree. Le monument a kt6 d'habitude et sans
preuves local is^ pres du lieude trouvaille de I'inscription, c'est &direjuste au nord
de Z6a avec une orientation Est-Ouest. Maintenant on sait qu'il etait orient6 sur
un axe NE-SO, le long de la pente est de IacrQtecentrale de la peninsule du Piree,
au NO de ce mQmeport (Fig. 3). L'edifice dtait encadre A I'ouest par une rue,
fouillee en partie, probablement une des rues principales (des nhaT&lalo5oi) de
la ville. D'apres les prescriptions du devis de construction selon lesquelles "on
commencerait le batiment pres d'un des propylees de I'agoraet plus particulierement
celui qu'on rencontre en partant de I'arriere des cales qui ont un toit commun"l2,
I'emplacement de I'Mifice nousdonneraitdes indicationsexactes sur latopographie
du Piree. En effet la Skeuotheque &ant localisee entre les cales et I'agora, sa
facade nord (celle qui vient d'Qtrefouillee) doit se trouver pres du propylee de
I'agora d'Hippodame, dont la position serait du meme coup assuree. De I'autre
cdt6 il est evident que I'emplacement definitif du batiment a 6te celui prevu des
le debut. IIy a eu pour ce choix de raisons importantes: la nature du terrain, les
possibilitesde ventillation offertes par la directiondominante des vents, enfin les
avantages d'ordre fonctionel du lieu. En effet le terrain est caractbrisk par une
pente douce et uniforme aussi bien dans le sens de la largeur (la difference de
niveau y est de3-4 piedssur une largeur de 55 pieds) que dans celle de la longueur
ou I'inclinaison est de 1%. Ainsi sont d'avance 6limin6s les problemes d'acces
aux portes, qui se seraient produits dans le cas d'une grande differencede niveau
entre les deux bouts de 1'6difice. De meme les prescriptions de I'inscription
coincident avec les donnees de la fouille concernant les travaux indispensables
pour I'applanissement du terrainis. Le rocherapresdeblayage a 6te effectivement
nivel6 & 3 pieds & mesurer du point le plus saillant (an6 TOO ~ E T ~ ~ E W T ~
afin
TOU),
de former une assiette aux fondations. IIvade soi que les Bventuellesdiff~rences
de niveau locales, comme celle au coin NE de I'edifice sont corrigees par une plus
grande profondeur des fondations. Le terrain plat mais 6troit ou a kt& trouvee
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I'inscriptionne semble par contre correspondre A aucune des pr6supositionsd6jA
notees.
Unautre facteur, aussi importantque leterrain mais completernent meconnu,
bien qu'il tienne une place irnportante aux considerations de I'architecte, est le
besoin de ventillation de I'interieurdeI'edificel4. A I'oppose de I'emplacernentsur
le terrain plat et humide au nord du port, une orientation NEISO sur la pente du
terrain qu NO du port Btait specialernent avantageuse, vue lafrequence des vents
de nord dans la region.
De beaucoup plus decisives 6taient pourtant les considerations d'ordre
fonctionnel, qui ont prevalu au choix de I'endroit, situ6 entre I'agora, lieu de
ressemblernent des equipages des triremes, et les cales. L'ernplacernent de
I'agoraainsi que celui du groupement principaldes cales sont donnes par la forrne
du terrain. L'agora presuppose un terrain plat, et ne peut par consequence Btre
situee - si on exclue la distance place du Theatre Municipal (ou place Coray) que
sur I'ernplacernentactuel de la place de Pachalirnani(appellee aussi place Kanari)
au nord du port de Z6a. Le site correspond exactement aux renseignements
d'ordre topographiquedont on dispose sur I'agorad'Hippodarne: celle ci se trouvait
en effet au carrefour des rues qui reliaient les trois ports et etait traversee par la
grande rue qui menait du temple de Zeus S6ter A celui d'Art6rnis Mounichia, en
contrebas de la colline de Mounichie, suivant I'information precieuse fournie par
Xknophon dans la narrationde la bataille de 40315. Un indice supplernentaire pour
la localisation de I'agora est fourni par la trouvaille, aux environs, de la rnajorite
des bornes des trittyes, suggerant I'emplacement dans la region du lieu de
ressemblement des kquipagesl6. Ainsi, I'agora 6tait limitbe du c8t6 sud par la
Skeuotheque et le quai nord de Z6a. Cette partie plate du quai s'offrait d'ailleurs
peu B I'installation de cales, dont en effet il n'y a pas de trace. Celles-ci devaient
former parcontredeuxgroupes le long des bords inclines nordest et surtout ouest
du port, au sud de la Skeuotheque.
Lafouille a apportk des informationsarch6ologiques irnportantessur I'histoire
du port militaire de Z6a. La decision de construire cet Bnorrne rnagasin etait like
au dernier grand effort militaire d'Athenes dont temoigne la construction
supplernentaireentre 35716 et 32514 de 127triremes, un nombre qui correspondrait
eventuellement aux 134caisses prevues pour la Skeuothequel7. Elle faisait ainsi
partied'un plan ambitieux de rkamenagernent de I'arsenal du Pirke. Ladecouverte
sous ses fondations d'une maison privee du second quart du 5e siecle, est un
indice des expropriationsetenduesqui ont accornpagnk I'extensionde I'arsenalla.
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De nombreuses traces de charriots illustrent I'ampleurdestravaux. Aux fondations
de la grande Skeuotheque ont 616 d'ailleurs largement r6employ6s les restes des
cales du 5e siecle d6truites par les Trente A la fin de la Guerre du Peloponneselg.
Nos informations arch6ologques illustrent enfin la mort lente du monument
transform6 la fin de I'antiquit6 en une 6norme carriere qui fournit le materiel A
une courte renaissance du port au 4e siecle de notre ere, peut &re au moment
du transfer de la capitale de I'Empire A Byzance. L'effort a 6t6 alors centr6 dans
la r6gion du grand port, le Canthare: des blocs provenant de la Skeuotheque y
ont 6t6 effectivement r6employ6s la construction d'une grande installation de
thermes, et surtout au rehaussement des quais submerges par la mePo. La
destruction a kt6 complet6e par les travaux de fortification du Pir6e par Morosini
durant la guerre Veneto-Turque21.
Georges Steinhauer
2nde Ephorie d1Antiquit6s
Prkhistoriqueset Classiques,
13, Rue Polygnotou
Athenes
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ROWING ASTERN AN ANCIENT TECHNIQUE REVIVED
This paper discusses a technique for rowing astern which seems to have
been used in the ancient Mediterranean, forgotten for two thousand years and
just recently revived. About half the evidence was published in an article written
in 1973 in collaboration with Mrs. Valerie Fenwick. The rest has come to light
more recently.
The paper depends a good deal on ancient representations of ships. Most
work on the iconography of ancient ships has been subjective, not scientific. It is
generally heldthat ancient artists were inaccuratewhen they tried to depict ships,
and that their supposed errors have to be corrected before useful conclusions
can be drawn. I quote a typical opinion:
"When an Attic vase painter has illustrateda potter at work .... one can
be pretty sure that his drawing is right in every practicaldetail, butwhen
the same artist paintsaship, for example; one is often left in considerable
doubt about the accuracy of his detail. Indeed it is only too painfully
clear that some vase painters had no idea either how a ship was
constructed or how it was sailed".
(Hodges, 1970,4).
M. Lucien Basch h<s gone further:
"In the case of every ship representation, whether painted or carved,
irrespective of whatever period it may be referredto ... erroris always
to be presumed unless the contrary is proved'
(Basch, 1985,413).
The trouble with that approach is that each writer feels free to "correct" the
supposed inaccuracies in the actual evidence to suit his preconceived ideas.
People with different ideas offer different corrections, so that one person very
rarely convinces another.
Another factor militating against scientific objectivity is the emphasis on
representations that are time-wornor otherwise obscure, and the putting forward
of arguments basedon intangibles, such as supposed ancient paint of which there
is now no trace (Morrisonand Williams, 1968,171), or on supposed small features
which the artist did not actually include (Morrison and Coates, 1986, 150), or on
a supposedoriginalof which the actual monument is supposedto be an inaccurate
copy (Basch, 1988,179).
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In this paper it is intended to avoid subjectivity, first by making no claim that
its deductions from the iconography are true - only that they are in accordance
with the evidence; and second, by arguing only from features which are too clear
to be disputed. If these limitations are accepted, a scientific approach becomes
possible.
This (Fig. 1) is part of a6th century B.C. Corinthian plaque. It shows the after
part of a ship. There are two complete oarsmen, rowing with their backs to the
stern. On the left are part of a third oarsman and his oar, rowing in the same
unusual way as the other two. The helmsman seems to be encumbered with two
steering oars both on the same side - not a practical method of steering.
There is an empty oar-port. Clearly, one oarsman's place is vacant. Someone
has recently been rowing and has retracted his oar in order to do something else.
The ship is being rowed stern first. This was noticed by R.T. Williams, who
in 1968 remarked that " ... the oarsmen seem to be backing water" (Morrison and
Williams, 1968, 89) but he did not comment on the method they are using. It is
unusual to modern eyes. The custom today is for oarsmen to back water by staying
in their normal positionfacing aft, and to push their oars insteadof pulling. Aseated
man pushing his oar generates much less power than when he rows ahead by
pulling in the normal manner, as we heard yesterday. So this technique seems
superior because it gives as much power when rowing astern as when rowing
ahead.
One authority on ancient naval warfare, Vice Admiral Rodgers (whose book
has recently been reprinted and is on sale here) shrewdly divined the need in
ancient warships for a method of rowing astern by pulling the oars instead of
pushing them, but he cited no evidence for it. He suggested that when required
to row the ship astern, each oarsman stepped over his oar (Rodgers, 1937, 10)
or ducked under it (Rodgers, 1937, 120) and sat facing the bow on the rowing
bench next abaft his usual one. But this picture (Fig. 1) shows a slightly different
technique. Each man keeps to his own bench, but turns round and uses the oar
which is generally pulled by his shipmate next towards the ship's bow. These
oarsmen (in Fig. 1) had been rowing in the normal way, facing the stern. Their
first movementwas to throwthe right leg over the rowing bench, so as to sit astride
it, at the same time taking hold of the next man's oar with the right hand. The
second movement was to throw the left leg over the bench and sit facing forward,
ready to pull with both hands on what was normally the other man's oar.
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There are two complications. In the bow, an oarsman with no oar: in the
stern, an oar with no oarsman.
This (the foremost of the two oars held by the helmsman in Fig. 1) is the oar
with no oarsman. It is not a steering oar. It is normally used by the stroke oarsman
when he is facing the other way. The helmsman, as soon as he gets the chance,
will unship it and stow it inboard. This explains why the stroke (aftermost) oar is
rowed over the gunwale while all the others run through oar - ports - it is in order
to make it easier to unship the oar when the ship is rowed astern.
Without further evidence, one might well doubt that explanation, regarding
it as a mere contrivance thought up to fit a theory. But this ship (Fig. 2) does indeed
have the stroke oar running over the gunwale, like the steering oar, while all the
others run through oar-ports. R.T. Williams's descriptions is never disputed:
"Nine oars emerge from the hull well below the gunwale ... the stroke
oar, however, is rowed over the gunwale"
(Morrison and Williams, 1968,86)

A peculiarity of this method of rowing astern is that the foremost (bow)
oarsman ends up empty handed. He could of course join in with the others, using
an extra oar kept ready for the purpose. But it is sometimes an advantage if the
bow oarsman stops rowing before the others. In the ancient Mediterranean,ships
typically secured by going stern-first towards a beach, lettinggo one or two anchors
over the bow before the stern grounded. English-speaking sailors call it
"Mediterraneanmooring". Then, you need someone forward to work the anchor(s)
and an empty-handed oarsman will do nicely.
This (Fig. 3) shows avessel going astern using the method I have described.
Odysseus is finally coming home. He intends to secure the ship by Mediterranean
mooring. We can see four starboard-side oarsmen facing the bows and rowing
the ship astern, while afifth man (the foremost) is also facing the bows, but emptyhanded. He is available for anchor work. There are no steering oars to be seen.
They have been unshipped and stowed inboard, because they would have dug
into the sand when the ship beached. Odysseus is looking astern, controlling the
ship's speed and direction by ordering the oarsmen on one side or the other to
vary their stroke. It is the same with many of today's twin-screw ships: when going
astern the rudder is left amidships (centred) and the ship controlled by varying
the speed of one engine or the other.
M. Lucien Basch has said of the maker of this mosaic (Fig. 3):
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" ... son ouvrage est d'une qualite si mediocre qu'on ne peut decider
s'il a eu tort ou raison de representer ses rameurs face A I'avant"
(Basch, 1975,238).

But in this paper the question of artistic error is not relevant, because my
theory is put forward merely on the grounds that it is in accordance with the
evidence. One can say as a matter of fact, not opinion, that the three apparent
anomalies in this picture (Fig. 3):
the oarsmen facing forward
the empty-handed man in the bows
and the lack of steering gear,
are all explained by the one hypothesis, and have never been explained in
any other way except by impugning the evidence.
This slide (Fig. 4) shows part of an Attic crater of the late Geometric period,
found in Athens and now in the Louvre. The ship has always proved something
of a puzzle. The crew has been described, by R.T. Williams again, as follows:
"The attitude of the thirteen oarsmen is unique. They sit with their ...
chests to the front, and each with his right hand holds his own oar ...
and with his left hand holds the oar of the man behind him; the stroke
oarsman seems to have no oar and to be grasping with his right hand
either the stern balustrade or the oar of an invisible far-side oarsman"
(Morrison and Williams, 1968,25).
Williams also asked "where is the helmsman?" Moreover, we can see that
there is apparently no steering gear.
The hypothesis advanced in this paper will explain all these apparent
anomalies. The ship is about to beach stern first. The first action was to unship
and stow the steering oar or oars. The oarsmen are turning roundto face the bow,
and at the instantcaptured by the artist they sit astride their rowing benches, each
man with one hand on his own oar and his left hand grasping his shipmate's oar.
The aftermost man is not an oarsman. He is the helmsmanor the captain, relieving
the stroke oarsman of his propulsiveoar. The crew will complete the drill by throwing
the right leg over the rowing bench and turning to face the bow, with both hands
on the oar that is not normally theirs. The helmsman will stow the stroke oar. The
arrangement will then be just the same as in Fig. 3 - no steering gear, oarsmen
facing the bows and pulling on their oars to row the ship astern, and an emptyhanded man right forward, ready to let go an anchor.
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Here again, the hypothesis explains the picture in an exact and objective
way. Even though one were to agree with Kirk that the picture is really " ... a
singularly naive attempt simply to portray rowers in action" (Kirk, 1949,99) one
could not deny that the hypothesis and the picture fit each other exactly.
In a criticism of this interpretation of Fig. 4, M. Lucien Basch pointed out,
quite understandably, that Valerie Fenwick and Ihad ignoredthe funerary nature
of the vase. He commended the idea of a ceremonial greeting in honour of the
deceased (Basch, 1976,232). But there need be no clash betweenthe hypothesis
put forward in this paper and the ideaof ceremony, greeting or salutation. In naval
boats of the present century, the actions that make up a ceremonial salute are
exactly the same as those used in the ordinary course of manoeuvring. In doublebanked boats the oars are "tossed", that is to say held vertically in the air, both
ceremonially as a salute and routinely, to get the oars out of the way when the
boat comes alongside. In single-bankedboats, the oars are never tossed, but the
position of the salute - the oars held horizontallyat right angles to the keel - is the
same as that used in routine manoeuvres.
So far, all the evidence has been iconographic. I hope that even some of
those who are skeptical of iconography will be impressed by the way in which one
hypothesis explains all the hitherto unexplainedoddities in four different pictures.
However, for those who hold resolutely to M. Basch's dogma that "error must
always be presumed unlessthe contrary is proved", there is experimentalevidence.
The method has been used in the Olympias. Iquote from the report of the 1987
trials:
"BACKING WATER It was very awkward to attempt to back water by
pushing the oar away, and the ship did not back very quickly. ...the
Rowing Master tried having the thranites and zygians spin round in
their seats, each rowertaking the oar of the rower immediately behind,
and actually rowing the ship backwards. ...Although there was some
awkwardness in finding an appropriate place to brace the feet, the
arrangement worked quite well with only two levels"
(Morrison and Coates, (ed.) 1989, 106).
So wrote S.F. Weiskittel, the author of the section of the trials report entitled
"How to Row a Trieres". The editors of the report took the unusual step of adding
their own comments, putting forward four objections to the method:
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"The absence of any ancient evidence for this procedure for backing
at any period, the non-participation of the thalamians, the difficulty
experienced by the participating oarsmen in bracing their feet, as well
as the confusion such movements would cause in the heat of battle,
make its use very unlikely"
(Morrison and Coates (ed.) 1989,106).
The contention that there is no ancient evidence is surprising, because R.T.
Williams had written of Fig. 1 in the book he co-authored with J.S. Morrison:
" .... the oarsmen seem to be backing water" (Morrison and Williams, 1968,89).
However, by 1988, when the method was tried again, the other three editorial
objections seem to have evaporated:
"Two ways of going astern were tried. The "normal"way of pushing the
oarhandles rather than pulling them produced only about 3 kts; and so
another way was tried. Rowers turned round in their seats and then
pulled. This produced a speed of about 4 knots, but as the rudders are
unbalancedthey tend to take charge at that speed. There is accordingly
no point, in Olympias, in departing from the normal method, and in any
case the ancient Greek word proeressein is authority for retaining it"
(Coates eta/., 1990,31).
The difficulty with the rudders when going briskly astern is not so much as
objection to the method as confirmation of the iconographic evidence that the
steering oars of small vessels were generally brought inboard before the vessel
moved astern. In bigger ships, the rudders or steering oars were brought clear of
the water into a horizontal position, as can be seen on the Lindos relief and the
Ficoronian cista. This modern painting (Fig. 5) will remind us. It was made for the
1987 Symposium in this series. There is a ship with her stern on the beach and
the steering gear hoisted up horizontally, but the artist has also shown men facing
the ship's bow for rowing the ship astern. Iwonder who painted this picture and
whether the artist had in mind the method that is the subject of this paper.
The Argo is a twenty-oared boat built for Tim Severin, who with his crew
rowed around the Mediterranean in a re-creation of Jason's quest for the Golden
Fleece. The boat is now on the river Thames, and is rowed under the auspices of
the (British) Nautical Archaeology Society. Admiral Rodgers' method of going
astern is often used. As I mentioned earlier, Admiral Rodgers suggested that
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each oarsman moved one bench further aft, faced the bow and then used his own
oar to pull the ship astern.
This (Fig. 6) shows the Argo with the port bank facing the bow and rowing
astern, while the starboard bank row ahead in the normal manner. The object is
to make a tight turn in a narrow space. It is quite possible thhi the ship in Fin. 1 IS
also making a tight turn, rather than going astern witn both banks of dars, a
possibility I omitted earlier for the sake of simplicity.
The Argo's use of this method of rowing astnrn is p. ticuiarly ~aluable
evidence because it is used regularly, in real earnest, by skippers witti no padlcular
interest in ancient ships, not merely as an experiment in nautical archaeology.
One of archaeology's perennial teasers is the question of diffusion versus
separate invention. Oddly enough, I have not been able to find out which of the
two applies to rowing astern in the Olympias and the Argo. Both rowing masters
told me that the ideacame to them from some now-forgotten member of the crew.
If anyone has information, I would be glad to share it. I would also like to
know of any other ancient ship pictureswhich seem relevant,and of any reference
to the use of these methods in modern times.
For anyone convinced by this paper, it may have done more than show a
better way of rowing backwards. It may have shown merit in the approach to
marine iconography that I advocate: to try much harder to find a theory that fits
the pictures before questioning the artist's accuracy. If such an approach were
more widely adopted, several long-standing problems, including how to row a
trireme, might well be settled.
But more than that. If one looks at Fig. 4, for example, and assumes as Kirk
did, that it is " ... a singularly naive attempt simply to portray rowers in action", or
if one looks at ancient ship pictures in general while telling oneself that "Error is
always to be presumed unlessthe contrary is proved", there is a risk that the birdbrained woolly-mindedness thereby ascribed to ancient maritime artists and their
patrons will affect one's overall view of a people who were (with the possible
exception of their modern descendants who have so generously hosted this
symposium) the most intelligent the world has ever known.
Alec. F. Tilley
Fieldfare
East Street, Hambledon,
Hampshire PO7 4RX, England.
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ABRIDGED TRANSLATION OF MRARIS TSARAVOPOULOS'PAPER
BY THE EDITOR

SHIP-REPRESENTATIONS ON THE WALLS
OF A CISTERN IN PIRAEUS

An intricate system of cisterns for receivingwater was excavated in 1981 in
the center of Piraeus, on a site between Democratias, Skouz6, Leoharous and
Filellinon streets. The construction is dated to the IVth or Vth c. AD.
A total of eight sea-crafts are depicted on the inside walls near the bottom
of the cistern-system. Seven vessels are made by using pottery sherds as material
for drawing, while the eighth, a real graffiti was made with a pointed instrument.
Five large ships are represented, while three are small boats or tenders to
the ships.
One of the ships is uncomplete, another, the largest, is unfinished.
Interesting details of the hulls, rigging, sails as well as the streeting-oars
mechanism are depicted.
The typology of the depicted ships is common to the Mediterranean from
the beginning of the llnd c. AD to the Byzantine period. The pottery sherds found
at the bottom of the cistern are dated to the end of the lVth and Vth c. AD and
probably contemporaneous of the ships.
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PROBLEMS IN DATING A NEW CYPRIOT SHIP MODEL
The aim of this communication is to present a new clay ship model from
Cyprus and discuss the difficulties that its dating and typology present.
This model is unpublished and is presented for the first time to scholars.
Although there is a large number of known ships' clay models of Cypriot
origin with a wide variation of shapes, this model, has no parallel.
The model was acquired in London in 1990, from an established antique
dealer. All what we know of its provenance is the dealer's declaration that it is
Cypriot and comes from an "old collection".
This is to say, that as for several other Cypriot ship models, the provenance
is uncertain and the dating problematic as it was found out of an archaeological
context.
The model is now in Athens and is part of a private collectionl.
Its main dimensions are (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2):
Length overall: 22.5 cm
Beam amidship: 7 cm
Height of stempost: 11.5 cm
Height of sternpost: 10 cm.
As the uppermost part of both posts is missing one can estimate that the
total height was about 13cm for each post. Ialso believe that the stempost upper
part was completed in the shape of a reversed horn.
This is one of the largest known clay models of a ship from Cyprus (there
are some seven known to be slightly larger).
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The model is restored from three broken pieces and is complete. Except for
the missing upper part of the posts, there is a minor chip on the top rail of the
portside amidship.
The color of the clay is light yellow ochre and the fabric typically Cypriot. It
is made of fine clay by a skilled modeler in a very distinctive style, well different
from the rough and glumsy way other Cypriot models are shaped.
There are numeroustraces of muchfaded dark-brown paint on several parts
of the model. We can say with certitude that it was decorated mostly with darkbrown linear paint. The painting is noticeable on both stem and stern posts, on
the body of the hull, the gunwale as well as the underbody. Also, scarce remains
of dark paint survived on some parts of the interior.
A thin light brown painted line run all over the top tail and indicate that the
bulwark was probably painted with a lighter color.
The authenticity of the model was ascertained by a thermoluminecence
carried on at the National Centre for Scientific Research "Dimokritos" in Athens
by Dr. Ch. Michail.
Also a chemical analysis of the clay was made at the Chemical Laboratory
of the National Archaeological Museum of Athens by Dr. El. Mangou in order to
compare the clay compositionwith samples of potterysherds of Cypriot provenance.
The analysis2 was positive as the composition of the clay is comparable to
the clay from various Cypriot areas with, in particular, a high consistence in calcium
(CaO).
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Dr. Olga Tsahou-Alexandri,
director of National Archaeological Museum of Athens and Dr. E. Mangou for
making both analyses possible.
And now let us come to the difficulty of the dating of this model which we
can certainly call Cypriot.
Is it a Bronze Age model or should it be dated later, perhaps as late as the
Geometric period?
As it was said earlier we cannot find a close parallel with the other known
Cypriot ship models as none has this straight quasi-perpendicular stem and stern.
Another peculiarityof this ship is her flat bottom. Was the modeller representing
a boat with aflat bottom orwas theunderbody flattened to make the model stand?
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At this point it must be stressed that most ship models are not madeto stand.
This model stands without any support and actually I may say that it stands correctly
with the prow slightly upwards.
One would be tempted to make a comparison with the well-known models
of Mochlos3 (Fig. 3) and Palaikastro (Fig. 4), both from the Minoan Bronze Age
but the resemblance is limited to their bottom flatness.
As the quest should not be limited to Cyprus and the Aegean area, I believe
that there is a resemblancewith the ship depicted on a scaraboid seal of Ugarits
(Fig. 5) dated circa 1200 B.C. There too we have an absolute perpendicularstem
and stern. Another ship that is in a certain way comparable is the ship of the seapeople from the Funerary Monument of Ramses Illfrom Medinet Habus (Fig. 6).
The shape of the bottom is not totally flat but the stem post is absolutely vertical,
while the stern is slightly leaning backwards.
Obviously the vessels of the sea-people are totally different from the shape
of the Pharaonic vessels and the carver of the relief differentiates these two very
different types of ships.
Ibelieve that one of the warships of Kynos (Fig.7) presented by Dr. Phanouria
Dakoronia yesterday has a stem very similar and a bottom comparable to our
model. But what is left of the broken stem can also be compared as a possible
parallel. Also the second ship presented by Dr. Dakoronia in a complete manner,
after the happy discovery of afurther sherd (Fig. 8), does also compare with our
model. There is some resemblance. The Kynos ships are dated of the late Bronze
age, Late Helladic (1300 B.C.).

To which period can we date our model?
Is this a ship of the early Bronze age or a ship of the Cyprus - Mycenean
period?
Can we dismiss the possibility of a later dating: Cyprus - Archaic circa 700
- 600 B.C.
Perhaps, further comparable discoveries in the future may give an answer.
However, this model raises another question: Is this a flat-bottomed
construction deprived of a keel or did the ship that inspired the modeler had a keel
and a sail? Was the underbody flattened, slightly, purposely to make it stand?
How can we explain this angular shape of the bottom amidship?
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In my opinion the ship represented was not a flat bottom but probably had
a keel.
The way the stem and the stern are built high above the water offers a good
protection against high waves, so I believe that this is an open sea craft and
although I have not found such an indication this could possibly be a sailing ship.
Harry E. Tzalas
Hellenic Institutefor
the Preservationof
Nautical Tradition,
Skra 94,
Kallithea, Athens
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H. E. Tzalas' Collection catalogue no. 163.
See the detailed analysis at the end of this paper in appendix.
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Renfrew, The emergence of Civilization (1972) 356 ff.
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The Cypriot model (Photo. Christos Diamandis).
The boat from Mochlos, Crete (Circa 2600-2000/1900 BC).
See L. Basch, MlMA (1987) p. 133 Fig. 276.
The boat from Palaikastro, Crete (Circa2600-2200BC).
See L. Basch, MlMA (1987) p. 83 Figs 170,171.
Ship from a scaraboide seal. Ugariti (Circa 1200BC). From Schaeffer, Ugaritica
IV p. 134, Fig. 114 in L. Basch, MlMA (1987) p. 70, Fig. 131.
Ship of the Sea People, Ramses Ill Temple at Medinet Habu. L. Basch, MlMA
(1987) pp. 68,69 Figs. 123-130 (Circa 1185 BC).
Kynos ship as per Fig. 1 TROPIS 111, p. 147.
Kynos ship as per Fig. 2 TROPlS111,p. 148.
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ABRIDGED TRANSLATION OF Dr. EL. MANGOU (CHEMICAL LABORATORY OF
THE NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM) REPORTON THE CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS OF THE SHIP-MODEL CLAY

The sample of clay taken from the model was analysed and the results
compared with the analysis of the clay from a pottery sherd of Cypriot provenance
no. 15414 of the National Archaeological Museum of Athens.
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
Nature
of the object

Ship model

~
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El. Mangou
Chemist
Chemical Laboratory
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THE EXCAVATION OF AN EARLY BRONZE AGE CARGO AT DOKOS: THE
FIRST TWO CAMPAIGN SEASONS (1989-1990)
Towards the end of August 1975 Peter Throckmorton, who was a founding
member of the Hellenic Institute of Marine Archaeology (H.I.M.A.), located piles
of broken prehistoricvases in the small bay of Skindos, at Dokos island (Figs. 1a,
1b). He immediately informedthe ephor of antiquities George Papathanassopoulos.
Thus began a long train of events that has finally culminated in the present
programme for a complete archaeological excavation of the site by the Institute.

PLANNING AND METHODOLOGY
The surveys made in 1975 and 1977 of the underwater archaeological site
at Dokos revealed the special character of the site and the difficulties involved in
afull archaeological excavation of it. It became apparent that although the greatest
depth of the site did not exceed 32 m, the time required to set up a grid of the
traditional type and to recordthe positionsof the finds by any of the known surveying
methods would be excessive in the case of a full-scale excavation.
Taking into account the large number of finds and the fact that many of them
were concreted to each other and to the rocks, it was clear that the total time
needed to finish the excavation would in this case be almost prohibitive. The
magnitude of the problem had been well stated by the archaeologist in charge of
the 1977 survey, Charalambos Kritzas.
The results of the one-day survey carried out in May 1989 confirmed these
observations, and the traverse section of the site was of great assistance in
planning the 1989 campaign, especially for the design of the stereophotographic
grid.
In view of the impracticability of using the conventional grid and survey
method, mainly because of the steep gradients and irregularities of the seabed
in the area of the excavation, we turned to a new system for mapping and recording
the positions of finds underwater which we had heard of in February 1988 from
the then president of the Institute of Nautical Archaeology, at the A. & M. Texas
University, Donald Fray.
This system, known as the Sonic High Accuracy Ranging and Positioning
System (SHARPS), had been designed by INA scientists especially for use in
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underwater excavationsfor mappingthe seabed and plotting the positionsof finds
by means of acomputer through the transmission of high-frequencysound pulses.
Since this was the first time in the world that the SHARPS was to be used
as the principal survey instrument on an underwater archaeological excavation,
we also decided, profiting by the past experience of foreign excavation teams, to
make a photomosaic and to construct a stereophotographic plan of the site.
By choosing these two topographical systems, the SHARPS and the
stereophotographicgrid we were sure that the topographical requirements of the
excavation would be largely taken care of. We decided to use both systems so
that if the results from one of them were not as reliable as expected we could
always fall back on the other.
The adoption of these two systems also solved the most difficult problem of
the excavation: how to make a scale plan of the underwater site and to record the
positions of the finds accurately. The projects for the 1989 season concerned the
delimitationof the archaeological zone recordingthe visible objects on the seabed,
attaching numbered labels to each cluster of finds or to important single finds,
and raising and transporting them all safely to a museum.
It was decided that the delimitation of the archaeological zone would be
carried out by two archaeological divers, and they would also be responsible for
locating the finds. To mark all the objects we had made plastic labels with white
numbers on a black ground, which would be visible by ordinary light to the eye
and in photographs. We also decided because of the large number of objects,
chiefly small sherds, to label clusters of sherds rather then individual pieces.
Every cluster would comprise all the objects in the immediate vicinity of a
feature find. Each cluster would be placed in a plastic bag with its label and raised
to the surface, and for their safe transport the plastic bags with the finds would
be placed in buckets and bowls of water.
The projects for the 1990season, involved repositioningthe perimeter exactly
as it had been in 1989 and excavating two separate trenches in order todetermine
the depth of the archaeological deposit and the nature of the stratigraphy. In
addition a reconnaissance of the wider area surrounding the site was planned for
1990.
It was decided that both topographical methods applied in 1989 would be
used again in 1990.
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The methodology was planned, not only with an eye to correct archaeological
excavation procedure, but also with the aim of conducting a model underwater
excavation that would yield worthwhile results, thanks to the use of advanced
technology and to the training of as many archaeologists and scientists engaged
in underwater archaeology as possible.
THE EXCAVATION

The 1989 season began on the 20th of August with the transport to Dokos
of the equipment and material needed for the excavation and the setting up of the
floating and onshore installations. This task was undertaken by a team of HlMA
members with technical qualifications aided by three professional mechanics.
Their chief tasks were to moor the yacht "Pnoe", which was to house the
excavation team and take part of the portable equipment, to moor the floating
platform over the main area of the site, to set up the electric generators and the
air compressors for filling the tanks, and to construct the shore platform on which
to install the computer for the SHARPS system.
During the three first days the archaeologist Elpida Hadzidaki and Yannis
Vichos explored the site of the wreck, covering a total area of 900 m2. The
archaeological finds were found to extend over an area from about 15 to 30 m in
depth. A few isolated finds were also located beyond the 30 m mark, but it was
decided to confine the work in the 1989 season to the main archaeological zone,
which occupies an area of 650 m2.
The zone was marked off with a cord fastened to 18 numbered iron stakes.
It was polygonal in shape and the perimeter was initially plotted in the traditional
way In a series of dives by the topographer Vaso Kyriakopoulou and a number of
archaeologists and divers. Later on the perimeter was also plotted using the
SHARPS (see Fig. 7).
Both plotting methods were used in order to compare the time needed for
each oi them and to checkthe measurements given by the SHARPS, since it was
being used for the first time. The results were most interesting and confirmed
r
both the reliability of the SHARPS and its much greater speed.
The following seven days were chiefly spent in setting up and adjusting the
SHARPS. This required the positioning of the three receivers at fixed points on
the seabed so as to form as nearly as possible an isosceles triangle.
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In order to find the best positions for the receivers for the system to function
properly without any reflections due to the irregularities of the bottom, the receivers
had at first to be moved around a great deal. They were mounted on iron poles
about 2.5 m high embedded in cement-filled cans.
The system was calibrated and the speed of the sound pulse, through the
water, measured; this is about 1518 m per second. The three receivers were
labeled A, B, and C, and thedistances betweenthem and from them to the surface
were measured.
While the SHARPS was being installedand adjusted, other jobs were carried
out, and the area within the perimeter was divided by cords into nine separate
sectors in order to simplify the work of recording and plotting the sherds.
As soon as the SHARPS was functioning properly, the perimeter of the
working zone and the dividing cords of the nine sectors were plotted. Afterwards
pairs of divers, each under an archaeologist, began marking the objects and
clusters in each sectorwith numbered labelsfrom A1 to A250 (the letter A indicates
the stratum, in this case the surface of the seabed, to which the 1989 excavation
confined itself). When the marking of the finds in each sector was completed,
another pair of divers made a list of the numbers of the labels together with a short
descriptionof the objects. Meanwhilethe first group or another one photographed
all the finds and clusters that had been marked. (Fig. 2).
When the task of marking the objects was finished, plotting their positions
with the SHARPS began (Fig. 3).
While this was in progress, the stereophotography of selected parts of the
delimited zone, where the bulk of the finds was concentrated, began.
Before taking the photographs, the surface of the objects under the frame
was cleaned.
During these activities two stone slabs of greenish schist with a hole at one
end were brought to the surface after they had first been photographed in place
and their positions in relation to the perimeter of the archaeologicalzone had been
fixed. These slabs, which had been located during the reconnaissance dives at
depths of 34 and 38 m respectively and some 40 m away from the main site, must
be prehistoric anchors and may be directly related to the wreck (Figs. 5a, 5b).
The next step was to map the area with the SHARPS, and particularly to
plot the rocks within the delimited zone and fix the archaeological site in relation
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to the shore in order to incorporate it into the general topographical map for which
a land survey was being made (see Fig. 7).
Aftercompleting the marking and plotting ofthe finds with the SHARPS, the
stereophotography and the photography of thefinds, we began the taskof raising
methodically both the separate pieces and the clusters, according to how they
had been marked on the bottom and recorded by the SHARPS.
The finds were raised by sectors after being placedtogether with their labels
into plastic bags. The bags were then carried up in a perforatediron basket attached
to a lifting balloon. When there were enough finds in the basket, the balloon was
filled with air from one of the diver's tanks and hauled up to the floating platform
at a point where part of it had been removed to make it easier to remove finds
from the basket.
All the work on the bottom and ashore was photographed, and parts of it
were recorded on video for the archives of the Institute.
On the last day of the excavation all the finds that had been raised were
carried on boardthe "Energy"to the island of Spetses, accompanied by thedirector
of excavations. There they were put in the Archaeological Museum in the charge
of the guards.
The 1990 season began on the 27th of July.
As soon as the site was delimited, the first trial trench was layed out in an
area where is a thick sandy deposit. The surface finds were labeled and were
raisedafter their positionhad been recordedwith SHARPS and stereophotography.
Subsequently the trench was excavated with an airlift layer by layer (Fig. 6). The
finds of each layer were recorded and photographed in situ and raised. Three
levels A, B and C were determined. All three layers of the trench, the depth of
which reached 1,5 m from surface to natural bedrock, contained Early Helladic
sherds including large fragments of Early Helladic vases, but also a large number
of obsidian blades and flakes, animal bone and teeth, two seeds and other food
remains.
Work was continued by locating, recording, and raising surface finds from
the entire site, which had not been spotted in the course of the previous season.
Obviously sand shifted by currents during the winter had exposed these new
surface finds.
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Concurrently the second trial trench was layed out at the end of the rocks in
the central part of the site.
Due to the limited time available, only the top layer of this second trench was
recorded and all surface finds were raised.
Alongside the above mentionedtasks reconnaissancedives were performed
in the wider area and two lead anchor-stocks, probably of Classical or Hellenistic
date. were located recorded in situ and raised.

METHODOLOGICAL RESULTS
The reconnaissance of the underwater archaeological site at Dokos resulted
in the delimitation of a zone of 650 m2 that began at a depth of 15 m and went
down to 32 m. Nearly all the visible finds on the seabed that had been located
during the reconnaissancephase were within this zone. Some isolatedfinds were
outside it at adepth greater than 32 m, but the main bulkof them was concentrated
in the middle of the delimited zone.
This was divided into nine sectors of irregular shape, due to the anomalies
and steep slope of the seabed. The irregular shape of the sectors did not hamper
the plotting of the positions of the finds, because the operation of the SHARPS
is unaffected by the shape of any grid; it is based solely on a theoretical horizontal
plane bounded by the lines between the three fixed receivers. The nine sectors
into which the delimited zone was divided serve only for carrying out the tasks of
marking, plotting and collecting the finds.
The latterwere marked in clusters, because generally there were many small
sherds concentrated in a small area. Individual objects were marked only when
they were relatively distant from concentrations of other finds.
We found that the labels had to be attached to the finds with wire, because
otherwise there was a danger that they would be swept away by the currents.
Much time was spent in relocatirig marked finds when plotting their positions
and photographing them in situ due to the fact that most of the finds were very
small in size. In the next season, therefore, the nine sectors of the zone will be
subdivided into smaller units to make it easier to locate the finds.
The 1989 season yielded the anticipated results as regards mapping the
zone and plotting the positions of the surface finds.
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The 1990season also yielded the anticipated results as regards the excavation
of two trial trenches in order to study the area. We found that the involvement of
the entire research team in the excavation of only one trench at a time did not
allow for the optimal exploitation of the total time spent underwater daily.
Our choice of methodsforthis task proved entirelysuccessfuI, and theywere
carried out in general in the usual approved fashion. Certain omissions and errors
occurred due either to technical reasons (power cuts, false signals caused by
reflections, etc.) or our inexperience, but these did not affect the final results. The
employment of two different plotting systems proved to be especially useful when
for various reasons one of the two systems did not produce the correct figures.
In the case of the iron frame for the stereophotography, we found that the
material used for the frames was not rigid enough.
The use of a bottom-to-surfaceintercom provedindispensablefor the operation
of the SHARPS.
Although we are still at the stage of processing all the evidence, we already
have, thanks to the Autocad graphics programme, a complete plan of the
archaeological areawith the positions of all the finds and rocks marked on itl, (Fig.
7). We are also able to make drawn sections of any part of the zone and we know
the relative heights (depths) of all the finds.
The positions of the main bulk of the finds on the plan made by entering and
processing the data from the SHARPS with the Auto cad will be checked one by
one on the photomosaic assembled from the photographs taken with the
stereophotographic frame.
At the end of the two excavation seasons at Dokos nearly all thevisiblefinds
on the bottom that had been marked were raised, except for a number of them
that had become concreted to the rocks. Some finds that were found outside the
working zone, whose positions are plotted on the SHARPS plan, were also raised.
Recording the finds as soon as they were brought to the surface proved
particularly useful and this will be continued more methodically in the coming
seasons.
In addition we consider designating two teams each directed by an
archaeologist and working simultaneously on two separate lociof the site.
After the completion of the excavation of the second trial trench, will be
selected the most suitable and promising parts of the site for further digging.

-
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The main participantsof the two first campaigns of the research Dokos project
(1989-1990) included: Dr. George Papathanasopoulos, director, Dr. Yannis
Vichos, field director, Dr. Elpida Hadjidaki, assistant director, Nikos Tsouchlos,
technical director, Phaedvn Antonopoulos, dive master, Christos Agouridis,
HaralambosKritzas, Thanos Aronis-Webb, Roxani Margariti, George Koutsouflakis,
George Valvis, Lucy Blue, Lilian Ray, archaeologists, Stavros Vossyniotis,
mechanicalengineer, Vasso Kyriakopoulou and Aristotelis Papadakis,topographers,
Vassilis Koniordos and Yannis Baltsavias, architects, Kyle Jachney, photographer.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESULTS
In the course of the first two excavation seasons at Dokos more than 4000
finds were raised, mostly large and small sherds of Early Helladic wares, two
fragments of a lead rod (probably belonging to an anchor's stock of later times),
two stone anchors (see Fig. 5), several millstones and querns, a large number of
obsidian blades as well as animal bone and teeth.
The obsidian and the animal remains were found, togetherwith early Helladic
sherds, mostly in the lower level of the first trial trench. These finds should not
belong to the "closed deposit" of the Early Helladic II ceramic finds, that were
raised chiefly from the top layer of the site; they are rather to be regarded as
rubbish dumped from the shore, as would be expected in an area that has served
as a natural harbour from prehistoric times till the present day.
The finds of Early Helladic I1pottery are of great significance, regardingboth
the variety of sizes and shapes of the vessels they represent and the total number
of pots comprising this sealed deposit, which is perhapsthe richest sealed deposit
of Early Helladic pottery ever uncovered.
The sherds that were raised represent all the known types of fine pottery as
well as many types of cooking wares of the Early Helladic II.
They include many of the curious deep spouted vessels known as sauceboats
in a variety of different shapes and sizes (Figs. 8a, 8b), as well as cutaway jugs
(Figs 9), shallow and deep bowls (Figs. 1Oa, 10 b, 1Oc), also in avariety of different
shapes and sizes, amphoras (Fig. 1I ) , plates, cups, jars, askoi (Fig. 12) and pithoi,
and household utensils (Fig. 13), querns and grinders.
Another important fact that emerges from a preliminary examination of the
pottery from Dokos is that the assemblage seems to contain certain Cycladic
elements or traits.
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All the finds that have been raised are currently being conserved and studied
at the Museum of Spetsesn (Fig. 14).
The study of the finds is being conducted by the two authors of this paper
jointly with Prof. Yannos Lolos (pottery) and Mr. Christos Agouridis (querns and
grinders). It is basedon an extensive computer programmethat will include drawing
the objects (computer graphics, see Figs. 9a, 9b and 1Oa, 1Ob) and recording all
the data of the project as well as comparative material. Drawing of the finds has
been the work of the archaeologists Tonia Koutsouraki, Stella Demesticha and
Alexandra Mari
This programme will ensure a speedy and efficient processing of the data
and will facilitate the final study. An additional objective of the programme is the
publication, both popular and scientific, of the project's results with the electronic
means (CD-Rom) that will be widely used in the near future for an improved
dissemination of research results and other knowledge.
The ambition of the Dokos project is not limited to the completion of the
excavation of the Early Helladic II "closed deposit" which most likely represents
the cargo of the oldest known wreck ever discovered; it extends to the application
of revolutionary technology for the conduct of the research and the processing of
primary and secondary data so that the Dokos project may serve, as a model and
precedent for the subsequent underwater research in Greece and elsewhere.
By Dr. Yannis Vichos and Dr. George Papathanassopoulos
Hellenic Institute of Marine Archaeology
4 Al. Soutsou str., Athens 106 71 Greece
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NOTES:
1.

2.

This paper was presented in August 1991 at the Symposium, during the 3rd excavation
campaign at the Dokos cargo site. The topographical plan published here presents the
surveyed artifacts of the 1991 campaign.
At the same time that the material from the EH II wreck is being processed, the study is
underway of a series of pottery and other finds from the neighbouring EH II site of Ledeza
on the north shore of Dokos, which are also in the Spetses Museum (Fig. 15). These finds
came from earlier rescue collections made by Mr Adonis Kyrou on land and in the sea at
the locality of Ledeza (Kyrou 1990,71,72,250-251), and from the underwater survey
carried out there by H.I.M.A. in August of 1991. For a preliminary study of the material from
Ledeza see (Papathanassopoulos, Lolos and Vichos, 1995,27-29).

ILLUSTRATIONS
1.

a Map of the Argolic Gulf with the position of the Dokos island (drawing, K.
Kazamiakis).
Ib.
Topographical plan of the Skindos bay and the promontory Myti Kommeni, with
the positions of the cargo site and the prehistoric settlements on land (drawing,
K. Kazamiakis).
2.
A pottery fragment with its label 820 (photograph, K. Jachney).
3.
Surveyor V. Kyriakopoulou plotting the positions of finds with SHARPS
(photograph, K. Jachney).
4.
Taking stereophotographs with the frame. On the bottom under the frame can
be seen the photographic scales used for the photogrammetry (photograph.
K. Jachney).
5a and 5b Drawings of the two stone anchors, one round, the other pear-shaped, pierced
with one hole each (drawings, T. Koutsouraki).
6.
Archaeologist Lucy Blue excavating with the air lift (photograph, K. Jachney).
7.
Topographical plan of the cargo site (drawing, V. Kyriakopoulou).
8a.
Four sauce boats of different type and size (photograph N. Tsouchlos).
8b.
Drawing of an almost complete gigantic sauceboat with a strikingly small spout
(drawing, T. Koutsouraki).
9.
Neck and upper body of a beaked jug. Note the incised mark in the form of an
M (drawing, T. Koutsouraki).
10a.
One deep and one shallow bowl (phiales), after restoration (photcgraph, N.
Tsouchlos).
lob.
and 10c Drawings of the same type of the above vessels (drawings, S.
Demesticha)
11.
An almost intact amphora of medium size. Note the marine concretions in the
inner part of the body (photograph, N. Tsouchlos).
12.
A large part of an askoid vase with a flat handle and an incised mark (drawing,
T. Koutsouraki).
13.
An almost complete EH II brazier after restoration (photograph, N. Tsouchlos).
14.
Conservation by mechanical treatment of a deep bowl at the laboratory of
H.1.M.A at the Museum of Spetses.
15.
Large EH II bowl from the underwater site of Ledeza at Dokos (photograph, N.
Tsouchlos).
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BIRD-HEAD DEVICES ON MEDITERRANEAN SHIPS
Introduction
Ten years ago I published a study of the five Sea Peoples' ships depicted in
the scene of a naval battle on the outer wall of Ramses Ill's mortuary temple at
Medinet Habul. I concluded that the type of Sea Peoples' ship depicted by the
Egyptianartists derived from acontemporaneous Helladicgalley design illustrated
repeatedly in the art of the Late Helladic Ill B-C periods. This interpretation has
been confirmed by the discovery of the most detailed version of this ship type to
date, depicted on a krater found at Kynos and discussed at the previoussymposium2.
One of the most striking elements of these five depictions of the invaders'
craft are the water-bird-head devices capping the stem and sternposts of the
invaders' ship (Fig. 1). It seemed worthwhile to examine the origins and spread
of these bird-head devices.
Little did I imagine at that time the extent of use of water-bird-head devices
on Mediterranean craft. I had stumbled, quite inadvertently, onto a subject of
considerable depth and breadth to which clearly insufficient scholarly attention
had been given in the past. I found that bird-head finials, in a myriad of forms,
served as symbolic - and prophylactic- devices on Mediterraneanships, beginning
no later than the second millennium.
The bird-headdevices that are the hallmark of Roman cargo ships are familiar
to us all. These were depicted as a long-neckedbird-headstern device, that usually
faced outboard (Figs. 2:3:D). On occasion, this stern device faced inboard (Fig.
3:G). Together with these naturalistic representations, an abstract form of a
horizontal stern bird-head's device facing inward also appears (Fig. 3:B)3. In the
Imperial Roman period avariety of birds make their appearanceas stern ornaments
on merchant ships (Fig. 3: A, C, E-F).
It transpires, however, that bird-head devices were also a standard device
on warships of the Late Bronze Age, Iron and the Classicalperiod. Further more,
a strong argument may be presented for identifying these bird-head devices as
the immediate precursorsof two specific devices that appear on Greek and Roman
warships -the volute and the aphlaston.
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Sea Peoples, "bird-head" and the Central European connection
One of the greatest enigmas concerning the Sea People pertain to their
origins. The bird-headsymbols may be of help in this regard. Aconnection, difficult
to define as it might be, appears to exist betweenthe Sea Peoples and the Urnfield
cultures of Central and Eastern Europe. A possible Sea Peoples' ship, complete
with a bird-head stem device with an up-curving beak, that is depicted on a
crematory urn from Hama in Syria seems to support this connection (Fig. 4)4.
The manner in which the bird-headdevices are positioned on the Sea Peoples'
ships at Medinet Habu - facing outboard at stem and stern - invites comparison
with the "bird boats" (Vogelbarke) of Central Europe, a connection first noted by
Hencken5.
Bouzek dates the earliest Central European bird boars to the early Bronze
D period (ca. 1250-1200 BC)6. These are ornaments from the Somes River at
Satu Mare in northern Rumania and from Velem St. Vid in Hungary (Figs. 5-6).
An ornament from Grave 1 at Grunwald, Bavaria dates to the Halstatt A 1 period
(ca. 12th century BC). (Fig. 7:A). The motif continues to appear on Urnfield and
Villanovan art (Figs. 7: B-E, 8-10). Bouzek suggests that a double bird-headed
decoration on a Late Helladic Ill C krater fragment from Tiryns may portray a bird
boat, although the painter may not have been aware of what he was depicting
(Fig. 11).
Finally, a possible indication of the influence that the beliefs of the newly
arrived Sea Peoples mercenaries had on the Egyptians during the Ramesside
period is found in the tomb of Ipy where the deceased fowls from a papyrus raft
with a bird-head stem decoration (Fig. 12). Bird boat-like craft that appear on two
Syro-Palestinian seals of Iron Age date portray a god in a boat (Fig. 13)'.
Several Late Helladic Ill C ship depictions have another element that may
be related to Europeancult iconography. The Skyros ship's bird-head device has
avertical projection rising from the backof it's head (Fig. 14)8. A similar projection
exists on one of the two drawings given by Marinatos for a stem ornament on a
ship depiction from Phylakopi, on the island of Melos (Fig. 15: A); in the other
depiction the stem ends in a bird-head with a extremely upturned beak identical
to the beak of the Skyros ship's stem device (Fig. 15: B)9. This "projection" may
represent horns on the bird's head or a crest. Horned birds and "animal-birds" are
known from later European art (Figs. 16-17); bird heads with crests appear in
Villanovan art (Figs. 18-19)10.

- .
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Cyclic development of bird-head devices
The key to understanding the different forms - varying from naturalistic to
abstract - in which bird-head devices may be depicted in the Mediterranean itself
is to be found on ships portrayed on three Cypriot jugs dating to the seventh
century BC (Fig. 20). On the first ship (A), a naturalistically depicted bird-head
device, complete with eye, caps the stern and faces inboard. In the second ship
(B), the bird's eye has disappeared and the head has become stylized. The final,
abstract, phase appears on the third craft (C) where the sternpost has become
little more than a complex curve. Even if this progression is due to nothing more
than the abstraction of the bird head by the artist(s) who created these three ships,
the bird-head devices on these ships show a clear and obvious connection.
To judge from the iconographicevidence this cyclicdevelopmentof the birdhead devices was repeated constantly on ships in antiquity. Natural depictions
gave way to stylized representations. These evolved into totally abstract froms
that are little more than a curvell. These are repeatedly followed by a"rejuvenatingV
trend to return to the natural depiction of an actual bird's head.
If only the final, abstract phase of this constantly evolving bird-head form is
studied, out of context of the entire cycle, the curved beakof these Mediterranean
vessels may - and has been - interpreted as representing a bull's horn or other
symbolic figurelz.
Each phase of this cycle blends into the next, and at times, we find two
different stages of development on the same ship representation. These birdhead devices may point inboard, outboard, up or down. On the same ship they
can appear at both extremities, as on the Sea Peoples' ships, or at only one end.
The permutations are nearly endless.
Bird head devices in the Late Bronze Age
Bird-headdevices on Mediterraneancraft seem at present to have originated
in the Aegean. The earliest known example of a bird-headdevice is on a fragment
of a Middle Helladic ship depiction from Aegina (Fig. 21).
Ornaments representing entire birds also appear on the stems of ships,
beginning in the 13th century and continuing down into Geometric times. One
such device appearsonthe stem of a Late Helladic Ill B shipdepiction from Enkomi
(Fig. 22: A). The device on the stem of the Traganaship, long thought to be afish,
has been demonstrated by Korres to be a bird with upturned beak (B)13. These
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birds and bird-head devices clearly represent the same type(s) of water-bird
commonly depicted on contemporaneous Mycenaean and Philistine potteryl4.
Homeric "beaked ships" and bird-head devices in the Iron Age
During the Geometric period bird-devices are, on occasion, affixed to the
stem and sternposts of warships (Fig. 22: C-D, 31 :C). Slightly later, in the Archaic
period, birds appear at the bow and stern of a galley (Fig. 23). Devices in the form
of bonafide birds are known both from antiquity (for example, the Minoan swallow
device), as well as from modern ethnographic parallels (Figs. 24-26)15.
Duringthe Late Bronze Age the birdlbird-headdevice was nornallystationed
on the stem and faced outboard, as for example the devices on the Gazi, Skyros
and Kynos ships and a Late Helladic IllC terra-cotta ship model from Tiryns (Figs.
14,27,42: A, C-D)16.
By the 12th century the number, the direction, and the position of the birdhead devices began to vary on ships. At Medinet Habu, they appear for the first
time - on a depiction of a seagoing ship - at the stern facing outboard (Fig. 1)17.
The earliest-known bird-head device facing inboard appears on a Late Cypriot Ill
askoslship model (Fig. 28)18.
During the Protogeometricperiod, the bird's long, up-curvingbeak becomes
the center of attention. The bird's head itself virtually disappears as, for example,
on the Fortetsa ships, as well as on a ship painted on a krater from Dirmil, Turkey
(Fig. 30)Ig. This continues a propensity to recurve the device's beak, a feature
that had already become visible in the 12th century BC. The Fortetsadevicesfind
their closest parallels on a ship depiction from Kynos (Fig. 42: C). In Figure 30:A
the devices from the latter are placed on either side of the Fortetsa ship for
comparison (see also Figs. 14,22: B, 42: B, D).
Homer describes his warships as being "beaked" or "crook-beakedn2o.A
similar word is the name of a seabird, perhaps a shearwatevl. This term describes
accurately the stylized/abstract bird-head devices, facing inboard from both the
stem and sternposts that were popular in the Geometric period. In these devices
emphasis was placed on the bird's beak. The devices on the warship-shapedfiredogs from Argos are indeed sufficiently naturalistic so that the bird's head and
beak may be differentiated (Fig. 31 : A). In other Geometric ship representations,
the head-beak has become one continuous curve (Fig. 31 : B-C). Compare these
to the abstract bird-head device capping the stern of the ship in Figure 20: C. The
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naturalistic, regenerating phase of the bird-headstem device appears on depictions
of galleys dated to the last quarter of the 8th century BC (Fig. 32).
The stem device is usually portrayedhorizontally and faces backward,toward
the stern. A slight angle may differentiate the "head" from the beak (Fig. 33: D).
More often, the device appears as one continuous compound curve. At times the
stem ornament is shown in outline and filled with a hatched decoration (Figs. 31 :
B; 33: C)22. Earlier this motif appeared on a device from Kynos (Fig. 42: D).
The stem device on one Geometric galley begins in an inward-facingabstract
bird-head; but it then recurves, copying the throat and head of a long-necked bird
that stands in front of it (Fig. 33: C). This phenomenon is repeated later on an
Archaic bronze fibula (Fig. 23).
By the 8th century the water bird-head device had ceased to be solely a
Helladic tradition. A Phoenician warship, depicted in a relief from Karatepe, has
an inboard-facing bird-head as a stern device (Fig. 34)23. Here, the naturally
depicted head, complete with eye, is differentiated from the beak by a vertical
line. Approximatelycontemporaneous to this is an early-7th-century Archaic ship
whose stern terminates in a naturalistic inboard-facing bird-head device (Fig.
35)24. The beak is spoon shaped, as if seen from above.
During the 7th-5th centuries, the bird-head stem device is less common on
Greek galleys. When it does appear it faces inboard with the beak positioned
vertically (Fig. 36). At times, the beak is recurved overthe bow, replicating a birdhead device like that on the Skyros ship placed on its back (Figs. 36: B, 14). The
devicesvaryfrom smooth (Fig. 36: A-B) to angular (C). In the lattercase, the head
isdifferentiatedfrom the beak. This vertical bird-headis rare in later times, although
it's appearance on a small 2nd-century-BC craft indicates that the form is latent
- but not forgotten (D).
During the 7th and 6th centuries, the stern device on Greek warships also
undergoes a metamorphosis. The vertical, abstract bird head is rarely depicted
(Fig. 37: B). The bird-head is now more often shown in a naturalistic manner, the
eye and beak often differentiated. The heads face inboard and downward, but are
shortened and recurve strongly, forming the outline of a volute (Fig. 37: A, C-D).
Aprogression of Archaic bird-headstern devices dating to the 7th and 6th centuries
illustrates how the volute may have developed from this particular form of birdhead device (Fig. 38). In other ships of this time, the sternpost bird-head device
adopts a more angular shape and points downwards (Fig. 39).

-
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The aphlaston
Appearing first in its developed form in the 5th century BC, the aphlaston
became the hallmarkof warships in the Classical, Hellenisticand Romanperiods.
It did not appear suddenly from the void. The aphlaston is best understood as a
developed form of an abstract bird-head with multiple beaks facing inward from
the stern. In the aphlaston the bird's eye was enlarged and became the so-called
"shield" that normally appears at the base of the aphlaston (Fig. 40: 6-C). An
ethnographic parallel to this phenomenon is seen on a stem device in the form of
an abstract frigate bird-head used to the Solima canoes of the Solomon Islands
(Fig. 41)25.
On Geometric galleys several strake ends sometimes project from the curving
stem and sternposts (Figs. 22: D, 31 : B-C, 33: B)26. ASthis is not due to a technical
problem, the planks were evidently left to spring free for a reason. Similarly, in the
6th century, a second, abstract bird-head is sometimes depicted above the
naturalistically depicted one [Figs. 37: (A?), C, 38: B-C(D?)]. Both of these
phenomena may have led to the introduction of a multiple-beaked bird-head
device.
Alternately, the aphlaston may have derived from the protuberances jutting
from the upper or lower edges of the bird-head devices' beak and head. These
items appear first in the 13th century on the Gazi ship (Fig. 42: A). In the 12th
century they appear on the ship depictions from Tragana and Kynos (Fig. 42: BE). In the Enkomi ship the protuberances and found on the inner face of the stem
(Fig. 22: A). Horizontal lines, apparently representative of the same items, are
painted on the stems of Helladic terra-cotta models ship (Fig. 27-28)27. In the
seventh century BC, an identical set of lines appears on the lower edge of an
inboard-facing bird-head device with a highly recurved, vertical beak (Figs. 20:
c, 43).
Due to the limited size of the depictions, the protuberances comprise little
more than lines ordots. Thus, the identity of these protuberancesremains uncertain.
Perhaps they represent rows of tiny bird-headornaments affixed to the decorative
devices surmounting the posts similar to the one nestling in the crook of a stern
ornament on a Greek 5th century galley (Fig. 40: A).
Why multiply the bird's beak? This is best understood as a strengthening of
the device's prophylactic power. Broodbank, in his study of ships on Cycladic
"frying pans", notes that in primitive societies, the doubling of motifs must be read
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not as a numerical duplication, but as a doubling of the power and attribute of the
image28.
Ethnologicalparallels of the recent past are useful when trying to understand
this phenomenon. Bird-head devices were used on the New Hebrides island of
Atchin. The large seagoing canoes have devices at both stem and stern (Fig. 26:
A); the smaller coastal canoes carry the device at the stem only (B). These devices
appear in two forms, with one head or with a double head. Haddon notes:zg.
The figurehead (solub) is lashed on the fore end of the hull of the smaller
canoes. In the ordinary bird figurehead (solub e res), to which anyone
has the right without payment, the slit, representing the mouth of the
beak, ends at the first bend (Fig. 44: A). Afigurehead in which the slit
iscontinued down the neckiscalled solub wok-wak(Figs. 44: B-C) and
the right to this has to be bought from someone already possessing
one. When a man gets on in years he feels the need of something
superior to aplan solub wok-wakon his everyday canoe. He then goes
to one whose figurehead is decorated with a pig or other figure and
after having arranged a price one of the parties to the negotiation will
make a copy of it. There is a third type (solub war) which resembles
the solub wok-wak except that the tip of the under beak is reflected
over the upper beak, doubtless to represent a deformed boar's tusk,
hence its name.
In the solub wok-wakthe single bird head of the solub e res has evolved into
two separate bird heads. The multiplicationof the beakenhances the value of the
solub wok-wak. A similar phenomenon may have taken place in the ancient
Mediterranean.
Clearly these bird-head images were not attached to ships because they
were considered aesthetically beautiful, but rather for the magical properties with
which they were thought to invest the craftso. The multiplication of the bird's beak
may have been perceived as strengthening the protective magic of the device's
deity.
The significance of the bird head

What significance did the ubiquitous bird-head device, in its many forms,
have for the ancient mariner? Hornell, in discussing the tutelary deity of Indian
ships, describes most clearly the basic needthat primitive man felt for a prophylactic
presence to guard his craft?
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Among Hindu fishermen and seafaring folk in lndia and the north of
Ceylon numerous instancesoccur indicativeof a belief in the expediency
of creating an intimate association between a protective deity and the
craft which they use, be it catamaran, canoe or sailing coaster. The
strength of this belief varies within wide limits;occasionally it is articulate
and definite; more often it is vague and ill-defined, often degenerating
to a level where the implications of the old ceremonies are largely or
even entirely forgotten. In the last category the boat folk continue to
practise some fragmentary feature of the old ritual for no better reason
than the belief that by so doing they will ensure good luck for their
ventures and voyages, a belief usually linked with a dread of being
overlooked by the "evil eye".
Outside of lndia similar beliefs were probably widespread in ancient
times; to-day shadowy vestiges remain here and there, their survival
due mainly to a traditional belief, sometimes strong, sometimes weak,
in their efficacy to ensure good fortune or to counteract the baleful
glance of the mischief minded.
Ethnological parallels suggest that devices mounted at the stem and stern
were intended to endow the ship with a life of its own. Bishop, in describing the
dragon-boatsof south-easternAsia, notesthat the practiseof attaching the carved
head, and sometimes the tail, of a dragon, to these craft prior to ceremonial races
originated in the belief that the devices magically transformed the boats into the
creatures they representsz.
This concept of the ship having a life of its own is illustrated by a ceremony
reported by Hornell33. The Hindu ships that traded between the CoromandelCoast
and the north of Sri Lanka had oculicarved on either side of the prow. The final
rite prior to the launching of a new ship was termed "the opening of the eye". This
was meant to endow the boat with sentient life and constituted it the vehicle of
the protective goddess. The goddess would live in, and protect, the ship during
sea voyages. The protective entity was thus installed in the craft, her individuality
being mergedwith it. In Indiathe protectivedeity is nearly alwaysfeminine. Hornell
writes34:
By this association of the boat with a female deity, the identity and sex
of the protectress are merged with those of the boat itself; as we may
infer that many other peoples have reasoned and acted similarly, this
may explain the fact that ships are generally considered asfemininess.
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Returning now to the Mediterranean water bird-head device, it is worth
pondering the identity of the deity which the device represented. It seems likely
that it was a female deity36. Of particular interest in this connection is a Protovillanovan
Type 0 European bronze razor from Italy, dated ca. the 9th century BC (Fig. 45).
The razor, of unknown provenience, is in the abstract form of a female idol. Its
head is formed by the handle of the razor; the neck is decorated. A double-axe,
serving as acentral motif, is decorated by a mirror-imagefigure with arms formed
of bird-boats with inward-facing bird-heads37. Additional figures are positioned
within the twocavitiesof thedouble-axe. These have legs made of bird boats with
outboard and downward-facing bird-heads. Four additional water birds nestle at
the corners of the figure38. In this case the symbolism strongly suggests that the
bird-boat is symbolic of a female deity.
Modern manifestations of bird-head and bird-boats

We have followed the development of bird-headdevices in the Mediterranean
down to the Roman period. Bird-headdevices continuedto be in use into the latter
part of the sixth century AD, when a Nile vessel is described as "wild-goosesterned'sg. Presumably, they did not cease at that time, however. Indeed,decorative
devices reminiscent of bird heads, and bird boats, are still found today.
In present-day Greece devices capping the sternposts of some fishing boats
are sometimes bird-head shaped (Fig. 46: A). On occasion the "beaks" of these
ornaments are multiplied in a manner reminiscentof the aphlaston (B). Similarly,
"bird-boatv-likeornaments have been recorded on modern-day Indian craft, as
witnessed by Hornell's drawing of the decorated bow of a Ganges River cargo
boat at Benares (Fig. 47). The same design in a degenerated form is recorded on
the bow of a kalla dhoni recorded at Point Calimere, South India (Fig. 48). The
relationship, if any does indeed exist, of these modern decorative motifs to the
bird-head devices of antiquity remains to be determined.
Finally, what are we to make of this curious ship, sighted and described by
W.J. Childes in this century?do.
A sight of this kind Iwatched one summer evening on the coast of the Black
Sea, when a long boat, whose bow was shaped like a swan's breast, put off from
the shore. Her stern projectedabove the hull and was curved into aform resembling
roughly the head and neck of a bird preparing to strike. Upon the mast, hanging
from a horizontal yard, was set a single broad square-sail, and under the arching
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foot could be seen the black heads of rowers, five or six men on either side, and
a bare-legged steersman placed high above them in the stern.
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Bird-headdevices on the five depictions of a Sea Peaples' ship at Medinet Habu.
After Nelson et al. 1930: pl. 39.
Bird-headstern ornaments on merchantcraft. Ca. 1st-2nd centuries AD. Arrows
indicate the direction of travel.
After Casson 1971: figs. 139,151,150,156,181 and 146.
Bird-head ornaments on merchant craft. Ca. 3rd century AD. Arrows indicate
the direction of travel.
After Casson 1971:figs. 147,179,147,147,149,148and 191.
A. Painted decoration, including a ship, depicted on a funerary urn found at
Hama. Ca. 1200-1075 BC.
6. Detail of the ship. Note the bird-head device capping the stem.
After lngholt 1940: pl. XXll:2;
Bronze "bird-boat" ornament from Somes River at Satu Mare in Northern
Rumania. European Bronze D (?).
After Gottlicher 1978: Taf. 33: 439.
Bronze "bird-boatnornamentfrom Velem St. Vid in Hungary. European Bronze
D (?).
After Gottlicher 1978: Taf. 34:440.
Double-headed "bird-boats" in the round.
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A. On an ornament from Grunwald, Bavaria. Halstatt A l .
B-C. Cheekpieces from Impiccato, Grave 39. Probably Villanovan I.
D. Lunate razor blade handle from Selciatello Sopra, Grave 147. Villanovan IC.
E. Lunate razor blade handle from Selciatello Sopra, Grave 38. Probably
Villanovan II.
After Hencken 1968: 516fig. 478: f, 236fig. 214:b, 105fig. 92:b, 247 fig. 226.
Bronze ornament from near Beograd.
After Bouzek 1985: 177 fig. 88:5.
Single and double "bird-boats" represented in embossed Urnfield ornament.
A. From Lavindsgaard, Denmark. Halstatt A2.
B. From "Lucky", Slovakia. Halstatt A2.
C. From Rossin, Pomerania. Halstatt B.
D. From Este, Italy. Este II (=Villanovan 11).
After Hencken 1968: 516 fig. 478: a, b, e, and g.
Terra-cotta ship models of the Villanovan Culture bearing bird's-head insignia
facing outward at stem and stern (A) or at stem alone (B and C). First half of
first millennium BC.
After Gottlicher 1978: Taf. 35: 460 (after Montelius), 461 and 469.
"Bird-boat" painted on a krater sherd from Tiryns. Late Helladic Ill C.
After Bouzek 1985: 177 fig. 88:6.
Duck headed papyrus raft. Tomb of Ipy (T.217). Ramses II.
After Davies 1927: XXX.
A. Seal with a deity in a boat with bird-head ornaments. Irbid.
B. Seal of Elishama' son of Gedalyahu with motif similar to A.
A after Culican 1970: 29 fig. 1:d. B after Tushingham 1971: 23.
Crested or horned bird-head device on the stem of the Skyros ship depiction.
Late Helladic Ill C.
After Sandars 1985: 130.
Marinatos' two versions of the stem device on a ship depicted on sherds from
the site of Phylakopi on Melos. Late Helladic Ill C.
After Marinatos 1933: pl. XIII: 16 and 219 fig. 10.
Horned animal-bird figures.
A. From Vienna-Vosendorf. Halstatt A.
B. From Cicarov~e,Slovakia. Halstatt B or C.
After Hencken 1968: 521 fig. 480: c,f.
Horned bird figure. Greece, provenience unknown. Geometric period.
After Hencken 1968: 523 fig. 481 :f.
A. Bird-head insigniaon the stem of a terra-cotta ship model from Monterozzi.
Villanovan 1-11,
B. Crested bird-heads on a double-headed bird boat ornament on a bronze
vessel from Impiccato, Grave I. Villanovan IC.
A after Gottlicher 1978: Taf. 34: 447. B after Hencken 1968: 119 fig. 108: c.
Birds decorating a bronze girdle from Monterozzi. Undated.
After Hencken 1968: 270 fig. 252:a (after Montelius 1904).
Ships depicted on 7th-century BC Cypriot jugs illustrate the progresslvr
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transformation of a naturalistic bird head (A) to a stylized (B), and then abstract
(C) sternpost device.
After Karageorghis and des Gagniers 1974: 122-123 nos. XI: 2,3, 1.
Ship depicted on sherds from Aegina bears a bird-head stem device. Middle
Helladic.
After Buchholz and Karageorghis 1973: 301 fig. 869.
Ship devices in the form of birds:
A. Bird stem - ornament on a ship krater from Enkomi. Late Helladic Ill B.
B. Ship's bird stem - ornament on a pyxis from Tragana. Late Helladic Ill C.
C. Bird ornament on the stem of a ship depicted on a Geometric Attic skyphos.
Ca. 735-710 BC.
D. Bird ornament portrayed twice on the sternpost of the same ship portrayed
on a Geometric Attic krater. Ca. 735-710 BC.
A after Sjoqvist 1940:fig 20:3. B after Korres 1989: 200 C-D after Casson 1971:
30,6566.
Birds on the stem and sternposts of an Archaic galley. Note how the shape of
the stem device imitates the bird's head and neck. Ca. 700-650 BC.
After Morrison and Williams 1968: pl. 8: d.
A. Stem decoration from Walckenaer Bay, Netherlands Papua.
B. Side view of a small canoe with bird device from Papua.
C. Ornaments on a.0ra canoe from the Solomon Islands.
D. Figurehead of an Arab ganja.
A-C after Haddon 1937: 317fig. 180: a, 316 fig. 179: c, 88 fig. 59: a.
D after Hornell 1970: 236 fig. 46.
A. Bird-head decorations on a small canoe from Papua.
B. Bow of aseagoing outrigger canoe (nimbembew). South-western Maleluka,
New Hebrides.
After Haddon 1937: 316 fig. 179: a, 22 fig. 12.
Canoes of Atchin, New Hebrides.
A. Large seagoing canoe with ordinary, single beaked solub e res figureheads.
B. Coastal canoe with double bird-head solub wok wak figurehead.
After Haddon 1937: 27 fig. 15: b, a.
Terra-cotta ship model from Tiryns. Late Helladic Ill B.
After Kilian 1988: 140 fig. 37: 8.
Askos in the form of a ship, from Lapithos. A bird-head ornament tops the stem
and faces inward, toward the stern. Late Cypriot Ill.
After Gottlicher 1978: Taf. 9: 149.
Bird-head stem of sternpost ornament of a ship model. From Maroni,Tomb 17,
Cyprus. Late Helladic IIIA: 2.
After Johnson 1980: pl. LXIII: 132.
A. One of two ships depicted on a Protogeometric krater from Fortetsa, Crete.
The bird-head devices capping the stem and sternpost are compared to the
device on one of the Kynos ships (see Figure 42: C).
B. Ship painted on a Protogeometric krater from Dirmil, Turkey.
A after kirk 1949: 119 fig. 6. B after van Doorninck 1982B: 279 fig. 3.
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Abstract bird-head ornaments in the form of a compound curve topping the
stem and sternposts of representations of Geometric warships. 8th century
BC.
A after Gottlicher 1978: Taf. 25: 338-339.6-C after Casson 1971:figs. 72 and
65.
Bird-head stem ornament on a Geometric aphract galley. Ca. 725-700 BC.
After Casson 1971: fig. 64.
A. Bird in front of Geometricgalley on an Attic krater. Ca. 760-735 BC.
6. Bird behind a Geometric galley on the same krater.
C. Long-necked bird before the bow of a Geometric galley. The ship's stem
device copies the shape of the bird's head and neck. Ca. 735-710 BC.
D. Galley with stem and stern decorations in the shape of abstract birds' heads.
Ca. 760-735 BC.
A and B after Morrison and Williams 1968: pl. 2: c-d; C and Dafter Casson 1971:
74 and 62.
Bird-headstern device on a shipdepicted on an orthostat from Karatepe, Turkey.
Ca. 700 BC.
After De Vries and Katzev 1972: 55 fig. 6.
Bird-head decoration on an Archaic galley. Ca. 700-650 BC.
After Morrison and Williams 1968: pl. 8: b.
A-C. Abstract bird-head stem decorations on Greek warships. A ca. 510 BC;
B ca. 520-480 BC; ca. 400-322 BC. The device on ship B is compared to the
bird-head device on the stem of the Skyros ship (see Figure 14).
D. Abstract bird-head stem decoration ca. 2nd century BC.
Aand C after Morrisonand Williams 1968: pls. 20: e, 27: a. B and Dafter Casson
1971:figs. 84, 176.
A. Bird-head stern decorations on Greek warships. Ca 530-480 BC.
6. Stern of an Archaic galley on an ivory plaque from the Temple of Artemis
Orthia in Sparta. Ca. 650-600 BC.
C-D. Stern decoration on archaic Attic black-figure (C) volute krater and (D)
hydria. Ca. 600-550 BC.
A after Casson 1971:fig. 90.6-D after Morrison and Williams 1968: pls. 10: d,
11: a, d.
Sixth-century BC stern decorations on Archaic galleys in the form of a bird's
head develop into an inward curving stern volute. A-D ca. 550-530 BC; E-H ca.
530-510 BC; I ca. 510 BC.
After Morrison and Williams 1968: pls. 14: g, 13, 14: b, a; 17: d, c, a, e; 18: d.
Sixth-century BC stern bird-head devices on Archaicgalleys. Notethat in C the
device has developed into an inward curving volute. A-B ca. 510 BC; C - D ca.
520-480 BC; E ca. 530-480 BC. F ca. 600-550 BC.
A to E after Morrison and Williams 1968: pls. 18: a, b; 21 : b, d; 16: c; F after
Casson 1971: fig. 83:
Aphlastaon Greek and Roman warships. A ca. 480-400 BC. B ca. 200 BC. ca.
2nd century AD. Aafter Morrison and Williams 1968: pl. 26: a. 6-C after Casson
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1971:figs. 108, 1.14.
Bow device of a Solima canoe in the form of an abstract frigate bird and other
motives. Solomon Islands.
After Haddon 1937: 88 fig. 59: b.
Bird, or bird-head, devices with numerous projections extending out from the
upper or lower surfaces. These projections have no structural purpose.
A.Bird-head on ship painted on the Gazi larnax. Late Minoan Ill B.
B. Head of bird device on the bow of awarshipdepicted on apyxisfrom Tragana.
Late Helladic Ill C.
C-D. Bird-head stem devices on ship depictions from Kynos. Late Helladic Ill
C.
E. Stem of ship from Kynos. The stem's upper part is missing but the beginning
of acurve and the protuberances on the stem's inboard side indicate that it was
originally capped by a bird-head. Late Helladic Ill C.
A after photo by S. Wachsmann. B after Korres 1989: 200. C-E after photos
courtesy F. Dakoronia.
A row of protuberances appear on the lower (inboard) part of the beak of a birdhead stem ornament of a 7th-century BC ship depiction on a jug from Cyprus.
After Frost 1963: monochrome pl. 7 (opp. p. 54).
A. Single beaked solub e res figurehead.
B. Double bird-head solub wok wak figurehead.
C. Solub wok wak figurehead with a pig.
After Haddon 1937: 28 fig. 16: a-c.
Bronze razor in the abstract form of a female idol. The head is formed by the
razor's handle; the neck is decorated. Embellishments include a double-axe
decoration,water birds and anthropomorphic figures with arms and legsformed
from "bird-boats". From Italy, provenance unknown.
After Bouzek 1985: 21 6 fig. 103: 11.
Stern devices on modern Greek boats at AyiaGalini, Crete. Photostaken 1980.
Photos: S. Wachsmann.
A. Decorated bow of Ganges River cargo boats, Benares.
B. Detail of inverted bird-boat-like ornament.
After Hornell 1970: 279 fig. 68.
A. Bow of a kalladhoni with an abstract bird-boat-likeornament. Point Calimere,
South India.
B. Detail of the ornament.
After Hornell 1970: 272 fig. 67.

NOTES
1.
2.

3.

Wachsmann 1981; 1982. See also Wachsrnann 1995: 25-33; in press A; in press B.
Dakoronia 1990: 122 fig. 2; 1995.
Casson (1971 : 348 and fig. 147-center) identifies this as a "pennant on a short pole
socketed into the top of the stempost". This is not a ship's light in the form of a torch. While
ships carried lights in their stern, these were placed in lanterns (Casson 1971: 247-248 ns.
91-92).
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Wachsmann 1981: 205-206, with additional bibliography listed there.
Hencken 1968: 568-570,627. De Boer (1991) suggests a possible Thracian connection
for the Sea Peoples.
Bouzek 1985: 178. The Br D may be somewhat higher than previously thought (Bouzek
1994:217).
Culican 1970; Tushingham 1971.
Hencken 1968: 537 fig. 486.
Marinatos 1933: 173 no. 16 and fn. 1,218-219. These sherds have been lost.
Hencken 1968: 519-531.
In Figures 30-31,33: D, 36: A, C-D and 37: B, which depict ships with abstract bird-head
devices, I have included for further clarification, copies of the bird-head device from Figure
20: A to illustrate the direction of the head in each case. Similarly, in figure 30: A copies of
the bird-head device on one of the Kynos ships (Fig. 42: C) have been appended at either
side and in Figure 36: B a copy of the device on the Skyros ship (Fig. 14) is included.
As, for example, does Artzi (1987: 80).
Korres, 1990: 199-200,202.
Furumark, 1941: 253 fig. 30.255fig. 31: nos. 36-52; Benson 1961; Dothan 1982: 201-202
figs. 61-63.
The festive bird shaped stem decorations portrayed on Late Bronze Age MinoanICycladic
craft represent a swallow, as is evident from the bowsprit of one of the ships taking part in
the festive race at Thera (Basch 1987: 107 figs. 192-193). These were apparently
connected to the craft during festivities and were not a normal fixture on the bow. The
Helladic ornament, on the other hand, represents a water bird and seems to have been a
permanent fixture on the stem and sternposts of Helladic oared galleys.
Hencken 1968: 537 fig. 486; Wachsmann 1981: 202-203 figs. 17-18; Kilian 1988: 122123; Dakoronia 1990: 122 figs. 1-2.
For photographs of the ships see Wachsmann 1982: 299-303 figs. 1-5
A similar, although earlier (Late Helladic Ill A:2), bird-head device that originally capped the
stem or sternpost of a terra-cotta ship model was found at Maroni in Cyprus; however, it is
unclear if this faced inboard or outboard (Fig. 29).
Kirk 1949: 118-119 fig. 6; Morrison and Williams 1968: 12 (Geom. 1); Casson 1971: 36,
fig. 60; van Doorninck 1982.
11. 18.338; Od. 19: 182, 193.
Liddel and Scott 1953: S.V.fl ~opcjvq.It is possible that this is a deliberate play on the two
s~milarwords and that the term implies "having curved extremities that are bird-shaped"
(Lenz, in press).
Morrison and Williams 1968: pls. 1: e, 2: a, 4: c.
Casson 1971: 57-58 fn. 80.
Morrison and Williams 1968: 73 (Arch. 2), pl. 8: b.
Haddon 1937: 88.
Morrison and Williams 1968: pls. 2: a, 4: a, c.
Casson 1971:fig. 29; Buchholz and Karageorghis 1973: 470 fig. 1720.
Broodbank 1989: 328.
Haddon 1937: 28.
Svoronos 1914: 127.
Hornell 1970: 271.
Bishop 1938: 415.
Hornell 1970: 272-273.
Hornell 1970: 275.
Interestingly, when Greek ship names become available in the 4th century BC, with the
exception of the Argo, they are feminine in gender (Casson 1971: 346 n. 10,350-354).
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36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
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Egypt has been suggested as the ultimate source for the European bird and sun-disk
design (Hopkins 1955: 78-80; 1957: 334-335). This seems most unlikely.
Compare a somewhat similar figure painted on a Daunian dish from Siponto in
southeastern Italy of 6th-5th century BC date (Gimbutas 1989: 16 fig. 26: 8).
A better preserved, though less decorated, version of this motif is also known (Nefer: 10).
Casson 1971: 348: 15.
Clarke 1920: 51.
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RETHINKING GREEK GEOMETRIC ART:
CONSEQUENCES FOR THE SHIP REPRESENTATIONS*
Introduction

Ship construction in the Geometric period constitutes one of the crucial
phases of ancient Aegean naval architecture, both as trustee of the Bronze Age
heritage, and as precursor to Archaic and Classical developments. The
reconstruction offered by the specialists has been linked since the 1890s to an
overall conception of Geometric art which has gone largely unchallenged since
its initial formulationl. The present paper aims to re-examine this hermeneutical
vision, show that it is inadequate when not false, and propose a revised reading
with significant consequences for our understanding of Geometric ships and of
the subsequent evolution towards the ~pufipqq2.
The prevalent view considers it axiomatic that Late Geometric I artists primarily the Dipylon Master - did not depict scenes in the Minoan-Mycenaean
tradition of profile viewsa. On the contrary: the object represented was rendered
through acombination of significant aspects, so as to mirror not what could actually
be seen, but what the artist knew to be there, although not necessarily visible.
Thus a horizontal surface, nominally a line in a profile view, could be raised into
a plane view, while elements duplicated on the far side were brought forward to
the near side4.
To illustrate (Fig. 1A): single-axledchariots are renderedwith the furtherside
wheel brought onto the same plane as the nearside wheel, giving an erroneous
impressionof being double-axled. The floor of the chariot box is seen in plan, that
is, tilted ninety degrees, and the charioteer (and warrior, if present), is perched
on its upper edge. The side rail is moved backwards so as not to cut across the
legs.
In prothesis(the mourning of thedead as the corpse lies in state) and ekphora
scenes (the procession to the grave with the bier on a chariot) the alleged Late
Geometric vision of things concentrates on three elements: the corpse, the bier,
and the shroud (Fig. 2A). Since the Geometric artist is thought incapable of
rendering the human body in a strict profile view, it is argued that it is seen from
above. A plan view is also postulated for the bier, which surface rises vertically
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below the corpse, and for the shroud, which, although in reality spread over the
corpse, is depicted raised above it.
This vision of three-dimensional objects is also extended to the pictorial
structures. A bird's-eye perspective is employed, placing participantsfurther away
from the viewer on a single compressed plane in superposed registers, and
providing each file of mourners with its own base line7.
Finally, the ship is rendered in a remarkably complex manner (Fig. 3): the
hull combines two superposed profile views and one plan view. The near side is
seen from the outside, the further side from the inside, and the thwarts and central
deck connecting the two are seen from aboves.
Thus, the consecrated view suggests that the Geometric vase painter
endeavored to depict depth of field within a pictorial vision which ignored the use
of perspective. Instead of employing lines united at vanishing points, the main
surfaces to have been affected are raised into visibility by use of a plan view.
Planes further away from the spectator, instead of appearing smaller, and partly
obscured, retain the same scale and are lifted above the main scenes.
Criticising the traditional view

The generally accepted view of Geometric art, when critically analysed,
raises serious problems, not only in regards to the interpretation itself, but also
to the handling of archaeological data. The explanation given for Geometric pictorial
structure may be compressed into a single statement: things are not what they
seem to be. To read Geometric representations successfully it is necessary to
turn to the scholar, thus implying that it is not the image itself which holds the key
to its understanding, but the scholarlo.
This intrusion of the scholar effaces the borderline between refurbished fact
and unsubstantiated fiction: personal predilections permit the scholar to reject
conflicting data, redesign uncomfortableimagesll, and generally to create readings
which, when uncritically accepted by peers, enter the body of scholarly knowledge
as factoidsl*. The framing assumption underlying this attitude is that the artist is
liable to make mistakes, and that the scholar is capable of recognizingand correcting
them. Yet to perceive an artist's error is dependent on there being available a
body of dataconsideredcorrect against which the error is highlighted.The existence
of such a body is negated by the manipulative entry of the scholar into the
hermeneuticequation. In the case under consideration here,the Geometric pictorial
structure, the massive alterations rendered necessary by the traditional reading
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to attain the object or the scene originally observed by the artist should destroy
any illusion of an objective reconstruction.
It is here argued that a reconsideration of Greek Geometric art is an urgent
desideratum,and that it must be undertakenwithin an epistemologicalframework
which explicitly states that the image is correct unless sufficient evidence to the
contrary can be generated by the body of examined data itself. To alter a wellknown dictum: error is never to be presumed unless provenls.
Even without the objectional carte blanche which the basic conception of
pictorial hermeneutics offers the scholar, the traditional view faces a serious
challenge if objectively analysed~.The very sherds upon whose testimony the
reading was founded presented contradictory evidence which had to be refuted
through auxiliary hypotheses (when not merely ignored)ls. A brief review of the
problemscreated by the current conception of Greek Geometric art follows, divided
into four sections based on the major objects1scenes depicted: chariots, biers,
shrouds, pictorialstructureof prothesisand ekphorascenes. Eachsection concludes
with an alternative reading which makes no use of scholarly filters by which to
distort the material. It accepts the data on face value, and attempts to understand
the images on their own termsls. Once conclusions can be drawn, the ship
representations can then be reinterpretedl7.
The chariot
The accepted view postulates that a chariot is depicted with two wheels, a
cross-hatchedsurface representingthe floor of the box, with charioteer and warrior
standing on its upper edge, and a loop-like rail at each end. This pictorialconfiguration
appears but rarely. More frequent are chariots exhibiting traits in conflict with this
canon, such as chariots depicted with a single wheel (Fig. 1B)18, legs hidden
behind the cross-hatched surface (Fig. 1C), the purported floor reduced to a long
narrow rectangle (Fig. 1D).
Chariots with a single wheel are explained as a "formelhafte Abkurzung fur
einen Zweiradwagen", a reading thought to be supported by the prevalence of
single-axled clay models of chariotslg. Yet the same scholar accepts the chariot
carrying the bier on the krater NM 990 as two-axledno, although it employs,
abstraction made of the removal of the rails so as to accommodatethe bier, exactly
the same pictorial means as the chariots appearing in the procession in the lower
registew. This "Abkurzung" is, according to other scholars, caused by insufficient
space for the canonical rendition22. The single-wheeledchariot can also be treated
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as a stylistic device, "ein nur dekorativer Wechsel der Raderzahln23.Finally, the
second wheel may derive from necessity: the lengthening of the chariot body to
carry charioteer and warrior requires an additional wheel to support it24.
It is clear that a single rigid remplate cannot be imposed upon Geometric
art25. But it is equally obvious that greater sensitivity is required to understandthe
image. And greater methodologicalrigor. The two-wheeled chariot appears in the
Late Geometric I period. In Late Geometric II it is exceedingly rare, at a time when
the chariots are single-axled, depicted in profile, and directly related to Archaic
and Classical chariots26. Occasional appearances of single-wheeled chariots in
the earlier period27 suggest forerunners of the single-axled type, rather than
exceptions to a purported representational system28.
It is not possible to definitely refute the traditional view on the basis of the
wheels alone. A number of disturbing inconsistencies in regards to the chariot
box do greater damage. If the cross-hatched surface represents the floor of the
box tilted up into the view of the spectator, acertain consistency could beexpected,
especially since the consecrated reading postulates such a behavior. The number
of exceptions to this "rule" are remarkable (or frightening, for a traditionalist).
Particularlysignificant are the krater-fragments Louvre A54729: on one sherd both
charioteer and warrior clearly stand behind the screen since their calves are
obscured by it (Fig. 1C), whereas on another, the charioteer is treated in a like
manner, while the warrior, on a smaller scale, stands on the edge (asthe traditional
view would demand)so.
This reduction in size of charioteer and warrior31 is balanced by a reduction
in the height of the cross-hatched surface32. The cross-hatching is replaced, due
to lackof space, by parallel vertical lines, or, as on Louvre A51733, is filled in (Fig.
1E). This latter case is particularly interesting since the feet of both charioteer
and warrior are behind the screen. A similar occurrence is manifest on the Late
Geometric II amphora Folkwang K96934, which also shows a siderail running
across the legs (Fig. 1F).
This phenomenon, so at variance with the traditional view, may find a plausible
explanation when the chariot with crew is viewed as a profile image, and placed
in its context: muscular legs are a mainstay of Geometric human figures, regardless
of their size35. Hiding the legs would suggest a diminishing of the man's force,
while shrinking his stature to place him on the screen created an unwanted contrast
to the warrior.
I foot: the screen had to yield. The presence of the rail attached
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to the aft edge of the screen even when the latter has been reduced to nothing
(Fig. 1D, 1E) indicates that a screen is at the root of this modification.
It is therefore suggested that it is the sidescreen, not the floor, of the chariot
which is depicted by the cross-hatched surface. The removal of one of the pillars
upon which the traditionalview is founded casts doubt on the other, that concerning
the repositioningof the wheel. By reading the evidence on face value, two types
of wheeled transport are attested to for the Geometric period, the single-axled
chariot also known from epic poetry, and the two-axledwagon, alludedto by poetry
and imagery36.

The bier
The suggestion that the cross-hatched area of the chariot is not the floor
tilted ninety degrees into view can be tested against the bier which is constituted
by an analogous surface. The treatment of the bier shows no single consistent
pattern which would unconditionally support the traditional view. A diminuation
of the width of the surface is observed, similar to that affectingthe chariot sidescreen,
particularly in the work of the Dipylon Master, who as the probable creator of the
Late Geometric I pictorial style could be expected to adhere to the purported
pictorial principles. This renders it necessary to seek an alternative explanation.
Two parameters determine the appearance of the bier, the width of the
horizontal surface, and the number of legs, two or four. The additional legs are
nearly always a smaller pair placed inside the main legs, as if in an attempt at
perspectivedrawing. Ageneral reading in terms of the traditional view is rendered
inapplicable by instances where the bier is clearly seen in profile37. A partial
application would be possible for such cases where the surface is wide, were it
not for incompatible traits, some of which may be cited here.
The treatment of the legs offer a starting point: the upper end is usually
subscircular or triangular, detached from the leg proper by a narrowing, indicating
the part to which the frame-members are attached (Fig. 2B). When the horizontal
surface remains within this upper part, it is unlikely that it represents more than
the frame or the material which forms the bed surface as it is folded around the
frame (cf. Fig. 2C). The fact that a second pair of legs appears in cases such as
these indicates that the additional legsdo not impose a perspective aspect. They
should rather be compared to the multiplicationof verticals such as horses' legs38.
Lest the instances of wide surfaces expanding beyond the upper end of the
legs be thought conclusiveevidence, a number of observations should be considered.
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The sherd NM 81239from a krater depicts a bier with a wide cross-hatchedsurface,
but the corpse is under a shroud (cf. Fig. 20 for the bier): it may be surmised that
the artist has attempted to show the dead in profile without employing the normal
formula for the human body, identical whether standing or lying40.
A second observation notes the behavior of the pattern employed to cover
the horizontal surface of the bier. On three occasions it flows out into the space
between the two legs at either end of the bier. On Metropolitan 14.130.14 (Fig.
2H) and NM 18062 this appears in an embryonic form41, whereas on Brussels
A1 506 the entire area is invaded (Fig. 2E)42. Here, the bier is reduced to the
containing lines for the cross-hatching. When compared with two neck metopes
on amphoras, Cleveland 1927.27.6 and Baltimore48.2231 (Fig. 2F)43, it becomes
plausibleto suggest that the artist is employing the pattern on the bier as a filler44.
A third, different, line of thought is significant for the rebuttal it offers to the
traditionalview. Since the discussionof the chariot referredto Archaic and Classical
chariots, it is permissible to look forward in time at later bier-like furniture. The
q
in countless
Geometric bier is, in fact, a forerunner of the standard ~ h i v shown
symposion scenes45. Frequently, the ~ A i v rhas
l its frame and the top of the legs
obscured by the wide overhang of the blanket upon which lies the symposiast
(Fig. 21)46. The edge of the blanket is decorated with tassles, which also appear
on a Geometric vase47. On one occasion, similar dowel holes are cut at the top of
the legs of a Geometric and a Red Figure representation48. It is therefore not
inconceivable that the supposed flipped-up bier surface is in fact the overhang of
the blanket upon which the corpse is occasionally explicitly shown to be lying (Fig.
2G)49.
The analysis of the bier suggests two possible explanations to the crosshatched, or otherwise decorated, surface: either a decorative extension of a
pattern, or as depicting a concrete object, the blanket under the corpse. The first
alternative, although it makes an issue of statistically insignificant but visually
blatant images, is of interest when examining the shroud.
The shroud

The Geometric artists treated the shroud in essentially two fashions, either
as a large rectangular surface filled with a checkerboard pattern, or as a formless
area delimited by a circumscribing line, attached to the bier at each end, and filled
with cross-hatchingso. The first form appears to have been introduced by the
Dipylon Master. It covers the entire area between the corpse and the upper edge
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of the metope. It frequently extends to the left and right into the empty space
above the mourners immediately next to the bier. In such cases, the shroud may
be held by the mourners (Fig. 2A).
The exteisions and the holding by the mourners particularly on the earlier
vases, allied with a tendency by the checkerboard to expand into otherwise
unoccupied space, suggest an alternative explanation to the traditional view.
When composing the prothesis image within the central metope, the artist was
faced by the large empty space above the corpse. The Dipylon Master, so it is
suggested here, grasped upon a ritual performedduring the mourning,the revealing
of the corpse by raising the shroud, and employed the pattern woven into the
shroud, a checkerboard, as a fillersl.
The extensions left and right depend on the available space52. On Metropolitan
14.130.1453, this space extends downwards to a level just below the top of the
bier (Fig. 2H). The checkerboard has, in addition, risen from immediate vicinity
of the bier so as to form a large horizontaldecorated surface with vertical extensions
above an area which includes the bier and corpse, as well as one standing mourner
to the rightw. A more obvious loosening of the bonds attaching the shroud to the
bier is exhibited by NM 1806255: the checkerboard is no longer associated with
the bier. It has become a patterned border at the top of the metopes. A similar
detachment is observed on NM 99057, although here it is less manifest since the
shroud does not extend beyond the area above the bier.
The comments occasioned by the analysis of the bier and shroud point in
the same direction, towards an explanation founded on the pictorial structure of
Late Geometric vase paintings. Again it should be noted that the greater
hermeneutical force is provided, in the reading offered here, by the exceptions.
In absolute terms, this is not unassailable, but these instances serve to point out,
by exaggeration or caricature, the intentions invested by the artist in these large
uniformly decorated surfaces.
The use of pictorial space

The evidence briefly discussed above militates against the traditional view
of Geometric space administered in terms of a "bird's-eye perspective", as being
insufficient to explain the processes subjacent to the creation of representations
on large Late Geometric vases. An explanation which is in greater accordance
with the evidence must be generated from a global view of the image.
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The Geometric artist worked in two dimensions%,on a flat surface, which
he endeavored to fill as completely as possible without loss of clarity due to
thoughtless cluttering with subsidiary elements. This was attained by translating
concrete objects into decorative panels filled with patterns more restful than the
profusionof fillers placed between men, women, horses, andchariots. Occasionally
the chariot box, but primarilythe bier with its overhangingblanket belowthe corpse,
and the shroud, raised above the deceased by the mourners, served this purposesg.
Inthe later half of the period, when sexual differentiation of women was achieved
through clothing, the skirt came to serve the same purposeso.
The examination of the chariot and the bier suggests astrict profileapproach
to physical objects. This is in accordance with the conceptionof Geometric pictorial
space as rigidlytwo-dimensional, indicated by the use of the shroud as adecorative
surface. Depth of field and perspectivedo not enter into Greekvase painting until
much later, and not in avery satisfactory manner: the inherent two-dimensionality
of the flat, curving surface of the vase was never dominated in the manner that
free painting is thought to have achieved depth and perspectivesl.
The illusion of space thought to be present in Geometric vase painting by
virtue of the placing of figures on various levels is little more than an illusion of
scholars. The seated or standing mourners placed in panels above the main scene
are not there to indicate that they are standing on a plane situated deeper into
three-dimensional space, but merely to fill the available surface with patterns
related to the central image62. This approach to pictorial space grew naturally out
of the gradual conquest of the vase surface by the decorative system based on
metopes63. The various elements in the Late Geometric painter's repertoire are
part of an overall strategy of decorating previously empty two-dimensionalspacw.
The ship

If this re-evaluation of Late Geometric pictorial vase painting is acceptable,
the traditional view becomes an erroneous attempt at reconstructing the naval
architecture of this time. A strict profile view, as suggested by the chariot and the
bier, renders a reading as double-leveled ships inevitabless. The thick line above
the hull becomes the deck supported by stanchions, as indicated by figures using
this line as their baseline (Fig. 3C, 3E)Gs. The figures shown crossing this line
indicate that the deck does not cover the entire beam (Fig. 3A, 3B), but should
rather be considered as running along the gunwale, leaving a central lane open
for rapid movement within the vessel, and for operations involving the mast67. A
quarterdeck, midway between the level of the lower rowers and the deck can be
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postulatedat the bow and at the stern on the basis of figures shown in an intermediary
position68. The Late Geometric ship could be rowed from both levels (Fig. 3D,
3F)69, or from one or the other70. Tholepins were provided for the lower level,
whereas the upper oars took purchaseon thecontinuation of the stanchions above
deck level, providing the necessary stagger between the levels (Fig. 3A-C)".
The minority view of Geometric ship architecture72dependsfor its acceptability
on decked hulls having been introduced some time before the Late Geometric I
period since it is unlikely, given the slow rate of change evidenced by naval
construction in the ancient world, that two so portentious stages were attained in
rapid succession73. Single-level, partially decked vessels are attested to for the
Bronze Age, in the Late Minoan I A period by the large ships on the West House
miniature wall painting in Akrotiri, which have at least a stern quarterdeck, possibly
also adeck at the bow, and in the Late Mycenaean Ill period by the Pyrgos Livnaton
ships, doubtlessly longitudinally decked74.
The deck is attested for the Middle Geometric II period by virtue of the ships
on the Metropolitan 34.1 1.2 krater (Fig. 4C, warriors on deck not depicted)Ts:
every second vertical line rises above the gunwale line to support a slightly raised
deck. The height does not appear sufficientto allow the rowersto take cover below
it, thus rendering the position of the deck, along the gunwales or down the center,
problematic76. Insufficientdata are available to extrapolate on the developments
in hull construction more fully and propose reconstructions, but enough is extant
to perceive the major lines: the longitudinal deck appears towards the end of the
Late Bronze Age, survives the evidential gap preceding the Middle Geometric
phase, where it is once again manifest, and is then further developed in the Late
Geometric I period with the addition of a second level of rowers.
A recent find adds afurther aspect: the ship on the pyxis from Toumba grave
6177 is depictedwith three parallel horizontal lines above the hull (Fig. 4A). Tholes
are painted, but no stanchions. Nonetheless, the general pattern is sufficiently
alike than seen on Late Geometric I two-leveled ships to suggest an intimate
relationship78.Whether the three lines serve to render more than lateral protection
for the rowers is uncertain, but a function as part of a deck construction cannot
be excluded. The date: Middle Geometric I, in absolute terms 850-825 BC79.
The Toumba pyxis does not constitute proof for whichever interpretation is
preferred by virtue of its status as a chronologically and geographically isolated
find, but it does indicate that future discovery may well rewrite conclusions drawn
on the currently available databaseso.
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TROPIS IV

Conclusions
It is suggested here that the traditional interpretation of Late Geometric
pictorialstructure is incapableof accountingfor the full range of data in a satisfactory
manner. Too many conflicting details are left unexplained. Perhaps even more
damning, the consecrated reading, if retained,diminishes the worth of the Dipylon
Master, long considered one of the foremost personalities in the history of Greek
art. The purportedtilting of horizontal surfaces appears only in his work and that
of his immediate followers: by Late Geometric IIA, vase painters had returned to
the conception of pictorial space which had prevailed for centuries before the
Master, and which was to dominate Greek vase painting until its demise in the
early fourth century BC. The Dipylon Master becomes a freak interlude with no
continuation. His sole claim to fame would be his monumentality and the formulaic
composition81.
The proposedalternative view points out flaws in the traditional conception,
suggests more appropriate hermemeuticalapproaches to specific objects depicted,
and attemps to place the Late Geometric developments within a coherent overall
explanatory framework which takes into account the nature of vase painting. By
necessity short, and thereby incomplete, the present paper owes the reader a
more fully argued account. Such an undertaking must carefully analysethegenesis
of the traditional view, note alterations undertaken by single scholars during its
century-long reignas the consecrated explanationof Late Geometricvase paintingsz,
criticizeindividualtexts, anddiscuss all the available evidence in detail. Nevertheless,
these lines contain sufficient objections to necessitate a profound rethinking of
Greek Geometric art.
To conclude with the ships: the present paper does not prove the existence
of Greek two-leveled ships as early as circa 750 BC. But if the above analysis is
correct, adducing a second levelbest accountsfor the observedpictorial phenomena.
The question raised does not yet concern technical prowess or rower
arrangementsss. It concerns the logical structure of the arguments, the use of the
evidence, and the resulting presumed artistic vision. These three aspects of the
account given by the textbooks are deficient, unacceptable, and inadequate,
respectively, in their attempt to explain the pictorial structure of Greek Late
Geometric vase painting.
Michael Wedde
Archaologisches Seminar
Universitat Mannheim
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NOTES
The present paper represents a fully rewritten text based on an appendix in the author's
doctoral dissertation (Wedde 1992), a paper presented at the Archaologisches Seminar
der Universitat Mannheim, and the oral version read at the symposion in August 1991, as
well as further considerations. It replaces the above-mentioned appendix and prepares a
major work on the subject, presently being undertaken. A pendant on decks appears in
Tropis V(cf. n.80). Remarks by Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Schiering, Prof. Dr. Reinhard Stupperich,
and the students of the seminar in Mannheim have been helpful. As usual, Mrs. Ethel
Wedde and Ms Nina Wedde have read, discussed and criticized the text. The authorwould
also like to thank Mr. Harry E. Tzalas for the opportunity to speak, and for accepting the
unforeseen circumstances causing a belated submission of the text with understanding
and sympathy, and Prof. Dr. William M. Murray, Prof. Dr. David Samuel, Cmdr Alec F.
Tilley, and Mrs. Eve Black for encouragement.
Periodicals are abbreviated as laid out in the American Journal of Archaeology 90, 1986,
384-394, and 92, 1988,629-630, with the exception of:
MM

Mariner's Mirror.

Further abbreviations used:
BM

the British Museum, London.

NM

the National Archaeological Museum of Athens.

Concerningthe ship representations, it appears to have been first formulated by Pernice
1892,1900.Williams 1949-50:128-129,
1958:122-125,
MorrisonNVilliams 1968:12-17,
Gray 1974:86-90,
Basch 1987:161-184argue in favor. General works on Geometric art
adhering to the traditional view abound; an enumeration would by necessity be incomplete,
and prove nothing unless discussed. It is therefore resewed for the work mentioned above.
2. The ancient Greek word is retained in preference to the latinized "trireme" since a ship type
designated "trireme" existed in Roman times, although not necessarily related to the
Greek vessel in more than general form and name.
3. The few examples of Bronze Age images not employing the profile view are
hermeneutically insignificant (for instance the well seen from a conceptual rather than a
perceptual angle on the north wall of the West House at Akrotiri [Morgan 1985:8-9and 8
fig. I],and the chariot depicted from above with the wheels flat on the ground on the larnax
from Kavrokhori Maleviziou lrakleiou [Rethemiotakis 1979:231fig. 31).A closer analysis of
this problem will have to be undertaken elsewhere.
4. For goodformulations, cf. Morrison/Williams 1968:12-17,
Basch 1987:161-162.
5. Concerning the rail, cf. Wiesner 1968:68-70.
6. "Pictorial structure" is defined as the system which rules how the various components of
the image are organized within the confines of a two-dimensional support. For a
discussion, cf. Wedde 1993.
7. Cf. Ahlberg 1971 :268-280,
esp. 277;with frequent reference to BrunnsAker 1962.For
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9.

10.

TROPIS IV

related statements concerning Minoan art, cf. Walberg 1986: 120, Laffineur 1990: 247,
and elsewhere.
Cf. Basch 1987:163-164 and 168-170 figs 341.345.346 for a reconstruction.
As space is lacking for an analysis of theterminology employed for these phenomena, and
its history, it is preferable to speak of "the traditional view" or "the consecrated reading" and
similar terms.
It may be objected that good parallels for these alleged phenomena appear in Egyptian art
(for a concise account, cf. Brunner-Traut 1990:7-14, with examples discussed id.: 15-40).
A rebuttal favoring an internal Greek development notes the following problems with the
comparison: the Dipylon Master and his associates recreate pictorial art in Greece after a
period of purely geometric patterns at a time when the evidence for systematic contact with
the East either goes back to the Late Bronze Age, or has yet to begin in the so-called
"Orientalizing" period. Whether or not a collective memory, refreshed by intermittent direct
or indirect contact, reintroduced the Egyptian aspective approach, never known from the
Bronze Age in the form the traditional view imposes on Geometric art, is besides the point:
the explanation proposed must account for all the data. Aspective art is an insufficient
explanation for Geometric art. It should also be noted that the Geometric pictorial style
grows naturally out of the basic characteristics of Geometric vase painting in general.

The author has previously militated against the scholar usurping the role of yardstick for the
interpretation of archaeological pictorial evidence (cf. Wedde 1992: Chapter One). Afully
systematic study constitutes a future work.
11.

12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

An example is given by Koster 1923:84-95 who stresses the awkwardness of the
Geometric artist, working without the benefit of a standardized pictorial system, and
argues that each image must be translated into terms familiar to the scholar. Cf. also the
hopefully one day infamous quote by August Jal, cited by Basch 1985:413. Kirk 1949:123125, on the other hand, exudes reasoned belief in the artist's ability to accurately depict a
ship.
On factoids, cf. Maier 1985: 32.
With apologies to Lucien Basch (cf. Basch 1985:413). Basch states that "error is always to
be presumed unless the contrary is proved' (his italics). This view has been repeatedly
criticized by A.F. Tilley (Tilley 1990:193, 1992:55). "Never" and "always" are, of course,
exaggerated formulations.
Internal inconsistencies within individual accounts cannot be ignored: thus Brunnsiker
1962:206 accepts a profile view for the chariot and the bier, but prefers a plane view for the
shroud and the corpse, in addition to arguing copiously in favor of the bird's-eye conception
of space. The traditional view can only survive if it is correct in all its elements.
Examples will be given below; they concern mainly the chariots.
Only the most eloquent evidence is cited (full references will be given in the work
mentioned in the initial note). A number of issues have had to be insufficiently treated or
ignored here due to restrictions in length imposed by the format. The illustrations referred
to are taken when possible from Ahlberg 1971, from Basch 1987 if ships. When the image
is included among the figures appended to this paper, this is noted. It should be mentioned
that material will be cited from all four Late Geometric sub-periods, IA, IB, IIA, llB, with
chronological arguments entering only where deemed significant. The Late Geometric
period covers barely two generations, and exhibits a substantial overall stylistic unity with
many tendencies active through-out the timespan. The fifteen years available for each
phase approaches the kind of segments common to Black Figure and Red Figure,
developments in Athenian pottery production believed to be more securely dated than aliy
other. Too optimistic an attitude towards the dating process will obscure the tentative
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nature of typological and chronological seriation and raise often subjective criteria to the
status of scientific ~rocedure.As will be seen below, there is room for caution.
The traditional view implicitly or explicitly connects hermeneuticallychariots, biers,
shrouds, and ships, occasionally also horses, and human figures, rendering the
interpretation of the ships dependent on the former. Cf. Williams 1949-50:128, Williams
1958:122, MorrisonNVilliams 1968:13-14, Basch 1987:162. If alternative readings can be
proposed for the other components of Geometric images, the ships cannot alone buttress
the traditional view.
The following convention is employed: "wheels" refers to the number of wheels that are
visible to spectator, whereas "axle" indicates the number of axles regardless of the number
of wheels depicted. Thus, the traditional view postulates two-wheeled chariots which have
a single axle. The alternative reading considers the number of wheels to indicate the
number of axles in a one to one relationship.
Wiesner 1968:66, cf. also id.:68, and Hinrichs 1951:55. By referring to the clay models,
Wiesner and Hinrichs merely establish that the models are one-axled.
Wiesner 1968:67-68. Wiesner considers it bigger and sturdier, as does Greenhalgh
1973:34-35: the identical pictorial means are ignored in favor of a slight difference in size.
NM 990 is illustrated by Ahlberg 1971:fig. 54. For a second instance, cf. Universitat Bonn
16 (id.: fig.55a, b).
Hinrichs 1955: 133, who, however, suspects a more formal equation.
Williams 1958: 124, MorrisonNVilliams 1968:13.
Hinrichs 1951:55. Brunnsaker 1962:208n1 also sees a possible formal variation.
Brunnsaker 1962:194n6, Greenhalgh 1973:34.
As Basch 1987:161-162 correctly notes.
The attempt by Greenhalgh 1973:22 to read two wheels into the concentric circles
depicting the wheel on Berlin 3203 (Davison 1961:fig.48 a-b) and Philadelphia MS 5464
(id.:fig.49) ignores their manifestedly decorative secondary function, as suggested by the
identical shields carried by the soldiers. Greenhalgh 1973:34 also sees two conventions
for the representation of horses, one, or two or more. Since a chariot with a central shaft
cannot be drawn by one horse, the single horse is a chiffre for two. From this convention he
deduces another, namely the representation of both wheels on a single-axled chariot. The
horse-conventionmerely indicates that there was a convention regarding the horses.
Nicholson 46.41 (Ahlberg 1971:fig. 14a, c, d; here Fig. 1B) employs identical means for the
two chariots, yet the left one (with charioteer and warrior) has a single wheel. If two wheels
had been de rigueur, the painter could have suppressed some mourners to the left of the
bier, as he did to the right so as to accommodate a chariot with two wheels. If the
suggestion by Marwitz 1961B:40 that the painter of Metropolitan 34.1 1.2 (Ahlberg
1971:fig. 1) worked from left to right can be extrapolated upon, the painter of Nicholson
46.41 would have begun with the one-wheeled chariot.
The existence of two-axled funerary wagons in near-contemporary Hallstatt contexts is
interesting (cf. Barth et al. 1987), although not a compelling parallel.
Ahlberg 1971:fig.l3b, top left corner and second register right.
Id.:fig.l3c. The chariot is two-wheeled. One-wheeled variants with the lower legs obscured
appear on "Eretria" no nr (Davison 1961:fig. 101) and Louvre A522 (frieze under the
prothesisscene; Ahlberg 1971:fig.l6a-c).
Nicholson 46.41 (id.:fig.l4c; here Fig.16) depicts the passengers stunted in size.
Cf. Robertinum 59 (id.:fig,55c), Metropolitan 14.130.14 (id.lfig.25a-e), NM 802 (id.:fig.7d),
Louvre A522 (id.:fig.l6a-b; here Fig. 1D).
Id.:fig.4a-b.
Id.:fig.41a, b, e, f. This is one of the rare Late Geometric IItwo-wheeled chariots referred to
above.
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In Homer, a man's fighting force is characterized by breath in his chest and strength in his
knees (cf., for instance, llias9.610, 10.90). On knees, cf. Onians 1951:174-186.
The argument in favor of the two-axled wagon is less well documented than the existence
of single-axled chariots. Some further notes may be helpful. The two-axled vehicle is
known in four instances from the Bronze Aae: a clav model from Palaikastro (Wiesner
1968:31 fig. 3b), a Linear A sign from ~ylisgos(id.: 39 fig.6b), a stele from frabment the
Shaft Graves in Mvcenae (Crouwel 1981:~1.39),and a larnax from lera~etra-E~isko~i
(id.:p1.33). In llias Book 24'~riamosbrings ~ e k i o r ' scorpse back to ~ro;, in ~ d i s s e i ~ o 6o k
Nausikaa takes the washing to the sea in atwo-axled wagon. It is also interesting to note
that in Europe the Hallstatt wagon is completely replaced by the LaTbne chariot in funerary
contexts - the same development as is reflected by the Late Geometric I and II vase
painting. Two-axled wagons are rare in post-Geometrictimes, the Vari clay model being a
notable exception (Karouzou 1984:135).
As on the sherds NM 4310 (Ahlberg 1971:fig. 19). or the amphora Ny Carlsberg
Glyptothek 2680 (id.:fig.29c).
Horses harnessed to a chariot are represented by a body common to all, separate neck
and heads, and a forest of legs below. With four horses, cf. Folkwang 969 (id.:fig.4le-f);
with three, cf. Odos Peiraios (id.:fig.8), Nicholson 46.41 (id.:fig.l4c), Louvre A541 (id.:fig.
15b) etc. Kyrieleis 1969: 108 notes that the Khivq is depicted with four legs because it has
four, not by virtue of an attempt at perspective.
Ahlbera
" 1971:fia.l8.
Cf. prothesisscenes in general and fighting scenes with fallen warriors. The manner of
treatina the human bodv could be considered oroof for a reconstructed irnaae on line with
the traiitional view: leas. buttocks. arms and head in ~rofile.chest en face.~otso: it is
here considered that trhe'artists were obliged to present thechest in a different aspect by
the nature of the human body when depicted by simple means. It should be noted that
Greek art before and after the Geometric period employs the same convention.
Id.:figs 25f and 24b respectively.
Id.:fig. 21b.
Id.:figs 36c and 37c respectively.
The krater Metropolitan 34.1 1.2 (id.:fig. 1e) indicates that this is not exclusively a late
phenomenon:on this Middle Geometric II vase (on the date, cf. n.75), the space between
the leg-pairs is filled with cross-hatching.
The word ~ A i v qdesignates both a bed or couch for the living and a bier or stretcher for the
dead.
Particularly well-known, and early, examples are the Eurytos -and the Tydeus-kraters
(Arias/Hirmer/Shefton 1962:pls 32, IX; XII, 33).
Cf. Folkwang Kg69 (Ahlberg 1971:fig. 41c): cf. Froning 1982:67.
Compare Metropolitan 14.130.1 5 (Ahlberg 1971:fig.22c) and the Red Figure kylix Louvre
G467, conveniently united by Richter 1966: figs 330-331. A search for further parallels will
follow in the detailed study under preparation.
Cf. Firenze, Museo Archeologico 86.415.85 (Ahlberg 1971:27a), Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek
2680 (id.:fig. 29c) Benaki 7675 (id.:fig. 46b). Louvre CA 3283 (id.:fig. 47b), possibly also
Vlastos Coll. (id. fig. 44). Cf. also Kyrieleis 1969:107-108.
As this latter type is less relevant to the discussion to follow, it may be relegated to the
notes. The best example is Berlin 1963.13 (Ahlberg 1971:fig. 31a). The surface may be
reduced to a loop over the corpse as on BM 1912.5.22.1 (id.:fig. 45a, c-d). This
amorphous area, rather the antithesis of the strictly ordered pictorial structure preferred by
the earlier painters, can also carry a checkerboard, thus tying it to the Dipylon mode, cf.
NM 18474 (id.:fig.34) and Cleveland (id.:fig.36c).
This reconstruction of a moment in the rites concerned with mourning is purely
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hypothetical. It does not ~mplythat Geometric art captures specific moments. An
alternative explanation would see the hands touching the shroud as subsequent to the
area having been filled by the checkerboard. When Hinrichs 1955:132 speaks of "das
Zurschaustellendes Lakens" she errs: it is the corpse which is revealed. On the meaning
of the checkerboard pattern, cf. Marwitz 1961A, Lambrinoudakis 1975.
Contrast NM 804 (Ahlberg 1971: fig.2b) and NM 802 (id.:fig.7b). Cf. also Sevres (id.:fig.3c),
Louvre A517 (id.:fig.4ar c), Odos Peiraios (id.:fig.ab), Louvre A541 (id.:fig.l5b), etc. This
would suggest that Hinrichs 1951:35 is incorrect in explaining the extensions as the
overhang on the short sides. Note, however, a similar reading by Kyrieleis 1969: 114-115.
Ahlberg 1971: fig.25f.
Cf. Agora P4990 (id.:313textfig.2).
ld.:fig.24b. Cf. Brussels A1 506 (id.:fig.21 b), on which a rectangle on the left filled with a
rhombus pattern appears to fill the same function. There are some scant remains of a
second rectangle to the right.
Marwitz 1961A:ll-12 is tentative on this point: "wo das Tuch sich uber die ganze Breite
der Schulterzone erstreckt, so dass es fast wie ein Ornamentstreifen wirkt".
Ahlberg 1971:fig.54a.
Cf. Brunnsaker 1962:203.
On NM 990 (Ahlberg 1971:fig.54), there is an alternation of crosshatched (chariot box,
bier) and checkered (platform for the bier placed on the chariot, shroud) surfaces rising like
a stabilizing pillar through the middle of the metope.
As, for example, on Baltimore 48.2231 (id.:fig.37c). Surfaces filled with patterns also
appear on Louvre CA 1940 (Rombos 1988:p1.50a), BM 1916.1-8.2 (id.:pl.50b), and the
sherd K83 in the British School at Athens (id.:p1.48a).
The raising of figures onto a higher level in the pictorial space appears to have been
pioneered by Polygnotos, and is reflected in the Red Figure krater by the Niobid Painter
(Arias/HirmerlShefton 1962:pls 173-175). When objects are depicted in perspective on
vases, the lines to not converge on a single point, as illustrated by Richter 1987:324 fig.
438. Wall paintings, as evidenced by Roman copies, exhibit proof of a better
understanding of perspective.
BrunnsAker 1962:208 argues otherwise but is inconclusive concerning the ships,
accepting both two-leveled hulls and raised farside rowers. Brunnsaker's basic argument
(id.:209-210) is that the picture is a translation from reality, yet he recognizesthat real
space is not represented, only a created, fragmentary space. Thus he shows an
obsessional preoccupationwith "real space", although he considers the Geometric figure
style as "abstract to an exceptional degree in Greek art" (id.:189). Some of his comments
(examples on id.:210-213) are irrelevant to the question of the Geometric artist's treatment
of space. The borders of the metope, within which figures and objects are arranged, define
the Geometric pictorial space, not an actual depicted space. There ensues a distinct
overevaluationof three-dimensional space as practiced in perspective art (cf. also
BrunnsAker on the Pithekoussai krater, id.:216-220). Similar fits of rationality are evident in
Kirk 1949:125 regarding the oars and their relationship to the keellinelwaterline, in
Williams 1949-50:129 on the oars having to be depicted as reaching the water below the
hull if an upper level is to be accepted, and in Williams 1958:123-124 concerning the
absence of stanchions to support a deck.
Cf. Kraiker 1954, Huwit 1977:17-22.
The loss of textile evidence, as well as representations on wood, as carriers of images
otherwise unknown from the pottery and the metalwork should not be underestimated, but
remains an unknown.
Numerous scholars would disagree: their accounts must be reserved for later discussion in
a larger format. Among more recent studies, cf. Kirk 1949, Williams 1949-50, 1958,
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MorrisonMlilliams 1968, Basch 1987 etc. The issue is connected with that concerning the
invention of the and ~ p t ~ ) p qisqtherefore avoided here.
Cf. NM no nr. (Basch 1987:167 fig.337; here fig.BC), Louvre A530 (id.:172 fig.356; here
Fig.3E); cf. also the man on the right edge of Louvre A528 (id.:166 fig.336). The
stanchions are often omitted for clarity: cf. id.: 172-173 figs 354-359 (here Figs 3D-F).
Louvre A534 (id.:166 fig.333; here fig. 3B), A527 (idem figs 334-335; for the latter, here
Fig.3A). The longitudinal position of the deck suggested here is hypothetical, and in need
of a thorough analysis.
On Louvre A528 (id.:166 fig.336) a man is shown standing at half height in the bow, either
on a small deck or on a step halfway between the thwarts and the deck, which runs out into
the forecastle, as indicated by the enemy warrior with the arrow through this throat. The
helmsman is either standing on the level of the thwarts, as on Louvre A540 (id.:171
fig.350) and NM no nr. (idem fig. 352), or on a small quarterdeck below the main deck, as
on Louvre A530, (id.:172 fig. 355; here Fig.3F) and Brussels no nr. (id.373 fig. 357).
Louvre A532 (id.:172 fig.354; here Fig.3D).
Upper: NM no nr. (id.:166 fig. 338), Louvre A517 (id.:172 fig. 353). Lower: Louvre A530
(id.:172 fig.355; here Fig.3F), Brussels no nr. (id.:173 fig. 357), Athens no nr. (id.:173
fig.358), Louvre A532 (id.:173 fig.359).
Tholepins: cf. the material united at id.:166-167 (cf. Figs. 3A-C). The rowers on Louvre
A517 (id.: 172 fig.353) are not shown using the stanchions as tholepins, but this appears
to be the case with the single extant rower on NM no nr. (id.:166 fig.338).
The present author is by no means the first to propose atwo-level reading: cf. Casson
1971:49-60,71-76, who, however, does not attempt to argue against the foundations of the
traditional view. The interpretation as a deck prevailed in the earliest literature, cf. Cartault
1882-84:48, Assmann 1889:1596, Torr 1894:18-19;and was maintained by Koster 1923:87,
and Kirk 1949:127-130 (although in his catalogue, Kirk occasionally adopts the reading as the
far side of the hull [cf. his nrs. 28,35a, 401, not always in a systematic manner. Note also that
he rejects five "apparent birernes", [nrs 28,29,31,32,40] as products of "overambition and a
faulty perspective-technique"[id.:129] and "artist's error" [id.:130]).
A terminus post quem non of c. 700 BC is provided by the sherds NM 265 (Basch
1987:182 fig.384) and NM 266 (id.:183 fig.385; here Fig. 4G) from the Akropolis which
allow no doubt as to depicting two-leveled ships.
The Akrotiri ships: Marinatos 1974: col.pl.9 (cf. Wedde 1992: Section 4.6). The Pyrgos
Livanaton ships: Dakoronia 1987.
Basch 1987:178 fig. 374. On thisvase, cf. Marwitz 19618. Marwitz (id.:47) dates thevase
to the Late Geometric II period, and is followed by MorrisonMlilliams 1968:30 and Basch.
Davison 1961:I30 places it, with reservations, before the Dipylon group. Coldstream
1968:23,26,349 correctly dates it to Middle Geometric ll. Schweitzer 1969:39 places the
vase after the skyphos Eleusis 741 and just before NM 804 by the Dipylon Master, to
which he assigns a date of circa 770 BC. Cf. also the initial publication and the first half of
the eighth century dating by Richter 1934:169.
Kirk 1949:97, Casson 1971:52 consider the ship on the skyphos Eleusis 741 (Fig.4B) to be
decked. If correct, this could suggest that a further two vessels are likewise decked, on a
cup (Basch 1987:176 fig. 368) and on a hydria (idem fig.369). The date proposed by
Young 1939:77-79 (late eighth-early seventh), MorrisonMlilliams 1968:32-33 Geom.26,
27 and 28, and Basch 1987:176-177 (Late Geometric ll) is too low. Cf. also Brunnsaker
1962:189n2. Kahane 1940:473,481-482 dates them to his Streng Geometrisch, in
absolute terms circa 850-800, Kirk 1949:96-97 to the end of Strict Geometric, Coldstream
1968:22 to Transitional Middle Geometric IIILate Geometric I, circa760 BC. Davison
1961:106-107 follows Young, but also suggests (id.:130) a date shortly before the Dipylon
group. Himmelmann-Wildschutz1962:79 argues for the earlier date.
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Kalligas 1987:83fig.l; cf. Popham 1987:354 fig.l,356-357figs 3-4, Catling 1986-87:14
fig.18.
The spherical pyxis is a local Euboean product (Kalligas 1987:77, Popham 1987:356): the
possibility that a different pictorial language to that employed in Athens is at work should
not be excluded.
Kalligas 1987:77, Popham 1987:355.
A more detailed study of the evidence for decked ships in pre-Classicaltimes is proceeding
slowly. It will include a discussion of the criteria deemed essential for recognizing decks in
profile renditions of ships. The overview of the Geometric evidence presented here is by
necessity brief.
Middle Geometric pottery reintroduces the human figure, and presents the first major
compositions. The formulaic composition appears already in the Bronze Age through the
use of specific components in areas resewed for them (although formally they are less
rigid than the Late Geometric pictorial vocabulary); cf. Wedde 1993.
Kyrieleis 1969:106-115 notes discrepancies in the traditional view concerning the ~ h i v r l
and the shroud, but does not attempt to go as far as the present paper.
o p61fipqq
oq
This issue necessitates a careful look at the development from n ~ v ~ q ~ o v ~ to
to ~ p ~ f i p r las
q ,well as alternative systems (a rudimentary attempt is made in Wedde 1992:
Chapter Five).
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NEOSOlKOlIN KITION, CYPRUS
For about fifteen years a Frencharchaeological mission1has been exploring
the site of Bamboula, in Larnaca(Cyprus), on the northeasternedge of the ancient
city of Kition, the capital of a Phoenician kingdom from the 9th to the 4th cent.
B.C. The importance of the city was also attested by excavations carried out by
the Department of Antiquities in Cyprus since 1959 in the area called Kathari, to
the north of the city*.
The literaryand epigraphicalsources3 substantiatethe history of the Phoenician
kingdom of Kitionduring the Classical period (5-4thcent B.C.), and archaeological
discoveries at Kathari and Bamboula for the past thirty years have confirmed its
importance (Figure 1). At that time, the area of Bamboula sheltered a sanctuary
dedicated to Astarte, seemingly identified here as the Cypriot Great Goddess of
Fecundity, and to Melqart, a male god some characteristics of whom equate him
with Herakles who was the patron of the royal Phoenician dynasty both in Kition
and in Tyre.
THE HARBOURS OF KlTlON
It is unanimously admitted that the main feature of the Phoenician power
was its connection with the sea; trade and navigation were essential to the
Phoenicians. However,the literary sources (especially Herodotusand Diodorus)
indicatethe existence of Phoenicianand Cypriot naval forces duringthe Classical
period, which were put at the disposal of the Persians - for example during the
Persian wars, in the early 5th cent.- or the Greeks - Alexander the Great in the
4th cent. The figures of triremes which appear on the royal coinages of Sidon and
Byblos4 are clear references to the significance of such a naval strength. The
Phoenician cities, e.g. Tyre on the mainland and the island of Tyre, Sidon on its
promontory or Arwad off Tartus would generally enjoy two harbours, one to the
north and the other one to the south which would be used according to the winds.
Such might have been the situation in Kition, but recent urbanization in
Larnaca prevents us from making certain it since the coast line is now straight
due to naturalsilting up and sea-levelchanges, or as a resultof the works undertaken
by the British administration in 1879-18805. The actual question would be then
to figure out the precise locations of the ancient harbours: the trading activity
would require a commercial port, and on the other hand the naval forces would
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need to be sheltered in a military harbour. However, when describing the coast
of Cyprus, Strabo states that Kition had a KAELOTOS Atpqv (XIV, 6, 3), that is a
closed harbours.
The trading harbour was most likely an open anchorage place, traces of
which will probably never be found. On the other hand, recent discoveries have
allowed us to locate the site of the military harbour which was in use during the
Classical period. Badly damaged structures were uncovered in 1985to the north
of the open terrace of the sanctuary on the Bamboula, and remained for some
time difficult to interpret: they were finally identified as the remains of ship-sheds
(vshoot~ot,vehpia) with inclined planes or ramps to support the ship hulls.
The structures initially cleared were set in a large rectangular area (squares
G-U8-9 of the grid), and countless fragments of tiles let us assume that it was
roofed'; it was also established that it was a building for public purpose dated to
the Classical period (late 5th cent. B.C.?) and probably related to Melqart's
sanctuary which it limited to the North (Figure 3). The extension of the excavation
allowed us to discover ramp-shaped structures and to suggest that they might
have supportedship-hulls;the assumption of a roof built on pillars was establisheds.
Several ramps (6, possibly 7) were cleared in 1988, and the general
interpretation thus confirmed (Figure 4); new evidence was brought up on the
orientation of the ramps,the stratigraphy of the building, its datation in the Classical
period, etc. The 1989 and 1990seasons of excavation allowed us to clarify several
detais of the building techniques and to elucidate the three chronological phases
of the buildings.
A water-table at the altitude 1.6011.80 m above sea-level used to flood the
lower parts of the excavation (Figure2), and we had to turn to water-pumps, which
was made possible in 1990 thanks to the efforts of the Municipality of Larnaca;
however, such conditions oppose an easy development of the excavation, and
its final completion will probably take longer than we would have wished.
The exact plan of the ancient city of Kition (Figure 1) is hard to make clear
as it is hidden by the modern town of Larnaca, and suffice it to say that the hillock
of Bamboula is located in the eastern part of the city, not far from the present
coastline. The maps drawn in the 19th centurylo, and more precisely the sketchplan by the French consul Auguste Dozon published in the first volume of the
Corpus des Inscriptions Skrnitiques in 188111 show a small pool linked to the sea
by a narrow channel near the Bamboula hill - the marsh and the channel having
been filled up by the British drainage works in 1879-1880. One may reasonably
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assume that it was the latest trace of the ancient closed harbour, still visible if not
useful.
DESCRIPTION OF THE REMAINS

The section of the harbour structures of Kition-Bamboula so far cleared
extends over ca 525 square meters, but it can fairly be assumed that they would
have spread much more widely in antiquity.
The southern limit of the harbour structures is the northern retaining wall of
the courtyard of the Classical sanctuary; the courtyard extends to its South and
its floors of the Classical period are preserved at a level ca 5.50 m; the harbour
structures stoodto its North at a level ca2.50 m, and the visible face of the retaining
wall (i.e. its northern face visible from the harbour complex) was about 3 m high:
it is made of dressed stones coveredwith a thick plaster coating. Every 6 metres
the retaining wall is strengthened with interior (=South, buried under the terrace)
and exterior (=North,visible) buttresses which delineate a northern bay, or space,
in which the ramps for the ships have been built. Six ramps have been completely
or partially clearedso far. To the West, remains of a returningwall, that is contiguous
to the main retaining wall, might indicate the western limit of the architectural
complex; to the East, on the contrary, there is hardly anything left as a result of
the dismantling of the Bamboula hill in 1879 - 1880, and the likelihood that more
ramps might have existed on this side should not be discarded.
These ramps are inquite adifferent state of preservation,and when preserved,
exhibit three architectural stages. Actually, the most impotrant and best preserved
one is the earliest stage, dated to the 5th cent. B.C.
Early phase.
Each long and slightly trapezoid ramp 11 m in its south - north length (when
fully preserved) and about 2 m wide, east - west. Their maximum height is 1.90m
to the South, and they slope down northwards at a slope of ca 13". They consist
of afacingwall on each side, east and west, built with dressed stones and undressed
blocks carefullyjoined with a white plaster, and a rubble filling mixed with plaster
too; the whole structure is covered with a thick and even coating of white plaster
on which some stains of red painting are still visible. On each side of the sloping
surface of the ramp one can see a deep, rectangular groove meant to wooden
beams on which logs were used for towing the ship. A small protuberancecan be
seen on the southern end of each ramp, at the base of its highest point: it most
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likely was the wedging socle for a post meant to support the precariously balanced
ram of the ship.
Along a six meters balance alternating with the ramps, three unconnected
walls are alligned on a south - north axis facing each buttress of the main wall;
they are 0.80 m wide and ca 3.50 long (average), the interspace between two
walls being av. 2.50 m. They were used as massive pillars on which the supports
of the roof stood, each baylramp being roofed individually. One may reasonably
assume that the lower part of these massive pillars was used to wedge oblique
struts which helpedsupport the hull of the ship when it was laid on top of the ramp.
Circulation from the ramp - bay to the other one was made possible to the
south through a long east - west passageway, 1.20 m wide, running along the full
length of the retaining wall on its northern face. In the internal between two
buttresses, the passageway is lined by long basins (vats?), 0.60 m wide from the
retaining wall to the passageway, each basin being edged with a parapet made
of standing slabs along the passageway; the function of these structures remain
uncertain. One should notice,too, in the upper part of the inner face of the buttresses,
nicely fitted holes perhaps meant for horizontalwood beams to which the ropes
which fastened the ship might have been fixed.
The south - north circulation would take place in a narrow passage between
the ramp and the pillar - walls (ca 0.80 m). One could step up from the southern
passageway on three large steps built with nice slabs of marmaro on each side
of the ramp; then apath of hard- packed surface is gently sloping down northwards
to the harbour itself, the waters of which having been most likely leaping a few
meters ahead of the northern end of the ramp.
We have already mentionedthe roofing; one should suggest adouble - slope
roof of tiles above each bay of a ramp. The wood framing, six meters broad, was
laid on wood poles standing on top of the retaining wall and the group of the three
walls which divide a bay from its neighbors.

Second phase.
The second stage inthe development of the harbours structures corresponds
to a significant re-shaping of the architectural complex and can be dated to the
4th cent. B.C.
The main change is a widening and, moreover, a lengthning of the ramps;
they are now about 15m long and 3m large, the eastern ramps being 2.50m high
and the western ones 3.20m. These adjusments might be either a consequence
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of a change in the size of the ships, or the result of a variation - fall - in the seallevel which would have required a lengthening of the ramps: no firmer suggestion
could be offered yet. The repair was made in two different techniques. The three
ramps to the east were doubled on each side of the ramp by new walls made of
rubble and plaster, with an interior filling or rubble; the floor was a hard-pached
surface, not plane but steeply convex. The three ramps to the west were repaired
in a similar way, but the doubling walls were erected with mudbricks. Using such
a lower quality and less resistant materialwould point to a hasty repair, with limited
financial means as well.
The lengthening and raising of the ramps resulted in a change of the
surrounding floor levels. To the very north, the hard-packed surface near the
harbour was probably preserved, but the floor levels of the southern section of
the building were raised. In order to do so, small retaining walls of undressed
stones were built on an east-westaxis at the northernend of the first row of pillars,
and the whole southern sector was filled in; on the contrary on what was evidenced
by the passagewayof the stage, the floor levelsofthe second phase are not even,
and there is a difference in height between the lower floor levels to the east and
the higher ones to the west. Slabs of marmaro were laid on the floors along the
pillars of the first row to the south (they had been raised up as well); these slabs
might have been used as a solid base for the struts which helped support the hull
of the ship on the ramp. There is slight evidence that the roof might have been
repaired, too; however, it should have been quite similar to the previous one.
Third phase.
Further repairs were carried out during the 4th cent. B.C., too, and they are
clearly visible on the westernmost ramp only; however, flimsy remains in the
central part of the building might be an indication of a larger extension of the third
phase. The excavation of the western sector is not completedyet, and the restitution
of this phase is still tentative. To the very south, the floors around the once-more
raised ramp are at the same level as the top of the retainingwall and, consequently,
of the terrace; the highest point of the ramp is 1.50m above this floor level, that
is 4.70m above the floors of the first stage and 2.20171 above the contemporary
highest point of the ramps. The northern part of the westernmost ramp has not
been excavated yet, but since the slope seems to be regular and almost the same
as that in the second stage, a total lengthof 17118m is likely. There is no indication
of any roof in the very damaged remains of this last phase, but a roof should have
sheltered the ramp.
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Interpretation

Many different sites around the Mediterraneanshores have previouslyyielded
remains of structuresfrom different periods which might be interpreted as ramps
for ship hulls; one of the most famous is indeed the cothon at Karthago, but it is
about two centuries later than the harbour of Kitionin. The interpretation of the
remains presented above is primarily based on a comparison with the Classical
remains uncovered in Piraeus, north of the Zea basin, by W. Dorpfeld in 1885;
we can see there a similar alternation of ramps sloping down to the basin of the
harbour and bases supporting a roof, as well as a massive wall of dressed stones
which closes the buildingla. The dimensions can be easily compared, at least for
the width, with the6m interval betweenthe axesof each ramp. However, in contrast
to the ramps at Piraeus the total length of which was reconstructed in order to fit
with the 30-35m long triremes, the ramps at Kition never exceeded 15m. Should
we assume that the extremities of the ramps of Kition have been destroyed for
ever, or should we suggest that they were built for a part of the ship only?l4. An
answer may come from further excavation.
The structural compositionof the neosoikoiat Piraeus and Kition is basically
identical in spite of several differences in the details and the building techniques:
sustaining walls for the roof at Kition, vs square individual bases at Piraeus; a
double-slope roofing for each ramp at Kition, vs the proposal of the architects for
adouble-slope roof for two ramps at Piraeus, etc. However, in the expectationof
the complete excavation of the Kition complex, we feel authorized to offer a
reconstitution based on the Piraeus example: Figure 3.
Marguerite Yon, Olivier Callot & Jean-Fran~oisSalles *
French archaeological mission at Kition-Bamboula
CNRS, UPR 309, Maison de I'Orient, Lyon.
NOTES
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2.
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4.

We express sincere thanks to Professor Homer Thompson who kindly suggested several
improvements of our English translation.
French excavations under the direction of M. Yon since 1976; see preliminary reports in
"Chronique des fouilles et decouvertes arch6ologiques a Chypre", BCHfrom 1977
onwards; see also the publicationvolumes Kition-BamboulaI to IV, 1989 to 1992 (ERC,
Paris; more volumes are in preparation).
Cypriot excavations under the direction of V. Karageorghisfrom 1959 to 1985; see reports
in the "Chronique", BCH, same dates; see also the publication volumes Excavationsat
Kition (Fouilles de Kition) I to V, 1974 to 1985 (Nicosia); vol. VI is in preparation.
Forthcoming publication: Kition-BamboulaV. Testimonia. The Phoenician were edited by
V. Karageorghisand M.-G. Guzzo-Amadasi, Fouilles de Kition 111, 1977.
L. Basch, Le musee imaginaire de la marine antique. Athens 1987 (Phoenicia: 328-335).

NEOSOlKOlINKITION, CYPRUS
A full description of these works will be found in J.-F. Salles, Kition-BamboulaIV (in press:
1992).
For the demonstrationthat the triremes of the Classical times had to be towed and dry
docked in ship-sheds, see M. Yon, "Kition et la mer" Actes du Colloque de Ravello 1989 (in
preparation).
"Chronique", BCH 110 (1986): 853-855.
"Chronique", BCH 112 (1988): 827-830.
"Chronique", BCH 113, (1989): 824-826; 114 (1990): 962-967.
K. Nicolaou, The topographyof ancient Kition, Goteborg, 1976.
CIS I, Paris 1881: 35.
References in M. Yon, Colloque Ravello 1989, supra n.6.
A model is exhibited in the maritime museum at Zea; plans drawings in N. Papahatsi,
[Pausania Elladosperiegesis:in Greek], Ekdotiki Athinon 1974, fig. 25: 100-101 (=plan W.
Dorpfeld 1995, fig. 33: 106), fig. 30: 104, fig. 34: 107 (see also Sounion, fig. 16 and 17).
The suggestion that these shelters were not intended for triremes, especially in a
Phoenician harbour in Cyprus, but for shorter war-ships should not be discarded.
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Sketchplan of the ancient city of Kition -from CIS 1, 1880: 35.
1. Kathari
2. Bamboula
3. Marsh and channel still visible in 1880
Neosoikoi at Kition-Bamboula,to the north of the Cypro-Classical sanctuary
(1990 sounding in the watertable).
Neosoikoiandclassical sanctuary at Kition-Bamboula:a suggestedrestitution.
Neosoikoiat Kition-Bamboula:ramps of the first phase (photo 1990).
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